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Introduction

“The scholars are heirs of the prophets” is a famous tradition that has been re-
ported from the Prophet Muhammad. When I examined the provenance and
deployment of this tradition in the classical period of Islam (570–1258 c.e.), I
realized that the title “heirs of the Prophet” was more than an honorific epi-
thet. As scholars belonging to different factions contested the right to assume
the title, it was obvious that the exclusivist claims to be the heirs of the
Prophet reflected a wider struggle within the Muslim community to wield
prophetic prestige through demonstrations of authority, which were based on
the Prophet’s legacy.

The “heirs tradition” as it was called, also became a polemical tool that
could be and was used by its bearers to wrestle authority from competing fac-
tions. The deployment of the “heirs tradition” extended beyond excluding
scholars, who belonged to other factions, from legitimating and exercising au-
thority in the Muslim community. It also was used to impose authoritative and
exclusivist rendition of texts, beliefs, and religious practices.

This study explores how different religious factions within the Muslim
community competed to be the heirs of the Prophet, and demonstrates the in-
terplay between power and knowledge and the ensuing tensions among these
factions. My exploration of the classical texts seeks to uncover and elaborate
the methods and strategies employed by the learned class, as well as other
groups, to wield and legitimize authority on behalf of the Prophet.

My investigation into the different groups’ self-understanding of post-
Muhammadan authority and the struggle for legitimacy is predicated on a tex-
tual, phenomenological, and chronological approach to the study and interpre-
tation of juridical, biographical, heresiographical, hagiographical, exegetical,
and polemical texts. I also examine how various groups made use of
hermeneutical tools in constructing authority and vindicating their claims to
be the exclusive heirs of the Prophet.
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A number of recent studies have tackled the question of authority in Islam.
For instance, Hamid Dabashi1 has written on the general notion of authority in
Islam while Sa¡id Arjomand2 and Abdulaziz Sachedina3 have focused on the
authority of the jurists in the post-ghayba (940 c.e.) period in Shi¡i Islam.4

The works of Patricia Crone, Martin Hinds,5 and Muhammad Qasim Zaman6

examine the struggle for authority between the caliphs and Sunni scholars. My
study goes beyond their work in that it fills the lacuna of inquiry into the strug-
gle for authority between and within the disparate groups that claimed to be
the heirs of the Prophet. The project also treads new ground by examining the
impact of the juxtaposition of different genres of authority in the Shi¡i com-
munity during the times of the imams.

My discussion of how the “heirs tradition” shaped and molded leadership
and other related institutional structures in the classical period of Islam is
couched within the framework of the models of charismatic leadership postu-
lated by Max Weber (1862–1920). In attempting to locate an Islamic equiva-
lent of Weber’s tripartite typology of the modes of authority (rational-legal,
traditional, and charismatic), in chapter one I discuss Weber’s characterization
of charismatic authority, and contrast this with the genres of authority domi-
nant in pre-Islamic Arabia. I then examine the exercise of authority in the
post-Muhammadan era by deploying Weber’s typology of the routinization of
charismatic leadership in the establishment of the charisma of office.

After the death of Muhammad, the discussion of authority was soon cast
under the designation “heirs of the Prophet.” The first chapter of this study
goes on to, therefore, examine the ramifications of claiming to be the “heirs of
the Prophet,” the emergence of the scholarly elite as the sole carriers of reli-
gious knowledge, and the struggle for authority that ensued among scholars
and their followers in different groups. While examining the competition for
Muhammad’s charismatic authority after his death, I investigate the Shi¡i self-
understanding of authority and argue that this was an important factor in the
formulation of a distinct Shi¡i leadership founded upon its legal system.

Using the conceptual framework postulated by Rudolf Otto, I trace the
emergence of the holy man in Islam and the type of authority that he wielded
in the Muslim community in the second chapter. This chapter also contrasts
Sufi and Shi¡i variations in the conceptualization of the holy men and exam-
ines the methods through which the holy men validated their claims to spiri-
tual authority. I also compare and contrast the authority wielded by the jurists
and holy men. Whether it is acquired or inherited, the charisma of the holy
man is in contradistinction to the charisma of office as defined by the jurists.

A largely unexplored dimension of religious authority in Islam is the rou-
tinization of charismatic authority in Shi¡ism during the presence of the
imams. In my discussion on post-Muhammadan authority, I argue that Shi¡ism
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in the eighth century manifests a major variation from the traditionally ac-
cepted, Weberian understanding of the rise of routinized charisma. In chapters
three and four, I extend my discussion of authority and the “heirs traditions” to
include the deputies of the Shi¡i imams.7

My interest in the disciples of the imams, the rijal,8 was initially kindled
during my study in Qum, Iran, in 1983–1985. I heard then that a prominent
scholar, Ja¡far al-Subhani, had been delivering lectures on the study of the bi-
ographical profiles of the rijal. When I attended his lectures, I realized not
only the depth of the subject but also the paucity of research on the rijal
among contemporary Western scholars.9

Chapter three contends that the delegation of the imams’ authority to their
close associates was an important landmark in Shi¡i history insofar as it signi-
fied a transition from the centralized, universal, charismatic authority of the
imams to a more structured and regionalized charismatic office of the rijal. In
the process of divesting their authority to their close disciples, the imams were
routinizing their charismatic authority and diffusing their charisma into a
newly emerging symbiotic structure. I examine how the affirmation of the
charismatic office of the imams’ prominent disciples and “heirs” to their
knowledge interacted with and often militated against the absolute nature of
the imam’s charismatic authority.

In the fourth chapter, I examine how the authority of the disciples of the
imams evolved and was enhanced in the very functions they performed. The
chapter delineates the various activities of the rijal, and contends that these were
highly significant in asserting a divergent concept of religious authority in the
Muslim community. I also argue that, by performing various activities in the of-
fice of charisma, the rijal constructed a normative basis or a “sectarian syn-
drome” through which “orthodox” views and beliefs could be distilled and dif-
ferentiated from those espoused by their opponents. An important consequence
of this process of establishing “orthodoxy” was the accentuation of the authority
of the rijal and the construction of boundaries of identity and exclusion.

The chapter goes on to demonstrate that, as agents of the imams, the rijal
also established paradigmatic precedents in various fields, which subsequent
Shi¡is could emulate. The “living sunna,”which was generated by the paradig-
matic activities of the rijal, was incorporated into the Shi¡i canonical tradition
that crystallized in the ninth and tenth centuries.

The fifth and final chapter explains how later biographers, faced with con-
tradictory appraisals of important personages, on the one hand, and the need
to depict an idealized image of them, on the other, encountered, grappled, and
finally shaped the authoritative images of those individuals. I demonstrate that
Shi¡i biographers were engaged in hermeneutical activity and a textual enter-
prise that evolved into an increasingly restrictive interpretation and canonical
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evaluation of the disciples of the imams. The appraisals of the biographers
laid claim to an exclusivist hermeneutic and became sufficiently entrenched to
impose an authoritarian evaluation on those they profiled. The chapter also of-
fers evidence of a different and radical form of idealization in later Shi¡i biog-
raphical literature.

In the second section of this chapter, I compare and contrast Sunni and
Shi¡i profiles of two important Shi¡i disciples of the imams, demonstrating the
tussle for authority and the struggle for legitimacy that is evinced in the biog-
raphical texts. By comparing Sunni and Shi¡i biographical literature, my book
adds a new dimension to the questions of textual authority and hermeneutical
enterprises in Islamic biographical dictionaries. Such an approach should lead
scholars to consider new ways of understanding the function of sacred texts
within the communities that engage and appropriate them for developing a
charismatic authority and a sense of loyalty to it.



c h a p t e r  o n e

“The Scholars Are 
Heirs of the Prophets”

Why doesn’t a company from every party among them (the believers)
go forth that they may apply themselves to obtain an understanding 
of religion so that they may warn their people upon their return so

that they may be cautious? (Qur£an 9:122)

Since t ime immemorial, diverse groups have wielded authority in 
the name of religion. These groups have espoused primitive or archaic 
religions and even founded religions.1 The manifestation of religious

authority in societies has taken different forms, ranging from traditional,
scriptural, and charismatic to ecclesiastic and imperial forms.

In this chapter, I propose to examine the role of authority in shaping and
molding leadership and other related institutional structures in the classical
period of Islam. Initially, I will discuss the type of authority dominant in pre-
Islamic Arabia and examine how Muhammad’s prophetic movement impinged
on the prevalent structures. The chapter will also focus on the nature, vicissi-
tudes, and transformations that the Prophet’s charismatic movement had on
the established social institutions and the different modes of authority that
emerged after his death. More specifically, I will focus on the struggle for au-
thority that ensued between various groups that claimed to be the heirs of the
Prophet in the post-Muhammadan era.

I intend to discuss the notion of religious authority and its role in shaping lead-
ership within the Muslim community within the framework of the model con-
structed by Max Weber (1862–1920) on charismatic authority. In his exposi-
tion of the types of authoritative domination, Weber conceptualized a tripartite
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typology of the modes of authority: rational-legal, traditional, and charis-
matic. In the rational-legal case, authority rests in the legality of patterns of
normative rules. Obedience is, in this case, owed to those exercising the au-
thority of office by virtue of the formal legality of their commands and within
the scope of authority of the office. Their authority is derived from their hold-
ing official positions whose power is based on and circumscribed by the law. It
was this form of authority that was most prevalent in the time of Weber. He
says, “The most common form of legitimacy is the belief in legality, i.e., the
compliance with enactments which are formally correct and which have been
imposed by an accustomed procedure.”2

The second form of authority that Weber postulated was the authority of
tradition. This mode of authority rests on beliefs in the legitimacy of standard-
ized and sanctified practices from time immemorial. Authority is predicated
on the sanctity of ancient traditions and is bound to precedents and norms
transmitted from erstwhile figures. Traditional authority further stipulates that
obedience be given to those persons who occupy the traditionally sanctioned
position of authority and whose roles and functions are defined by traditional
norms.3 Opposition to those exercising leadership within the community is
construed as a challenge to the authority of transmitted traditions and even to
a “sacred past.”

Unlike the rational-legal mode of authority, the obligation to obedience
here is not based on the impersonal order, but is a matter of personal loyalty
within the area of accustomed obligations. For Weber, the sacredness of tradi-
tions is the oldest and most universally held form of authority.4 As I discuss
below, it was this mode of authority (allegiance to tribes and clans based on
traditional authority) that was widely prevalent in pre-Islamic Arabia. The au-
thority of normative traditions was exemplified by the Meccan aristocracy that
claimed authority based on descent from illustrious ancestors and their nor-
mative praxis.

The third mode of authority that Weber postulated is what he called author-
ity based on personal charisma. The etymology of the word “charisma” lies in
the name of the Greek goddess Charis, who personified grace, beauty, purity,
and altruism.5 Weber defines charisma (gift of grace) as “A certain quality of
an individual personality by virtue of which he is set apart from ordinary men
and treated as endowed with supernatural, superhuman, or at least specifically
exceptional qualities.”6 According to Weber, these qualities are often regarded
as originating from the divine. It is primarily this form of authority with which
I will be concerned in this book.

In contrast to the two types of authority previously described, charismatic
authority originates from outside of rather than within prevailing institutional
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structures. This genre of authority can be appropriately termed anti-institu-
tional in that it frequently inverts social norms, normative traditions, and tra-
ditional forms of authority. Charismatic leaders create social revolutions as
they challenge and transform traditional and rational norms, overturning all
notions of sanctity.7 It is due to this factor that charisma becomes a creative
and revolutionary social force in society, and an antithesis of routine.8

For Weber, charismatic leaders radiate the divine force of charisma. They
and their followers genuinely believe that the leaders embody specific super-
natural gifts of body and mind, which are considered intrinsic to the person-
ality of the leaders. The charismatic figure commands respect because he
has an innate gift of grace that is opposed to all institutional routines. Cen-
tral to the charismatic traits of the leader is what his followers perceive to be
the divine sanctification of the mission. Thus, the main source of a charis-
matic leader’s authority is metaphysical.9 Because of the leader’s purported
connection with the divine, charisma is a quality that is frequently, though
not always, associated with holiness, heroism, or an acute sense of mission
or calling.

A corollary to the metaphysical dimension of charismatic authority is the
belief that charismatic leaders are bearers of special extraordinary gifts and
feats that make them outstanding. Thus, submission to charismatic authority
also rests on the devotion to a leader’s exceptional and uniquely personal qual-
ities that distinguish him from his peers. Intense emotional arousal and great
pathos accompany the call by the charismatic prophet demanding, in the
process, complete obedience.10 The conflation of these features makes the call
of the charismatic leader often irresistible and compelling.

In contrast to legal and traditional modes of authority, Weber maintains that
pure charismatic authority is transient, available only during the lifetime of the
charismatic leader. The death of the charismatic leader deprives the nascent
movement of its pristine source of authority. The charisma of the leader is then
depersonalized, transformed into a charisma of office or is inherited in the
form of what Weber aptly called hereditary charisma. I will discuss these fea-
tures later on in this chapter.

The Authority of the Prophet of Islam

Weber further distinguished between two types of prophets: the shaman and
the ethical prophet. Whereas the former type uses ecstasy as a tool of salva-
tion and self-deification, the ethical prophet is believed to have a divine eth-
ical mission and a systematic remodeling of life along the lines of the great
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biblical prophets.11 In trying to locate an Islamic equivalent of Weber’s tri-
partite division of authority, it is correct to state that Muhammad’s mission
bears the hallmarks of Weber’s characterization of charismatic authority
(anti-institutional, a challenge to and final overthrow of existing social
structures and norms, intrinsic personal traits and gifts that attracted the
masses, belief in the divinely appointed mission). Muhammad further exem-
plified Weber’s description of the ethical prophet insofar as he fashioned the
moral community of the righteous by outlining principles for ethical behav-
ior and promises for redemption to the faithful. The Prophet’s call to moral
uprightness was thus conjoined to the establishment of a just social order.

The Muslim community (umma) that Muhammad established in Medina
was structured in accord with his personal charisma. He replaced tribal affilia-
tions with allegiance to the umma based on submission to one God and accept-
ance of his prophethood. The authority that Muhammad was claiming was
comprehensive in that his charismatic appeal was linked to his spiritual, mili-
tary, and political power, thereby enhancing his already considerable religious
authority. Thus, the all-embracing authority of Muhammad meant that to be a
Muslim necessitated acceptance of his religious, moral, legal, and political au-
thority. Muhammad’s claim to prophethood based on divine designation and a
fusion of different forms of authority was a close approximation to the Judaic
tradition of this archetype. Hence, although the claim to charismatic authority
based on divine appointment was new in Mecca and the surrounding areas,
antecedents of claims to charismatic authority could be traced to the times of
earlier biblical prophets.

In its investiture of authority to Muhammad, the Qur£an replaced tradi-
tional tribal authority with a new ethical-moral structure that negated the old
normative order. Acceptance of the message of Muhammad also entailed the
abandonment of many pre-Islamic ancestral heroes, customs, and practices. In
deconstructing an old social order, Muhammad constructed a new one.12 The
juxtaposition of Muhammad’s charismatic authority and traditional Arab aris-
tocracy inevitably led to a confrontation and struggle that culminated in the
triumph of Muhammad’s charismatic authority.

The Qur£an further presented a challenge to the nascent Muslim commu-
nity to establish a just social order under the charismatic authority of the
Prophet Muhammad. Moreover, it supported Muhammad in his claim to ex-
clusive charismatic authority. It maintained that this mode of authority could
be traced to erstwhile prophets and that the charisma of the previous prophets
had been transmitted to their offspring, the succeeding prophets.13 The ques-
tion that needs to be answered here is: what happens to the charisma when the
founder of charismatic domination passes away and there is no acknowledged
charismatic successor?
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Post-Muhammadan Authority: The Routinization of Charisma

Weber extended his concept of pure charisma into a continuum that culmi-
nated in the routinization of charisma. This is the return to a more mundane
form of existence when pure charisma wanes. The most important factor in
the dispersion and eventual disappearance of pure charisma is the death of the
charismatic leader, for it is this feature that leads to his charisma being trans-
formed to the office of charisma. In the process of being routinized, the disci-
ples transfer the charismatic aura of the leader to traditional institutions and
ideologies that carry out the functions that were previously undertaken by the
charismatic leader. This transition is an essential component of the routiniza-
tion process.Once it is routinized, charisma has few traces of the revolutionary
powers of the pure charisma of the leader.

Routinization of charisma is necessary, according to Weber, due to the in-
trinsically transient nature of charisma. In the process of the depersonalization
of charisma, charismatic authority becomes institutionalized so that charisma
becomes a mere component (sometimes a very insignificant constituent) of a
new social structure that emerges after the death of the charismatic leader.
Eventually charisma either recedes or is obliterated and is displaced by insti-
tutional structures and traditions that replace the belief in the heroic qualities
of charismatic figures. Routinization of charisma is in stark contrast to life
under the charismatic leader because routinization signifies the transition
from the extraordinary to the ordinary, from the revolutionary charismatic
domination to a more structured charisma of office.

An important feature of the period after the death of the charismatic leader
is the paucity of charismatic figures to succeed him. In the absence of a uni-
versally acknowledged charismatic successor, routinization of Muhammad’s
authority was the only recourse the Muslim community had. After him, no
one could command allegiance or embody the different forms of authority
the way that Muhammad had done. Certainly Abu Bakr (d. 634), the first of
the rightly guided caliphs, lacked the charismatic appeal and qualities of
Muhammad. The standard Sunni perspective of post-Muhammadan authority
is that the routinization (hence institutionalization) of prophetic charisma
that characterized the early Muslim community was a natural corollary to the
death of Muhammad.

In his capacity as the Prophet of God, Muhammad was the focus of both
religious and political authority. After him, the early caliphate during the
times of the rightly guided caliphs (632–661) was also conceived along
politicoreligious lines. These caliphs undertook many religious and political
functions of the Prophet especially because there was, as yet, no distinct
group of scholars that could occupy a separate religious office. At least in the
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early period of Islamic history, there was no distinction between the offices of
the ¡ulama£ (a scholarly elite) and that of political authority, the caliphate.14

The caliphs often used their own understanding of the law to enact provi-
sions that were not explicitly stated in the revelatory sources. They also de-
duced laws based on practical necessity. The “donkey case” that was expli-
cated by ¡Umar al-Khattab (d. 644) is a good example of this kind of
improvisation.15 In the process of deducing injunctions that were neither
stated in the Qur£an nor made explicit in the prophetic practices, the caliphs
frequently differed among themselves. For example, Abu Bakr fixed the pun-
ishment for the consumption of wine at forty lashes whereas ¡Umar and ¡Ali
(d. 656) stipulated that eighty lashes be the appropriate penalty.16

Without a charismatic leader to succeed him, there was always the possibil-
ity that routinization would also precipitate the segmentation of the Prophet’s
all-embracing charismatic authority into different realms. The first obvious
sign of the disintegration of the type of authority established by Muhammad
was its displacement by a distinct political authority of the rightly guided
caliphs. As Hamid Dabashi has shown, various forces led to the subsequent
diffusion of the Prophet’s comprehensive authority into the political
(caliphate), religious (the ¡ulama£), spiritual (Sufism), legal (the qadis), and
military (umara£) realms.17

Apart from the diffusion of charisma, routinization of charismatic author-
ity also reflects a tendency to revert to the situation before the appearance of
the charismatic authority. In the early history of Islam, routinization of the
Prophet’s authority was accompanied by a reassertion of the traditional, pre-
Islamic, Arab political culture that had been largely marginalized by the
Prophet. As I have mentioned earlier, pre-Islamic Arab authority was con-
ceived along tribal lines. In fact, tribal solidarity was the most significant fac-
tor that dominated Arab society before the appearance of Islam. Different
forces led to the partial emergence of the traditional mode of authority after
the death of the Prophet in 632 c.e. Pre-Islamic mode of authority surfaced
immediately after Muhammad’s death when some of his followers invoked an
erstwhile tribal procedure for the selection of a chief.18 The convening of the
tribal council and the selection of Abu Bakr as the first caliph to succeed the
Prophet was the incipience of the routinization of charisma. At the same time
it was the first manifestation of the reemergence of the pre-Islamic polity.

The insistence by Abu Bakr and many of his followers that the leadership
be restricted to a person of Qurayshi descent was a further example of the re-
assertion of traditional notions of authority. All future Umayyad and ¡Abbasid
caliphs were Qurayshis. This was a perpetuation of a pre-Islamic norm that
only tribal affiliates to the tribal chief (that is, the Prophet) could succeed him,
a notion that is absent in the Qur£an. The preponderance of pre-Islamic
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Qurayshi aristocracy was an important constituent to the routinization of the
Prophet’s authority since it signified the resumption of an ordinary stable
mode of existence, which, as I have mentioned, is often concomitant to the
routinization of charisma.19

Pre-Islamic traditions and notions of Arab aristocracy resurfaced at various
times during the reign of the first four caliphs. During the caliphate of ¡Umar,
Islam came to be identified with the Arabs. He tried to keep non-Arab Mus-
lims out of Arabia, especially from Medina. According to Wilferd Madelung,
the caliph regarded all Arabs, whether Muslims or Christians, as his primary
subjects.20 The councils, prominent members, and tribal affinity, as prescribed
by pre-Islamic tribal norms, decided the successor to ¡Umar b. al-Khattab in
644 c.e.

Pre-Islamic tribal affiliations emerged again during the reign of ¡Uthman
(d. 656) when members of his clan engaged in nepotism and appropriation of
economic and political powers. When the Umayyads were in power between
661 and 750 c.e., political leadership was restricted to the Umayyad clan.
Arab Muslims were granted honorific status relegating, in the process, non-
Arabs to a status of second-class citizens. Despite the Qur£anic injunction on
egalitarianism, Arab sense of pride in Arab identity reasserted itself soon after
the Prophet’s death. Non-Arab converts to Islam, whatever their previous so-
cial standing, were treated as second-class citizens (mawali). Degrees of so-
cial stratification aimed at perpetuating social distinctions between Arabs and
non-Arabs were enforced more so in places like Iraq than in Arabia. For exam-
ple, the procedure of becoming a client by contract was recognized by the
school of Iraq rather than in Medina.21 The preceding discussion indicates that
the routinization of prophetic charisma was accompanied by the emergence of
pre-Islamic tribal order. It was the manifestation of this tribal order that was to
engender further segmentation of the Prophet’s comprehensive authority.

The Authority of the Umayyad and ¡Abbasid Caliphs

The establishment of the Umayyad dynasty (661–750) after the assassination
of ¡Ali in 661 c.e. perpetuated caliphal claims to both religious and political
authority. Although they were not experts in religious matters and their acts
deviated significantly from Islamic normative praxis as explicated by the
Qur£an and Prophet, the Umayyad caliphs portrayed themselves as religious
figures who could adjudicate on and intervene in legal and doctrinal matters.22

They reportedly appropriated the title khalifat Allah (God’s Caliph), a title that
had religious connotations since it symbolized the fusion of religious and po-
litical authority.23 The title khalifat Allah also implied divine legitimation for
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the power that the caliph exercised since he was depicted as the deputy of God
rather than of the Prophet.

In substantiating their thesis that the Umayyad caliphs sought religious and
political authority, Patricia Crone and Martin Hinds rely partially on evidence
provided by numismatics. Coins from the reign of the Umayyad caliph ¡Abd
al-Malik b. Marwan (d. 705), for example, bear this nomenclature.24 However,
Crone and Hinds do not mention that the use of this title in official contexts is
very rare. They also fail to explain the fact that many coins conjoin this title
with amir al-mu£minin (commander of the believers) and that many other
coins do not bear the title khalifat Allah at all. It is quite possible that khalifat
Allah may have been used purely for propaganda purposes and to glorify the
caliph rather than to enhance his claim to rule on God’s behalf. Crone and
Hinds also draw heavily on panegyrics of Umayyad court poets in corroborat-
ing their thesis. However, by insisting on a literal rendering of these verses,
they may be reading too much into the poems. They do not take into account
that the panegyrics may have been expressed as part of courtly etiquette that
necessitated usage of imagery, flattery, and poetical language in the hope for
generous rewards from the caliphs.

Different epithets were invented to glorify and refer to the Umayyad
caliphs. The caliphs proclaimed themselves to be blessed and rightly guided;
they were the tent pegs and basis of religion; soteriology was contingent on
the recognition and acknowledgment of the authority of the caliphs.25 In
essence, the Umayyad caliphs were claiming to be the deputies of God on
earth.26 The Umayyad caliphs also adopted some doctrines that characterized
Shi¡i views of their imams. The caliphs were seen as superior to all mankind,
ranking below only the prophets.27 Like the Shi¡i imam, the caliph ¡Abd al-
Malik b. Marwan was regarded as immune from error.28 Some caliphs also
used the Prophet’s staff and cloak as a symbol of their power and to legitimize
their claim to have inherited the Prophet’s authority.29 Crone and Hinds main-
tain that in the first two centuries, the caliphs laid claims to religious authority
along the same lines that the Shi¡is had accorded authority to their imams. In-
deed, the caliphs’ authority resonated very closely with the Shi¡i view of the
comprehensive authority of the imam. Crone and Hinds further maintain that
it was only later on that this authority was wrestled away from the caliphs by
the scholarly elite.

The Umayyad claim to religious authority was expressed in a myriad of
forms. Some caliphs were seen as capable of issuing legal judgments, many of
which were accepted by the jurists.30 In fact, the Muwatta£ of Malik b. Anas (d.
795), a famous jurist of Medina, contains references to the judgments of various
Umayyad caliphs.31 The caliphs Marwan and Umar II (d. 720) are cited as au-
thorities of prophetic traditions32 and some juridical opinions of ¡Abd al-Malik
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b. Marwan are also cited.33 It was even claimed that religious acts could be vali-
dated by the presence of the caliph, a view that was later endorsed by Ghazali.34

To accentuate their religious authority, the Umayyad caliphs enforced laws on
marriage, divorce, ritual, and other matters.35 The caliphs also proclaimed them-
selves as the guardians of the community, leaders of the army, and defenders of
the shari¡a, conferring on them an aura of religious authority. In essence, the
caliphs presented themselves as the ideal religiopolitical imams. A corollary to
the Umayyad rulers’ contention that God had bestowed the caliphate to them
was that any disobedience to them was construed as disobedience to God’s
wishes. This was tantamount to disbelief.36

Due to the authority invested in them, some caliphs even claimed the pre-
rogative of formulating and establishing a binding sunna. The aforementioned
caliph ¡Abd al-Malik and the ¡Abbasid caliph al-Mahdi (d. 785) are both re-
ported to have “made” unprecedented sunna or normative praxis.37 For Mus-
lims, sunna is important as it designates a symbolic link with the times of the
Prophet, an embodiment of the Muslim connection with and continuation of
an idealized past. The Umayyad claim to formulate the sunna was significant
to their claim to wield religious authority since their acts could be incorpo-
rated in normative praxis. It was later asserted that the caliphs derived their
authority not from the Prophet but directly from God. Stated differently, the
functions of the Prophet were now undertaken by the caliphs who were, to use
a distinctly Shi¡i term, divinely designated. The caliphs were representing God
in the same way that the prophets had done earlier.

After defeating the Umayyads in 750 c.e., the ¡Abbasid caliphs also sought
to clothe their rule in religious terminology and symbolism. Like their
Umayyad predecessors, the ¡Abbasid caliphs laid claims to religious authority
by projecting themselves as the righteous ones whom God had guided. They
were the standards of guidance, the doors to God’s mercy, the repository of
God’s blessings and where justice could be dispensed.38 The caliph al-Mansur
(d. 775) declared himself the authority of God on earth.39 The ¡Abbasid
caliphs also gave public expression of their religious proclivities and commit-
ment to the sunna (the writing of the Muwatta£ is just one example) by report-
edly performed a wide array of “religious” functions including those of trans-
mitting traditions40 and exercising ijtihad (reasoning). Prominent jurists like
Malik, Shafi¡i (d. 820), and Ahmad b. Hanbal (d. 855) recognized the caliph’s
competency to exercise ijtihad.41 The caliph was thus as capable as a scholar
in deducing laws that were not mentioned in the Qur£an and sunna. Some ¡Ab-
basid caliphs also upheld, in conjunction with the scholars, religious norms by
persecuting deviants like the Manicheans.42

The ¡Abbasid caliphs further sought to cover themselves with a certain re-
ligious aura by advancing exaggerated claims to divine authority. The caliph
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was addressed as the shadow of God on earth, and visitors were expected to
kiss the ground before addressing him. The title “shadow of God” implied that
the caliph was invested in sacred divine glory. The famous jurist Abu Yusuf’s
work also contains elements that legitimized the caliph’s religious authority.
He states that the caliphs are the deputies of God on earth and the revivers of
the sunna. The obvious implication is that obedience to them is tantamount to
obedience to God.43

The caliphs clearly wielded much authority in the Muslim community in
the eighth and ninth centuries. Acceptance of this authority was normally ex-
pressed by giving the oath of allegiance (bay¡a) to the caliph. The bay¡a was
an important vehicle that was designed to recognize and assert the authority of
a ruler and to promise him obedience. It was normally offered to a new caliph
whose succession had been established by the testamentary designation (¡ahd)
of his predecessor. Such oaths of allegiance were significant precisely because
they reflected statements of social obligations and became a means for ac-
knowledging that the caliph’s authority was binding on the citizens. Breaking
the oath was considered a major social taboo, especially as the oath of alle-
giance was normally offered in public.

This binding effect of the oath was further reinforced by the religious char-
acter that the bay¡a connoted from early ¡Abbasid times. Due to the caliphal
claims to be ruling on behalf of God and the theocratic nature of the state, the
oath of allegiance was often used as a rhetorical device against those who re-
neged on their bay¡a since swearing an oath of allegiance to the caliph was
construed as an allegiance to God. Breaking the allegiance could invoke God’s
punishment and curse.44 To depose rulers or engage in any insurrection was
tantamount to arrogating oneself the role of God.45 The bay¡a was also offered
on the condition that its recipient fulfill the conditions entailed in the divine
prescriptions. If the ruler violated any of these prescriptions (e.g., guarding
the boundaries of Islam, enforcing the legal injunctions of Islam, etc.), those
who offered the bay¡a to the caliph were released from their obligations.

For the caliphs, bay¡a was important precisely because it was a vehicle for
securing loyalties of the citizens in the name of God and reducing the chances
of rebellion. When faced with rebellion, the caliphs often reasserted their au-
thority by reminding people of their allegiance.46 Thus, the ¡Abbasid caliph al-
Muqtadir (d. 932) reminded rebels that to break the oath of allegiance was to
perjure oneself in front of God.47 These types of loyalties held the community
intact and perpetuated caliphal dominance.

The bay¡a was a device that facilitated both the acceptance and the protec-
tion of the authority of the caliph when it was challenged. Due to the signifi-
cance attached to the bay¡a, Muslim legal discourse on warfare focused not
only on fighting non-Muslims and defending against attacks by outsiders but
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also articulated rules of warfare against Muslim rebels who broke their alle-
giances and challenged the authority of the caliph. Citizens were expected to
remain loyal to the caliphs and distance themselves from rebels and their ac-
tivities. On its part, the army was expected to defeat rebels in accordance with
the rules of engagement that were defined in the juridical manuals.48 The sole
earthly punishment enunciated in Islamic juridical literature for violators of
the bay¡a was one of extreme severity: capital punishment.

The Authority of the Scholarly Elite

I have stated previously that the Umayyad caliphs’ self-definition of authority
saw them claiming to be God’s representatives on earth. The religious author-
ity that the Umayyad and ¡Abbasid caliphs claimed was gradually contested
by an emerging scholarly elite, the ¡ulama£, especially when the caliphs’
lifestyles deviated significantly from Islamic norms.

Under the Umayyad and ¡Abbasid caliphs, Muslims lived under rulers who
did not endeavor to create the Qur£anic ideal of a just social order. Despite
their religious pretensions, the culture developed by the ¡Abbasid caliphs was
highly aristocratic, indulging in elaborate and luxurious habits that were based
largely on courtly traditions imported from the Persians by the caliph al-
Mahdi (d. 785).49 Another caliph, Harun al-Rashid (d. 809), was famous for
his extravagant spending on poets and women.50 Al-Rashid alienated himself
from his citizens by replacing the simple lifestyle of the Prophet and the early
caliphs with elaborate pomp. He also distanced himself from supervising the
daily affairs of the community, thus further reinforcing the emerging adminis-
trative authority of the wazirs. The caliphs’ authority was gradually taken over
by those around them. Political power came to reside with the rapidly emerg-
ing Barmakid family who had surrounded the caliph in his court.51 This was
far removed from the egalitarian vision that was posited by the Qur£an. The
caliphs were regarded by many Muslims as corrupt and, therefore, were never
accorded the reverence that was offered to the rightly guided caliphs. The ero-
sion of the caliph’s religious authority probably began in the Umayyad period
and culminated during the ¡Abbasid reign. Under such circumstances, the
Muslim community sought to assert its religious autonomy from the rulers.

The routinization of the Prophet’s all-embracing charismatic authority,
combined with the reemergence of pre-Islamic norms and the un-Islamic
lifestyles of the caliphs, created a vacuum in the religious field, a lacuna that
was filled by the scholarly elite, the ¡ulama£. It was probably during the times
of the Umayyad caliphs that the office of a definitive class of scholars
emerged.52 Appropriating the title “waratha al-anbiya” (heirs of the Prophets),
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the scholars sought authority based on their claim to be successors to the
Prophets. Their authority was grounded on their acclaimed role as the inheri-
tors of the religious traditions that connected the prophetic times to their own.
These traditions referred primarily to the scholars’ understanding and inter-
pretation of the religious sciences, especially the Qur£an, hadith, law, and the-
ology. It was the knowledge, purportedly transmitted from the companions of
the Prophet, that linked the scholars to the Prophet, for it was this that they had
inherited and guarded.53 It was this same knowledge that enabled the scholars
to extract rulings not directly mentioned in the revealed sources. The estab-
lishment of a religious scholarly elite, and their claim to religious authority,
was a further manifestation of the diffusion of the Prophet’s all-embracing au-
thority and the institutionalization of the office of charisma.

Although the term ¡ulama£ was initially used as a generic term, applied to
those endeavoring to learn and transmit Islamic sciences, the domain of the
¡ulama£ was soon differentiated into several fields of specialization. These in-
cluded the interpretation of the Qur£an, compilation of the traditions of
Muhammad in the form of the hadith literature, and the formulation and artic-
ulation of Islamic law. A group within the scholars, the qadis (judges), was
concerned with giving legal decisions and administering the law in courts
under the authority of the caliphs.54 Other related sciences in which the schol-
ars were engaged included Arabic language and grammar, collection and
compilation of the biography of the Prophet, and, at a later period, the compi-
lation of biographical dictionaries of the companions, their successors, and
other transmitters of traditions. ¡Abd Allah b. ¡Abbas (d. 687–688) was report-
edly an expert in Qur£anic exegesis (tafsir), while Ibn Ishaq (d. 767) had com-
posed a biographical account of the Prophet. Hasan al-Basri (d. 728), an im-
portant representative of the early ¡ulama£, was, for a time, a judge in Basra
and a theologian. He is also frequently mentioned in Sufi texts as a prominent
ascetic. Gradually, the ¡ulama£ emerged as a powerful entity that could chal-
lenge the authority of the caliphs.

The Relationship between the Caliphs and the ¡Ulama£

The precise nature of the interaction between the political and religious au-
thorities has been disputed in recent Western scholarship on the topic. When
they came to power in 750 c.e., the ¡Abbasid caliphs claimed to be the protag-
onists of Islam. They regularly attracted specialists in religious law to their
courts and consulted them on problems that pertained to legal and theological
issues. The caliph al-Mansur (d. 775), for example, commissioned Malik b.
Anas (d. 795) to compose his famous work on jurisprudence, al-Muwatta£.
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Harun al-Rashid (d. 809) appointed Abu Yusuf (d. 799) as his chief judge and
commissioned him to compose a treatise on the land tax (al-kharaj). This was
a long treatise on public finance, taxation, criminal justice, and other related
subjects. Some jurists were appointed to the judiciary and employed by the
government as legal advisers. Gradually, the scholars emerged in the ¡Abbasid
era as a visible and increasingly influential religious group. As I have men-
tioned, however, the caliphs also saw themselves as capable of elucidating
matters pertaining to religious issues. Just like the jurists, the caliph was ex-
pected to exercise ijtihad in resolving legal problems.55

Not all scholars agreed to be co-opted by the ¡Abbasid regime. A large num-
ber of scholars, for example, supported the revolt by al-Nafs al-Zakiyya (the
Pure soul) (d. 762) against al-Mansur. These included prominent jurists like
Malik b. Anas and Abu Hanifa.56 Many scholars did not accept government po-
sitions since they felt that acceptance of such positions could be construed as an
endorsement of government policies. Other scholars preferred to remain au-
tonomous from the ruling elite. Sufyan al-Thawri, for example, refused to par-
ticipate in the judicial administration of or even give religious advice to the
caliph.57 Hasan al-Basri was also famed for his anti-Umayyad attitude and asce-
tic exercises.58 The emerging scholarly elite distanced itself from the political
corruption. In fact, the probity and piety of a religious scholar were often meas-
ured by his detachment from worldly power and direct political involvement.

The relationship between the caliphs and the scholars took a decisive turn
under the caliph al-Mansur. In response to the prevailing diversity in the appli-
cation of Islamic law, his administrator, Ibn al-Muqaffa£ (d. 756) urged the
caliph to establish uniformity in the legal field by codifying a coherent legal
system.59 The caliph, Ibn al-Muqaffa£ insisted, should incorporate Islamic law
within the state in the light of the Qur£an and sunna, especially where there
was no legal precedent. Ibn al-Muqaffa£ also urged al-Mansur to incorporate
the ¡ulama£ within the state apparatus and assert caliphal authority over them.
This would curb the autonomy of the scholars. Ibn al-Muqaffa£ wanted to im-
pose an undisputed rule of the caliph and ensure that the law became uniform
so that it was applied equally in all parts of the Islamic empire. This was an
important measure that exacerbated tensions between the religious and politi-
cal authorities in the Muslim community.

Tensions between the caliphs and the ¡ulama£, the contenders for religious
authority, reached a climax during the mihna, an inquisition on the doctrine of
the created Qur£an that was initiated by the caliph al-Ma£mun before he died
in 833 c.e. This period was marked by a dispute on the nature and extent of the
caliph’s authority. To vindicate his claims to religious authority, al-Ma£mun
added the title “imam” to his name on the coins and letters he wrote.60 He was
the first ¡Abbasid caliph to appropriate the term imam, thus accentuating the
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fusion between religious and political authority. Some coins suggest that he
also described himself as the khalifat Allah.61

As the religious-political authority, al-Ma£mun tried to impose the
Mu¡tazilite doctrine of the created Qur£an on the community. Through the in-
quisition, al-Ma£mun tried to redefine orthodoxy in terms of accepting the be-
lief in the created Qur£an. Not only was the caliph defining the orthodoxy, he
was also to be seen as the defender of that orthodoxy. Thus, the mihna signi-
fied caliphal attempts at asserting control over religious doctrine and praxis.

Al-Ma£mun’s move was vehemently opposed by some ¡ulama£, especially
Ahmad b. Hanbal (d. 855). A member of the scholarly elite, Ibn Hanbal, was
regarded by many as an imam and as a symbol of scholarly opposition to the
caliph. Protest from the scholars and the imprisonment of Ibn Hanbal further
enhanced the authority of an autonomous group of scholars who claimed
complete independence from the ruling elite. According to Crone and Hinds,
after the mihna a rapprochement and division of labor was worked out, by
which scholars were incorporated in the political structure. The caliphs
needed the scholars to validate their authority. By recognizing the political
authority of the caliphs, the ¡ulama£ could concentrate on cementing their
own religious authority.

This view of an ongoing, acrimonious relationship between the ¡Abbasid
caliphs and the scholars has been challenged by Muhammad Qasim Zaman. In
contrast to the arguments advanced by Crone and Hinds, Zaman maintains
that the caliphs and scholars were in close mutual dependence and that the
caliphs played an integral part in shaping early Sunnism.62 Caliphate collabo-
ration with the scholars also meant that the end of the inquisition signaled a re-
turn to normal relations between caliph and the scholars, not, as has been sug-
gested by Crone and Hinds, the scholar’s triumph after a protracted struggle.

Zaman further argues that the scholars benefited from caliphal support and
patronage. They often praised and prayed for the caliphs. Ibn Hanbal, for ex-
ample, extolled the virtues of al-Mutawakkil.63 Zaman claims that there is lit-
tle evidence to suggest that, apart for the interregnum of the inquisition, there
was a struggle for authority between the caliphs and ¡ulama£.64 He further
challenges the view that the failure of the inquisition to force the ¡ulama£ to
accept the doctrine of the created Qur£an confirmed the separation between re-
ligion and state, the caliphs and the scholars. Even after the mihna, Zaman
states, the caliphs were involved in the religious life of the community and
they continued to patronize many religious scholars. In conjunction with the
¡ulama£, al-Mutawakkil, for example, dissolved the mihna.65 A letter written
by the caliph al-Mu¡tadid (d. 902) suggests that the caliphs continued to re-
gard themselves as religious authorities and heirs of the Prophet even after the
mihna.66 Zaman maintains that the state was not only establishing an orthodox
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position but also supporting and patronizing the guardians of orthodoxy as
well as protecting the sunna from falling into oblivion.

Overall, Zaman’s work argues that the notion of a bifurcated authority, with
the caliphs and scholars contesting for leadership of the community, is not ten-
able. Zaman’s thesis rests on selected illustrations and anecdotes. For example,
he presents anecdotal evidence of early ¡Abbasid patronage of the ¡ulama£ that
ranged from almsgiving and appointment of judges to promoting the study of
hadith. Zaman also examines three early ¡Abbasid texts that attempt to delin-
eate the caliph’s functions. He quotes Abu Yusuf’s Kitab al-Kharaj and claims
that the caliph was required to conform to a definitive and precisely defined
transmitted sunna.67

In constructing his model, Zaman acknowledges that the narratives of
caliphal-¡ulama£ cooperation could be literary inventions rather than docu-
mentary evidence of what actually occurred.68 Many reports and anecdotes
whose presence is acknowledged by Zaman belie his exposition. He accepts
the stories about the caliphs and their relations with the ¡ulama£ almost at face
value while ignoring the contrary evidence presented by Crone and Hinds.
Zaman also ignores reports of ¡Abbasid caliphs’ attempts to impose doctrinal
interpretations asserting that “claims to religious authority . . . are scarcely at-
tested for [al-Ma£mun’s] predecessors.”69

In addition, the work of Ibn al-Muqaffa£, which Zaman cites to vindicate
his thesis on caliphal-¡ulama£ cooperation, is concerned more with accentuat-
ing caliphal power and control than with fostering closer relations with the
scholars. Zaman also adduces evidence from the treatise of Abu Yusuf’s Kitab
al-Kharaj. However, this has limited value as its authenticity has been ques-
tioned by Norman Calder; it was probably composed under caliphal pressure.
Furthermore, the scholars’ support of various ¡Alid revolts against the ¡Ab-
basids seems to challenge Zaman’s notion of their political quietism and en-
dorsement of caliphal policies, especially as many scholars who were close to
the caliphs reportedly endorsed the rebellions. By ignoring these issues,
Zaman plays down the role of the scholars in these revolts and their opposition
to the caliphs. Zaman’s work overlooks evidence of antagonism between the
scholars and the caliphs and also disregards reports suggesting that the schol-
ars differed among themselves regarding their interaction with the caliphs.

The Emergence of the Shari¡ Men in Sunni Islam

Islamic law, the shari¡a, occupies a central role in Muslim devotional practices.
Indeed, obedience to God is frequently measured by adherence to His law. The
concern for articulating and implementing God’s law led to the establishment
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of the office of jurists. The Arabic term that denotes a jurist (faqih) was origi-
nally used to refer to anyone possessing knowledge (fiqh) of a thing. In its older
application, like the term fiqh, faqih was used in contradistinction to an ¡alim—
that is, it referred to a speculative, systematic lawyer who exercised rational fac-
ulties independently of any textual source. The ¡alim, on the other hand, was a
specialist in the traditional elements of religious law. Later, as fiqh became a
technical term for the science of religious law (shari¡a) and in particular for the
science of its derivative details (furu¡), faqih became a technical term for a spe-
cialist in religious law.70 It is in this later sense of a jurist who was concerned pri-
marily with discerning and articulating the law that I use the term shari¡ man.

The incipience of the concept of a shari¡ man can be traced to the Prophet
himself. Although the Qur£an has many verses of legal import, it provides
only general guidelines on the legal verses it mentions. In fact, Qur£anic legis-
lation amounts to about six hundred verses, many of which relate to prayers,
fasting, and pilgrimage.71 The lack of a detailed exposition of legal verses ac-
centuated the role of the Prophet as the explicator of the law. In addition to
being seen as a lawgiver, the Prophet came to be viewed as a paradigmatic
model whose very actions were seen as the basis of the shari¡a.72 Hence the
Prophet was seen as the source of the law (masdar al-shari¡a).

The first generation of those who came after the Prophet (called succes-
sors) was associated with a discussion on the legal import of Qur£anic verses.
Many successors are mentioned as having acumen in juridical matters. These
included figures like Sa¡id b. al-Musayyab (d. 712) in Medina, ¡Alqama b.
Qays (d. 692), ¡Amir b. Sharahil (also called Sha¡bi) (d. 721–728) in Kufa,73

Muslim al-Yasar (d. 719), and the aforementioned Hasan al-Basri. Ibrahim al-
Nakha£i (d. 713), a slightly younger Kufi, is also mentioned as a jurist. The
Umayyad period also saw the emergence of the seven scholars of Medina.74

These experts in the legal field tried to define Islamic law in precise legal
terms and were actively involved in expounding legal doctrine, especially on
issues that pertained to rituals, inheritance, marriage, and so on.75 These early
jurists formed the provenance of the shari¡ men—a group of scholarly elite
who specialized in the study of Islamic legal science, the shari¡a. The role of
the jurists became increasingly important because, as noted, the Qur£an pro-
vided only a brief outline of the law. Hence, it was essential that the jurists
elaborate the law from the Qur£an and sunna and formulate other sources of
law as circumstances determined. Whereas the jurists (fuqaha£) discovered
and articulated the law, the qadis (judges) implemented it, often using local
customs and their own understanding (ra£y) of the law. As a matter of fact, it
was quite common for scholars to wear diverse hats. Juynboll notes that ten of
Basra’s judges were also jurists while some were also transmitters of hadith.76
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Gradually, the scholars came to exercise almost exclusive control over the re-
ligious, juridical, and educational fields.

Increased legal activities by the shari¡ men led to the development of per-
sonal schools of law. Guided by a corpus of precepts and laws and their own
independent reasoning, the shari¡ men, especially in the ¡Abbasid period, at-
tempted to construct a legal edifice by developing and elaborating a system
of shari¡a law binding on all Muslims. They began to interpret and develop
Islamic law, invoking various hermeneutical principles like maslaha (deriva-
tion and application of a juridical ruling that is in the public interest) and is-
tihsan77 to respond to the needs of the times. Gradually, the shari¡a, as artic-
ulated by these jurists, became a structured, normative praxis; and an
amorphous flow of religious experience developed into a fixed pattern of
laws, a comprehensive system that governed personal and public demeanor.
By creating a homogeneous religious life based on the law, the shari¡ men
hoped to replicate the paradigmatic demeanor of Muhammad in minute de-
tails. This commitment to the shari¡a also enabled Muslims to internalize the
archetypal figure of Muhammad at a very deep level, making him a living
presence in their lives.78

The goal of the jurists’ endeavor was to comprehend and articulate the law
of God in minute details. The shari¡ men saw the world as an exoteric juristic
construct; their mission was to determine and formulate normative law and
praxis. As far as the shari¡ men were concerned, the Islamic community was
to be imbibed by the law, for the shari¡a was deemed to be pervasive, dominat-
ing every facet of a person’s life. The jurists stressed the performance of legal
commandments because salvation was deemed to be contingent on realizing
and implementing the law.

As the influence of the shari¡ men over the lives of the people increased,
they came to exercise extensive but not exclusive control of Muslim public
and personal life. Religious authority came to reside in the developing reli-
gious corpus and the scholars who could expound and interpret the sacred
texts. Claiming to possess the requisite knowledge to interpret God’s will,
they issued edicts to guide the community in their own times. It was knowl-
edge, purportedly inherited from the Prophet, that distinguished the scholars
from the rest of the community. It was knowledge that also made the com-
munity of believers dependent on the ¡ulama£ and justified the subordination
of the laity to the emerging authority of the scholars. As Calder states, “the
fuqaha£/¡ulama£ as heirs of the Prophet, custodians of revelation, with a
unique access to necessary knowledge, enunciated for the Muslim commu-
nity the law they should follow if they were to achieve an orderly social life
and, ultimately, salvation.”79
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Routinization of charisma, initiated by the Muslim leaders immediately
after the Prophet’s death and the concomitant establishment of the charisma of
office, led to a gradual diffusion and dissipation of the Prophet’s comprehen-
sive authority by the ninth century. Judicial power fell into the hands of the
qadis, political authority was appropriated by the caliphs, administrative pow-
ers rested with the wazirs (administrators), military authority was exerted by
the military commanders (amirs), and, as we will see in the next chapter, the
Prophet’s spiritual authority came to rest with the Sufi shaykhs. The function
of articulating the law came to rest in the hands of the shari¡ men, although
administration of the law remained in the hands of the caliphate, which uti-
lized the law to enforce control over the society. The fragmentation of the
Prophet’s authority also resulted in the gradual bifurcation of the leadership
into religious and political branches. By the time of Baqillani (d. 1013), a
prominent jurist of the eleventh century, it was recognized that the right to pre-
serve and propound the law lay with the scholars (imams), whereas the right to
execute it lay with the political imams, the caliphs.80

Different Conceptions of Authority among the Shari¡ Men

As the group of jurists grew in number during the first few decades of the
eighth century, they developed into the “ancient schools of law.” Among the
shari¡ men of the eighth century, there were different notions of authority.
There was, at this time, a two-fold conception of the revelatory sources, which
included both the message embodied in the Qur£an and the sunna exemplified
by the practices of the Prophet. The authority of the shari¡ man was predicated
not only on his pronouncement of the law but also on his interpretation and ar-
ticulation of correct prophetic practice based on the normative revelatory
sources. As we will see, this often necessitated the refinement of hermeneuti-
cal skills to harmonize apparent contradictions between prophetic traditions
and even, at times, between the Qur£an and sunna.

The different conceptions of authority between the shari¡ men in the
eighth and ninth centuries can be illustrated by a comparison of the shari¡
men of Medina and Kufa. The sunna in Medina was informed not only by
transmitted reports from the Prophet but also by the agreed practices of the
community. The local character of the traditional practices was partially in-
corporated in the Medinese concept of prophetic sunna. Thus, as a source of
authority, prophetic sunna was one among other forms of sunna. As a matter
of fact, preference was frequently given to local practice over reports of
prophetic practice, since, it was argued by the scholars of Medina, that con-
temporary practice could interpret or supplement earlier precedence. This
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view is corroborated by ¡Abd al-Salam b. Sa¡id Sahnun (d. 840), a prominent
scholar of Medina. Referring to the textual transmission of the sunna, he
states, “Only what is corroborated by practice is followed and considered au-
thoritative.”81 The view that there were different conceptions of the sunna is
further substantiated by a letter written by Ibn al-Muqaffa£ to the caliph al-
Mansur. He states that some judges claim to follow the sunna but in reality
they followed their own predilections in the name of the sunna.82

The Medinese view that the collective experience of the community was to
be preferred over textual reports on prophetic practice is further corroborated
by the formulations of Malik b. Anas, an important early shari¡ man of Med-
ina. His legal opinions were documented in the Muwatta¡, the first written ex-
position of Islamic law. In this work, Malik often transmits earlier or contem-
porary Medinese practice on a legal point, thereby accentuating the authority
of Medinan practices. He also cites different reports on the practices of the
Prophet to vindicate his own legal opinion. He then accepts or rejects these in
the light of his own reasoning and the practices of Medina. This selective
process can be corroborated from his frequent usage of the statement, “This is
the opinion that we (the people of Medina) hold.” The term that Malik often
invokes (¡indana£—that we have recourse to) refers to the views of the jurists
of Medina.83 The elevated status that Malik accords to Medinese practices can
be further discerned from his practice of authenticating only those traditions
that are agreed on by the people of Medina to the exclusion of other places.84

Malik further asserts that all people are bound to the ¡amal (contemporary
practices) of Medina since they reflect prophetic practices.85 For Malik, it was
the link to the Prophet that made the ¡amal of Medina normative. As he states
in a letter to al-Layth b. Sa¡id, “all people are subordinate to the people of Med-
ina. . . . the Messenger of Allah was living among them and they were present
during the very act of revelation.”86 Due to his emphasis on Medinese prac-
tices, Malik’s Muwatta£ represents the law as a lived reality rather than a text-
based construct. I say this because Malik maintains that prophetic sunna was
preserved by the practices of the people of Medina. The Muwatta£ suggests that
the ¡amal of Medina was considered stronger and more reliable than transmit-
ted hadith and that it could even override and have precedence over traditions.87

For Malik, authority lay in the practices of the previous generations of
Medinese, which, he maintained, accurately reflected prophetic practice. The
authority of the jurists was also augmented by the fact that they were the
guardians and transmitters of the correct sunna. However, Malik’s own author-
ity as the shari¡ man of his time was tacitly enhanced in his interpretation and
issuance of juridical verdicts on legal points.88

It was in the interpretive realm that the shari¡ man in Medina manifested
his legal authority. His authority developed not only by compiling transmitted
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traditions and the opinions of previous shari¡ men, but also by interpreting
these in light of current practice. The exercise of hermeneutic skills conferred
authority to the shari¡ man because his understanding and enunciation of
prophetic sunna became an intrinsic part of contemporary practices and a
binding precedent for subsequent practices. Moreover, Malik’s hermeneutical
skills empowered him to venture beyond the realms of prophetic and Medi-
nese practices. At times, Malik even resorted to analogy to extend the pur-
ported reference of a prophetic tradition. Thus, although a prophetic tradition
allowed the killing of wild dogs only in the sacred area by a sacralized pilgrim,
Malik extended this permission to apply to all wild animals in the sacred
area.89 This suggests that the jurists of Medina sometimes resorted to their
own reasoning in their formulation of the correct ¡amal. It is thus correct to
state that the expression “practices of Medina” was a composite term that in-
corporated the Qur£an, sunna, and the interpretations of Medinan jurists. The
authority of the Medinan shari¡ man was interwoven in the sunna he was pro-
moting because it contained his interpretation of correct practice.

A study of Malik’s Muwatta£ and early Medinese practice further suggests
that the authority of the shari¡ man was not confined to his interpretation of
scripture and prophetic traditions. Rather, his authority was also predicated on
demonstrating the claim that the Medinan practice on a legal point could be
traced to the earlier generations’ definition of practice, which, in turn, origi-
nated with prophetic practice. Viewed in this light, it is correct to say that his
interpretation was not concerned with extending the canon but limiting its
possible conclusions. Thus, the authority of the shari¡ man was, in part, con-
tingent on his ability to function as a mediator between established authority
and present circumstances. The Muwatta£ seems to reflect the pivotal roles of
the jurist of Medina in deducing, enunciating, and even formulating normative
law and praxis. It was here that his authority lay.

The idea of the pervasive authority of the Medinan jurists is further corrobo-
rated by Jonathan Brockopp’s “Great Shaykh” theory. Based on his study of
some early Maliki texts, he maintains that apart from residing in the Qur£an and
sunna, religious authority in Medina was also transmitted through an individual,
a “Great Shaykh” as Brockopp calls him, who was invested with authority due
to the knowledge of the religious sources.90 The “Great Shaykh” theory postu-
lates that authority resides in the great imams of Medina and in the practices of
the people of Medina. The shaykh is not only the interpreter of the Qur£an and
sunna, but also the judge of the correct practices, and also a source for deducing
laws that are not found in the revelatory sources. Viewed in this light, the shaykh
becomes a living source on matters that are not treated in the revealed texts.
Thus, authority not only resides in the practices of Medina, but also is extended
to include the “Great Shaykh” who interprets and decides on normative sunna.
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In contrast to the jurists of Medina, the shari¡ men of Kufa had a variant
view of authority. For them, acceptance of authority based on local practice
was tantamount to equating contemporary practice with prophetic practice.
They further argued that equating sunna with the practices of a local area did
not necessarily mean that this approximated with prophetic practice. The
shari¡ men of Kufa posited authority based on local reasoning rather than on
local practice. Abu Hanifa, the epitome of the Kufi shari¡ men, is reported to
have stated, “I refuse to follow the Followers (tabi¡un) because they were men
who practiced ijtihad and I am a man who practices ijtihad.”91 For the shari¡
men of Kufa, their interpretations based on reasoning (ra£y) on an agreed
precedent also constituted authority.

The Kufi shari¡ men’s different notion of authority was also expressed in
their claim to use analogy in the extension of prophetic practice and in their
ability to decide on rational grounds, as opposed to ruling on the basis of
transmitted practice that purportedly reflects prophetic practice. Thus, the
authority of Abu Hanifa was also constructed on how he determined, based
on his reasoning, which precedents were most consonant with what was
known of the general outlines of prophetic practice and the circumstances
surrounding its implementation.92 His authority was further predicated on his
exercise of juristic reasoning in the solution of problems that were not explic-
itly treated in revelatory texts. The jurists of Kufa considered ra£y to be an
equally authoritative factor in the decision of a point of law, and its results
were later regarded as the decisive opinions of erstwhile authorities. As a
matter of fact, the reasoning of a scholar was included in the canon and, in
later times, was actually considered an element in jurisprudence. The exten-
sive usage of reasoning and analogy in the construction of authority among
the shari¡ men of Kufa does not mean that they neglected the opinions of
erstwhile jurists. In some cases, Abu Hanifa appropriates the views of his
predecessors (in particular his teacher Hammad [d. 737]) in addition to his
own ijtihad.

The views of another prominent shari¡ man of the time, Muhammad b. al-
Idris al-Shafi¡i (d. 820) differed considerably from those of Medina and Kufa.
Prior to his time, the sources for reports about prophetic practices were based
largely on the living traditions of Muslim communities. This gave rise to di-
versity between the different schools of law. At the same time, it had the effect
of legitimizing local practices. Shafi¡i attacked the diverse notions of authority
proposed by other schools. He contended that for local opinions to be consid-
ered authoritative, the proponents of reasoning had to demonstrate a clear link
between their reasoning and prophetic practice. In other words, the interpreta-
tions of the shari¡ man had to arise within rather than outside of the perimeters
of prophetic sunna. If this could not be demonstrated, then the sunna would
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not be accepted as it might have arisen from the opinions of local authorities
or customary law.

Shafi¡i fixed a concept of authority based on the transmission and interpre-
tation of texts. He identified sunna strictly with prophetic practice transmitted
by sources that had been authenticated. The Medinans and Kufans would have
to base their authority on a universal standard, namely, the sunna as reported
in accredited traditions. Focusing on the famous Qur£anic verse “Obey God
and His messenger,” Shafi¡i further circumscribed the definition of the sunna,
restricting it to a textual record of prophetic practice. By making it a textual
account of the prophetic practice necessary for understanding the Qur£an,
Shafi¡i posited the sunna as an extension of revelation insofar as it elaborated
Qur£anic verses. It also specified the revelation by contextualizing or provid-
ing the rationale behind Qur£anic statements. Due to this, the sunna, for
Shafi¡i, was a medium through which the Qur£an could be interpreted in order
to formulate and elaborate the law. By his insistence that the sunna could only
be established by authenticated hadith, Shafi¡i was challenging the Medinan
concept of a composite ¡amal.

Shafi¡i’s concept of textual authority extended beyond the Qur£an to include
the interpretation of the Qur£an. In this way, the exegete’s analysis became part
of subsequent understanding of the canon. The authority of the shari¡ man was
conceived by Shafi¡i as his ability to derive and articulate the law from both the
Qur£an and the sunna. Since the sunna was in a fluid state at this time and was
open to interpretation and manipulation, the authority of the shari¡ man was ac-
centuated in the very canon he was interpreting. Stated differently, the interpre-
tations and opinions of eighth-century authorities came to be included in what
was subsequently seen as the canon. The overriding authority that Shafi¡i ac-
corded to traditions meant also that the Qur£an was to be interpreted in the light
of the sunna of the Prophet as embodied in authenticated traditions. It is in this
context that we can contrast the methodology of Malik and Shafi¡i. Whereas
Malik evaluated hadith against the background of Medinese ¡amal, Shafi¡i
judged Medinese ¡amal by accredited hadith. This reflects a major point of
contention between the jurists in the eighth and ninth centuries—that is, the
primacy of text or action-based source for normative sunna.93

Shafi¡i’s contribution lay precisely in extricating the prophetic practices from
the myriad of reports putatively transmitted from the Prophet. The sunna be-
came textualized and its contents were tied to the Qur£an. With the efforts of
Shafi¡i, sunna became a canonized interpretation of the Qur£an. When there
were apparent contradictions with regards to revelation, Shafi¡i had recourse to
interpretive reasoning to harmonize the sunna with the Qur£an. Interpretive rea-
soning, the science of harmonizing apparent contradictions between traditions
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and between traditions and the Qur£an, was significant because it provided au-
thorization for later scholars to use hermeneutics to formulate their own defini-
tion of practice on the basis of these sources.94

This emphasis on hermeneutics meant that the interpretive reasoning of
later scholars became authoritative because of their derivation of normative
praxis from the revealed sources. In the process of textualizing and elucidat-
ing earlier precedents, the shari¡ man was simultaneously establishing prece-
dents that came to form a part of canonical authority.

The shari¡ men’s authority extended beyond the interpretation and expli-
cation of texts. Invoking principles such as maslaha (enacting a legal point
that is most conducive to the welfare of the community), analogy, reasoning,
and other innovative hermeneutical devices, they were able to go beyond the
texts that had empowered them. In their functions as the interpreters and ex-
plicators of the divine will, the shari¡ men embodied the office of charisma in
their own times.

By the ninth century, through the efforts of shari¡ men like Shafi¡i, the view
that the authority of the prophetic sunna overrode other forms of sunna, had
become firmly entrenched in the sources of Islamic law. Through their assidu-
ous efforts, the shari¡ men were recognized as the authoritative interpreters of
the law. Shafi¡i’s efforts resulted in a semblance of unity being imposed on the
arbitrary decisions reached by the earlier jurists. Differences between the
schools were construed as God’s blessings in the community. Recognition and
acceptance of this internal pluralism were essential in accommodating the dif-
fering legal points advanced by the various jurists.

Apart from the caliphs, the scholars had to contend with other groups who
challenged their authority. As I will discuss in chapter four, various specula-
tive thinkers, especially the ghulat, postulated an alternative form of author-
ity by deifying the imams and generally exaggerating their status. Challenges
against the shari¡ men also arose from various philosophical, mystical, and
sectarian groups.95 These groups collectively challenged the shari¡ men’s ex-
clusivist claims as the true exponents of Islamic law and beliefs. They formu-
lated different laws, came up with a different notion of religious authority
and articulated an alternative spiritual mode of authority. The Sufi holy men
challenged the authority of the shari¡ men by positing an alternative under-
standing of religious authority based on an esoteric interpretation of Islamic
revelation. The philosophers had a different concept of religious authority
based on the idea of a perfect man.96 The Shi¡is, on the other hand, brought
forth their own shari¡ men who could effectively challenge the legitimacy of
the authority of the Sunni shari¡ men. It is to the authority of the Shi¡i shari¡
men that I now turn.
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Charismatic Authority in Shi¡i Islam:
The Concept of Hereditary Succession

To claim that Muhammad’s authority was charismatic is stating the obvious.
Of greater interest is to compare how the early Muslim community saw the
diffusion or, in the Shi¡i case, perpetuation of this mode of authority. Apart
from being routinized, the charisma of the founder can also be inherited by his
disciples or family members. According to Weber, the concept of hereditary
charisma entails that the charisma “is participated in by the kinsmen of the
bearer, particularly by his closest relatives.”97

When charisma is inherited, the charisma of the leader is perpetuated in a
particular line, often leading to friction among family members who claim ex-
clusive inheritance of the charisma. Many of the revolutionary characteristics
associated with charismatic authority (e.g., challenge to social structures and
norms, establishment of a new mode of authority) are lost in hereditary
charisma since the new charismatic figure inherits rather than creates a social
order. Hereditary charisma therefore seeks to perpetuate existent social struc-
tures rather than to establish new ones.

The Shi¡i definition of post-Muhammadan charismatic authority is radi-
cally different from the Sunni perspective. Whereas the Sunnis sought to dif-
fuse the personal charismatic authority of the Prophet by claiming that it was
routinized, the Shi¡is tried to perpetuate it. The Shi¡is saw the Prophet’s com-
prehensive and all-pervading political and religious authority as having been
transmitted to the imams. The belief in the imamate posited an inherited
charismatic structure of domination in which the religious and political au-
thorities were fused in the figure of the imam.

The charismatic force of the imams was not as revolutionary as that of the
Prophet since their mode of authority was a perpetuation rather than the initi-
ation of prophetic charisma. Thus, rather than institutionalizing or overthrow-
ing a social structure, charisma remained an important element in it. Although
the authority of the imams was not equal to that of the Prophet, since they did
not have direct revelatory experience, they were regarded as charismatic lead-
ers exercising “the authority of the extraordinary and personal gift of grace
(charisma) the absolutely personal devotion and personal confidence in reve-
lation, heroism, or other qualities of individual leadership.”98

It should be noted that the principle of hereditary succession was not un-
known to Arab tribes, for it was consistent with the Arab emphasis on noble
lineage, nasab. Among the Quraysh, the most important and powerful tribe at
the time of Muhammad, hereditary succession was an accepted principle.99

Despite this, the principle of hereditary charisma as espoused by the Shi¡is
was challenged and partially emasculated because it had to contend with a
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much larger force that had routinized the charisma of the Prophet. The Shi¡is
could not afford legitimacy to the routinized office of the caliphate since this
would challenge the authority of the imams as the rightful successors of the
Prophet. Furthermore, the Shi¡is had to contend with the possible clash be-
tween hereditary charisma and the reemergence of traditional Arab polity,
which had attempted to resurrect itself after the death of the original charis-
matic authority. Thus, early Shi¡ism marked a radical departure from early
Sunnism in that it rejected rather than reinstated the pre-Islamic Arab politi-
cal culture.

The juxtaposition of the divergent modes of authority meant that from the
very beginning, the adherents of hereditary charisma in Islam rose as a dissent-
ing group in conflict with those who had institutionalized charisma by creating
the charisma of office. This dissent manifested itself in different forms during
the course of Shi¡i history. Initially, Shi¡i protest expressed itself by contesting
Abu Bakr’s succession to the Prophet, advocating instead the succession of ¡Ali
based on the principle of charisma of descent. Later conflicts between ¡Ali and
Mu¡awiya (d. 679), Husayn (d. 680), and Yazid (d. 684), and the various Shi¡i
revolts against both the Umayyad and ¡Abbasid caliphs were further manifesta-
tions of these differences. Political opposition and rebellion against a central
government formed the basis of the development of a distinct sectarian move-
ment that postulated its own concept of religious authority and leadership.

The basis of the Shi¡i belief in the principle of hereditary succession can be
traced to numerous utterances that Muhammad is reported to have spoken in
favor of ¡Ali.100 The Shi¡is further base their concept of post-Muhammadan
authority in light of the Qur£anic principle of succession. After examining the
Qur£anic principle and examples of hereditary succession Madelung states,
“Yet he (Muhammad) could not have seen his succession essentially other
than in the light of the narrations of the Qur£an about the succession of the ear-
lier prophets just as he saw his own mission as a Prophet, the resistance of his
people with which he met, and his ultimate success by divine grace in the light
of the experience of the former prophets as related in the Qur£an.”101

A corollary to the Shi¡i belief in hereditary charisma was that the Shi¡is re-
fused to accept the fragmentation of the Prophet’s authority. In fact, Shi¡ism
not only sought to perpetuate Muhammad’s charismatic legacy for the next
230 years (until the year 864 c.e. when the twelfth imam was believed to have
entered a short occultation), it also saw this form of authority as the only vi-
able source of authority. Rather than traditionalizing or routinizing prophetic
charisma, the Shi¡i case exemplifies the continuation of charismatic authority
up to the time of the twelfth imam.

It is to be remembered that appeal to the principle of hereditary charisma
was not restricted to the followers of what was subsequently called Twelver
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Shi¡ism. In fact, many candidates from ¡Ali’s family claimed that the charisma
was retained in one or another particular line of their family. Even the ¡Ab-
basids claimed to have inherited the prophetic charisma through ¡Abbas, the
uncle of the Prophet. Various ghulat sects also believed that the charisma of
their leaders had been successively transmitted from the Prophet.

Hereditary Charisma and Hereditary Traits:
The Authority of the Imams

Since the purpose of the imamate is to perpetuate the Prophet’s charismatic
authority and guide humankind, a corollary to the principle of hereditary
charisma is that the imams partake in the peculiar extraordinary traits hitherto
reserved for the prophets. Stated differently, the charisma that the imams in-
herited entails that they become recipients of certain extraordinary traits that
are hallmarks of charismatic figures. Curiously, Weber thought that personal
traits did not play a significant role in the principle of hereditary charisma. He
states: “In the case of hereditary charisma, recognition is no longer paid to the
charismatic qualities of the individual, but to the legitimacy of the position he
has acquired by hereditary succession. . . . personal charisma may be totally
absent.”102 Weber’s views are refuted in the Shi¡i conceptualization of heredi-
tary charisma in which personal traits and the charisma of the imams are
highly significant in the legitimation of their authority.

In Shi¡ism, religious identity is conceived in terms of devotion to the imams.
The believers are to coalesce under the figure of the imam who, because of his
charismatic qualities and divine appointment, becomes the edifice around
which the religious aspirations of his followers are founded. Various traditions
cited in Shi¡i sources accord complete authority to the imams. It is through
them that God can be worshipped and known. The Shi¡i imams were addressed
in terms that resonate with those employed to refer to the Umayyad and early
¡Abbasid caliphs. They were referred to as the imams of guidance and justice,
God would guide people through them; they were the pillars of religion and life
for humankind. The imams were the sole guides to proper conduct in the cru-
cibles of history. Shi¡ism also posited a distinctive charismatic lineage of re-
demptive figures who offered salvation to the faithful. This is because soteriol-
ogy, as envisaged in Shi¡ism, was contingent on the recognition of and loyalty
to the imams in general and to the imam of the time in particular.

Three principles encapsulate the charismatic authority of the imams: nass,
¡ilm, and ¡isma.103 The doctrine of divinely sanctioned authority or divine des-
ignation (nass) stipulates that ¡Ali had been designated by the Prophet to suc-
ceed him, inheriting, in the process, his many traits. Thus, ¡Ali’s authority, and
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that of the subsequent imams, is legitimized through the act of designation
(nass). The question of nass is important as it links the imams in a concate-
nated chain culminating in the ultimate source of authority, the Prophet. The
principle of divine designation is also important in the Shi¡i conception of au-
thority because it accords the legitimation required in assuming the office of
the imamate based on hereditary charisma. Moreover, as Abdulaziz Sachedina
says, “nass was the only guarantee that the imam was infallible, for according
to the theory of imamate, only an infallible imam could succeed another infal-
lible imam. As a result, nass and ¡isma (infallibility) were made interdepend-
ent to ensure the succession of the rightful imam.”104 The belief in nass is also
significant in the Shi¡i conceptualization of hereditary charismatic authority
as it restricts the leadership to a single candidate by negating the claims of
rival contenders to the imamate. For the Shi¡is, any claim to political authority
without proper designation is viewed as a political innovation because it lacks
divine mandate.

Besides the principle of divine appointment, the authority of the imam
came to be measured by the ¡ilm (divinely bestowed knowledge) that he had
reportedly inherited from the Prophet. The possession of the divinely be-
stowed knowledge is important in the study of the Shi¡i concept of religious
authority because, in the absence of any political investiture, this was the only
factor that could prove the claim to imamate when disputes arose regarding
the identity of a true successor of an imam. Knowledge becomes the source of
authority and the only feasible means to legitimize any claim to authority.

Due to the principle of hereditary charisma, the Shi¡is maintain that the ¡ilm
of an imam is transmitted in a concatenated chain to all subsequent imams.
Thus, although the charisma of an imam can, theoretically, be inherited by any
one of a number of his sons, it is the belief in the divinely inspired knowledge
that restricts the charisma to a particular individual. ¡Ilm acts as a mitigating
factor, ensuring that only one candidate among several contenders for the ima-
mate can inherit the imam’s charisma. In this context, we can comprehend the
Shi¡i insistence that inherited authority must be complemented by inherited
knowledge, for it is the latter characteristic that enables the imam to interpret
the divine message authentically.105 The twin principles of nass and ¡ilm thus
become a focal point in the Shi¡i theory of leadership as they guarantee and
protect the divine message from adulteration by transmitting it through a di-
vinely protected chain of authority. Acknowledging the correct imam be-
comes equivalent to accepting the original source of authoritative guidance,
the Prophet.

Shi¡i understanding of sacred history further stipulates that this ¡ilm and the
concomitant authority be fully retained in a particular line of the Prophet’s
family, more specifically among the ahl al-bayt. It is therefore related from
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Muhammad al-Baqir (d. 733–737), the fifth imam, that ¡ilm should not be
sought from the East or the West, rather, it was to be acquired from the ahl al-
bayt only.106 It was probably to accentuate the concepts of centralized charis-
matic authority and ¡ilm that the eighth Shi¡i imam, ¡Ali al-Rida (d. 818), is
quoted as telling a companion that when faced with a legal problem with no
Shi¡i around, he should, “solicit the legal opinion of the local (Sunni) faqih and
then do the opposite, since Sunni fiqh is based on falsehood.”107 Stated differ-
ently, it was the source rather than the substance of the knowledge that was im-
portant. Only knowledge derived from the ahl al-bayt was valid since it was
inherited from the Prophet.

The Shi¡i view of charismatic authority further stipulates that along with
¡ilm, the authority of an imam is further substantiated by the scrolls and
weapons of the Prophet that the imam reportedly inherited. The weapons and
the armor of the Prophet are decisive in establishing the authority of an imam
for these are among the signs (¡alamat) that can establish the identity of the
true imam. The weapons can only fit a divinely designated imam.108 Like the
other imams, Ja¡far al-Sadiq (d. 765) is reported to have possessed the white
jafr. This was composed of the Torah of Moses, the Gospel of Jesus, the
Psalms of David, and other divinely revealed books. Al-Sadiq is also said to
have owned other scrolls that would empower him with extraordinary powers
of prevision.109 Every imam is also reported to have possessed other scrolls
like al-Jami¡a and the mushaf of Fatima110 that empowered him with extraor-
dinary ¡ilm. Due to the scrolls that he possessed, the imam’s ¡ilm was report-
edly greater than that of the prophets.111 Even the jinns would visit the imams
to seek responses to their questions.112 The scrolls are important to Shi¡i un-
derstanding of religious leadership since they authenticate the imam’s claims
to authority, thereby nullifying rival claims to the imamate. They also point to
where the authentic ¡ilm is located, for it is only the possessor of the scrolls
who has the authoritative divinely inspired knowledge. As a matter of fact, in
his book Bas£air al-Darajat, the ninth- to tenth-century traditionist al-Hasan
al-Saffar (d. 902) cites one hundred traditions on the imams’ knowledge being
interwoven with the scrolls to underscore the connection between the author-
ity of the imam and the possession of scrolls.113

The principle of hereditary charisma implies not only the transmission of
prophetic charisma and supernatural qualities but also the appropriation of
roles. Apostolic authority is essentially paradigmatic. Imitation of the model
of the imams, as heirs to the paradigmatic figure of authority, became an in-
creasingly important feature in Shi¡ism. To serve as exemplary models, the
imams, like the Prophet, are believed to possess the trait of immunity from
sins (¡isma). ¡Isma is important in the Shi¡i concept of authority and essential
to the imams’ mission to set paradigmatic precedents because the community
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cannot possibly follow one whose actions are immoral or sinful. The principle
of ¡isma also means that, as exemplary models, the pronouncements of the
imams acquire normative force and, together with the actions and sayings of
the Prophet, are regarded as the primary source of law after the Qur£an.114 Due
to the Shi¡i belief in the imams’ immunity from error, the principle of ¡isma
also serves as a polemical weapon, for it is meant to “protect the law against
the corruption which, in the Shi¡i view, the use of arbitrary individual reason-
ing (ra£y, ijtihad) of the Sunnite lawyers and the unreliable transmission of ha-
dith by the Sunnite traditionalists introduced in it.”115

The principles of hereditary charisma, special knowledge, and infallibility
meant that the imams could also claim to authentically interpret the revealed
scriptures. It was believed that God revealed both the text of the Qur£an and its
exegesis (ta£wil) to the Prophet. Both of these were transmitted to the imams.
Due to this factor, the imams have a unique relationship with the Qur£an, for
their authority extends to the exegetical realm. Since the scripture and the
imams are thought to be of revealed status, both the principles of hereditary
succession (imamate) and the imams’ exegetical role through the divinely in-
spired ¡ilm have to be recognized and acknowledged. The two sources of au-
thority, the Qur£an and the family of the Prophet, as the famous hadith al-
thaqalayn (tradition of two weighty things) maintains, will not be separated
until the day of judgment.116 The exegetical function of the imam also means
that he is regarded as the speaking Qur£an (al-Qur£an al-natiq).

The acknowledgment of an existent authority outside of scripture is quali-
fied by the assertion that the relationship between the scripture and the charis-
matic successors to the Prophet is exegetical. This exegetical function of the
imams is accommodated by the special hermeneutic skills that the imams are
believed to have possessed and is a testimony to the spiritual powers and gifts
that they reportedly inherited from the Prophet. Thus, the principle of heredi-
tary charismatic authority is interwoven with the belief in the imam’s spiritual
ascendancy over other exegetes.

The Shi¡i insistence on the infallibility of the imam and his special relation-
ship with the scripture underlines the tension of human involvement in the
revelatory process. It is quite possible that revelation can be misconstrued or
adulterated by those exercising authority in their communities. This possibil-
ity is circumvented in Shi¡ism by the Shi¡i insistence that authority outside of
scripture can function as a source of guidance only when it is accompanied by
an authoritative interpreter who is immune from error. Stated differently, the
dichotomy between divine scripture and possible human misrepresentation is
resolved by according revelatory status to the charismatic imams who are des-
ignated as exempla. Thus, the principle of ¡isma ensures that the human factor
in scriptural exegesis will not undermine its authority. Due to ¡isma, the imam
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exercises interpretive authority over the shari¡a, and Qur£anic hermeneutics
become the exclusive monopoly of the imams. The Qur£an and the imam’s
ability to interpret it authentically become an intrinsic part of one another, and
together they constitute an indispensable source of authority.

These various features, the Shi¡is believe, are the definitive marks of where
the Prophet’s charisma is located after him. These collective features also le-
gitimize the office of the charismatic figure of the imam. It is in the context of
the imam’s connection with the law and his perceived capacity to formulate
the law and establish a sunna that we can discuss the concept of the shari¡ man
in Shi¡ism.

The Emergence of the Shi¡i Shari¡ Man

Earlier in this chapter, I stated that in Sunni Islam, the shari¡ men developed
independently of and, at times, in opposition to the political authority. The
compromise of religious ideals by the political authority left a lacuna in the
legal field that was filled by the shari¡ men. The incipience of the crystalliza-
tion and elaboration of Shi¡i law coincides with the rise of Sunni schools of
law. As with the Sunni experience, a distinct Shi¡ite scholarly elite, which was
composed of the imams and their disciples, emerged in the eighth century.
They were interested in both formulating the law and discovering paradig-
matic prophetic precedents for the situations they encountered. This intellec-
tual movement emerged during the times of the fifth and sixth imams,
Muhammad al-Baqir and Ja¡far al-Sadiq.

Shi¡i imams and Sunni scholars lived side-by-side and often interacted as
their legal schools developed simultaneously.117 For example, Muhammad al-
Baqir, who is credited with laying the foundations for the establishment of the
Ja¡fari school of law, was a contemporary of a prominent Kufi legal scholar
Ibrahim al-Nakha£i and the Medinese scholar al-Zuhri (d. 742). Even in Sunni
circles, al-Baqir is highly regarded as a learned scholar from whom many
scholars in hadith transmitted legal traditions. Ibn Hajar, for example, cites a
long list of those who narrated traditions from him. Ibn Hajar’s list is comple-
mented by al-Dhahabi who cites more transmitters of al-Baqir’s traditions.118

His son Ja¡far al-Sadiq was reportedly the teacher of Abu Hanifa and Malik b.
Anas. As a matter of fact, even within Sunni circles, the Shi¡i imams were ac-
corded the status of ¡ulama£ in their own right.119

Apart from the imams, some of their disciples are also reported to be the
shari¡ men of the community. The historian Ya¡qubi mentions Jabir al-Ju¡fi (d.
745) as one of the fuqaha£ (jurists) of the Shi¡i community.120 Another emi-
nent disciple, Burayd b. Mu¡awiya (d. 767), is also mentioned by the famous
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Shi¡i biographer Najashi, to be a great jurist.121 Other disciples of the imams
like Aban b. Taghlib (d. 758) were authorized by them to issue juridical edicts
(fatawa) and to respond to legal questions, generating the practice of ifta (is-
suing juridical opinions) in the Shi¡i community.122 Many reports pertaining to
the legal field are reported on the authority of disciples of the imams like Jamil
b. Darraj, (n.d.), ¡Abd Allah b. Bukayr (n.d.), Aban b. ¡Uthman (n.d.), and oth-
ers.123 They are viewed by the Shi¡is as authoritative transmitters of Shi¡i legal
traditions and among the eminent jurists of their times. In fact, the tenth-cen-
tury biographer Kashshi cites a consensus reached by Shi¡i scholars of the
time on the disciples’ trustworthiness and profound knowledge of legal is-
sues.124 In addition to the imams, these, and other disciples also became the
Shi¡i shari¡ men in their time.

Circumstances that led to the rise of the shari¡ man in Sunni Islam also pre-
cipitated a concurrent need for a shari¡ man to emerge in Shi¡ism. The vac-
uum in religious leadership combined with the requirement to interpret and
articulate the law meant that the shari¡ men became the main source of reli-
gious authority in both the Shi¡i and Sunni realms. The fact that this authority
came to them from different sources was, in the end, a moot point. In reality,
they were both performing the same function. In their articulation and elabo-
ration of the law, the Shi¡i shari¡ men paralleled their Sunni counterparts.

The Shi¡i and Sunni Shari¡ Men: A Comparison

The different conceptualizations of the shari¡ men in Sunnism and Shi¡ism
can be characterized in the following manner: Routinization of authority im-
mediately after the Prophet’s death had diffused the charisma of the Prophet in
Sunni Islam. The establishment of a political authority that either ignored or
violated normative Islamic praxis led to a bifurcation of the religious and po-
litical ideal. In the absence of the ideal and comprehensive religiopolitical au-
thority, both the Sunni and Shi¡i shari¡ men took upon themselves the respon-
sibility to discover and formulate the law.

The concept of hereditary charisma in Shi¡ism perpetuated the fusion of
political and religious authority. Since the imam is believed to have inherited
the comprehensive authority of the Prophet, the Shi¡i concept of the shari¡
man is interwoven with the sacred character of all authority, including the
sacralization of the political order. Along with other functions, the imams in-
herited the role of the Prophet as the shari¡ men. Thus, like the Prophet him-
self, the imam was regarded as the shari¡ man par excellence in Shi¡ism.

Furthermore, the shari¡ man in Shi¡ism was the law incarnate since the
imam’s actions, speech, and periods of acquiescence embodied the law just
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like those of the Prophet himself. Whereas legal traditions in Sunni hadith
literature are traced back to the Prophet, since he is the shari¡ man par excel-
lence, Shi¡i hadith often culminate in the figures of the imams, who are seen
as having inherited the Prophet’s knowledge and other traits. As such, legal
pronouncements by the Shi¡i shari¡ man are seen as equally authoritative
and binding as legal prescriptions originating from the Prophet himself.
Like the Prophet, the imams are also considered as the source of shari¡a
(masdar al-shari¡a).

In contrast to his Sunni counterpart, the shari¡ man did not develop through
time. Rather, the Shi¡i belief in the special ¡ilm available to the imam meant
that the imam was born a shari¡ man. It is in this context that we can compre-
hend Shi¡i traditions that claim the ninth imam, Muhammad b. ¡Ali al-Jawad
(d. 835), could respond to legal questions at a very young age.125

In Sunnism, the term imam designated one whose actions or commands or
opinions were precedents that might be used as a source or justification for
the law. Eminent, erstwhile jurists, like the founders of the schools of ju-
risprudence, were also referred to as imams. The term imam was used specif-
ically in this context by al-Shafi¡i in his Kitab al-Umm.126 The shari¡ men be-
came, for the Sunnis, the religious imams of the community. The Prophet’s
role as mediator between God and the community was reenacted by these
shari¡ men. Moreover, the division of authority in the Sunni world meant
there were several imams often in uneasy coexistence. Sunni scholars ad-
vanced the concept of differentiated authority by creating a foundation on
which hierocratic authority could exist with but yet be independent of politi-
cal authority. Thus, they had distinguished between the imam as the reposi-
tory of knowledge or enunciator of the law and the imam as political power or
executor of the law.127 The imamate of the caliph was distinct and separated
from that of the jurists. The former’s authority rested on the power he exer-
cised, whereas the authority of the jurists was based on their ability to inter-
pret and explicate God’s law.

In contrast to the Sunni view that the religious imam (the shari¡ man) was
the expounder of the law while the political imam (caliph) was merely an ex-
ecutor of the law, Shi¡i Islam saw its shari¡ man to be the actual embodiment of
the law. In the Shi¡i understanding of authority, the term imam has been used
exclusively for the leader of the community in the sense of an ordained recipi-
ent of the prophetic, authoritative, personal charisma. The Shi¡is thus defined
their imam as both the repository of knowledge and executor of the law.

For the Sunnis, the authority of the imams was based not in any inherent
traits; rather, it was founded on the knowledge of the law, a status that was ac-
corded to the Shi¡i ¡ulama£ only after the major occultation of the twelfth
imam in the tenth century. The Sunni shari¡ men attained the title imam by the
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knowledge they acquired. The Shi¡i shari¡ men, the imams, were born with the
title imam due to the knowledge they inherited along with the comprehensive
authority of the Prophet.

The continuation of charismatic authority in the lines of the imams meant
that, just like the Prophet, there could, in theory, be only one shari¡ man at a
time in Shi¡ism. Like the Prophet, the imam was the source of all legal pre-
scriptions (sunna) and the sole possessor of gnosis. Political exigencies in the
Muslim world forced the imams to delegate their religious authority to their
close disciples.128 In the eighth century, Shi¡ism saw a more differentiated
concept of the shari¡ man because the imams had to generate their own shari¡
men to represent them in the Muslim community.

The Heirs of the Prophet

Having discussed the concept of religious authority as advanced by various
groups within the Muslim community, we are now in a better position to un-
derstand the ramifications of the title “heirs of the Prophet.” This was an hon-
orific epithet that conferred authority to those who claimed it. Various groups
claimed to be heirs of the Prophet during the early period of Islamic history,
thereby validating their claims to religious and/or political authority. Even the
philosophers claimed to be the heirs of the Prophet.129

There is significant evidence to suggest that both the Umayyad and ¡Ab-
basid caliphs sought this title. For the caliphs, their position as the political
leaders of the Muslim community entitled them to the honorific epithet, since,
as rulers of the community, they held the same office that the Prophet himself
had occupied. As I have discussed, the caliphs also laid claims to be religious
leaders who were divinely sanctified in their positions. The caliphs supported
their claim to be inheritors of prophetic authority in different ways. They
claimed, for example, to possess the cloak that the Prophet had worn.130 Al-
Ma£mun is reported to have stated that God had allowed the rulers to inherit
the caliphate from the Prophet.131 Some caliphs claimed the right to exercise
ijtihad while others claimed to establish a sunna. The claim to be heirs of the
Prophet also meant that the caliphs could demand obedience from the commu-
nity. The caliphal image as religious figures was devised probably to acquire
religious prestige, rival the Shi¡i view of their imams, and collaborate on an
equal footing with the ¡ulama£.

The ¡ulama£, the religious leaders, also laid claims to the religious authority
of the Prophet. Their status was deduced from the following tradition reported
from the Prophet: “Al-¡ulama£ waratha al-anbiya” (the scholars are heirs of the
Prophets).132 Although the waratha tradition, as it was subsequently called, may
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have been a polemical tool used by the ¡ulama£ to wrestle authority from the
caliphs and other contestants, the tradition emphasized that the Prophet had be-
queathed knowledge only, knowledge that was now firmly in the hands of the
¡ulama£.133 What distinguished the scholars from the rest of the community
was their ability to interpret, define, and articulate the law. It was this factor that
empowered the scholars to exercise religious authority over the community.
The authority that the ¡ulama£ exercised became an important vehicle for the
transmission of prophetic knowledge.

As heirs to the Prophet, the scope of the ¡ulama£s authority was vast. One of
their functions was to serve as the shari¡ men. It was the shari¡ men who per-
formed the prophetic function of mediating between God and the community,
of elucidating and explicating the law. By continually citing the waratha tradi-
tion and reminding the community of their status based on the heirs tradition,
the prestige and function of the shari¡ men were formalized and vindicated.

Crucially, the claim by the ¡ulama£ that they were the exclusive heirs to the
Prophet gave rise to the possibility of an extension of the Prophet’s authority,
since it signified that the ¡ulama£ inherited not only the knowledge but also the
authority of the Prophet as the guardians of the community. The heirs tradition
further enabled them to claim the title of imams of the community. Even the
¡Abbasid caliph al-Mahdi used the term a£immat al-haqq (the imams of the
true path) to refer to the scholars.134 It was in this context that Ibn Hanbal
stated that the role of the ¡ulama£ was to guide the community and defend
God’s religion against “the errors of the extremists.”135

As I have discussed in this chapter, the relationship between the two groups
that claimed to be the heirs of the Prophet, the caliphs and the ¡ulama£, was
often acrimonious. The waratha tradition was, to some degree, responsible for
the juristic contention that the rulers were subservient to the shari¡ men. The
rulers were to consult with and rely on the shari¡ men because the latter for-
mulated, upheld, and executed God’s law. After all, since Muslim societies
were based on the shari¡a and the shari¡ men were the authoritative figures in
matters pertaining to the law, it was obvious that the rulers needed to consult
them in any matter that impacted the legal practices of the community.

Loyalty and obedience to the ¡ulama£ were based on the knowledge they
possessed and the prophetic heritage that this symbolized. The laity’s loyalty
to the caliphs, on the other hand, was grounded in the bay¡a that they gave to
the caliph. Though arising from different origins, the sense of obedience en-
tailed in the bay¡a and the recognition of the prophetic heritage enhanced the
authority of both the caliphs and the ¡ulama£.

The designation “heirs of the Prophet” was clearly a popular and much cov-
eted title, for, as I have discussed, the Umayyad and ¡Abbasid caliphs and the
Sunni scholars claimed it. Furthermore, the title could be used in the polemical
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discourses of various groups because it could be employed to exclude and mar-
ginalize groups that did not have a strong basis for their claims to be heirs to the
Prophet. In the next chapter, I will demonstrate how the Sufi holy men also
claimed to be the true heirs of the Prophet.

The collective traits that the Shi¡i imams had inherited also enabled them to
lay claim to being the heirs of the Prophet. In Shi¡i hadith literature, the
waratha tradition appears in many texts.136 Thus, in one tradition, Ja¡far al-
Sadiq is reported to have claimed that “We (the imams) are the true heirs of
the prophets.”137 Traditions such as this would serve to refute the Sunni and
Sufi contentions that religious authority rested amid their ranks. Whereas
Sunni scholars claimed to be heirs of the Prophet based on the prophetic
knowledge that they had acquired and the functions they performed, the Shi¡i
imams claimed to be the heirs based on the traits and knowledge they had in-
herited from the Prophet. The concept of the imams as heirs to the religious
and political leadership of the Prophet forms the basis for the legitimacy of the
divinely appointed imam, source of learning and, as we will see in the next
chapter, saintly mediation with the divine.

The Shi¡is added extra dimensions to their arguments to vindicate their
claims that the imams were the exclusive heirs of the Prophet. Apart from the
knowledge of the Prophet, the Shi¡is maintained that the imams had the scrolls
and weapons of the Prophet.138 The Shi¡is argued that the weapons would fit
the imams only, thus providing incontrovertible proof as to who were the true
heirs of the Prophet. In addition, as they belonged to the family of the Prophet,
the ahl al-bayt (something that most caliphs and ¡ulama£ could not claim), the
Shi¡i imams contended that they were the Prophet’s heirs based on lineal de-
scent. I explore this theme further when I discuss the concept of the rise of the
holy man in the next chapter.

The title “heirs of the Prophet” had far-reaching repercussions. The ramifi-
cations of the title extended beyond bestowing honorific epithets and authority
to the ¡ulama£. Since they saw themselves as the custodians of the knowledge
of the Prophet and the imams, Shi¡i ¡ulama£ in the post-ghayba (occultation)
period also claimed to be heirs of the Prophet.139 Al-Muhaqqiq al-Hilli (d.
1277), for example, declares the jurists to be the heirs of the prophets. The six-
teenth-century jurist Husayn b. al-Hasan al-Karaki (d. 1592–1593) refers to
himself as heir of the prophets140 whereas Muhammad al-Baqir al-Bihbihani
(d. 1791) refers to the jurists as the caliphs or successors of the Prophet.141

Similarly, the contemporary Iranian scholar Ayatullah al-Muntaziri, interprets
the waratha tradition as referring specifically to the jurists.142

Both the Sunnis and Shi¡is cite various texts as theoretical justifications for
the exclusive authority of the jurists. The main difference between them is that
whereas the Sunnis present their exclusive authority as deriving directly from
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prophetic authority, Shi¡i jurists present their exclusive authority as deriving
from prophetic authority through the intermediate authority of the imams.

Some Shi¡i scholars even claimed that they were intermediaries to the
imams and the Prophet. According to the Safavid scholar Muhammad Baqir
al-Majlisi (d. 1699), the ¡ulama£ were the doors to paradise; to insult them
would cause the wrath of God to descend. It was through them that the imams
could be accessed.143 It is to the authority of the holy man that I now turn.



c h a p t e r  t w o

The Holy Man in Islam

Insights have come to you from your Lord; one who experiences them,
it will be for his own self; one who is averse to them, then it will be to

his own loss; I am not your protector. (Qur£an: 6:104)

Religious authority is not confined to the scholarly elite. It can 
also be conferred to or acquired by a holy man. In this chapter, I in-
tend to examine the emergence of the holy man in Sufism and the

authority that he wielded in the Muslim community. I will contrast this with
the genre of authority that was exercised by the Shi¡i holy man. In addition,
I will examine the role of the shrine culture in enhancing the authority of the
holy man.

It is essential, at the outset, to define the holy. The term “holy” refers to the
source or object of religious veneration that is separated from the realm of the
mundane and connected to the divine. The concept of holiness is extended to
include attributes of people and actions that have claimed connection with
God. It also comprises things and objects that derive their sanctity or holiness
from association with God.1

In his The Idea of the Holy, Rudolph Otto examines the different genres of
primary religious experience. He divides the holy into two distinct elements:
the moral/rational and nonrational.2 As an ethical category, the holy denotes a
sense of piety and morally upright demeanor that is predicated on the per-
formance of various acts of ascetic and devotional exercises. From this ethical
perspective, holiness becomes a process of sanctification that is conjoined to
the purification of the heart.
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Otto uses the term “holy” primarily in a nonrational and nonethical sense.
Holiness is, for Otto, a moment of spiritual encounter with a metaphysical link
that encapsulates every religious tradition. This comprehensive definition
means that the sacred or holy is a universal religious phenomenon that governs
human interaction with an object of veneration. Otto further maintains that
since God is not a rational object of discernment, the nature of religious expe-
rience is not connected to thoughts about God but to a feeling whose object is
the holy. Hence, the encounter with the holy is, for Otto, an emotional rather
than an intellectual experience.

Feelings for the holy are a necessary part of religious experience. Otto
calls these feelings or awareness of the presence of the divine “the numi-
nous.” The word is derived from the Latin numen, referring to a divine spirit
or localized power that the Romans perceived in nature. The numinous is the
object of religious experience or feeling, and is held by the religiously de-
vout to be a reality transcending the experience of an individual.3 Experi-
ence of the numinous, Otto claims, is an intrinsic component that is associ-
ated with any encounter of the holy, because it lies at the heart of all types of
religious experiences.4

Otto further elucidates his theory of emotive experience of the numinous
by maintaining that the experience of the holy has a three-fold characteris-
tic: (1) the numinous experience is a mystery of such intensity that the self
is entirely subsumed within it. The awareness of this mystery is completely
different from our everyday experience. (2) It is also tremendous insofar as
it overpowers and captivates the worshipper, generating an awe-inspiring
feeling that one has in the presence of a superior power. The feelings of awe
are often accompanied with feelings of exaltedness or majesty reflecting
the highest form of emotions of the mysterious. The effects of the sense of
being overpowered by the numinous vary from sudden eruptions of emo-
tions that emerge from the depths of the soul to intoxicated frenzy.5 (3) At
the same time, the holy is so fascinating that human beings are often capti-
vated by and drawn to communicate with it. The sense of fascination with
the numinous entices many to establish a deep, personal relationship with
the numinous.

Otto’s typology of the numinous experience suggests that the holy is a
mysterious “other” whose character is incommensurate with and totally alien
from our own. The experience of holiness reveals a unique category of value
and state of mind that cannot be investigated by normal empirical methods.
Hence, holiness becomes an aspect of the deity that transcends and even
eludes comprehension in either rational or ethical terms.6 Due to this factor,
the holy cannot be taught or rationalized, it can only be awakened and per-
ceived in the mind.
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Characteristics of the Holy Man

Otto’s typology of religious experiences and his conceptualization of the holy
are important leads to our understanding of the authority, characteristics, and
functions of the holy man in Islam. As I have mentioned, Otto maintains that
the holy is a totally mysterious, incomprehensible, and even irrational experi-
ence. The encounter with the holy in its true and complete sense can elude
those who are not properly initiated on the spiritual path. It is in this context
that we can understand the need for and functions of the holy man.

According to Otto, the element of holiness is an important corollary to any
close association with the numinous. In fact, the realm of the holy is established
wherever and whenever the divine is manifested or experienced in any of one a
myriad of forms. Thus, holiness can be attributed to people, actions, and objects
that claim connection with God. One can speak of holy places (where the divine
is encountered), holy time (when one communicates with the divine), and a holy
man (who has access to and mediates between the divine and the human). It is in
the sense of a saintly figure that I will use the term holy man in this study.

A salient feature in the portrait of the holy man is that his quest for the di-
rect experience of the numinous is accompanied by intensely personal forms
of spiritual activity ranging from asceticism, devotional exercises, and medi-
tation, to protracted periods of self-mortification. Isolation, detachment from
and renunciation of the world grant the holy man great spiritual, intellectual,
and moral gifts. His profound religious experience enables him to have inti-
mate communion with the divine in an intensive way. Gradually, the holy man
attains extraordinary abilities that become a potent medium for expressing su-
pernatural powers. In addition, he becomes an important means to the attain-
ment of personal holiness

Most holy men are not content to merely experience and communicate with
the divine. The authority of the holy man is also intertwined with his ability to
bring to the deity the collective needs of his community and to translate divine
signs, symbols, and communications to others. Thus, like a priest or diviner,
the holy man often functions as an interpreter and mediator, converting divine
languages into profane ones.7 The multitudinous powers of the holy man en-
able him to make the remote, transcendent God relevant to the particular needs
of the people. The mediatory function of the holy man makes him a focus of
hopes and an agent of cure. These curative powers earn him social recognition
and enhance his authority. As I will discuss, the experience of the divine also
grants him intercessory powers, enabling him to impart blessings long after
death. Salvific efficacy of the holy man lies in his being seen as a medium of
divine-human interaction. Due to his spiritual connection, the holy man offers
the profane world a sacred encounter.
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The holy man’s authority is further contingent on the performance of ex-
traordinary feats, like miracles, that enable him to exercise authority over his
followers. Miracles take different forms, ranging from curses, exorcisms, and
healings, to demonstrating powers of fertility, and so on. The holy man’s su-
pernatural powers are further vindicated by his ability to defeat demonic pow-
ers, ancient fetishes, and exhibiting victory of good over evil. The subjugation
of desires and his close proximity to the divine empower the holy man to over-
come destructive forces like demons, bad weather, and diseases.8 Miracles and
other extraordinary feats are important to any claim to religious authority as
they legitimize the status and powers of the holy man.

Extraordinary powers, together with the inability of the laity to experience
the numinous directly, mean that the elements of awe, fascination, and captiva-
tion that ensue from a direct experience of the numinous are transferred to the
holy man. This is because the mediation and extraordinary powers of the holy
man enable ordinary people to experience something of the awe and majesty
of the numinous in him. In many instances, people are captivated and inex-
orably drawn to the holy man himself since he becomes the vehicle for experi-
encing the numinous.

An important caveat is in order at this point. It would be a mistake to think
that holy men constitute a singular, monolithic, entity. Rather, holy men can be
leaders of various types of groups ranging from mystical sects, self-appointed
evangelists, wandering ascetics, groups that practice voodoo, or those practic-
ing stoic quietism. Furthermore, as I will discuss, holy men demonstrate di-
verse characteristics and approach the divine in radically different ways.

The Genesis of the Holy Man in Islam

The preceding remarks on the diverse facets of the holy man provide a con-
ceptual framework for examining the authority of the holy man in Islam. In Is-
lamic terminology, a holy man is called the friend or protégé of God, the wali
Allah. In the Islamic context, the term is applied to Sufi shaykhs, a Shi¡i imam,
a pious and devout person, or even a religious scholar.

As I discussed in chapter one, routinization of the Prophet’s charismatic au-
thority after his death meant that the shari¡ man rose to prominence in the
eighth and ninth centuries and gradually appropriated the legal role of the
Prophet, that of explicating and elucidating the law. The development of a dis-
tinct group of jurists, the formation of the diverse schools of law (madhahib) in
the eighth and ninth centuries, and the emphasis on the exoteric dimension of
Islam meant that obedience to God was generally measured by obedience to
His law. Rather than explicating the process of experiencing the divine, the jurists
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stressed the submission to the law of the divine. Within Sunni Islam, this em-
phasis on the exoteric dimension of Islam crystallized itself in the formation of
theological schools, the schools of law, the marginalization of various extrem-
ist (ghulat) groups, and a general aversion to Sufism.

The concept of the holy man was fully developed and expressed in the mys-
tical traditions of Islam, that is, in Sufism and esoteric Shi¡ism. It was during
the Umayyad dynasty in the eighth century that a distinct group of mystics
emerged. The rapid expansion of the Islamic empire in the first century of
Islam, the worldly outlook of the Umayyad rulers and their perceived viola-
tion of Islamic norms, and a general disdain of religious principles, led many
Muslims to believe that the ideals and values that were established by Muham-
mad had been compromised by the ruling elite. These were major factors that
precipitated the emergence of a distinct group of piety-minded people, the
early mystics of Islam.9 Thus, the holy man in Islam arose at roughly the same
time as the shari¡ man did, in the eighth century.

The prototype of the early mystic was a figure whom I discussed in the pre-
vious chapter, Hasan al-Basri (d. 728). As I mentioned there, the shari¡ men
often wore different hats. Hasan al-Basri was a proponent of the Qadariyya, a
theological school that defied the Umayyad-supported doctrine of predestina-
tion. He was also an eminent mystic of his time. Hasan al-Basri is reported to
have embraced a spirituality founded on asceticism and an otherworldly out-
look. Preaching the concepts of a fearful and overpowering deity, his simple
and austere lifestyle can be construed as a subtle form of criticism and dissent
against the luxury of the Umayyad court and their general lifestyle.

Later on, certain mystical doctrines of love, the beatific vision, gnosis, ab-
sorption into the divine, and the theory of mystical states, were added to Su-
fism. Mystics, including Rabi¡a al-¡Adawiyya (d. 801), Dhu£l-Nun (d. 859),
Bayezid Bistami (d. 874), al-Hallaj (d. 922), and others either elaborated or in-
troduced novel concepts regarding the experience of the numinous within the
framework of Islamic mysticism.

Within the Sunni mystical tradition, the Sufi shaykh came to be identified as
the holy man of Islam. The shaykh exhibits many traits that characterize the
holy man previously discussed. He performs excessive acts of asceticism, self-
mortification, and other devotional and spiritual exercises like continuous
prayer, vigils, remembrance of God (dhikr), reflection on the Qur£an, and emu-
lation of the prophetic model. In addition, like the holy men in other religious
traditions, the shaykh’s profound mystical experience enables him to have an
intimate communion with the divine in an intensive way. For example, the
tenth-century Sufi holy man Muhammad b. ¡Ali Tirmidhi (d. 905–910), talks of
an ineffable sense of joy felt in the heart. As he states, “[I] felt something was
made upright in my heart, and when I experienced this sweetness my interior
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twisted itself and contracted. . . . This sweetness spread through my loins and
through my veins. It seemed to me that I was close to the location of God’s
Throne.”10 Those who are close to God, Tirmidhi continues, “hear supernatural
speech as they converse with him. They occupy a position close to the
prophets.” They are able to experience God’s splendor, glory, and magnifi-
cence.11 Anecdotal accounts of such mystical experiences resonate closely with
Otto’s categorization of the experience of the numinous.

Charisma and the Authority of the Sufi Holy Man

As I discussed in the previous chapter, the comprehensive nature of the
Prophet’s charismatic authority meant that he was considered both a religious
and a political figure. The juxtaposition of the temporal and religious realms
within the personality of the Prophet meant that the Sufis could locate the spir-
itual authority of the Prophet within his comprehensive authority. For them,
the mystical element was deeply embedded within the charismatic authority of
the Prophet. Just as the shari¡ man could look back at Muhammad as the epit-
ome of Islamic legal orthodoxy, the Sufis saw the Prophet as the best example
of a holy man, the perfect human being (al-insan al-kamil). For the Sufis,
Muhammad was not only a paragon for the Muslims in general, he was also a
spiritual archetype for all humankind. It was this factor that made him a holy
man par excellence.

In contrast to the shari¡ man’s vision of a routinized charisma of office, Sufi
claims to be the heirs of the Prophet are premised on various modes of author-
ity that link the shaykh to the Prophet, for these are the primary method
through which the Sufis can validate their own claim to authority. The author-
ity of the Sufi holy man can be based on imitation of the prophetic model, spir-
itual and biological lineage, and on the blessings (baraka) that emanate from
the holy man. These diverse modes of authority converge in the figure of the
Prophet. It is through these multivariate modes of authority that Sufi shaykhs
claim to have either acquired or inherited the prophetic charisma.

Sufi holy men validate their claim to be the spiritual heirs of the Prophet by
emulating the Muhammadan model in their practices. Imitation of the
Muhammadan paradigm is predicated on the Qur£anic injunction to emulate
the paradigmatic precedent of the Prophet (33:21). The holy men try to instill
in their lives a sense of the spiritual experience of the Prophet by imitating his
outer behavior and replicating not only his spiritual exercises, but also his re-
ported inner states, exemplifying his every act. For many Sufis, spiritual con-
nectedness to the Prophet is correlated to the degree with which the adept imi-
tates him. Due to the principle of spiritual modeling, the charisma of the
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Prophet can, at least to some degree, be experienced through the saint. This is
an important way through which the Sufis claim to be his spiritual heirs.

Emulation of the Prophet in every possible way is an important means to at-
taining holiness, experiencing something of the charisma of the Prophet, and
replicating his mystical states. For the Sufis, imitating the spiritual demeanor
of the Prophet becomes a replication of his mystical quest since they believe
that the shaykh can experience the numinous in the same way that the Prophet
did. Historically, many mystics even encouraged the fana£ fi£l-rasul (annihila-
tion in the Prophet) suggesting a very deep and intimate relationship with
him.12 Annihilation includes meditation on the Prophet’s attributes and contin-
uous invocations of blessings on him.

The Sufis believe that the virtues and spiritual states of the Prophet are re-
flected in and exhibited by the shaykh. Due to his pervading presence and
charismatic appeal, contemporary Muslims can somehow experience
Muhammad’s character and charisma. The disciples of the Chisti scholar
Rashid Ahmad Gangohi (d. 1905) compared their shaykh’s speech to that of
the Prophet. “When Rashid Ahmad spoke, it was like the Prophet speaking.
My heart opened like a flower.”13 Thus, the holy man becomes a replica of the
Muhammadan model of the time. Imitating the Muhammadan paradigm is an
important component in the construction of the holy man’s authority.

Apart from imitating the Prophet, the Sufis inculcate and express deep love
for him. In fact, in Sufi circles, love for God is expressed by loving His
Prophet. Muhammad’s virtues are frequently recounted and blessings invoked
on him. Due to the veneration of and love for the Prophet, the daily prayers of
many Sufi orders contain prayers of blessings on the Prophet. Such prayers, as
Valerie Hoffmann reminds us, are believed to be extremely beneficial to the
spiritual well-being of the Sufis.14

Besides modeling, authority in Sufism is also conceived in terms of a spiri-
tual lineage traced to the Prophet. As a matter of fact, the spiritual genealogy
of the holy men forms a central part of their authority. Sufis often trace the au-
thority of their holy men and, in turn, the holy men’s shaykhs, in a concate-
nated chain culminating in the Prophet and finally to God. Many of these ge-
nealogies are traced to the Prophet through his family as he is believed to have
taught and transmitted spiritual exercises to his family.15 It is the spiritual
chain that legitimizes the genealogy-based authority of a Sufi holy man for it
connects him to the source of the spiritual model, the Prophet himself. Spiri-
tual lineages are also raised to ¡Ali b. Abu Talib, an important figure in the Sufi
spiritual chain. Just like the Shi¡is, Sufis see ¡Ali as the recipient of esoteric
knowledge and the inheritor of the divine light located in the Prophet.16 Many
Sufis feel a sentimental allegiance to the family of the Prophet without explic-
itly accepting the Shi¡i doctrine of the imamate.
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Reverence for distinguished genealogy crystallized itself in the form of
sayyids, who, as descendants of the Prophet, are venerated by both the Shi¡is
and the Sufis. Authority based on descent from the Prophet is inherited rather
than acquired because the charisma of the Prophet is believed to have been
transmitted through his progeny and available even in contemporary times
through them. In pre-Islamic Arabia, the term sayyid referred to the chief of a
tribe.17 His authority in his tribe was based on his ancestry and personal quali-
ties like discretion, liberality, and command of language. With the advent of
Islam, the term connoted a title of honor for descendants of the Prophet. Sev-
eral traditions describe the two grandsons of the Prophet, al-Hasan and al-
Husayn, and their parents, as sayyids. Al-Hasan and al-Husayn are also ad-
dressed as sayyiday shabab ahl al-Janna, “the two leaders of the young men
of paradise”18 while their mother Fatima, is lauded by the Prophet as “mistress
of the women of this community/my community” or as “mistress of the
women of the people of Paradise (ahl al-janna).”19 Due to the sayyid factor,
belonging to or being a descendant of the “house of the Prophet” has become
a mark of social distinction and elevated status in most of the Islamic world.

The importance of authority predicated on the principle of biological line-
age can be discerned from the fact that sayyids are exceptionally efficacious
figures within Muslim communities. They are treated differently from non-
sayyids in most Islamic societies. For example, in many social settings, a
sayyid who distinguishes himself by a pious life becomes revered as a holy
man. His blessing is expected to bring good fortune, while his wrath brings
misfortune. In Yemen, the sayyid acts as an intermediary between disputing
parties. It is popularly believed that he can drive away locusts and that his
prayer can put an end to infertility, while his curse will make it continue. Many
sayyids are visited for their healing powers, and reverence for them is fre-
quently expressed in various forms of gifts of land.20

Not only do the sayyids reportedly enjoy divine favors, they also enjoy
great social status. Thus, the “sons of the Prophet of God” may be certain of
divine forgiveness, and any wrong inflicted by them must be accepted like a
dispensation of God, if possible with gratitude. The mystic Ibn al-¡Arabi
states, “It behooves every Muslim who has faith in God and in what He has re-
vealed to recognize the truth of the word of God, ‘God will remove the stain
from you, O people of the House, and purify you completely. (33:33)’ It is
therefore not fitting for a Muslim to criticize them, neither for what is not in
keeping with the honor of those of whom God has testified that He has puri-
fied them and removed the stain from them, nor for pious works or good deeds
they have performed, but always to remember God’s watchful care for them.”21

The exaltation of the sayyids is extended to the juridical field where certain
legal edicts reflect the different treatment of sayyids. For example, the ruling
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on menopause is different for women who are descendants of the Prophet. In
his discussion on menstruation, Ayatullah Abu£l-Qasim al-Khu£i (d. 1992)
states in his Minhaj al-Salihin that a woman who is fifty years old is consid-
ered to have attained menopause. Thus, the rules that pertain to the monthly
period (haidh) are no longer applicable to her. She is no longer exempted from
prayers and fasting even when she experiences her monthly period. If, how-
ever, she is a sayyid, then, as a precautionary measure, she should combine the
acts performed by a woman who experiences irregular blood (istihadha)22

with abstinence from those acts that a menstruating woman keeps away from.
This, al-Khu£i adds, is to be done after she (the female descendant of the
Prophet) has attained the age of fifty until she becomes sixty years old.23

The favorable treatment of sayyids is reflected in the laws of khums (the
fifth). In the Shi¡i legal system, khums is used in a much broader sense than in
the Sunni legal system where it is confined to the booty taken from enemies
defeated in battle. In Shi¡i jurisprudence, in addition to other items, khums is
payable on a fifth of what Shi¡is earn after all expenses have been paid. Al-
Khu£i, who was regarded by many Shi¡is as the most learned religious author-
ity of his time, states, “Khums should be divided into two parts. One part is
the portion of the sayyid; it should be given to a sayyid who is poor, or an or-
phan, or to one who is stranded without money when he travels. The second
portion belongs to the imam. During the present time [of occultation], it
should be given to a mujtahid.”24 This bifurcation of the khums revenue ex-
cludes non-sayyids who are instead to receive a share of zakat and voluntary
alms (sadaqa).

Authority Based on the Transmission of Holiness:
The Concept of Baraka

Baraka is another important component in the Sufi understanding of religious
authority. Literally the term “baraka” refers to blessings. Baraka also refers to
a “beneficent force, of divine origin, which causes superabundance in the
physical sphere, prosperity and happiness in the psychic order.”25 As a cate-
gory of religious authority, it also connotes concepts of holiness and sanctity.

In social contexts, derivatives of the word are often utilized in various ex-
pressions of politeness and gratitude, in compliments, and in euphemisms.
Baraka also encompasses a host of other related ideas: prosperity, luck, com-
pletion, plenitude, and extraordinary power.26 Popular culture locates baraka
in certain acts, days, months, numbers, and places. The Qur£anic usage of the
term further accentuates this comprehensive notion of baraka. The Qur£an
mentions that the olive tree and the night of power (layl al-qadr) in the month
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of Ramadan are imbibed with baraka. The text of the Qur£an itself is also be-
lieved to be charged with baraka. In Tunisian speech and writing, the term al-
shajarah al-mubaraka (the blessed tree) refers to the olive tree. Due to this,
there is much opposition to the cutting of old, unproductive, olive trees since
this is seen as an attack against divine munificence.27

Sufis conceive of baraka as a divine gift that is granted to certain people
due to their experience of the numinous. Stated differently, God can implant
an emanation of baraka in prophets and holy men. Due to his excessive self-
mortification and asceticism, it is also believed that a holy man can acquire
baraka. In fact, a Sufi’s reputation as a holy man is contingent on the baraka
that he either inherits or earns. Since it has social ramifications, baraka is an
important vehicle through which the transcendent deity becomes an imma-
nent, personal God. The mediating factor here is the holy man who acquires
and then dispenses the baraka. The baraka that emanates from the shaykh
means that his authority is inevitably enhanced.

The baraka that the holy man reportedly possesses can be transmitted in di-
verse ways. One way is by donning his cloak (khirqa). Sufis often kiss the
cloak of the holy man in the hope of acquiring some baraka, a feature that is
dominant in some Shi¡i circles too. Touching or shaking the hand of a holy
man can also result in the transmission of baraka. In some Sufi circles, baraka
is attained by drinking the water that contains the spit of a holy man. The holi-
ness inherent in baraka can also be transmitted to successive generations
through descent. In this sense, baraka is fused with sacred lineage. Sayyids, in
particular, are believed to have inherited the baraka of the Prophet. These sa-
cred personages, in turn, may transmit baraka to the masses, either during
their lifetime or after their deaths. Due to the principle of charismatic lineage,
it is also believed that children of holy men become contemporary recipients
of the baraka that is transmitted by the saint.

In its various forms, baraka becomes the process by which divine grace ap-
pears and is dissipated in different spectrums of society. Due to this “multi-
plier effect,” baraka becomes diffused, conferring authority to the recipients.
The grace that accompanies baraka can be transmitted through lineage, phys-
ical contact, and even by prayers and meditation.

Baraka accompanies the holy man even after his death since it is believed
that the baraka is embodied in the tomb of the holy man and in the line of his
descendants. In fact, baraka locates authority on the dead as much as on the liv-
ing, accentuating, in the process, the cult of saints around the shrines of holy
men. The Sufi complex or zawiya, especially if it is centered on the grave of a
holy man, becomes an institution for transforming divine energy into mundane
ones. At the center of this is the holy man whose holiness is a conflation of sa-
cred genealogy, inherited baraka, charisma, and personal asceticism.28
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It would be wrong to conceive of baraka as a purely personal phenomenon
that is centered on a holy man. On the contrary, baraka has social ramifica-
tions and is expressed on the sociopolitical plane as much as it is evident at
the personal level. At the social level, whether located in saints, objects, or
days, baraka finds concrete expression in various forms. The effects of
baraka are evident in the fulfillment of desires by the intercession of the holy
man, the increase in food supplies due to an abundance of rain, or the pur-
ported protection against diseases and natural calamities by reciting the
Qur£an and offering prayers. It can also take the form of acceptance of con-
gregational prayers for rain29 and prayers offered in the month of baraka, the
month of Ramadhan.

It is also believed that the baraka of a holy man can sanctify and legitimize
political figures. It is here that the authority embodied in baraka is expressed
on the political plane. Baraka is deeply intertwined with power. The power
that is associated with baraka is conferred not only to the holy man but is also
transferred to whosoever the holy man chooses.30 Hence, the divine gift has
immense temporal and social ramifications. Baraka empowers the saint, en-
ables him to interact with rulers, and allows him to legitimize their authority.
Baraka also epitomizes the indispensable role that the holy man plays as a me-
diator between the divine and the laity.

The Miraculous Prowess of the Holy Man

Acts of piety and moral uprightness are quintessential attributes of the holy
man. Like the holy men in other religious traditions, the legitimacy of the Sufi
holy man’s claim to authority is vindicated by the performance of miracles or
extraordinary feats. In fact, miraculous acts are the most articulate expression
of his supernatural abilities and a vital component in the social recognition of
the authority and status of the shaykh. Miracles also exhibit tangible evidence
that the holy man has experienced the numinous and, because of this, he has
become a repository of supernatural powers.

The Qur£an notes that Muhammad’s adversaries asked him to perform
miracles as a legitimation of his prophetic call. In response, the Qur£an does
not ascribe any miraculous powers to Muhammad. Rather, cosmic harmony
and the perfect functioning of nature are pointed out as evidence of God’s
miracles. However, subsequent biographical works on Muhammad abound
with anecdotes of his supernatural feats. The pagan poet al-A¡sha calls him a
Prophet who sees what you (ordinary people) do not see.31 Gradually, the
image of the Prophet became more embellished, with more miracles attrib-
uted to him, idealizing him, in the process, as the perfect “holy man” who
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was empowered with extraordinary miraculous abilities.32 This was an im-
portant consideration in the subsequent veneration of the Prophet.

The cult of the holy man has come to occupy an important place in Islamic
hagiographic literature. Sufi literature is replete with accounts of the miracu-
lous abilities of the holy man. An important genre of miracle reportedly per-
formed by Moroccan holy men, for example, is what Vincent Cornell calls
“epistemological miracles.” This refers to the ability of the holy men to read
the minds of the people and to foretell the future (firasa). In his examination of
163 biographical profiles of Moroccan shaykhs in the formative period of Mo-
roccan Sufism (eleventh and twelfth centuries c.e.), Cornell notes that the holy
men’s paranormal abilities having to do with knowledge are mentioned nearly
three times as often as those dealing with power over nature.33 In all probabil-
ity, this indicates that in the formative period of Moroccan Sufism, the power
of the holy man was conceived in terms of his knowledge. For the early Mo-
roccan Sufis, knowledge and power were inextricably linked. This genre of
miracle was the most cogent manifestation of his experience of the numinous
and proximity to the divine.

Whereas miracles are important manifestations of the authority of the holy
man, public recognition of the holy man is governed, to a large degree, by how
he impinges on the lives of ordinary people. Hence, power miracles that influ-
ence the lives of people are important in the social recognition of the holy
man’s authority because these genres of acts impact them most. Power mira-
cles also evince the holy man’s influence on the environment and his access to
the supernatural. The miraculous prowess of the Sufi holy men includes firasa
(clairvoyance) and the ability to disappear from sight and practice buruz (ex-
teriorization).34 The holy men could reportedly tame wild beasts and traverse
enormous distances in a very short time span. Due to their supernatural abili-
ties, they could also produce food and rain in seasons of drought, heal the sick,
and help barren women become pregnant. In popular culture, it is commonly
believed that all tongues agree in praising the holy men except those who are
jealous of them.35 It is also held that one who opposes or hates a holy man dies
as a non-Muslim and comes to an evil end. This is due to the saint’s identifica-
tion with God.36

Many instances of the power miracles of the Sufi holy men have been
recorded. The famous mystic Mansur al-Hallaj was famed for his often
bizarre and incriminating miracle working. He could, for example, produce
out-of-season food and drinks for his disciples. He could restore sight to the
blind and read the consciences of his disciples.37 Sufi biographical literature
also records miraculous accounts of holy women, too.38 Many legendary anec-
dotes have been transmitted surrounding the personality of Rabi¡a al-
¡Adawiyya (d. 801). Most Sufis did not rejoice at these favors. In fact, Rabi¡a
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is said to have disclaimed these miraculous powers and was anxious to avoid a
reputation for performing miracles.39

Another source of authority of the holy man lies in the realm of the exeget-
ical. The hermeneutical authority of the holy man is premised on his ability to
furnish an esoteric exegesis to an existent text. Like the shari¡ man, the au-
thority of the holy man is enhanced in his very exegesis and interpretation of
the text since he adduces symbolic and esoteric meanings to verses from the
scripture. These symbols generate a richness of meaning that furnishes new
insight to an existent hermeneutical tradition, revealing, in the process, new
depths within an existing scripture. Through his extensive usage of symbols,
he becomes the basis of transformation in the exegetical tradition.

By challenging prevalent exegesis, holy men often express their interpreta-
tions against established authority. The resultant conflict creates a new author-
itative base for the holy man. In this, the holy man further challenges the au-
thority of the traditional exegesis of the Qur£an. In essence, the holy man’s
esoteric exegesis is a defiant message to the shari¡ man that authority is not re-
stricted to a single, unmistakable, hermeneutic of the divine commandment.
Rather, scripture has infinite capacity to encompass new forms and interpreta-
tions. As Ibn ¡Arabi (d. 1240) a great mystic, says about Sufi exegesis: “It
varies with the state of the listener, his moments in the stations of his mystical
journey and his different degrees [of attainment]. As he reaches higher sta-
tions, new doors are opened to him through which he looks upon new and sub-
tle meanings.”40

It has to be remembered that the holy man in Islam arose within an institu-
tionalized framework that was dominated by the traditionally minded ¡ulama£.
Hence, his novel interpretation of scripture and claim to charismatic authority
based on personal, mystical experience was bound to clash with prevalent struc-
tures of political and religious authorities. The contrast between the exegeses of
a shari¡ and holy man can be discerned from Mahmoud Ayoub’s work, The
Qur£an and its Interpreters. In this work, Ayoub juxtaposes the commentary of
traditional, exoteric, Qur£anic commentators with some Sufi interpretations.

The contrast between the shari¡ and holy man’s approach to Qur£anic
hermeneutic is exemplified in the understanding of the unconnected letters
that preface the second chapter of the Qur£an, sura al-baqarah. The letters,
alif lam mim, are seen as belonging to a group of obscure verses in the Qur£an.
The thirteenth-century Ash¡ari exegete, Fahkr al-Razi (d. 1209), takes a theo-
logical approach in explicating the meaning of these letters. He states that God
knew that a group of his community would assert the eternity of the Qur£an;
thus, He mentioned these letters to indicate that His words are made up of let-
ters, and that the Qur£an could not be eternal.41 The Mu¡tazili exegete Za-
makhshari (d. 1144) adopts a different approach. He argues that the general
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consensus among the scholars is that each group of letters may serve as a
name for a new sura (chapter).42 These interpretations can be compared to Ibn
¡Arabi’s esoteric understanding of the same letters. He states that alif refers to
the divine essence, which is the First of existence, lam stands for the active in-
tellect, which is called Gabriel, and Mim refers to Muhammad who is the end
of existence. Through him the circle of existence is completed where its end is
connected to its beginning. Ibn ¡Arabi concludes with a typical Shi¡i esoteric
exegesis; the letters also mean that this is the book promised as the all-encom-
passing form alluded to in the jafr and the jami¡a, the scrolls that contain
knowledge of all events.43 Shi¡is believe that these scrolls are in the possession
of their imams.

The dichotomy between the exoteric and esoteric exegesis of the Qur£an
can be further adduced by examining the interpretation of verse 2:37 of the
Qur£an. The verse mentions that God had revealed to Adam certain words that
he could use to repent for his lapse. There is much difference of opinion
among the exegetes on the composition of these words. Some commentators
claim that the words took the form of protracted and elaborate prayers attrib-
uted to Adam whereas others maintain that they refer to theological debates
between God and Adam (Tabari). However, Ibn ¡Arabi, adopts a typically eso-
teric approach stating that the words were “(mystical) lights or states of the
realm of dominion and the realm of the subtle spirits. Every subtle being is a
divine word because it belongs to the realm of command, as Jesus is called the
Word.” Ibn ¡Arabi further states that it may also be that Adam received from
God gnosis, sciences, and truths.44 It is this kind of esoteric and symbolic exe-
gesis that distinguishes the holy man from the shari¡ man. It also demonstrates
the ability of the holy man to challenge the hermeneutic of the shari¡ man.

The Authority of Holy Sites and Objects

The belief in the charismatic authority of the holy men and the extraordinary
powers they reportedly had at their disposal gave rise to the idea of holy
places, especially where these holy men are buried. The sanctity that is associ-
ated with the holy men is transferred to the places that contain their bodies.
Due to this, the graves of saints are visited very frequently, especially in times
of difficulties and natural calamities.

In his The Cult of the Saint, Peter Brown explores the medium through
which the laity could experience the sanctity of the dead saint in Late Christ-
ian Antiquity. He coins the term “praesentia” to denote the presence of the
holy man at his shrine.45 The shrine embodies a sense of spiritual power and
divine presence, which are diffused to and felt by those present in the shrine.
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In addition, the presence of the holy man in the grave affords the laity the op-
portunity to experience the baraka that pervades the shaykh because it is be-
lieved that his shrine is an important channel for the transmission of divine
blessings. Touching the shaykh or any object associated with him is seen as an
effective medium to experience this baraka. Through the pilgrimage, the
praesentia of the dead saint is felt and his charismatic authority acknowl-
edged. The dead shaykh retains an active presence in this world through the
shrine culture.

The shrine in which the holy man is buried is a complex that integrates
the tomb, the holy man buried in the tomb, and the baraka that is embodied
at the shrine. The shrine also underscores the relationship between the holy
man, the masses, and holy places. The tomb is important as it contains the
holy man and embodies his charismatic appeal. The masses visit the holy
place to renew allegiance with the holy man and enhance their progress on
the spiritual path. Visitation to the shrine is also encouraged to experience
the baraka of the holy man. Spiritual emanation or baraka of the holy man is
acquired through the performance of various forms of liturgies. Spiritual ex-
ercises like dhikr (chanting God’s name), specific breathing techniques,
sama¡ (mystical dances), and devotional music (called qawwalis in the In-
dian subcontinent) are interspersed with songs that are chanted in honor of
the holy man at the shrine.

The shrine is electrified by the thousands of pilgrims who engage in dhikr,
remembrance rituals, and other forms of protracted prayers. The intense ritu-
als at the shrine of the holy man embody the fusion of holy place, holy time,
and holy man. It is on such occasions that the charismatic appeal of the holy
man becomes most evident. Besides the baraka associated with the multitudi-
nous rituals performed at the shrine, the spiritual exercises enhance the spiri-
tual journey of the pilgrims and reflect their love for the holy man. These col-
lective exercises at the shrine further accentuate the cult and cultivate the
legacy of the deceased holy man who is closely linked to the memory of the
saint during his lifetime.

The praesentia of the holy man at the shrine is interwoven with his poten-
tia, his power to assist the pilgrims. After all, what is the point of having a
shaykh who cannot help those who come to him asking for assistance? The
potentia of the shaykh manifests itself in various forms, from the healing of
the sick, alleviating calamities afflicting the people, to the restoration of their
sociopolitical rights. The supernatural powers of the saint further enhance the
authority of the dead shaykh and his ability to touch the lives of those who
visit his shrine. Those who are healed or benefit from the potentia of the saint
enjoy enhanced social status as they have been touched by the special powers
of the saint.46
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Experiencing the potentia of the saint is often a consequence of showing
due reverence (reverentia) to him. According to Brown, reverentia implies, “a
willingness to focus belief on precise invisible persons . . . in such a way as to
commit the believer to definite rhythms in his life (such as the observation of
the holy days of the saints), to direct his attention to specific sites and objects
(the shrines and relics of the saints).”47 Reverentia is demonstrated by focus-
ing on the holy man’s attributes, glorifying him, and seeking his intercessory
powers. It requires learning and inculcating the shrine etiquette, which shows
due respect to the shaykh. It also necessitates acknowledging, imploring, and
beseeching the saint’s powers. Within the Shi¡i tradition, Ja¡far al-Sadiq (d.
765) explains the etiquette to be observed when a pilgrim wishes to visit the
shrine of Husayn b. ¡Ali in Kerbala. The pilgrim is recommended to perform a
ritual bath (ghusl) in the Euphrates River. Al-Sadiq then explains that per-
forming the ghusl in the Euphrates and reciting the salutations to Husayn
cleanses and purifies one so that a person becomes as pure as when he was
born. The imam then enunciates the method of greeting Husayn at the door of
the shrine.48

Reverentia to the shaykh is further expressed by observing his holy days
and commemorating sacred moments like the ¡urs at the shrine. The ¡urs is
celebrated as it marks the holy man’s death anniversary, his union with God.
The ¡urs further highlights the praesentia of the saint. The recounting of the
holy man’s incredible achievements and virtues, and the songs sung in his
favor connect the present with the past. The collective memory of the holy
man’s attributes generates a passion for the model now located at the shrine.
The passion at such occasions makes the praesentia of the shaykh even more
real and the holy man is integrated into the lives of the people long after his
death. However, the potentia of the saint holds the individual in a further bond
of personal obligation. Should he stop the reverentia, then the visitor could ef-
fectively let loose both the potentia and praesentia of the shaykh.

The authority of the holy man and the shrine is also connected to the use of
a whole range of paraphernalia associated with the saint, his shrine, and re-
lated material objects. It is in this context that we can comprehend the impor-
tance of holy objects. An object becomes holy when it manifests or acts as a
medium with the sacred. In a sense, the divine reveals itself through holy ob-
jects, which have expressive power as vehicles of supernatural meaning, and
are an important means to the attainment of personal holiness. Holy objects
offer salvific opportunities because the praesentia of the holy man can be ex-
perienced by objects that come into contact with the shrine. In popular Sufi
and Shi¡i culture, tying a sick person to the shrine is believed to be therapeu-
tic. When it is not possible to bring him to the shrine, then bringing home a
string that has been tied to the shrine is believed to be an equally effective
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method to cure an ailment. Such objects recreate the presence of the holy man,
extending the possibility of attaining his baraka and curative powers. The
shaykh acts through the objects just as he acts through his physical presence.
Objects and the shrine itself collectively institutionalize the shaykh’s saintli-
ness and create an image of a miraculous agency working through the holy
man long after his death.

Relics serve to remind the masses of both the praesentia and potentia of the
shaykh and evoke the emotional passion associated with him. They obviate
the need for pilgrimage since they extend the physical presence of the holy
man and provide a modicum for constructing his sanctity and extending his
authority.49 The sanctity of the holy man is therefore not restricted to a partic-
ular site; rather, it is dissipated beyond the locality of the shrine of the local
community. This marks the universalization of the praesentia and potentia of
the shaykh and the transmission of baraka through secondary objects that
have made contact with the shrines. These contact relics, as Brown terms
them, are believed to be as full of the saints’ praesentia as any of the physical
remains.50 Thus, translations (movements of relics to people) can become as
important as and even replace pilgrimages (movements of people to shrines).
Due to the shrines and objects, the praesentia and potentia enhance the au-
thority of the holy man long after his death.

Shrines are important for our understanding of the holy man’s charismatic
authority. The charisma of the holy man is objectified through its inscription at
the shrine. The holy man has inscribed his character on the place that he ini-
tially founded and in which he was eventually buried.51 The shrine becomes a
focal point for evoking the praesentia of the holy man since the charisma of
the saint is believed to be transferred to and available at the shrine. It is the
shrine that makes the holy man’s charisma widely felt and accessible for it is
here that the deceased holy man is able to diffuse baraka to his visitors.

In The Pure and Powerful, Nadia Abu Zahra examines the appeal of the
shrine of a popular female saint, Zaynab (n.d.), the daughter of ¡Ali and Fatima,
and the granddaughter of the Prophet. Most Shi¡i sources claim that Zaynab
was buried in Damascus. However, other texts maintain that she was buried in
Cairo. Biographical sources on Zaynab portray her as an epitome of purity,
with powers to heal the sick and alleviate pain.52Among the laity in Egypt, she
is also seen as the mother of all Egypt who looks after the welfare of the people.
She is specifically linked to the weak, the oppressed, and the women.53

Egyptians who are neither Sufis nor Shi¡is visit her shrine regularly to seek
her blessings, protection, and cure from various illnesses. As Nadia Abu
Zahra states, “Egyptians not only love al-Sayyida Zaynab, but also demand
her love, protection and reassurance.”54 The rituals performed at her shrine in-
clude lamentations and wailing, which are integrated with various forms of
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powerful invocations and complaints about injustices and violations of rights.
The masses seek her help by placing letters on her tomb and by pleading with
her to restore their violated rights. These rituals reflect her pervasive influence
in public life long after her death. Through these rituals, Zaynab (popularly
known as al-Sayyida in Cairo) is integrated into the fabric of the lives, dreams,
and aspirations of the people. These shrine rituals are a statement of the peo-
ple’s living condition, their aspirations, and expectations from Zaynab. They
also reflect the demands for social justice, and symbolize the role of Zaynab as
a model for those defying tyrannical regimes. The presence of Zaynab at the
shrine is believed to be complemented by her miraculous powers, the potentia
of the saint.

The Sociopolitical Functions of the Holy Man in Sufism

Mysticism in the West is often conceived along antinomian lines. Theoretical
models that posit a dichotomous relationship between the spiritual and the
temporal spheres cannot adequately explain the functions of the holy man in
Islam. To comprehend the social discourse of the Sufi holy man, the concept
of sainthood has to be widened so that it embraces both the spiritual and social
realms. This is because sainthood in Islam is as much a social reality as it is a
metaphysical concept.

From its inception, Islamic mysticism did not insist on isolation from the
world or political quietism. On the contrary, social integration has been con-
sidered important for the holy man since his authority is, in part, contingent on
recognition from the public. Initially, public acknowledgment of the holy
man’s authority may depend on validation by his fellow Sufi peers. Eventually,
his impact on the community has to be such that the community accords him
the status that his powers merit. Assimilation of the Muhammadan paradigm
means that, apart from modeling himself on the Prophet’s demeanor and spiri-
tual qualities, the Sufi holy man has to symbolize the Prophet’s social attrib-
utes. Thus, like the Prophet, the shaykh has also been a protector of the poor
and a leader of the masses.

The authority of the Sufi holy man is expressed at the social level by help-
ing potential mystics attain a mystical understanding of religion and the world,
and by emphasizing an immediate apprehension of the numinous. The holy
man initiates and guides others on the path, leading many of his disciples to at-
tain spiritual realization and the opening of the heart to the divine light.55

The social functions of the holy man in Islam extend beyond initiating and
guiding disciples on the spiritual path. Like the holy man of Late Antiquity,
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the Sufi holy man often mediates between the human and the divine. The me-
diatory functions of the holy man in Islam can be traced to the time of the
Prophet himself for the Prophet is believed to have had intercessory powers.56

Since the ninth century, Sufis have expected their holy men, as spiritual heirs
to the Prophet, to perform similar mediatory functions between God and
human beings, and even between different factions.57

It is in his social discourse that the holy man impinges on his society most.
This includes mediating disputes and reconciling feuding couples. He also
cures diseases, averts calamities, and makes amulets. Historically, the growth
of the holy man’s authority meant that he could compete with scholars in shap-
ing the lives, beliefs, and practices of their followers. Vincent Cornell cites the
case of a prominent Moroccan holy man, ¡Abd al-Jalil Wayhan (d. 1143). He
mediated local disputes and represented the local population in front of gov-
ernment officials.58 Wayhan also impinged on his society as he symbolized the
popular aspirations of the oppressed for socioeconomic justice.

The authority of the holy man’s discourse transcended the localized rural
setting. The holy man played multifaceted social and institutional roles as his
social activities were interwoven with his role as a politically conscientious
figure. In fact, many Sufis were closely connected to the social and political
institutions of their times. In the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, several
Sufi political groups emerged that fought and defeated local rulers in places
like Tabaristan.59 As a matter of fact, a local Mar¡ashi state emerged from a
Sufi order. Other Sufi movements in Subzavar, Khurasan, appropriated mil-
lenarian notions to establish a political state.60

Through their social and political roles, the Sufi shaykhs were integrating
spiritual elitism with social populism, a feat that the traditional ¡ulama£ found
difficult to replicate. This was because Sufism provided a vehicle for express-
ing aspects of popular piety within Islam. It also tolerated local cultures and
superstitions. This popular outreach meant that Sufism had an appeal for all
classes within a community. As I will discuss, the popular appeal of the holy
men also enabled them to proclaim themselves as the heirs to the Prophet.

The social intercourse of the holy man means that he must not be conceived
in terms of discrete components of holy traits. Rather, as Cornell argues, the
life of the holy man must be constructed on his total impact on society, rang-
ing from his being a paragon for upright moral conduct to his performance of
epistemological and power miracles.61 Viewed from this context, the holy man
is a symbolic nexus of piety, power, and ethics, far from the reclusive, single
dimension, isolated ascetic, categorized in many texts. The various sociopolit-
ical roles of the holy man inevitably enhance his image and authority in the
minds of the public.
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The potentia of the shaykh is felt at the social level too. An oath sworn in
the name of the holy man can become a statement of binding social and
economic obligations. The oath becomes efficacious in such contracts be-
cause it is popularly believed that to renege on an oath sworn in the name of
a holy man could lead to the infliction of calamities or illness. In this way,
the saint functions as the conscience of the community, governing its inter-
actions and affairs, and maintaining social justice long after his death. For
example, in popular Shi¡i culture, an oath taken in the name of al-¡Abbas
(d. 680), the half-brother of Husayn, is often considered to be the most
binding of all oaths.62

Just like the bay¡a offered to the caliph, the oath sworn in the name of a
holy man demonstrates both the reverentia and potentia of the saint. The pop-
ular belief that breaking an oath can lead to calamity suggests that, due to his
connection with the divine, the power of the holy man is considered to be
more lethal than that of the ruler. This is another manifestation of the author-
ity and status accorded to the holy man in many Muslim communities.

The Genesis and Authority of the Shi¡i Holy Man

In the last chapter, I discussed different forms of Shi¡i opposition to the Sun-
nite majority. As the Shi¡is envisaged a radically different notion of charis-
matic authority after the Prophet, their dissent expressed itself in political and
religious forms. Under the leadership of the sixth imam Ja¡far al-Sadiq, the
Shi¡is even formulated their own distinct school of law. Shi¡i dissent also took
an esoteric form. After all, if the Shi¡is could proffer their own shari¡ man,
why could they not present their own holy man? In this, the Shi¡i imams came
to rival the Sufi shaykhs.

The mystical tradition that developed in the classical period of Islam was
also embraced by the Shi¡is. While in Sunnism Islamic esotericism was crys-
tallized in a Sufi form, it engulfed Shi¡ism in its entirety.63 As Shi¡i esoteri-
cism is centered on the spiritual powers and teachings of the Prophet and the
imams, it is correct to state that the genesis of Shi¡i esotericism can be traced
to the very beginning of its sacred history. As I have discussed in chapter one,
the principle of hereditary succession that had enveloped early Shi¡ism meant
that transcendental status constituted the main source of charisma of the
imam. In addition to being the shari¡ man, Shi¡ism further posits the imam as
the holy man, having inherited the spiritual powers of the Prophet based on the
principle of hereditary charisma. The spiritual powers of the imam also enable
him to directly experience the numinous, thus making him a holy man who
could rival the Sufi holy man.
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As he inherits the comprehensive authority from the Prophet, the imam is
also believed to exercise both juristic and spiritual authorities over the lives of
his followers. The Shi¡i belief in the spiritual authority of the imams is sym-
bolized in the belief in the comprehensive authority (al-wilaya al-mutlaqa) of
the imam. Stated differently, the imam possesses wilaya not only in the sense
of temporal but also spiritual authority over the lives of the believers. The
wilaya, it is believed, was transmitted by the Prophet to ¡Ali and subsequently
to the rest of the imams. It is because of this factor that ¡Ali is regarded as the
fatih al-wilaya (the one through whom the wilaya commenced among the
imams). The wilaya enables the imam to provide salvation to his followers and
guide them both in the exoteric and esoteric sense.

The pervasive and comprehensive wilaya of the imam led Shi¡ism to be-
coming a distinctive movement based on loyalties to and identification with
spiritually authoritative human beings. At the nexus between the divine and
human, the imam is considered the exclusive and legitimate, religious and
spiritual heir of the Prophet who endeavored to recreate his ideal community
and to have acted as intermediary with God. In addition, the imam is believed
to have replicated the prophetic paradigm, which was centered on an heir of
the Prophet living within the Muslim community. As his authority resonates
strongly with that of the Prophet, the imam becomes an extension of the per-
sonality of the Prophet.

Shi¡ism posits the spiritual authority of the imam to be predicated on two
main features: asceticism and knowledge. Asceticism is an important consid-
eration in the legitimation of the authority of the imam since it helps structure
his spiritual and moral life, generating a constant mindfulness of God. The
imam duplicates the Prophet’s spiritual journeys and devotional exercises. It is
this element that enables the imam to experience the numinous in the same
way that the Prophet did. For the Shi¡is, asceticism is as essential to the source
of the imam’s authority as his knowledge, and one that animates the image of
the imam as a holy man.

To emphasize the ascetic qualities of the imams, Shi¡i biographical litera-
ture contains copious reports on the imams’ piety, excessive acts of devotional
worship, meditation, and acts of self-denial and control. For example, in a ser-
mon recorded in the Nahj al-Balagha, ¡Ali b. Abu Talib engages in a lengthy
description of the attributes of the pious ones. Reflecting on their exalted sta-
tions he states, “They see what others cannot see and they hear what others do
not hear. They have access to divine secrets.”64

The fourth Shi¡i imam, ¡Ali b. al-Husayn (also known as Zayn al-¡Abidin—
d. 713–714), is also renowned for his excessive piety, asceticism, and acts of
generosity. He is reported to be the author of al-Sahifa al-Sajjadiya, a collec-
tion of spiritual supplications and moving conversations (munajat) with God.
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His son, Muhammad al-Baqir, was also known for his deep piety and exten-
sive knowledge of the legal sciences.65 The Sufi authors Abu Nu¡aym al-Isfa-
hani (d. 1037) and Farid al-¡Attar (d. 1220) attribute the quality of zuhd (ascet-
icism) to Ja¡far al-Sadiq. According to the famous heresiographer Muhammad
Shahrastani (d. 1153), al-Sadiq had renounced the allurements of worldly
things and lived a life of complete detachment from all earthly pleasures.66

Besides the elements of piety and asceticism, the principle of hereditary
charisma requires that the authority of the imams be based on the charisma of
lineage. The concept that leadership is based on genealogy is firmly embedded
in Shi¡ism, since comprehensive authority is restricted to the lineal descendants
of ¡Ali and Fatima, who, together with their progeny, constitute the household
of the Prophet, the ahl al-bayt. Thus, prophetic descent is inextricably linked to
the charismatic authority of the imam. As Vernon Schubel notes, “Alid loyal-
ism focuses its attention on the human component of the Qur£anic event, em-
phasizing loyalty to the man Muhammad and, by extension, to his family.”67

Based on the principle of nass that I discussed in the last chapter, correct
lineage in the form of prophetic descent is necessary to legitimize the imam’s
claim to authority. Attachment to the imams and the emphasis on prophetic
descent enhanced the authority and social status of the sayyids (often called
imam-zadeh—offsprings of the imams) by strengthening the charisma of line-
age. Due to this factor, sayyids have become exceptionally pervasive figures in
popular Shi¡ism. For example, Fada£il al-Sadat (excellences of the sayyids) is
a treatise on the supremacy of the sayyids composed in 1691–1692 by a de-
scendant of the famous Shi¡i gnostic, Mir Damad. Hostility to the sayyids, he
states, will bring punishment in the next world and is a sign of illegitimate
birth.68 The emphasis on honoring the descendants of the Prophet precipitated
the cult of the shrines of sayyids. The tombs of many sayyids have become a
focus of pilgrimage, a phenomenon widely prevalent in many parts of the Shi¡i
world today.

Authority Based on the Epistemological Miracles of the Imams

As the heir of the Prophet, the imam inherits not only the authority but also the
powers of the Prophet. The authority and miraculous powers of the imam are
interwoven with his extraordinary knowledge. Besides the exoteric ¡ilm that I
discussed in the last chapter, Shi¡is believe that the imam also inherits esoteric
knowledge that empowers him to have access to the inner meanings of the
Qur£an and enables him to provide an esoteric hermeneutic of the text. The
spiritual interpretation of the scripture and teachings of the prophetic revela-
tion means that the imam can demonstrate the living, unfolding, and growing
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hermeneutic of the revealed book.69 According to the French scholar Henry
Corbin, there can be no full realization of the truth without the imams for they
provide access to the gnosis, the haqiqa of the book. Without them, the gnosis,
the quintessential truth of the book, can never be known.70 The Shi¡i belief
that the holy and shari¡ man merged in the figure of the imam means that he
offers two hermeneutics of the same text, one that explicates the traditional,
exoteric exegesis of the scripture and the other that elucidates the hidden
meanings of the book. An important principle in the Shi¡i exegetical tradition
is the exclusive interpretive role of the imam. The Shi¡i holy man has the ex-
clusive privilege of furnishing both the exoteric and esoteric interpretations of
the Qur£an.

The Shi¡is differ from the Sufis on the question of esoteric knowledge of
the Qur£an. Whereas the Sufis maintain that this knowledge is available
through a process of gradual unveiling as the Sufi progresses on the path, the
Shi¡is believe that the knowledge is transmitted, rather than acquired, through
the Prophet’s family lineage. Hence, the esoteric knowledge of the Qur£an is
available to the imams from the very beginning. The first Shi¡i exegetes were
the Prophet and the imams themselves. The belief in the imams’ access to es-
oteric knowledge and the interpretation of the Qur£an can be traced to many
traditions reported from the imams themselves. Early Shi¡i exegetes, like ¡Ali
b. Ibrahim al-Qummi (d. 919) and Muhammad b. Mas¡ud al-¡Ayyashi (n.d.),
point to many esoteric interpretations of Qur£anic verses.71 It is to be remem-
bered that for the Shi¡is, due to the principle of hereditary ¡ilm, the interpreta-
tions and hadith of the imam are equivalent to the traditions and elucidations
given by the Prophet himself.

Besides the esoteric knowledge that he inherits, the imam’s authority is also
believed to rest on special cognitive powers of celestial origin, which enable
him to know hidden things. This occult knowledge of the imam is more diverse
than that of the Sufi holy man. In the Shi¡i conceptualization of epistemology,
the cosmogonic origins of the imam’s knowledge means that he is well ac-
quainted with both the visible and invisible world and that he possesses knowl-
edge of the past, present, and future events. The celestial knowledge of the
imam further extends to the hermeneutic science of all previous heavenly scrip-
tures and all languages, including the languages of the animals. Shi¡i hadith lit-
erature also suggests that a column of light provides answers to the imam’s
questions at will.72 The extraordinary abilities of the Shi¡i holy man include ac-
cess to the occult sciences and the ability to read the minds of the people.73

The sources of the imam’s multivariate knowledge are many: His knowl-
edge may be inherited from the previous imam, or it could be acquired
through from the scrolls that have been handed down from the previous imam.
It could also be attained through direct contact with an angel. In this sense, the
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imam is regarded as muhaddath, for it is believed that the imam hears but does
not see an angel.74 In addition, occult knowledge is transmitted to the imam by
the marking of the heart and the piercing of the eardrum.75 Some traditions
further indicate that the imam receives celestial inspiration on the night of
power (layl al-qadr),76 and that every Thursday night, his spirit ascends in a
pilgrimage to the divine throne, where it is filled with all the knowledge the
imam requires.77

In addition to these sources, the knowledge of the imam is animated by ruh
al-qudus, the holy spirit. Most Shi¡i traditions distinguish between the angel
Gabriel and the spirit. Al-ruh is said to be a celestial entity that is superior to
the angels. The spirit performs essentially the same function as the angels, ap-
prising the imam of developing circumstances and supplying him with infor-
mation not contained in other sources. The spirit further enhances the author-
ity of the imam by providing additional information that strengthens and
guides him.78

A report cited by the Sunni biographer al-Fasawi (d. 890) accentuates the
connection between the authority of the imam and his supernatural knowl-
edge. The tradition indicates that the close disciples of the imams believed
that the imams had extraordinary spiritual and epistemological powers that en-
abled them to predict the fate of their faithful disciples. In his Kitab al-
Ma¡rifa, al-Fasawi quotes Muhammad b. Samki (n.d.) as saying:

When I wanted to go for the pilgrimage, Zurara b. A¡yan, the brother of ¡Abd al-
Malik, told me: “If you meet Ja¡far b. Muhammad (al-Sadiq) give him my re-
gards and ask him: ¡Inform me whether I (Zurara) will go to hell or heaven?£” I
met Ja¡far b. Muhammad and told him: “O son of the Prophet, do you know Zu-
rara b. ¡Ayan?” He said: “Yes, [he is] a Rafidi and a wicked (khabith) person.”
He (Ibn Samki) said: I told him that he (Zurara) sends you his greetings and
says: “Inform me whether I will go to heaven or hell?” He (al-Sadiq) said: “Tell
him he will go to hell.” Then he continued, “Do you know how I realized that he
is a Rafidi? He maintains that I have knowledge of the unseen. Whoever claims
that anybody but God, the most High, knows the unseen is an infidel, and he will
go to hell.” He (Ibn Samki) said: When I arrived in Kufa, he (Zurara), along
with other people, came to receive me. He asked me, “Did you undertake my re-
quest?” I informed him of what al-Sadiq had said. He said, “Indeed, the son of
the Prophet has dissimulated (ittaqa).”79

The report, whether factual or contrived, is an important indication of what
Zurara (d.767), along with other Shi¡is, reportedly believed in the middle of the
third century. Zurara is depicted as a Rafidi80 who believed in an imam’s
(specifically al-Sadiq’s) occult knowledge through the divinely inspired ¡ilm, a
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view that was shared by other prominent disciples of the imams like Mu¡alla b.
Khunays (n.d.) and Jabir al-Ju¡fi (d. 745). By his repudiation of Zurara (as seen
by terms like Rafidi, khabith), al-Sadiq is portrayed by al-Fasawi as a re-
spectable figure who declined what were seen as extravagant claims on his ¡ilm
made by the Shi¡is. He is therefore exonerated from all these genres of claims
made on his behalf. The tradition also corroborates the contention that the
power of the imam was believed to be intertwined with his esoteric knowledge.

For the Shi¡is, the imams not only possessed esoteric truths, they embodied,
lived, and taught them to some of their closest disciples. The gnostic teachings
of the imams encouraged their disciples and subsequent Shi¡is to engage
themselves in this field. Traditions cited in Shi¡i sources indicate that the
imams would often share spiritual secrets with some of their close disciples.
In a tradition that accentuates the close relationship between al-Sadiq and
Mu¡alla b. Khunays, the imam is quoted as warning him to, “[C]onceal our se-
crets, for one who conceals our secrets, God creates for him a light between
his eyes and gives him strength among the people.”81 These secretive teach-
ings can often be difficult to handle, only those whose hearts have been puri-
fied can accept them.82

Disciples like Mu¡alla can be seen as examples of zealous Shi¡is who, due
to their fervor, could not conceal Shi¡i beliefs regarding the extraordinary
powers of the imams. Mu¡alla’s zeal is depicted in a tradition, which shows
how, on certain festive occasions, he would publicly praise the imams as the
rightful occupants of the caliphate and would curse their enemies who had
“deviated from the sunna of the Prophet.”83 Mu¡alla was executed, according
to the tenth-century Shi¡i biographer Kashshi, because he had disseminated
the secrets of the imams that had been confided to him.84 It is to be noted that
the idea of the imams urging their disciples not to divulge traditions that em-
bodied their esoteric teachings was not uncommon among the earlier imams.
Muhammad al-Baqir had reportedly instructed Humran b. Ay¡an (n.d.) not to
divulge certain traditions to persons like al-Hakam b. ¡Utayba (d. 732), an ad-
versary of the Shi¡is of the time.85

In his The Divine Guide in Early Shi¡ism, Amir Moezzi claims that initial
imamism was permeated with esotericism and that the esoteric traditions
more faithfully represent the original teachings of the imams.86 Moezzi re-
duces early Shi¡ism to a cosmogonic level, ignoring, in the process, the very
rich and diverse theological-juridical dimensions of Shi¡i Islam. Furthermore,
he does not successfully demonstrate the reasons for the transition from the
esoteric to the exoteric approach by Shi¡i thinkers of the tenth and eleventh
centuries. Moezzi neglects much of the early legal tradition, which is included
in the same texts that contain esoteric traditions. Kulayni’s (d. 933) al-Kafi is a
good example of the juxtaposition of such esoteric and exoteric literature. By
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focusing on al-Saffar’s Basa£ir al-Darajat, Moezzi also neglects the works of
a contemporary of al-Saffar, Fadl b. Shadhan (d. 873). Shadhan’s numerous
works indicate that the imams’ theological-cum-juridical teachings were just
as likely to be acquired and transmitted by their disciples as their esoteric
works.87 Furthermore, Moezzi does not take into consideration that many eso-
teric notions regarding the imams may have been interpolated in the Shi¡i ha-
dith literature by the ghulat (extremists) and ascribed to the imams.88

The Power Miracles of the Imams

Apart from the extraordinary knowledge that reflects his epistemological
powers, the imam’s authority is based on other traits that distinguish him from
other contenders to leadership. A salient source of authority for the Shi¡i holy
man is his ability to perform power miracles. More specifically, miracles of
the imam are seen as evidence that he has experienced the numinous and that,
in return for his piety and devotion, he has been empowered with spiritual and
temporal authority by the divine. In Shi¡i hagiographical literature, miracles
are presented as evidence of the verity of the imam’s claims to spiritual author-
ity and powers. Stated differently, just as God had conferred extraordinary
knowledge to the imam, he had also granted him the ability to perform ex-
traordinary feats as a further basis for legitimizing his authority. Hence, the
hagiographical accounts of the lives of the imams contain copious anecdotes
of their miraculous abilities.

Whereas a Sufi holy man can perform miracles after attaining some degree
of spiritual perfection, the imam is believed to be able to perform miracles at
birth. Just like Jesus, Musa al-Kazim (d. 799), the seventh Shi¡i imam, is re-
ported, for example, to have spoken from the cradle.89 Muhammad al-Baqir
reportedly had knowledge of the occult90 and could provide vision to a blind
disciple, Abu Basir al-Asadi.91 Al-Kazim is even reported to have resuscitated
the dead.92 Some traditions further claim that the imams could traverse the
universe with great ease, heal the sick, and walk on water.93 Just as the imam
is able to dominate men, the miracles allow him to dominate nature. He can
communicate with animals and appear in far-distant places on the same day.
The miraculous abilities of the imam are seen as verification of divine legiti-
mation of the Shi¡i holy man’s authority. These miraculous stories not only in-
dicate the authority enjoyed by the imam over nature; they convey in a dra-
matic and powerful way the overwhelming powers of the imam. Miraculous
acts are the most articulate and tangible expression of the supernatural abili-
ties of the imam and a vital component in the recognition of his authority.
More specifically, the miracles that the imam performs are seen as veritable
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evidence that he has experienced the numinous and that, in return for his piety
and devotion, he has been empowered with spiritual and temporal authority by
the divine. The incredible accounts of the Shi¡i holy man are interwoven with
the recurrent theme of the absolute requirement to accept the authority of and
give allegiance to the imam of the time.

Many disciples of the imams are depicted as beneficiaries of their miracu-
lous abilities. Al-Sadiq is reported to have stroked the face of the aforemen-
tioned Mu¡alla b. Khunays, enabling him to see his distant family in Kufa. In
another tradition that extols the miraculous abilities of the imam, when al-
Sadiq heard of Mu¡alla’s execution, he prayed for Dawud b. ¡Ali, the governor
in Medina, to be killed. As soon as he lifted his head from prostration, al-
Sadiq heard that the governor had died.94 It is to be noted that the claims to ex-
traordinary powers of the imams were not accepted by all Shi¡is. Fadl b. Shad-
han, a prominent disciple of the eleventh imam, Hasan al-¡Askari (d. 874),
claimed that the imam of his time had correct knowledge of the shari¡a and
could interpret the Qur£an authentically but did not possess abilities to per-
form miracles nor was he conversant with all languages.95

The authority of the imam is also differentiated from that of the Sufi holy
man by the belief in the preexistence of the imam. Before assuming a terrestrial
existence, the imams were reportedly silhouettes of light revolving around the
throne of the all-merciful.96 The imams are also said to have existed as abstract
entities in the form of light, shadows,97 or particles.98 In these states, they
would acknowledge the unity of God and glorify Him. Various Qur£anic verses
are cited to vindicate the belief in the preexistence of the imams.99

The imam’s celestial link and miraculous origins is further evinced in his
method of conception. A mysterious being brings a special heavenly elixir to
the imam who is then asked to copulate with his spouse that night. The imam
is born from this special union that has cosmic origins.100 As I discussed in the
last chapter, the imam also possesses the weapons of the Prophet. These fea-
tures collectively distinguish the true imam from other contenders for the ima-
mate and from the Sufi holy men.

Comprehensive authority, hereditary charisma, biological lineage, celestial
origins, and the special knowledge and powers of the imam mean that the Shi¡i
understanding of authority is a conflation of the genealogical conception of
sanctity with the miraculous. The phenomenon of complementary authorities
means that the power of the imam is interwoven with his authority and sanc-
tity. As a matter of fact, the imam enjoys multiple sources of authority since
the other sources of authority that animate the Sufi holy men—modeling, ¡ilm,
spiritual travel, and supernatural powers—are also available to the Shi¡i imam.
Due to this, the imam is more deeply connected with the center of authority.
Those who have only a biological or spiritual connection have a technical but
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not necessarily an intimate connection with the center.101 Since they enjoyed
multiple sources of authority, Shi¡is believe that baraka or blessing is diffused
more comprehensively and exclusively through this particular lineage of the
Prophet’s family.

Visitation (Ziyara) to the Graves of the Imams

The Shi¡i belief in the charismatic authority of the imams and their extraordi-
nary powers gave rise to the notion of holy places, especially where these holy
men are buried. The sanctity and authority that are associated with the imams
are transferred to the places that contain their bodies, as the spirituality of the
imams is believed to be embodied in the space they have sacralized. The spe-
cial spiritual powers of the Shi¡i holy men and the belief in the efficacy of their
graves to grant baraka precipitated the belief that it was meritorious to visit
(ziyara) these graves. It was at the shrine that both the praesentia and potentia
of the Shi¡i holy man could be experienced.102 The merits of visiting the
shrines of the imams can be discerned from the following tradition reported
from Ja¡far al-Sadiq in Shi¡i sacred literature. He is reported to have said that
every day 70,000 angels visit the grave of ¡Ali who is believed to be buried in
Najaf, near Kufa. Al-Sadiq is further reported to have stated that one who vis-
its the grave of ¡Ali will receive the reward equivalent of 100,000 martyrs and
God will forgive his past and future sins.103 Another tradition from al-Sadiq
indicates that if the pilgrim walks to visit the shrine of ¡Ali, then, for every
footstep he takes, God will write for him the reward of performing two obliga-
tory pilgrimages to Mecca (hajj) and one lesser pilgrimage (¡umra).104

As a holy place where people visit to seek forgiveness and intercession, the
shrine embodies the authority of the imam and mediates with the divine in the
same way that the imam did during his lifetime. It is here that the Shi¡i comes
to plead with the imam to use his intercessory powers. Even the Prophet and
the angels pray for those visiting the shrine of al-Husayn.105 Visitation to the
shrine is prefaced by a series of detailed and formal pre-entrance rituals that
clearly invoke a sense of reverence for the imam and the holy place that he has
been buried at. Before entering the shrine, the pilgrim is recommended to ex-
press reverentia to the imam by performing a series of rituals.106 In one tradi-
tion, Ja¡far al-Sadiq explains that when he wishes to visit the shrine of Husayn
in Kerbala, the pilgrim should first perform a ritual bath (ghusl) in the Eu-
phrates River and send salutations to Husayn. By performing the ghusl in the
river, the pilgrim becomes as pure as the day he was born.107 The pilgrim is
also asked to wear two pieces of clean clothes, walk in peace and tranquility,
take short footsteps, be in a state of humility, to weep, and praise God while
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sending greetings to the Prophet. The pilgrim is also to curse those who killed
Husayn.108 The imam then explains how to send salutations to Husayn at the
door of the shrine.109

The rituals offered at the shrine of the imam differ markedly from those
performed at the shrines of the Sufi holy men. Like their Sunni counterparts,
Shi¡i jurists were suspicious of music as it could intoxicate or corrupt the soul.
The Shi¡is also prohibited other Sufi practices such as the Sufi dances and crit-
icized some of the Sufi states on the path. Thus, pilgrims do not perform dhikr
or musical sessions at the shrines of the imams. Instead, the ziyara to the
imams’ grave is more structured and formal. The pilgrim initially sends salu-
tations to the imam, acknowledges his authority, affirms allegiance to the
imam, and then beseeches him to mediate with God.

The following excerpt of a ziyara offered to ¡Ali in Najaf epitomizes the
genre of salutations offered to the imams. After praising God and blessing the
Prophet, the pilgrim states,

I have come to you, O my master, O the trustworthy one of Allah and His proof,
as a visitor, acknowledging your rights and befriending your friends, an enemy
to your enemies, seeking closeness to Allah by visiting you. So intercede for me
with Allah, your and my Lord, so that I may be free from hell and my needs are
fulfilled in this and the next world. I bear witness that you are close to Allah, you
are His door and you are the beloved of Allah, His face through which He is ap-
proached. You are the path to Allah, a servant of Allah, and the brother of His
Prophet, peace be on him. I have come to you, seeking closeness to Allah, most
mighty and majestic, by visiting you, seeking your intercession. I ask for your
intercession so as to be saved from hell. I seek refuge from hell through you,
running away from my sins that are a burden. I have come running to you, hop-
ing for the mercy of my Lord. I have come to you seeking your intercession, O
my master. Through you, I seek closeness to Allah so that my needs are fulfilled.
So intercede with Allah for me, O Commander of the Faithful, for I am the ser-
vant of Allah and your follower. I am visiting you for you have a praiseworthy
station, a notable and eminent position with Allah.110

Salvific efficacy is extended to the shrines, for it is believed that by visiting
the imam and acknowledging his authority, the pilgrim is assured of salvation.
For example, it is believed that performing the ziyara of the seventh imam,
Musa al-Kazim, is like performing the ziyara of the Prophet. One who visits
the seventh imam in al-Kadhimayn, Iraq, will be rewarded with heaven.111 The
Shi¡ite faithful also congregate at the shrines to hear repeated affirmation of
the historical injustices endured by the progeny of the Prophet. This is an im-
portant ritual as it helps mediate Shi¡i Islam to the younger generation. The
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lectures or sermons delivered at the shrines seek to prove the verities of Shi¡i
beliefs and liturgical practices, thereby reaffirming the authority of the imams
over the populace. They also act as a catalyst for moral edification, teaching
Shi¡is that their sacred history demands allegiance to the family of the Prophet
under all circumstances. Thus, the shrines and the rituals that are performed
there become important tools in perpetuating Shi¡i heritage and ethos.112 The
ziyara becomes a statement of Shi¡i piety and reinforces the emotional attach-
ment and devotion to the imams. It reaffirms the belief in the powers of the
imams to intercede for the pilgrim and is also seen as an affirmation of the pil-
grim’s love and commitment to the cause of the imams and an acknowledg-
ment of their hereditary charismatic authority.

Like the shrine of the Sufi saint, the praesentia of the imam at the shrine is
interwoven with his potentia, his power to assist the pilgrims. Due to his poten-
tia, the imam is also believed to bring to God the needs of his community. The
mediatory function of the imam is a testament to his potentia and makes him a
focus of hopes and an agent of cure. These curative and intercessory powers en-
able him to impart blessings and intercede for his followers long after his death.

The shrines of the imams are also believed to embody their charisma.
Whether he is alive or dead, the spirituality of the imam is embodied in the
space he has sacralized. The presence of the imam in the grave provides the
laity the opportunity to experience the baraka that pervades the imam because
it is believed that his shrine is an important channel for the transmission of di-
vine blessings. Touching the shrine of the imam or any object associated with
it is seen as an effective medium to experience this baraka. It is the shrine that
makes the imam’s charisma widely felt and  accessible, for here he is able to
disseminate baraka to the pilgrims.

Religious identity, expressions of patterns of authority, love and loyalty, are
revitalized through the ziyara and the rituals at the places these holy men have
sacralized by their presence. The ziyara evokes the praesentia and potentia of
the imams, indicating to the participants that the imams are as powerful and
charismatic in their deaths as they were in their lives. At the shrines of the
imams, the pilgrim is also able to experience the charisma, curative, and
salvific powers of the imam. In addition, the belief that the sick can be cured at
the shrine and the enhanced social status enjoyed by those who are cured fur-
ther augment the authority of the imam.113

The Ziyara through Objects and the Corpse Traffic

As in Sufi shrine rituals, visitation to the shrine of the imam is connected to
the use of a whole range of paraphernalia associated with the imam, his
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shrine, and related material objects. Objects help construct the physical pres-
ence of the imam and extend his sanctity, charisma, and powers beyond the
shrine. In this way, these vehicles anthropomorphize the sanctity of the imam.
Objects and the shrine itself collectively create an image of a miraculous
agency working through the imam long after his death. At the same time, ob-
jects extend the praesentia and potentia of the imam beyond the shrine com-
plex, allowing distant Shi¡is to experience the imam’s curative and other
miraculous powers.

Pilgrims return bearing symbolic substances (like relics or the soil of Ker-
bala) imbued with sacred power. Such objects perform another important
function. They evoke the memories and emotional passion associated with the
shrines of the imams, and facilitate the performance of pilgrimage in the home
country if the pilgrim cannot travel to the shrines themselves. Thus, the ob-
jects that are kept at homes are used to interact with the imams in the same
way that a pilgrim would at the holy places.

The belief in the authority and charismatic appeal of the imams gave rise to
the notion of the sanctity of their burial places. Popular Shi¡i belief maintains
that it is meritorious to be buried in close proximity to their burial places. Just
as the believer sought to visit the shrine of the imam when he was alive, he
chooses to be close to him after his death.

Shi¡i sacred literature also recommends that purgatory (barzakh), identified
as the period between death and resurrection, should be spent in close proxim-
ity to the imams. The cemetery in Najaf, called Wadi al-Salaam (valley of
peace), is a favorite burial ground for many Shi¡is. The significance of Najaf is
connected to the burial site of ¡Ali. Not only was ¡Ali a powerful religious, po-
litical, and spiritual figure in his life, it is believed that he can also be implored
and beseeched for help after his death. Shi¡i traditions relate that burial in the
vicinity of ¡Ali’s grave will obviate the questioning by the angels in the grave
when a person is initially buried.114

A prominent jurist of the last century, Ayatullah al-Khu£i (d. 1992) states
that, according to some traditions, those buried in Najaf will not be punished
in the grave.115 Other traditions even claim that those who are buried in the
vicinity of ¡Ali’s tomb will enter heaven without being questioned.116 This is
based on the belief in ¡Ali as a protector and intercessor and is further evi-
dence of the purported salvific efficacy of the imams.

The fact that burial near the shrines of the imams is emphasized and sought
after by the Shi¡is corroborates the view that both the praesentia and potentia
of the imam can be experienced after his death. The special sanctity of and re-
wards for burial near the shrines of the imams generated the practice of corpse
traffic, a practice that was encouraged after the Safawids came to power in Iran
in 1501. Although Shi¡i scholars have ruled that it is prohibited to exhume
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bodies, this is allowed under some circumstances. They have permitted the prac-
tice of exhuming and transporting the corpse to a holy place so as to gain the re-
wards of burial near the imams. Shaykh Ja¡far Kashif al-Ghita (d. 1812), an im-
portant jurist, issued a ruling allowing the transportation of corpses.117 According
to a contemporary Shi¡i jurist, Ayatullah Seestani, “When the deceased has
willed that his body be transferred to sacred places before burial, and if it was in-
tentionally or forgetfully buried elsewhere, then the body can be exhumed, pro-
vided that doing so does not result in any disrespect to the deceased.”118

The transportation of corpses to the holy places increased though the ages
especially as the number of Shi¡is living outside of Iraq increased. The notion
of transporting a corpse indicates that both the praesentia (burial in the prox-
imity to the imams) and potentia (in the form of intercessory powers) of the
imam can be experienced even after the death of the faithful Shi¡i. The corpse
traffic also reflects the enduring authority of the imam long after his death.

The Shi¡i Holy Men in Sufi Literature

The present discussion on esoteric Shi¡ism and the sanctity and authority of
the imams suggests that there is much conceptual convergence between Su-
fism and Shi¡ism. The spiritual legacy of the imams led the Shi¡i holy men to
play an important role in the construction of the spiritual edifice in the classi-
cal period of Islamic spirituality. However, the importance of the imams as
spiritual guides extends beyond esoteric Shi¡ism. The imams feature promi-
nently in Sufi literature too, not as imams in the Shi¡i theological sense, but as
great mystical, esoteric figures.

This coalescing of Shi¡i, Sunni, and Sufi tendencies in the figure of the
imams can be discerned from a study of figures like ¡Ali b. Abu Talib and
Ja¡far al-Sadiq. For the Shi¡is, ¡Ali is the first divinely appointed imam, hav-
ing inherited the Prophet’s spiritual and temporal authority and his extraordi-
nary powers. For the Sunnis, he is the last of the rightly guided caliphs, a
much venerated and respected figure. For the Sufis, he is a prominent ascetic
and an archetype of spirituality in the early period of Islam. Many Sufi orders
are traced to him since he appears as the spiritual authority par excellence after
the Prophet.119 The reverence with which ¡Ali is held by Shi¡is and Sufis alike
shows, to some degree, how Shi¡ism and Sufism are connected at the esoteric
level. The parallels between early Shi¡i and Sufi figures are extended to some
companions of the Prophet. The early Sufi ascetic, Abu Dharr al-Ghaffari (d.
653), is identified as a prominent Shi¡i figure due to his pro-¡Alid stance.

The confluence between esoteric Shi¡i and Sufi holy men and the spiritual
functions of the imams are further corroborated by a study of the lives of early
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Sufi figures like al-Hasan al-Basri, Bishr b. al-Harith al-Hafi (d. 841), and
Bayazid al-Bistami (d. 877–878), who were in close contact with the Shi¡i
imams. Other Sufi figures like Abu Bakr Shibli (d. 945), and al-Junayd (d.
910) were also affiliated to the Shi¡is.120

The special sanctity of the imams and their descendants is acknowledged
by Sufis for, like the Shi¡is, they also revere the family of the Prophet.121 Sufis
also include one or more of the first eight imams among their spiritual ances-
tors. This is because these eight imams formed the “golden chain,” linking
subsequent generations to the Prophet himself.122 They also formed genealog-
ical, spiritual, and isnad (transmitters of hadith) chains. For example, ¡Ali al-
Rida, the eighth Shi¡i imam taught Ma¡ruf al-Karkhi (d. 815), who then
brought Sufism to Baghdad. Ma¡ruf had reportedly converted to Islam due to
the pervasive influence of al-Rida.123 Other Sufi groups like the Bektashi,
Kubrawiya, and Ni¡matullah trace their lineage to ¡Ali b. Abu Talib through
¡Ali al-Rida and Ma¡ruf al-Karkhi.124 Naqshbandi Sufis believe that all twelve
imams deserve reverence and can function as spiritual guides after their
deaths.125 Naqshbandi genealogies normally include at least one of the follow-
ing Shi¡i imams: Ja¡far al-Sadiq, ¡Ali al-Rida, or ¡Ali b. Abu Talib.126

The common spiritual heritage and connection between the Shi¡i and Sufi
holy men can be further discerned from the influence of Ja¡far al-Sadiq. He
was, according to Abu Nu¡aym al-Isfahani and Farid al-Din ¡Attar, among the
foremost saints and mystics127 and an early Sufi teacher. His influence on Su-
fism can also be corroborated from reports that he composed a mystical com-
mentary (tafsir) on the Qur£an128 and authored works on mysticism.129 Al-
Sadiq’s spiritual affinity is further confirmed in Sufi literature in which he is
portrayed as an ascetic and known for his esoteric articulation of mystical
thoughts in his search for the ultimate truth, haqiqa.130 Ja¡far al-Sadiq’s mysti-
cal ideas and the fact that the Sufis view him as a great mystical teacher sug-
gest that there were many parallels between Shi¡i and Sufi mystical concepts
and figures in the early period of Sufi thought.

In Sufi circles, veneration of the Shi¡i imams and the progeny of the
Prophet extends to the popular levels. Egyptians believe that by the virtues
and blessings of the ahl al-bayt (family of the Prophet), God answers every
prayer and fulfills hope. Love for the family of the Prophet is seen as obliga-
tory for all those who love God and the Prophet. This is because the love for
the ahl al-bayt has many spiritual benefits for those who travel the Sufi
path.131 Like his sister Zaynab, Husayn (d. 680), the grandson of the Prophet,
is intensely venerated and loved. He is addressed as Baba (father) in Egypt. It
is believed that he can cure both physical and spiritual illnesses.132

The preceding discussion indicates that both Shi¡ism and Sufism are inter-
woven with the esoteric dimension of the Islamic revelation and that, in their
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early history, both were inspired by the same sources and shared many com-
mon views. Due to the common spiritual heritage, there is much agreement on
issues like authority, its transmission, baraka, qualities of the holy man, and,
to some degree, the identity of the saints. Furthermore, Shi¡i mystical tradition
shares many features with mainstream Sufism, such as the development of
powers of self-denial, acts of devotion, and asceticism. Like Sufism, the very
heart of Shi¡i mysticism is the distinction between subject and object and an
experience of the world in which the seer and the seen are one.133

Shi¡ism and Sufism also share other concepts regarding spirituality. In both
traditions, transmission of spiritual teachings and authority is symbolized by
the presence of hidden knowledge and instruction, the extraordinary and effi-
cacious powers of the holy men, and the use of spiritual hermeneutics in the
understanding of the Qur£an. All imams are believed to have inherited and
subsequently bequeathed the cloak of the Prophet.

Shi¡ite archetypal notions of their imams resonate closely with Sufi concep-
tions of their holy men. Like the Sufi shaykh, the imam is believed to possess the
divine light that he transmits to his successor. Each imam is said to designate his
own successor and transmit the esoteric lore that enables him to discover and au-
thentically interpret the sacred meaning of scripture. Similarly, Shi¡is seek a
path to God through the mediation of the imam just as Sufis seek union with
God through the instruction of the shaykh. Like the Sufi holy men, the imams
lead an active social life and interact with the community. As a matter of fact,
social interaction reinforces rather than replaces their spiritual authority.

Distinctions between Shi¡i and Sufi Holy Men

The parallels between the Sufi and Shi¡i holy men that have been discussed
should not disguise significant differences that exist between them. Due to the
comprehensive authority of the imam, Shi¡ism predicates a much broader def-
inition of the holy man. Whereas the authority of the Sufi shaykh is predicated
primarily on his spiritual traits, the authority of the Shi¡i holy man rests on
other features like ¡ilm, nass, and ¡isma. Among these three principles, ¡isma
(infallibility) ensures that the imam acts in a just manner and provides an in-
fallible esoteric interpretation of the Qur£an. This factor also ensures that the
imam is free from corruption and enables him to preserve and transmit the ho-
liness he inherits. The doctrine of ¡isma makes the Shi¡i holy man an infallible
spiritual director, a spiritual figure that the Sufis could not produce.

The holy man in Sufism emerges through time when he is sufficiently em-
powered to display saint-like qualities and perform miracles. He is also recog-
nized on the basis of inherited capacities (the sayyid form), or on the basis of
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demonstrating ascetic qualities in his demeanor. The Shi¡i holy man, on the
other hand, is born holy since Shi¡ism posits holiness as an intrinsic rather
than an acquired trait of the imam. It is his lineage, the knowledge bestowed
on him, and God’s will that determine his sanctity. Stated differently, the Shi¡i
imam cannot choose not to be holy. The Sufi holy man, on the other hand, may
attain his holy status by being a disciple of a shaykh, or by acquiring his lore
and knowledge, and often after undertaking extensive ascetic exercises. Fur-
thermore, whereas the Sufi holy man acquires baraka because of his acts and
piety, the Shi¡i holy man is infused by it at the time of his birth. As a matter of
fact, baraka pervades the figure of the imam from his very birth.

The Sufi shaykh can only perform miracles once he has traversed some
stages on the path (tariqa). For a Sufi, miracles are incidental occurrences that
can distract him from his goal of self-realization. For the imam, miracles are
intrinsic to him. Just like the ability to dissipate baraka, the imam is believed
to be capable of performing miracles from birth. The twelfth Shi¡i imam, the
Mahdi, for example, is reported to have testified to the imamate of his eleven
predecessors when he was born.134 A distinction should also be made between
the Shi¡i and Sufi view of the miracles performed by their holy men. Whereas
prophets and imams can work miracles, Sufi saints are deemed capable of
karamat (favors from God), a lesser form of this type of occurrence.135 Many
Sufis distance themselves from such narratives, seeing them as potential
snares on their path to God.

The Holy and Shari¡ Men: A Comparison

The product of the various patterns of authority and functions of acquiring and
transmitting religious knowledge, which I have discussed in this and the previ-
ous chapter, was to increase the prestige and status of the holy and shari¡ men,
both of whom had laid claims to being the veritable heirs of the Prophet. A
comparison of the holy and shari¡ men affords a comparative insight into the
world of those who exercised religious authority in the Muslim community.

Through the various modes that I have outlined, Sufi shaykhs also claim to
have acquired the charisma of the Prophet. Hence, they contest the shari¡
men’s claim to be the exclusive heirs of the Prophet. The Sufi holy men con-
sider themselves to be the heirs of the Prophet insofar as they lay claims to the
spiritual authority of the Prophet. Other shaykhs are heirs to the Prophet based
on a genealogical link to him or having duplicated his spiritual journey. By
imitating the Prophet in minute detail, the Sufis even claim to have acquired
the baraka of the Prophet. These experiences collectively explicate and vindi-
cate Sufi claims to be the heirs of the Prophet.
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The shari¡ man derives his authority from the Prophet based on transmitted
knowledge in textual sources. The jurist is fired by a passion for codified law
since his primary concern is to articulate and explicate the law in minute de-
tails, offering, in the process, nuanced interpretations of legal verses in the
Qur£an.136 His stress on explicating and implementing the shari¡a suggests
that he is not concerned with establishing esoteric communication with the
transcendent. Rather, in his view, soteriology is contingent on the correct un-
derstanding and performance of the law. Due to the focus on the exoteric di-
mension of Islam, the shari¡ man emphasizes obedience to rather than the love
for God. Since the law is sufficient proof of God’s existence, the shari¡ man is
not concerned with performing miracles or with proving God’s existence in
any other way.

Contrary to the outlook of the holy man, the shari¡ man does not locate ho-
liness in any mystical ascension or union with the infinite. Rather, fulfillment
of the holy lies, for him, in the actualization of the shari¡a in the empirical
world. Central to the holy man’s differences with the shari¡ man is the latter’s
confining of religious knowledge to jurisprudence, hadith, biographical litera-
ture, Qur£anic exegesis, and other exoteric sciences.

The epistemological approach of the shari¡ man is decidedly different from
that of the holy man. The latter’s approach is to experience the divine in this
world, to overcome his base qualities and replace them with divine-like quali-
ties. Although the holy man in Islam does not disregard the realm of the shari¡
man, his emphasis is on the inner world, the spiritual path that will lead to illu-
mination and spiritual purification. In addition, the holy man talks of the re-
moval of veils, which allows him to enter into the station of contemplative vision
(maqam al-shuhud) and the domain of invisible things (maqam al-ghuyub).

Furthermore, whereas the jurist functions within the context of revealed
texts, the shaykh works within the realms of mystical experience. The holy
man stresses the need for exploring a different, more esoteric understanding of
Islamic texts. As I have discussed in this chapter, Ibn ¡Arabi’s Qur£anic eso-
teric exegesis differed appreciably from that of traditional Muslim exegetes.
The divergent understanding and esoteric explication of the same text and
concepts were bound to provoke the ire of the traditionally minded scholars
who saw the danger in such mystical analysis of the sacred text.

The distinction between the visions of the holy and shari¡ men can be dis-
cerned from how they view the principle of tawhid, the belief in God’s unity. The
shari¡ man sees tawhid as an affirmation of a theological doctrine; a formal attes-
tation and confirmation of the belief in divine unity, the transcendent God. For the
holy man, tawhid means that the ultimate reality is only God, and that everything
else besides God is a mere illusion. Whenever he sees an object, he sees the pres-
ence of God before it. Tawhid also means, for the holy man, traversing a path that
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culminates at the stage where he is absorbed in divine unity. He is at one with
God, a point at which the distinction between the subject and object is obliterated.
Whereas the shari¡ man sees tawhid as the attestation of God’s unity and com-
plete submission to His will, the shaykh sees it as the way to perfection; the expe-
rience of God’s unity, or to be at one with Him.

Charisma of the Shari¡ and Holy Men

As I discussed in the last chapter, for the shari¡ man, routinization of charisma
means that the founder’s charisma is transformed into the office of charisma. Su-
fism, on the other hand, does not delineate a linear development from charisma
to stable authority structures, that is, the office of charisma. Charisma, for the
Sufis, is to be found primarily in the charismatic individual, the holy man. It may
be inherited or acquired by his traversing the Sufi path (tariqa). It is then dif-
fused to different levels of society. Vestiges of the holy man’s charisma endure in
different ways and can be felt even at his shrine or through the baraka that he
dispenses. Whether it is acquired or inherited, the charisma of the holy man is in
contradistinction to the charisma of office as defined by the shari¡ man. This is
because the latter’s authority is based on the routinization of the pure charisma
of the founder. The charisma of the charismatic leader is initially diffused in the
office, and gradually dissipates or disappears.

The shaykh’s charisma, on the other hand, is based on his self-denial and
self-mastery, on his love, and ability to reach out to others. This personal
charisma is fused with deep inner piety and a spiritual orientation so that he
can touch the hearts of those he meets. It is the inherited or acquired personal
charisma that distinguishes the holy man and enables him to interpret the
same scripture that the shari¡ man reads in a different way. In this, baraka also
plays an important role, for it is baraka that empowers the holy man to have
spiritual insights into the scripture.

The holy man introduced the genealogization of charisma together with
saint worship, the brotherhoods, and hereditary leadership. The shari¡ man,
on the other hand, tried to replace this synthesis with one based on a properly
defined credal and juridical orthodoxy. The distinction between the two
forms of charismatic authority is further evinced in the way they view
baraka. In the concept of baraka can be seen the disjuncture between inher-
ited charisma and the charisma of office that the shari¡ men had created. As I
discussed earlier in this chapter, baraka is an essential component in the Sufi
conceptualization of the authority of the holy man. Baraka is an indication of
the charisma and powers of the holy man and his experience of the numinous.
By acquiring and then transmitting baraka, the authority of the holy man is
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acknowledged and enhanced. Contrary to the outlook of the holy man, the
shari¡ man is not concerned with dissipating baraka or performing miracles.
Moreover, the shari¡ man does not seek a mediating figure nor does he visit a
shaykh or shrine to acquire baraka. Since the original charisma dissipates
and gradually vanishes, each person approaches God directly, without any re-
course to a shaykh or charismatic figure. This contrast shows clearly the dis-
tinction between the powers of the person-centered authority of the holy man
with the scripture-centered authority of the jurist.137

The coexistence of two contrasting forms of charismatic authority means
that Sufi shaykhs are an alternate, spiritual elite, in competition with the shari¡
men for the loyalty of the masses. Intrinsically, Sufism is distinctly plebian
and more appealing to the masses. The laity is likely to be attracted by the
more tolerant and lax attitude of the holy men than the rigorous demands of
the shari¡ men. It is here that the two heirs of the Prophet, the holy and shari¡
men, rival each other. Due to this, relationships between the Sufi holy men and
the shari¡ men are frequently uneasy. The holy men are often viewed with
much consternation by the shari¡ men. The confrontation between the two has
led to the confinement, rather than assertion of, the spiritual life within the
wider circle of religious orthodoxy.

Tensions between the two modes of authority are further exacerbated when
the holy man’s inner experience takes social expression. His attempts at com-
municating his mystical experience inevitably lead to a clash of these two
forms of authority. His articulation of personal experience, the esoteric
hermeneutic of traditional texts, his mediatory role and charismatic appeal,
combined with the purported ability to perform miracles, are often seen as a
threat to the religious authority established by the men of the law. Moreover,
statements made by some holy men are bound to scandalize the ¡ulama£. For
example, al-Hallaj was executed for his seemingly blasphemous statement “I
am the truth.” ¡Abd al-Qadir al-Gilani (d. 1166) is reported to have stated that
“my foot is on the neck of every mystic”138 whereas Bayazid Bistami report-
edly exclaimed, “Glory be to me.”139 Ibn Batuta (d. 1377) records an incident
in which a holy man was condemned to death by some qadis for claiming that
he was above the Prophet since he could abstain from women.140

Similarly, tensions between the shari¡ and holy men manifested them-
selves at different points in Shi¡i history. Sensing the challenge of Sufism,
the Shi¡i shari¡ man, Muqaddas al-Ardabili (d. 1585) declared Sufism to be
characterized by an unacceptable belief in unification with the divine and
the manifestation of the divine in human beings.141 He also condemned the
Sufis as being kafirs (unbelievers) and zindiqs (atheists). Another shari¡
man, al-Hurr al-¡Amili (d. 1693), wrote a tract refuting the views and prac-
tices of Sufism.
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Seventeenth-century Iran witnessed a great tussle for authority between the
gnostic Shi¡is, led by Sadra al-Din Shirazi, also known as Mulla Sadra (d.
1641), and the legally minded shari¡ men, led by ¡Allama Majlisi the second
(d. 1699). The holy men, whether they were Sufis or Shi¡is, shared a profound
disillusion with the shari¡ men who had claimed an exclusivist interpretation
of Islamic revelation. They were also highly critical of the Shi¡i shari¡ men’s
intent to monopolize religious power and confine religious experience in
terms of formal obedience to the law. The Sih al-Asl, written by Mulla Sadra,
is a theosophical discussion of the sciences of the soul, which Sadra believes
is the key to all sciences. In this text, Mulla Sadra attacks the ¡ulama£ for their
overly legalistic approach. He is highly critical of the ignorance and stifling at-
titude of the ¡ulama£ who were committed to the letter of the law and exoteric
dimension of religious teaching.142 Sadra is also appalled at the growing
power and monopoly of the scholars and their contention that the masses are
to blindly follow their religious edicts. To minimize the religious persecution
that he had to endure, Sadra sought refuge in a small village near Qum for ten
years. He even had to resort to taqiyya (dissimulation) and wrote in a cryptic
manner. In the process of marginalizing the holy man, the shari¡ men declared
themselves to be the sole guardians and interpreters of the Qur£an and the tra-
ditions of the Prophet and imams.

However, we should not construe the relationship between the jurist and the
mystic to be always antithetical. Sufi practices and traditions do not constitute
a separate entity; rather, they are woven into Islamic normative law. This is be-
cause there is no intrinsic contradiction between Islamic spirituality and a
close adherence to Islamic law. The holy men had to be well acquainted with
knowledge of the law for the shari¡a was deemed to be the prerequisite for the
tariqa. Esotericism, therefore, supplemented rather than replaced exotericism.
There was another reason why the holy man had to be well versed in Islamic
law. To avoid the assiduous accusations of being negligent of the law, the holy
man had to demonstrate faithful adherence to the sunna (practices of the
Prophet). Thus, the outer demeanor of the holy man had to conform to the de-
mands set by the ¡ulama£’s explication of normative sunna. In addition, due to
the principle of spiritual modeling that I outlined earlier, the holy man had to
be well versed in Islamic law. This was essential for one who sought to base
his private and public demeanor on the archetypal figure of the Prophet.

Many holy men studied, practiced, and preached formal Islam. In the medieval
period, the holy man in the Moroccan countryside was a defender of and
spokesman for normative Islam and played a vital role in the spread of Islam. He
was both a legal scholar and a mystic.143 Al-Ghazali (d. 1111) is perhaps the best
example of a shari¡-cum-holy man who reconciled Islamic mysticism with or-
thodoxy. The Hanbali jurist Ibn Taymiyya (d. 1328) criticized hard-hearted
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¡ulama£ for making blanket condemnations of all forms of Sufism.144 Writing in
the fourteenth century, the Shi¡i gnostic Haider ¡Amuli attempted to reconcile the
esoteric and exoteric dimensions of Shi¡ism. He urged the orthodox Shi¡i shari¡
men to accept the validity of the mystics£ esoteric interpretation of the imams’
teachings. He openly declared that his spiritual mentors were the imams and the
people of unity (ahl al-tawhid) among the Sufis. In recent times, Khumayni (d.
1989) rebuked the shari¡ men in the Islamic seminaries for their outright con-
demnation of Shi¡i mystics. He tried to reconcile gnosticism with mainstream law
and creed-centered Shi¡ism.145According to Hamid Algar, when he began to
speak against the Shah in 1963, Khumayni had completed the preliminary and
essential “journey to God,” and was ready to engage actively in politics.146

Conclusion

This chapter has demonstrated that besides the jurists, the Sufi shaykhs and
Shi¡i imams also saw themselves as the “heirs of the Prophet.” The authority
of the shari¡ man is predicated on his comprehension, interpretation, and ar-
ticulation of normative law. The Sufi holy man seeks legitimacy for his claim
to be the heir of the Prophet by tracing his spiritual and genealogical lineage to
the Prophet and replicating his spiritual experience. As the spiritual heir to the
Prophet, the holy man exemplifies the living paradigm of the prophetic ideal.
Such modeling becomes an important source of authority for the holy man as
he seeks to link himself to the Prophet through a spiritual paradigm. The holy
man’s authority is accentuated at the social level by his intercessory roles, es-
pecially as he is believed to have access to the divine. By tracing the Islamic
roots of the holy man and their own spiritual authority to the Prophet, the Sufis
vindicate their claims to be spiritual heirs of the Prophet and the holy men of
Islam of their times.

Being the heir of the Prophet also means, for the Sufi holy man, partaking
in his spiritual attributes and light. Whereas the scholar is an heir in the sense
that he comprehends, preserves, and transmits the Prophet’s knowledge, the
Sufi is an heir in that he treads the spiritual path that has been articulated by
the Prophet. Saintly qualities have not only to be acquired, they have also to be
asserted in and recognized by the public. These occur through the holy man’s
saintly appearance and demeanor, the performance of various genres of mira-
cles, and the training of disciples who can experience and promulgate his
saintly qualities. The authority of the holy man is further enhanced at the
shrine where his praesentia and potentia can be experienced. Holy objects can
extend his authority to remote places removing, thereby, the need to visit the
shrine of the holy man.
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As immediate descendants of the Prophet, the Shi¡i imams also claimed to
have inherited his charismatic authority, knowledge, incredible powers, and
weapons. These collective features enabled them to advance their own, exclu-
sivist claims to be the true heirs of the Prophet. The power that was inextrica-
bly linked to the knowledge and other traits of the imams enabled them to have
access to the numinous, allowing them to experience, to use Otto’s typology,
the tremendousness, mystery, and fascination of the divine.

The imam derives his authority from the traits as well as charisma that he
reportedly inherits from the Prophet. The Sufi holy man derives his authority
from his direct experience of the numinous, the traits he cultivates, and differ-
ent forms of the link to the Prophet. The shari¡ man’s authority, on the other
hand, is predicated on his functions as the inheritor and preserver of the
prophetic ¡ilm.

Through the different ways of linking themselves to the Prophet, the Sufi
holy men, the scholars, and the Shi¡i imams each appropriated the title “heirs
of the Prophet” for themselves. The net effect was to establish rivalry between
the contending heirs. In the process, inherited charisma often had to contend
with the presence of its routinized form. It is to the question of the clash be-
tween different types of charismatic authority in the Shi¡i world that I turn in
the next chapter.



c h a p t e r  t h r e e

Routinization of Charismatic
Authority: The Shi¡i Case

Ask those who remember if you do not know.
(Qur£an: 21:7)

In chapters one and two, I traced the emergence of the shari¡ and
holy men in Islam, and examined the basis of their claims to be the heirs 
of the Prophet. The needs of the times and the dissolution or transmis-

sion of the Prophet’s charismatic authority precipitated the rise of multivariate
forms of authority. In chapter one, I also discussed the routinization of the
Prophet’s comprehensive, charismatic authority soon after his death in those
Muslim circles that later came to be identified with Sunni Islam. The Shi¡is,
on the other hand, posited a differentiated concept of the authority of the
shari¡ and holy men. They affirmed the transmission of the Prophet’s authority
to his successors, the imams. In this chapter, I propose to examine the rou-
tinization of charismatic authority in Shi¡i Islam.

As I noted in chapter one, Weber posited the routinization of charisma to be
an inexorable product of the waning of pure charisma. Routinization, accord-
ing to Weber, is the return to a more mundane and ordinary mode of existence
that emerges after the death of a charismatic leader. Once it is routinized, the
essential characteristic of charisma as a force for social change is attenuated.
In the process of depersonalization, charismatic domination becomes institu-
tionalized so that charisma becomes a mere component (sometimes a very in-
significant constituent) of a new social structure that emerges after the death
of the charismatic leader.
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However, Weber’s typology of charismatic authority does not envisage the
conceptual convergence and confluence of the two modes of authority,
charisma and its routinized form. In addition, Weber does not speculate on the
possible ramifications of the juxtaposition of these two types of authorities. I
will argue in this chapter that Shi¡ism in the eighth century manifests a major
variation from the traditionally accepted Weberian understanding of the rise of
routinized charisma. Contrary to what Weber postulated, routinization in
eighth-century Shi¡ism does not exhibit a linear evolution from charisma to
stable authority structures, that is, the office of charisma. In fact, the charisma
of the imams was institutionalized during, rather than after, their lifetimes. As
I will discuss, routinization of the imams’ charismatic authority was inter-
woven with the need to provide religious guidance to their followers in far-
flung areas.

Hereditary Charismatic Authority and the Shi¡i Worldview

A corollary to the concept of the imams’ hereditary charisma is the Shi¡i
worldview, which maintains that the imams, as the inheritors of the Prophet’s
comprehensive, charismatic authority, are to provide authoritative guidance to
their followers at all times. The view that the teachings of the imams must be
disseminated to the community even under the most inimical conditions pre-
cipitated the need for the agency of the disciples of the imams, the rijal.1 After
all, if the imams could not communicate with their followers, what was there
to stop them from appointing agents who could perform the same function on
their behalf?

It was, above all, the question of the perpetuation of divine guidance
through the leadership of the imams that necessitated authoritative figures
who could perform the functions of the imams and express their will to their
followers when access to the imams became difficult. In fact, the question of
authoritative guidance to the community was a consistent topos in Shi¡i dis-
cussions on the contribution of the rijal. The constant surveillance of the
imams that was reportedly exercised by the caliphal authorities2 meant the
imams had to abandon their political ambitions, especially in view of the nu-
merous ¡Alid revolts against the ¡Abbasids, all of which had ended in fail-
ure.3 In all probability, it was the failure of the various ¡Alid revolts to over-
throw the ¡Abbasid regime and the repressive measures adopted by the
caliphs against any opposition to their regime that persuaded the imams to
accentuate their role as the exponents of the shari¡a rather than assuming the
comprehensive, sociopolitical leadership that had been envisaged for the
Prophet himself.
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The bifurcation of the imams’ religious and temporal roles was clearly im-
plied in many statements reported from the imams in which they dissuaded
their zealous followers from engaging in any political activity. For example,
when ¡Abd al-Malik b. A¡yan (n.d.) wept in front of Muhammad al-Baqir and
lamented that he had hoped to witness the rising of the eschatological leader,
the Mahdi, the imam is quoted as telling him, “Are you not satisfied that your
enemies are killing each other while you [reside] safely in your homes?”4 Sim-
ilarly, Hariz b. ¡Abd Allah al-Sijistani, a prominent jurist and transmitter of
hadith, was rebuked by Ja¡far al-Sadiq for joining in an armed rebellion
against the Kharijis.5

Political theory, as articulated by the imams, maintained that the office of
the imamate should not be contingent on the imam’s investiture as a political
leader. Rather, due to the adverse political circumstances, the imams’ duty to
exercise political authority was held in abeyance until the conditions would
become more conducive for them to assume the comprehensive authority that
they inherited from the Prophet.6 The depoliticization of the imamate and the
imams’ recoil from political activities also enabled them to devote themselves
to the explication of various juridical and doctrinal topics, founding, in the
process, alternative legal and theological schools and accentuating their reli-
gious rather than political authority. In the process of depoliticizing the ima-
mate, Shi¡i leaders like Muhammad al-Baqir and Ja¡far al-Sadiq emerged as
authoritative figures whose scholarly discourses encapsulated a multiplicity of
topics, which were simultaneously debated in the Sunni milieu. The subjects
discussed ranged from legal and theological issues to Qur£anic exegesis and
the enunciation of ethical precepts.7 Gradually, Shi¡ism under the imams be-
came an introverted, quietist movement.

Another important ramification of the depoliticization of the imams’ au-
thority in eighth-century Shi¡ism was the delegation of this authority to their
disciples. The rise to prominence of certain individuals, who undertook vari-
ous functions on behalf of the imams, should be construed as a pragmatic re-
sponse to the Shi¡i community’s need for religious leadership and guidance on
the one hand, and the inability of the imams to have continuous access to their
followers on the other. The imams reportedly trained the rijal so that they
could transmit their teachings in the legal, theological, and ethical realms to
their distant followers. In addition, the imams are reported to have instructed
their disciples on how to engage in various genres of debates with their inter-
locutors.8 These disciples were dispersed in various areas of the Islamic world
like Kufa, Qum, and Khurasan.

The delegation of the imams’ authority to their close associates was an im-
portant landmark in Shi¡i intellectual history insofar as it signified a transition
from the centralized, universal, charismatic authority of the imams to a more
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structured and regionalized charismatic office of the rijal. In the process of di-
vesting their authority to their close disciples, the imams were routinizing
their charismatic domination and diffusing their charisma into a nascent, sym-
biotic structure, one that was dominated by the rijal.

Routinization and the Delegation of Authority

In discussing the routinization of the imams’ charisma, it is essential to com-
prehend, at the outset, the process by which the imams invested authority in
their close associates and the significance of this process in establishing the
charismatic office of the rijal. At the beginning of his biographical work (kitab
al-rijal), Kashshi cites a tradition from Ja¡far al-Sadiq in which he quotes the
Prophet as saying,

This religion will be carried in every century by an upright person through
whom the invalid interpretations will be nullified and the deviation of the ex-
tremists and false claims of the ignorant persons (jahilin) will be refuted.9

The above report is collocated with other traditions of similar purport. The
traditions emphasize the importance of acknowledging the significant contri-
bution of the rijal as the reliable transmitters of the traditions of the imams
and the bearers of their divinely bestowed knowledge. In addition, Kashshi
cites other reports, which indicate that the imams encouraged their close asso-
ciates to acquire and disseminate their teachings. In his Usul al-Kafi, Kulayni
quotes Muhammad al-Baqir as telling Muhammad b. Muslim al-Thaqafi (d.
767), a prominent disciple, to “acquire knowledge from its bearers and teach it
to your brothers in faith (ikhwan) just as the ¡ulama£ have taught it to you.”10

Any claim to exercise authority on behalf of the imam had to be furnished
with proper evidence of delegation from the imams. It was only through an
explicit authorization from the imams that the rijal could substantiate their
claims that the authenticated form of ¡ilm was being transmitted. Once their
position as the representatives of the imams had been ratified, the rijal could
both contribute toward the edification and promulgation of Shi¡i dogma and
play significant and active roles in the judicial and financial affairs of the
community.11

In substantiating reports of the imams’ delegation of their authority to the
rijal, Shi¡i biographical sources record various laudatory remarks in favor of
the close disciples of the imams. For example, Kashshi quotes Ja¡far al-Sadiq
as saying, “Abu Basir al-Muradi (n.d.), Burayd b. Mu¡awiya (d. 767), Zurara
(d. 767), and Muhammad b. Muslim are the tent pegs (awtad) of the world.”
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Had it not been for them, al-Sadiq continues, “the prophetic traditions would
have been disrupted and obliterated.”12 Apart from indicating al-Sadiq’s high
regard for these rijal, the report attempts to establish the preponderance (in the
comprehension of the teachings of the imam) of certain disciples over others
concerning whom such favorable remarks were absent.

Al-Sadiq is further quoted as saying that Zurara, along with three other as-
sociates of his, were “the protectors of religion and the confidants of my father
in matters pertaining to the halal and haram (lawful and unlawful).”13 “They
are,” he continues, “the repositories of my secrets and through them all inno-
vations (bid¡a) are nullified.”14 By extolling the virtues of the associates and
expressing complete confidence in their reliability, not only was the authority
of the rijal legitimized but their status as embodiments of the imams’ ¡ilm was
simultaneously enhanced.

The investiture of the imams’ authority in their associates is also evident in
various statements in which the imams are reported to have recommended
their distant followers to seek religious guidance from their trusted authorities.
When the Shi¡is approached al-Sadiq after the uprising of Abu£l-Khattab (d.
755) and urged him to appoint someone to whom they could refer in matters
pertaining to religious guidance and the canonical ordinances (al-ahkam), he
is reported to have said, “I appoint over you Mufaddal b. ¡Umar (d. 796), listen
to him and associate [yourselves] with him, for he does not say [anything]
about God and me except what is true.”15

The Shi¡is were specifically asked to refer to those who had been personally
trained by the imams in the juridical and theological fields. ¡Abd al-¡Aziz b.
Muhtadi (n.d.), an associate of the eighth imam, ¡Ali al-Rida (d. 818), com-
plained to the imam saying, “I cannot meet you at all times, from whom shall
I seek guidance in religious matters?” Al-Rida is reported to have said, “Take
it from Yunus b. ¡Abd al-Rahman (d. 823).”16 In the absence of the imams,
rijal like Yunus b. ¡Abd al-Rahman, who were trained by and enjoyed the con-
fidence of the imams, were seen as the protectors of religion against innova-
tion or adulteration.

It was through the process of delegation that the authority of the rijal became
enshrined in the Shi¡i community as they performed various tasks on behalf of
the imams. The consequence of the delegation of the imams’ authority was the
routinization of their charisma and the concomitant creation of the office of
charisma. Gradually, the office of charisma became a pervasive force that ani-
mated the discipleship network centered on the rijal. It is to be noted that the
delegation of the imams’ authority to the rijal continued even during the period
of the later imams. However, since they were either incarcerated or placed under
house arrest, the tenth and eleventh imams had significantly fewer disciples.17

This had the effect of emasculating the functions of the charismatic office.
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The deputyship of the rijal and the routinization of charismatic authority in
Shi¡ism were interwoven, therefore, with the question of seeking guidance
from only those personages who were personally trained by the imams. As I
discuss in the next chapter, the authority conferred to the rijal led them to
shape the definition and structure of Shi¡i beliefs and praxis. Without the
deputyship and diverse activities of the rijal, it is difficult to envisage how the
imams could have communicated with their distant adherents effectively, or
how fourth-century Shi¡is could have traced their theological and jurispruden-
tial rulings to the imams.

Routinization and the Transmission of the Imams’ ¡Ilm

Apart from appointing certain disciples to act on behalf of the imams, rou-
tinization of the imams’ authority also entailed the transmission of their
knowledge. As disciples who had been instructed by the imams, the rijal
were recognized as possessors of the authentic knowledge that could protect
God’s religion against innovation or adulteration. The divinely bestowed
¡ilm that was reportedly located in the imam could only be passed on within
a specified line of transmission. Since they embodied the knowledge of the
imams, it was only the rijal who could disseminate their teachings to other
Shi¡is. It is in this context that we can comprehend the instruction the sev-
enth imam, Musa al-Kazim, gave to his followers. He is reported to have
said, “Do not take knowledge pertaining to religion from other [persons]
than our Shi¡is.”18

The view that the knowledge of the imams was transmitted to their disci-
ples is epitomized in different ways. Muhammad b. Muslim (d. 767) is re-
ported to have narrated 30,000 traditions from al-Baqir and 16,000 tradi-
tions from al-Sadiq during his four-year sojourn in Medina. A study of
Muhammad’s profile indicates that he was acknowledged as one of the emi-
nent jurists of his time. It was, in all probability, his close attachment to the
imams and his erudition in legal matters that led ¡Abd al-Rahman b. al-Haj-
jaj (n.d.) and Hammad b. ¡Uthman (d. 805)19 to state, “No one among the
Shi¡is was more learned (afqah) than Muhammad b. Muslim.”20 This report
is cited by Kashshi in the same tradition in which he stresses Muhammad’s
close association with the imams, a point suggesting that the standing of the
disciples in the Shi¡i community was commensurate with their comprehen-
sion of the imams’ teachings and close association with them. To be seen as
the authoritative agents of the imams, it was essential for the rijal to possess
these two qualities (sound ¡ilm and sound belief). Muhammad’s importance
as a sagacious jurist in Shi¡i circles can be further adduced from remarks
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made by al-Mufid who says, “Muhammad was among the foremost jurists of
Kufa and a Shi¡i leader from whom matters concerning the halal and haram
could be sought.”21

A report in Tusi’s Tahdhib al-Ahkam shows how al-Baqir read with Muham-
mad b. Muslim a copy of the Kitab al-Fara£id, a book that was reportedly dic-
tated to ¡Ali by the Prophet.22 Only the most trustworthy disciples could be
shown such erstwhile scrolls. The hadith then indicates how this ¡ilm, acquired
from the imam, was transmitted to the Shi¡i community.23 Muhammad’s promi-
nence can be further discerned from other reports indicating that he was con-
temporary to and connected with other shari¡ men of his time, including fa-
mous jurists of Kufa like Ibn Abi Layla (d. 765) and Abu Hanifa (d. 767).

Shi¡i sources maintain that the knowledge of the imams was transmitted
to their close associates in different ways. For example, the plenitude of tra-
ditions and books that were reportedly given by al-Baqir to Jabir al-Ju¡fi (d.
745) enabled the latter to claim that he partook in the imam’s ¡ilm.24 In his
Sahih, Muslim b. Hajjaj (d. 875) mentions that Jabir had apparently boasted
of having heard 50,000 to 70,000 prophetic traditions from al-Baqir. Due to
the esoteric nature of some of these traditions, he was told not to relate them
to anyone.25 Some texts were composed and presented by the rijal to the
imams to authenticate. Once verified by an imam, a book forms an impor-
tant mode for transmitting the teachings of the imams and constitutes an in-
trinsic component of the imams’ ¡ilm, for in theory an act or speech authen-
ticated by an imam constitutes a sunna. Thus, the book of ¡Ubayd Allah b.
¡Ali al-Halabi (n.d.) was reportedly approbated by al-Sadiq.26 Another disci-
ple, Muslim al-Nahwi (n.d.) issued legal edicts, an act that was also ap-
proved by al-Sadiq.27

Apart from transmitting the teachings of the imam, another reason can be
discerned for the Shi¡i insistence on the need for the deputies of the imams.
The rijal provided a link to the imams and assured subsequent jurists that the
teachings disseminated by them formed an intrinsic part of the divinely in-
spired ¡ilm that had been reportedly located in the imams. In the disciples,
post-ghayba Shi¡i jurists could rely on authorities who formed indispensable
links in the transmission of the ¡ilm of the imams. As Sachedina says,

They [the rijal] provided a continuation of religious leadership among the
Imamites. This sense of continuity in the religious leadership furnished the cru-
cial justification needed in the recognition of the Shi¡i transmitters as the only
authoritative spokesmen for the imams’ will in the community.28

Gradually, the charisma of the imams became dispersed and efficacious
within the institutional structure that they helped establish. A close study of
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Shi¡i biographical literature further suggests that the disciples saw them-
selves as appropriating some of the diffused charisma of the imams. Al-
though not explicitly expressed, the concept of an office of disciples that was
imbued with charisma is implied in various genres of reports. A disciple
could, for example, appropriate charisma by claiming that his statements ac-
corded exactly with those of the imams. Mufaddal b. Qays b. Rummana
(n.d.) is reported to have said, “My speech [in what I say] is [based on] the
statements of Ja¡far b. Muhammad (al-Sadiq).”29 The special appeal of the
disciples is also implied in traditions from the imams that promise salvation
to the disciples, or those reports that exhibit a very close relationship be-
tween the disciples and the imam. In a tradition cited by al-Mufid, al-Sadiq
is quoted as saying that he and his father will intercede for Humran b. A¡yan
(n.d.). They will then take him by the hand and will not leave it until they all
had entered heaven.30

The charismatic force of the disciples can also be inferred from certain
supporting statements issued by the imams. These genres of reports indicate
that certain disciples were part of the family of the Prophet, the ahl al-
bayt.31 As a report preserved in al-Mufid’s al-Ikhtisas states, those who be-
long to the ahl al-bayt will be saved.32 These types of reports are particu-
larly indicative of the charismatic appeal of the disciples since they imply
that, due to their affiliation with the ahl al-bayt, the rijal shared some of the
charisma of the imams.

The preceding discussion suggests that the delegation of the imams’ au-
thority, transmission of their knowledge, and the establishment of a network of
disciples were salient traits that characterized the routinization of the imams’
charismatic authority. In the process, the office of charisma was institutional-
ized. The teachings of the imams could only exert historical influence if they
were connected to a vibrant and active group that carried the charismatic
imams’ message. The delegation of the imams’ authority in eighth-century
Shi¡ism also indicates that the appearance of ¡ulama£ serving as agents of the
occult imam was not a ninth-century phenomenon. Rather, it was the continu-
ation of a process of routinization initiated in the times of the fifth and sixth
Shi¡ite imams. However, a discussion on the authority of the ¡ulama£ during
the ghayba (occultation) of the twelfth imam lies beyond the purview of the
present study.

The Process of Routinizing the Charisma of the Imams

The discussion on the delegation of the imams’ authority to their disciples
substantiates the view that routinization of the imams’ authority was not an
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event that occurred immediately after the death of an imam. Rather, it was a
process that gradually diffused the charismatic authority of an imam to the
nascent charismatic office of his close disciples while he was still alive. In all
probability, the process of the unfolding of routinization was largely contin-
gent on the disciples’ capacity to perform various functions on behalf of the
imams.

Since I have posited routinization as a process rather than an event, it can
be argued that routinization and the accompanying movement toward tradi-
tional or rational-legal types of authority33 does not necessarily require the
complete negation of charismatic authority. The authority of the imams that
was constituted in the concept of hereditary charisma was not a transitory phe-
nomenon that could be easily attenuated. Thus, the routinization of the imams’
charismatic authority did not signify the evaporation of their charismatic fea-
tures but their embodiment in an institutional setting that could be invoked
when new obligations had to be articulated or when the followers of the imams
had to seek guidance directly from them. The vestiges of charismatic author-
ity were to be found even in routinized charismatic institutions.

I have argued that the process of routinizing the charisma of the imams was
intertwined with the delegation of their authority to the rijal and the gradual
concentration of power and knowledge in a distinct group of religious schol-
ars. The universal and all-embracing authority of the imam that was located in
Medina was complemented by the routinized and regional authority of the
rijal in distant areas like Kufa, Qum, and Khurasan, even though the institu-
tional structures that manifested the authority of the rijal took time to con-
struct. Geographical and political considerations segmented Shi¡ism into re-
gional communities, each with its own distinct scholar or group of scholars
expressing the routinized authority of the imam. Yet, as I will discuss, it was
precisely the routinization of the imams’ authority that precipitated a chal-
lenge to the imams’ own charismatic authority.

The notion of a definitively structured, routinized, and hierarchical charis-
matic office of the rijal is alluded to in many traditions. It is epitomized in the
following report cited in Kashshi’s work on the disciples of the imams. More
specifically, Kashshi mentions the presence of a group of prominent Shi¡i the-
ologians who successively defined, articulated, and defended Shi¡i beliefs,
forming, thereby, a structured chain of Shi¡i disciples. Fadl b. Shadhan (d.
873), a contemporary of the ninth, tenth, and eleventh imams, is reported to
have said,

I am the successor of those before me. I met Muhammad b. Abi ¡Umayr and
Safwan b. Yahya and others [besides them] and I was associated with them for
fifty years. And [as for] Hisham b. al-Hakam, may God have mercy on him, he
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died and Yunus b. ¡Abd al-Rahman, may God have mercy on him, succeeded
him. He refuted our opponents. When Yunus died, he did not leave a successor
apart from al-Sakkak and he refuted our opponents until he, may God have
mercy on him, died and I am their successor.34

The report presents a succession of prominent rijal who were actively en-
gaged in discourses and defended Shi¡i beliefs within the wider Muslim com-
munity. It is also to be noted that most of those mentioned were leading Shi¡i
theologians of their times. It is in a report such as this that the importance at-
tached to the rijal as the exponents of Shi¡i beliefs can be deciphered.

The tradition is important as it depicts a stratified, hierarchical office of dis-
ciples during the physical presence of the imam. The tradition can also be con-
strued as vindicating the position of the post-ghayba jurists and their under-
taking the leadership of the Shi¡i community for it establishes a precedent that
subsequent Shi¡i theologians and jurists could emulate. Furthermore, the role
of the rijal as articulators of Shi¡i beliefs is depicted as having been sanctioned
by the imams themselves. The scope of the structure, as it emerges from the
report, is limited to the theological field. It is possible to envisage the exis-
tence of a similar typology of scholars in the jurisprudential field with promi-
nent Shi¡i jurists succeeding each other and explicating the nuances that char-
acterize the Shi¡i legal system.35

The Rijal as the Shari¡ Men of the Shi¡i Community

Routinization of the imams’ charismatic authority was accompanied by an
intellectual movement in eighth-century Shi¡ism, one in which the disci-
ples of the imams were to play a prominent role. It was the institutional of-
fice of the rijal that ensured the survival of the imams’ teachings in the
midst of the vicissitudes of the Sunni milieu. The charismatic office of the
rijal also helped to establish an edifice on which Shi¡i jurisprudence and
theology could be defined and expressed. In the sectarian discourses that
were conducted in Kufa and Baghdad, questions such as the necessity of an
imam, along with the qualifications and process of designating an imam,
were freely discussed, and a distinctly Shi¡i legal system was elaborated
and explicated. As I discuss in chapter four, the rijal debated and were en-
gaged in the discussion of subjects that were at the nexus of Sunni intellec-
tual discourse, presenting, in the process, distinctive Shi¡i pronouncements
on the topics. The imams are reported to have instructed their disciples on
the questions that were posed in the course of the rijal’s discourses with
their adversaries.
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Routinization of the imam’s charisma, delegation of authority, and trans-
mission of knowledge were conflated traits that greatly empowered the rijal.
By acquiring and transmitting the legal traditions of the imams, the rijal par-
ticipated with the imams in their role as the Shi¡i shari¡ men of the time. Al-
though they were trained by and represented the imams, the rijal gradually be-
came qualified shari¡ men in their own right. It is not uncommon for a disciple
to be described as a faqih or to be credited with treatises in the legal field. In
fact, there are many reports indicating that fiqh works were composed by
many disciples of the imams. Muhammad b. Muslim, for example, is reported
to have authored a book titled, “Four hundred questions on the chapters con-
cerning what is lawful and unlawful.”36 The Shi¡i biographers Najashi (d.
1058) and Tusi (d. 1067) list the titles of some of these works, none of which
are extant. In all probability, the incipience of Shi¡i juridical tracts can be
traced to the times of these shari¡ men in the eighth century. Many of these
treatises were available to Shi¡i hadith compilers like Kulayni (d. 939) and al-
Saduq (d. 991) in the tenth century. They undertook to systematically incorpo-
rate them in their own hadith works.37

The accredited role of the rijal as the shari¡ men of their time is also con-
firmed by the biographer Ibn al-Nadim (d. 995) in his Kitab al-Fihrist. He de-
votes a section in his book to the prominent Shi¡i rijal and then states, “These
are fuqaha£who relate fiqh from the imams.”38 Many of these shari¡ men were
seen as experts in the ahkam Allah (God’s legal ordinances). In Shi¡i biograph-
ical works, this epithet is often applied to figures like Muhammad b. Muslim
and Yunus b. ¡Abd al-Rahman.

The activities of the charismatic office of the rijal in enunciating alterna-
tive legal and theological schools began, in all probability, during the latter
part of the Umayyad dynasty. By the time the ¡Abbasids came to power,
many of these rijal were acknowledged as accomplished jurists and theolo-
gians. Najashi, for example, notes that when Aban b. Taghlib (d. 758), a dis-
ciple of the fifth and sixth imams, entered the mosque in Medina, the stu-
dents of classes that were held in the mosque would disperse and the
Prophet’s pillar would be cleared for him to occupy as a mark of respect.39

Najashi further states that Aban was well versed in all fields of knowledge
including the Qur£an, fiqh, hadith, Arabic language, and grammar. As I dis-
cuss in chapter five, Aban was also highly respected in the Sunni biographi-
cal literature.

The juridical and theological pronouncements of the rijal and their pen-
chant toward Shi¡ism were recognized in the wider Muslim community. Fig-
ures like Aban b. Taghlib, Jabir b. Yazid al-Ju¡fi, Zurara b. A¡yan, Humran b.
A¡yan, Muhammad b. ¡Ali al-Ahwal (n.d.) and Hisham b. al-Hakam (d. 807)
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are frequently cited in Sunni hadith, theological, and heresiographical
works.40 The function of the rijal as the shari¡ men of their time is further
corroborated by Kashshi in his work. When he examines the associates of
the imams, on three separate occasions, Kashshi cites the eminent jurists of
the time under the title, “Designating the fuqaha£ [of the imams].”41 Kashshi
states in each citation that the community had accorded them with [the sta-
tus of] fiqh (wa inqadu [or sometimes inqarru] lahum bi£l-fiqh). Kashshi
clearly implies an acknowledgment or a consensus, reached by the Shi¡i
community, regarding the status of the eminent shari¡ men, a point that sug-
gests that the authority of the rijal was contingent not only on the imam’s ap-
pointment, but also on an acknowledgment by the Shi¡i community regard-
ing their status. According to Ja¡far Subhani, a contemporary rijal scholar,
Kashshi’s reference to the ashab al-ijma¡ (as they came to be called) signi-
fied that most of the legal traditions were reported by these rijal. Shi¡i ju-
risprudence, he states, rests largely on the traditions narrated by them. With-
out the illustrious figures, Subhani adds, Shi¡i fiqh would have no foundation
to rest on.42 Increasingly, the authority of the rijal and their role as the shari¡
men in the community were intertwined with the legal tradition that was
evolving during their time.

Due to their erudition in and contribution to the legal field, the rijal became
part of the juristic community that I described in chapter one. The laity, on the
other hand, was expected to yield to the authority of the juristic community
constructed around the charismatic office of the rijal. The knowledge that the
rijal acquired enabled them to become mediating figures between the commu-
nity and the imams.

The charismatic office of the rijal was able to attract many followers. The
heresiographer al-Shahrastani (d. 1153) mentions the followers of Zurara
(called the Zurariyya) who had maintained distinct views regarding the
knowledge of the imam. They believed, for example, that since the knowl-
edge an imam possessed was not acquired through a discursive process, it
was innate.43 Jabir al-Ju¡fi also had many students who heard and recorded
traditions from him.44 Najashi further substantiates the view that the rijal at-
tracted many followers. When he discusses the role of Yunus b. ¡Abd al-Rah-
man as an important shari¡ man in the community, he makes frequent refer-
ences to the students of Yunus.45 The stratification of the rijal and the
importance their students attached to the traditions they transmitted suggest
that Shi¡ism in the eighth and ninth centuries was characterized primarily by
a comprehensive body of revealed law, tradition, and beliefs containing de-
scriptions of articles of belief and actions to be interpreted by a small body of
specially qualified scholars.
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The Epistemic Authority of the Rijal

The discussion on the roles of the rijal as the shari¡ men and transmitters of
the teachings of the imams indicates that the rijal’s authority was epistemic.
This mode of authority refers to the leadership of those erudite figures or ex-
perts in a given field who serve as a referent point for others.46 Epistemic au-
thority is inherently relational since it involves at least two people, one of
whom is a specialist in a field and can instruct the other. Since it is confined to
a specialized field, epistemic authority tends to endow its bearer with extra
charisma and authority, especially as only a few trained experts can participate
in the field. The rijal’s epistemic authority was anchored in the training that
they had received from the imams and in their functions as the shari¡ men and
theologians in the Shi¡i community. As I will discuss in this chapter, their epis-
temic authority was also located in their hermeneutical skills and the interpre-
tive enterprises in which they were engaged.

The epistemic authority of the rijal can be further discerned from their en-
gagement in various forms of discourses and in their ability to instruct other
Shi¡is. This mode of authority was also expressed in their public articulation
and pronouncement of matters pertaining to Islamic law and beliefs. The pres-
tige and stature of these experts of Shi¡i jurisprudence and theology can be ad-
duced from a tradition cited by Jamil b. Darraj (n.d.), a disciple of the fifth and
sixth imams. He remarks that, compared to Zurara, he and his contemporaries
were like children around a teacher.47

The epistemic authority of the rijal was further accentuated by the “delega-
tion traditions” through which the imams referred their followers to those as-
sociates whom they had personally trained. Thus, it is correct to state that the
routinized office of charisma was predicated on the two modes of authority
that I have delineated: the delegation from the imams and the epistemic au-
thority that was anchored in the scholastic activities of the rijal. Reports of the
imams divesting their authority to the disciples had to be corroborated with
evidence that the rijal had been trained by the imams to become competent
leaders in the religious fields.

Epistemic authority demanded obedience from the masses, because it re-
flected the teachings of the imams and a proper articulation of the law. Whereas
epistemic authority provided the basis for transmitting the teachings of the
imams and inferring rulings from their teachings, the delegation from the imams
showed, for the Shi¡is, that the knowledge was rooted in its authentic source, the
family of the Prophet. Delegation was as crucial as epistemic authority because
it ratified the rijal’s position as the appointed deputies of the imams. As a matter
of fact, the status of these rijal was to be measured, in part, by their comprehen-
sion of the imams’ teachings, their ability to transmit these teachings to the
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community with great veracity, and their loyalty to the imams. Thus, al-Sadiq is
reported to have said, “[A]cknowledge the status (manazila) of the rijal among
us based on the traditions they report from us.”48 ¡Ilm possessed by the rijal be-
came important since it was the source of authority and the means for legitimiz-
ing any claim to authority, showing who had been deputed by the imams. Stated
differently, what was transmitted was as crucial as who transmitted it because
the validity of knowledge was contingent on its source.49 Only knowledge that
came from the house of the Prophet was deemed to be valid.

The Rijal as the Shi¡i Holy Men

The need for an epistemic authority that could explicate and elucidate the
teachings of the imams during their physical presence gave rise to the question
of the personal characteristics or features of the rijal. Although they could not
claim to be divinely appointed or infallible, due to their various functions, the
rijal could partake in at least some “holy” qualities of the imams.

As I discussed in chapter two, the belief that the imams were holy figures is
depicted in various ways in Shi¡i hagiographic literature. They are portrayed,
for example, as possessing miraculous powers. Some disciples actively prom-
ulgated the view that the imams possessed extraordinary abilities and could
perform both power and epistemological miracles. Several traditions cited in
al-Saffar’s Basa£ir al-Darajat, for example, claim that ¡Ali could traverse the
clouds.50 Jabir al-Ju¡fi is accused in Sunni literature of construing the Qur£anic
verse, “I will never leave the land until my father permits me or God com-
mands me (12:80)” as referring to ¡Ali residing in the clouds. ¡Ali, according
to this interpretation, would proclaim the appearance of his son (the Mahdi)
and urge people to follow him.51

Some rijal are reported to have propagated the view that the imams could
communicate with the divine. According to Humran b. A¡yan, a close com-
panion of al-Baqir and al-Sadiq, ¡Ali had talked to his Lord through the angel
Gabriel. ¡Ali is even said to have been transported to the skies by Gabriel to ar-
bitrate disputes between angels.52 Apart from elevating the status of the
imams, the numerous traditions on the epistemological and power miracles of
the imams enhance their “holy” stature and allude to their complete superior-
ity over the masses.

The supernatural qualities of the imams, which I discussed in the previous
chapter, lead to the obvious question concerning the extent to which these at-
tributes were transferred to or acquired by their disciples. After all, if the rijal
could appropriate the juridical authority of the imams to become the Shi¡i
shari¡ men, why could they not also acquire their spiritual authority?
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The holy stature of the disciples of the imams is depicted in different ways.
Many disciples are reported to have been the recipients of the extraordinary
abilities of the imams. The reputation of the rijal was enhanced in reports,
which indicate that they were the beneficiaries of the miraculous powers of the
imams. When Jabir al-Ju¡fi reportedly approached al-Baqir complaining of his
penurious state, the imam struck the earth with his foot and extracted gold
from it.53 Al-Baqir reportedly split the ceiling to show Jabir the kingdom of
the heavens and the earth (malakut al-samawati wa£l-ard) in the same way
that God had shown Abraham (6:75).54 Jabir al-Ju¡fi visited other kingdoms
that Abraham was not shown.55 Al-Baqir is also reported to have taken the
same Jabir to places where prominent Qur£anic figures like Dhu£l-Qarnayn
and Khidr had visited.56

Like Jabir and Mu¡alla b. Khunays, Abu Basir al-Asadi (d. 767), a blind
disciple of the imams, is depicted in the early Shi¡i texts as having received
special treatment from them. Traditions reported by al-Asadi portray himself
as a loyal disciple of the imams who was a beneficiary of their favors and
miraculous abilities. When he visited al-Baqir, the imam, through his miracu-
lous powers, made al-Asadi see the world for the first time.57 The report is par-
ticularly favorable to al-Asadi as it indicates that he benefited from the imam’s
esoteric powers. That it was construed in this favorable manner by subsequent
Shi¡i scholars can be discerned from the frequent mention of this tradition
among the favorable reports on al-Asadi.58

The miracles and other supernatural abilities of the imams are also reported
to have empowered the disciples in the spiritual realm. According to traditions
preserved in al-Saffar’s Basa£ir, the imams could initiate disciples to the arcane
elements of their esoteric knowledge and even supernatural powers.59 ¡Umar b.
Hanzala (n.d.), for example, asked al-Baqir to share with him the supreme
names of God. When ¡Umar uttered the names his body began to tremble.60 Ac-
cording to some traditions, all periods of history are characterized by the initia-
tion of the disciples by the imam into the esoteric aspect of the sacred book.61

A study of Shi¡i hadith and biographical literature indicates that the rijal
were more than passive beneficiaries of the extraordinary knowledge and
miraculous abilities of the imams. If the imams could transmit knowledge per-
taining to the legal ordinances to their close associates, what was preventing
these rijal from having access to the esoteric ¡ilm of the imams? As a matter of
fact, some disciples reportedly claimed to have acquired the extraordinary
knowledge and abilities of the imams, enabling them to perform feats that
could be matched or surpassed only by the imams. In this manner, some rijal
claimed to have appropriated imam-like attributes and, like the imams, pro-
jected themselves as extraordinary figures who could perform epistemological
and power miracles.
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In his introductory reports, Kashshi cites traditions not only on the imams’
esoteric ¡ilm, but also on the acquisition by their loyal companions of this
genre of ¡ilm. In effect, Kashshi is advancing the view that the investiture of
the imams’ legal and spiritual authorities and extraordinary powers to their
close associates was not an eighth-century innovation. On the contrary, it
could be traced back to the close companions of the Prophet. By exhibiting
their loyalty to the imams, the rijal could not only acquire their esoteric ¡ilm,
but could further appropriate those elements that would invest extraordinary
powers in them.

According to Kashshi, due to the ¡ilm acquired from the imams, Maytham
al-Tammar (n.d.) could predict future events,62 a feat that was later matched by
Muhammad b. Sinan (d. 835), a disciple of the tenth imam.63 ¡Ali b. Abu
Talib had reportedly dictated the ¡ilm al-balaya wa£l-manaya (esoteric knowl-
edge on future events) to Rushayd al-Hujri (n.d.).64 In addition, he taught
Salman al-Farisi (d. 644–647) the greatest name of God. This enabled him to
partake in the imams’ esoteric ¡ilm. Due to his supernatural knowledge,
Salman could even foretell the unfolding of events in Kerbala in minute de-
tails.65 Al-Baqir is reported as saying that, just like ¡Ali, Salman al-Farisi was
also a muhaddath, that is, he could hear but not see angels.66 These traditions
elevate Salman to the stature of the imams since, like them, he could report-
edly converse with angels.

The claim by the disciples to have appropriated some extraordinary powers
from the imams was not confined to the early imams. Some companions of the
fifth and sixth imams also laid claims to imam-like features. Abu£l-Khattab,
who was at one time a close disciple of al-Sadiq, reportedly claimed that the
divine particle had entered into al-Sadiq and was subsequently transferred to
him.67 He also asserted that the imam had transferred his authority to him by
designating him to be his wasi (successor) and qayyim (deputy or executor of
his will) and by entrusting to him the greatest name of God (al-ism al-a¡zam)
that was supposed to empower its possessor with extraordinary strength in
comprehending hidden matters. Other traditions suggest that Abu£l-Khattab
claimed to be better than al-Sadiq and ¡Ali.68 Reports that Bayan b. Sam¡an (d.
737) and Abu Mansur al-Ijli (d. 742), two extremist figures, claimed to be the
successors (wasi) of al-Baqir and that his extraordinary powers had been
transferred to them suggest that al-Baqir was also regarded as a spiritual
leader who possessed and could transmit supernatural powers.

The claim to have attained supernatural status was not restricted to the ex-
tremist elements among the disciples of the imams. Like the imams, some rijal
claimed that they could perform extraordinary feats. When he profiles Jabir al-
Ju¡fi, the Sunni biographer Ibn ¡Adi (d. 975) mentions an element that is curi-
ously absent in earlier biographical texts, Jabir’s ability to perform miracles. In
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fact, Jabir is credited with a number of power miracles. ¡Uthman b. Sha¡bi
(n.d.) reported from his grandfather that, like Mansur al-Hallaj (d. 922), Jabir
could produce fruits from his garden in an off-season.69 Jabir could also al-
legedly emulate al-Baqir in miraculously transporting people to distant places
to meet the imam.70 In addition, Jabir was reportedly empowered to bring water
from the Euphrates River to the people71 and could perform many other types
of miracles.72

Jabir is also reported to have been endowed with the ability to perform
epistemological miracles. He is believed to have received esoteric truths from
al-Baqir, secrets that he apparently found difficult to conceal.73 Ibn ¡Adi’s bi-
ographical work indicates that Jabir was also empowered to predict future
events. Other reports suggest that al-Baqir had made Jabir consume a special
elixir (qa¡b jayshani), a drink that helped him memorize 40,000 traditions.74

Jabir’s epistemological abilities further empowered him to have secret knowl-
edge of the death of the Umayyad caliph, Walid II (d. 743–744) before anyone
knew about the caliph’s demise.75

The notion of the extraordinary powers of the disciples of the imams was
prevalent even in the tenth century. Shi¡i sources claim that in the short occul-
tation of the twelfth imam (874–935), the safirs (agents) of the imam per-
formed miracles as proof of their claims to be his rightful representatives. The
fourth safir, ¡Ali b. Muhammad al-Samarri (d. 940–941), for example, pre-
dicted the time of his demise. Other supernatural powers of the safirs included
those of divination, knowledge of diverse languages, clairvoyance, and what
Amir-Moezzi calls supersensual communication with the hidden imam.76

Later Shi¡i texts even claimed that the ¡ulama£ could perform miracles. Bi-
ographies of prominent Shi¡i ¡ulama£ such as Tunkabuni’s Qisas al-¡Ulama£
are replete with accounts of the scholars’ miraculous deeds.77

It is to be noted that although some rijal claimed to have access to esoteric
knowledge and hidden powers, there are no reports to suggest that they were
regarded as gnostics, mystical figures, or that their graves were venerated
by the Shi¡is. No baraka is reported to have been transmitted by the disci-
ples of the imams. Hence, the rijal cannot be regarded as spiritual or holy
figures in the sense that I described in chapter two.

The Struggle for Authority:
Charismatic Authority and Routinized Charisma

Hereditary charisma, which was the chief source of authority for the imams,
was largely prevalent as a potent “anchoring force,” deriving its legitimacy
from the Prophet himself. The routinized authority of the rijal, on the other
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hand, sought legitimacy through association with the imam. This new order of
authority coexisted with rather than replaced hereditary charisma. The juxta-
position of the charisma of the imams and the nascent institutionalized office
of charisma inevitably impinged on the Shi¡i community. As Weber states, an
important feature in the routinization of charisma is the disciples’ appropria-
tion of powers of control.78 The coexistence of the divergent modes of author-
ity was bound to generate tension within the Shi¡i community.

The transition from a charismatic leader to the office of charisma was inter-
woven with the emergence of the regional authority of the disciples of the
imams. In their role as the Shi¡i shari¡ men, prominent rijal like Zurara, Bu-
rayd b. Mu¡awiya, and Muhammad b. Muslim symbolized the growing author-
ity of the disciples, who in places like Kufa and Qum had assumed leadership
of the Shi¡i community. The increasing functions of the rijal also meant that
the community came to rely on their transmission of the imams’ teachings and
pronouncements. Furthermore, since the disciples were seen as the spokes-
men of the imams, the community also became increasingly dependent on
their interpretation and understanding of these teachings. As I discuss below,
the rijal gradually assumed an active, and sometimes interpretive, role in the
unfolding of the Shi¡i legal system.

A close study of Kashshi’s work indicates that the affirmation of the re-
gional office of charisma of the rijal militated against the comprehensive,
charismatic authority of the imams. Initially, the rijal were regarded as vera-
cious transmitters of the traditions that they had heard from the imams. At this
point, the imams are reported to have uttered many remarks in favor of the
rijal. However, the office of charisma provided the matrix through which the
rijal expressed disparate views. Gradually, the rijal emerged as independent
thinkers who often challenged statements of the imams, engendering much
friction between charismatic authority and its routinized form.

A few examples will suffice to illustrate the tensions that existed between
the imams and a number of their disciples.79 Differences between the imams
and their disciples had emerged from the time of al-Baqir as some of his asso-
ciates challenged his legal and theological pronouncements. Zurara had dif-
fered with al-Baqir when he argued that there was no intermediate position be-
tween a believer and nonbeliever.80 In another tradition, al-Baqir is quoted as
saying, “O God, have mercy on the disciples of my father, for I know that some
of them consider me inferior in rank.”81

Muhammad b. Muslim and Zurara had both maintained views on al-istita¡a
(human capacity to perform acts) that differed significantly from al-Sadiq’s
definition, a point that led the imam to dissociate himself from both of them.
Zurara’s nuanced views on theology, which often differed from the imam’s
teachings, were stated in his lost work, Kitab al-Istita¡a. Of greater interest is
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that other disciples like Muhammad b. Muslim and Burayd b. Mu¡awiya al-
¡Ijli concurred with the views of Zurara rather than those of Ja¡far al-Sadiq.82

Zurara’s challenge to the legal pronouncements of the imams probably began
during the time of al-Baqir. An important tradition shows how Zurara asked the
imam for a ruling on the inheritance left by a grandfather. Al-Baqir told Zurara
to visit him the following day when he would show him the Kitab al-Fara£id. As
I have stated before, this was a book that the Prophet reportedly dictated to ¡Ali.
When Zurara visited the imam the following day, al-Baqir was sleeping. Al-
Sadiq read with him (aqra£ahu) the book. When Zurara studied the contents, he
found these to differ from the rulings that were known among the masses. As he
read through it, Zurara remarked, “[This is] invalid (batil).” When al-Baqir
questioned him about the book the following day, Zurara is reported to have
said, “It is invalid, there is nothing [correct] in it.” Al-Baqir said, “But what you
have read is the truth (al-haqq) which the Prophet dictated to ¡Ali.” At that point,
Zurara said, “Satan entered [my heart] and whispered (waswasa) in it. [I
thought] How does he know that it is the Prophet’s dictation and the handwriting
of ¡Ali?” Before Zurara spoke, al-Baqir said, “O Zurara, do not doubt, by God,
why should I not know that it is the dictation of the Prophet and the handwriting
of ¡Ali, for my father has related to me from my grandfather, that the Comman-
der of the Faithful told him that.” The tradition concludes with Zurara finally ex-
pressing remorse for doubting the words of the imam.83

Differences between the imams and their disciples extended to the theolog-
ical realm. Hisham b. Salim al-Jawaliqi (n.d.) and al-Ahwal, who were both
prominent Shi¡i theologians, are accused in Shi¡i and non-Shi¡i sources of
maintaining that God is hollow to the navel while the rest [of His body] is
solid, a view that was rejected by al-Rida.84 Shi¡i accounts of al-Jawaliqi’s an-
thropomorphism are confirmed by Sunni sources. In his Maqalat al-Is-
lamiyyin, al-Ash¡ari (d. 935) mentions some of the anthropomorphic views al-
legedly held by al-Jawaliqi. Apart from being accused of believing that God
had the shape of a man, he is also reported to have said that God had, like His
creatures, five senses, hands, eyes, legs, nose, mouth, and black hair. He was,
moreover, a bright radiant light.85 Like Hisham b. Hakam, another famous
Shi¡i theologian, al-Jawaliqi is reported to have maintained that God’s will was
equivalent to his movement. Whenever He wills something, He moves, and
that which He wishes occurs.86

Muhammad b. ¡Ali al-Nu¡man al-Ahwal, another prominent disciple of the
imams, was accused of maintaining that God’s knowledge of things is lim-
ited,—that is, He knows of things only when he determines (qaddara) or wills
(aththara) them.87 Before He determines them, it is impossible for Him to
know a thing. This is because a thing is not a thing until He decrees it and cre-
ates it by that decree. The decree, according to al-Ahwal, is God’s will.
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The corporeal views of Hisham b. al-Hakam are also quoted by al-Ash¡ari.
Many accusations of anthropomorphism against him are confirmed in the
early Shi¡i hadith and biographical texts. Kulayni cites a tradition that depicts
¡Ali b. Abi Hamza (n.d.)88 telling al-Sadiq, “I have heard Hisham reporting
from you that God is a body (jism),” a charge that the imam refuted.89 Other
disciples differed on major theological doctrines. They refused to accept that
the imams were infallible (ma¡sum), maintaining instead that they were
merely pious and upright individuals.90

Later disciples also disagreed with the imams on many issues. Yunus b.
¡Abd al-Rahman differed with the eighth imam on theological matters. He is
criticized for accepting and defending the opinions of Hisham b. al-Hakam.
His views did not always accord with the imams’ stated pronouncements.91

Like Hisham, Yunus is alleged to have adopted the corporeal view that God is
a thing unlike other things although things are different from Him.92 He had
also adopted Zurara’s theory on istita¡a, which, according to al-Rida, was
based on error.93 Yunus is further accused of denying that heaven and hell
have been created, a view that led him to be cursed by al-Rida.94 That the
Shi¡is were not sure of his status can be adduced from a title of a book written
by Sa¡d b. ¡Abd Allah al-Qummi (d. 913), “The book on the blemishes (math-
alib) of Hisham and Yunus [b. ¡Abd al-Rahman].”95 The criticisms against
Yunus were also compiled in a literary form. According to Najashi, Ya¡qub b.
Yazid al-Hammad (n.d.), a reliable associate of the ninth and tenth imams,
wrote a book entitled Kitab al-Ta¡n ¡ala Yunus (The Book on the Accusations
against Yunus).96

The ninth-century disciple Fadl b. Shadhan is accused of misleading the
Shi¡is in Khurasan. He would, for example, forbid people from giving the
agents of the imam their khums. He had, according to the eleventh imam al-
Hasan al-¡Askari (d. 874), ignored the imams’ letters and was misguided. Due
to this, a tawqi¡ (interdiction) was issued by al-¡Askari against him.97

The differences that have been reported between the rijal and the imams
substantiate the view that the disciples were actively engaged in religious dis-
courses. In propounding their disparate views, the rijal had, at times, en-
croached on the authority of the imams. In all probability, the divergent
teachings of the rijal had gained considerable acceptance within certain Shi¡i
circles. In response, the imams occasionally found it essential to refute state-
ments that were contrary to their teachings since they could not possibly con-
done any aberration from their theological and juridical positions. If left
unchecked, it would not only create confusion within the Shi¡i ranks but
could possibly lead the rijal to challenge the imams’ authority. Paradoxically,
the very function that the rijal performed on behalf of the imams appears to
have engendered differences between the imams and their associates. The
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confluence of charismatic authority and its routinized form generated, at least
in some quarters, a crisis in religious authority.

It was in response to such differences and the segmentation of the commu-
nity that al-Sadiq is quoted as telling ¡Abd al-Rahim b. al-Qasir to ask Zurara
and Burayd, “What is this bid¡a (innovation) that you have been preaching?
Don£t you know that the Prophet of God has said, ¡Every bid¡a leads [people]
astray?£”98 The condemnation of Zurara and Burayd is said to have been in re-
sponse to their definition of al-istita¡a, which, as stated, was contrary to al-
Sadiq’s formulation. When Zurara was told of al-Sadiq’s condemnation, he is
reported to have remarked, “I will never renounce that [view of al-isitita¡a].”99

Many confused Shi¡is resorted to questioning the imams regarding the di-
vergent opinions of their disciples, most of whom had previously been ap-
pointed by the imams. These questions, in themselves, are further evidence of
the tensions prevalent between charismatic authority and its routinized form
in eighth-century Shi¡ism. Since the imams foresaw the distinct possibility of
a distortion of their teachings and communal fragmentation, they sought to
distance themselves from the views propounded by their disciples by issuing
disparaging remarks against some of them. Muhammad b. Muslim, for exam-
ple, was cursed for believing that God does not know of a thing until it exists,
a view that was considered to be contrary to al-Sadiq’s teachings.100 In other
reports, al-Sadiq is reported to have instructed a disciple not to visit Zurara
nor accompany his bier for he was worse than the Jews, the Christians (al-
Nasara), and those who believe that God is the third of the three.101 In another
tradition, al-Sadiq says Zurara will not die except having strayed (ta¡ih).102 In
response to the escalated tensions between Zurara and Ja¡far al-Sadiq, Zurara
is reported to have remarked, “May God have mercy on Abu Ja¡far (al-Baqir).
As for Ja¡far, my heart has turned away from him.”103 When he was further
questioned, Zurara said that he had turned away from al-Sadiq as the latter had
revealed his defects.

The differences in ritual details between the imams and their prominent
disciples also point to the role of the rijal as the prominent jurists of the Shi¡i
community. Al-Sadiq, for example, is reported to have informed his followers
that Abu£l-Khattab had deliberately misinterpreted his ruling on the correct
time for the evening (maghrib) prayers.104 Similarly, Yunus was cursed by al-
Rida for differing on a ritual point.105 The juridical contribution of the rijal
can also be inferred from the legal traditions reported by the likes of Zurara
and Muhammad b. Muslim. As noted, they often reverted to their own under-
standing of the imams’ traditions, leading, eventually, to major rifts between
the imams and their associates.

Another report indicates that when an associate described the corporeal
pronouncements of Hisham b. al-Hakam to al-Kazim, the imam retorted,
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“May God fight him (qatalahu Allah), does he not realize that a body is lim-
ited (mahdud)?”106 So repugnant were some of Hisham’s views to the Shi¡is
themselves that, according to al-Rida, “He [Hisham] is not one of us. One who
believes that God is a thing, we dissociate ourselves (bara£a) from him in this
world and in the next.”107 In explaining these genres of deprecatory remarks,
later Shi¡i sources point to a tradition, cited in Kashshi’s text, in which al-
Sadiq is reported to have stated that he issued disparaging remarks against
some of his disciples so as to protect them from the political authority who
might suspect them of Shi¡i proclivities. Stated differently, it was in the inter-
ests of the rijal that they be condemned and cursed by the imams. I will pursue
this theme in chapter five when I consider the role of the biographical litera-
ture in constructing the authority of the disciples.

The disciples’ recourse to independent methods of argumentation in their de-
bates and their divergent statements regarding theological and juridical issues
put the imams in an awkward position. On the one hand, they could not possibly
concur with the conclusions reached by disciples like Hisham b. al-Hakam, Zu-
rara, and al-Ahwal since these were, on occasions, contrary to the imams’ teach-
ings. On the other hand, to criticize the disciples publicly might lead to a cleav-
age between the disciples and the imams and would detract from their public
prestige, and, in the process, emasculate the leadership of the Shi¡i community.
It was due to the awkward position the imams found themselves in that al-Ahwal
was instructed by al-Sadiq not to engage in any further debates.108

Tensions within the Routinized Office of Charisma

When the office of charisma was routinized, Shi¡i doctrines and jurisprudence
were still in an embryonic form. The lack of a coherent, standardized doctrine
or a unified legal system is reflected not only in various statements uttered by
the rijal that contradicted the imams’ pronouncements but also from numer-
ous other reports stating that the rijal differed among themselves on many the-
ological issues, agreeing only on the central doctrine of the imamate. The con-
flicts between the imams and their disciples apparently extended to the office
of charisma—that is, between the rijal themselves. I will cite only a few of the
many differences between the rijal that have been reported.

According to Ibn al-Nadim, Muhammad b. Khalil al-Sakkak (n.d.) dif-
fered with his teacher, Hisham b. Hakam, on most things apart from the ques-
tion of the imamate.109 Hisham b. al-Hakam is said to have written a book ti-
tled, “A refutation of [the views held by] Hisham b. Salim al-Jawaliqi.”110 The
two prominent Shi¡is disagreed on the issue of divine body and form. In fact,
their dispute was serious enough for the Shi¡is to arrange a debate between
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them regarding God’s unity and attributes. After the debate, ¡Abd al-Rahman
b. Hajjaj labeled Hisham b. al-Hakam an infidel and a heretic.111 So pro-
nounced were these differences that a disciple of the imams, ¡Abd Allah b.
Ja¡far b. Malik (n.d.), wrote a book on the differences between Hisham b. al-
Hakam and Hisham b. Salim al-Jawaliqi.112

Hisham b. al-Hakam also composed a book in which he refuted the views
of a fellow Shi¡i, al-Ahwal.113 Jabir al-Ju¡fi and Zurara also differed on many
issues. They disagreed, for example, on the question of whether air had been
created or not.114 ¡Abd Allah b. Ya¡fur and Mu¡alla b. Khunays, two prominent
disciples of Ja¡far al-Sadiq, disagreed on the status of the imams. The former,
who represented a moderate branch in the Shi¡ite community of Kufa, rejected
the attribution of superhuman qualities to the imams. He maintained that they
were merely righteous and pious learned men whereas Mu¡alla compared the
imams with prophets.115

The following tradition epitomizes the differences among the rijal that
were often generated by variant interpretations of the teachings of the imams.
Humran b. A¡yan is quoted as asking al-Baqir, “We pray with them [the
masses] on Fridays and they pray [according to] their time, what shall we do?”
He said, “Pray with them.” Humran then met Zurara and said to him, “He [al-
Baqir] has told us to pray with them.” Zurara said, “This cannot be except by
interpretation [of traditions].” Thereupon Humran said, “Come with me so
that we can hear [the verdict] from him [the imam].” When they entered to see
the imam, Zurara said to him, “Humran has informed us from you that you or-
dered us to pray with them whereas I refuted that.” Al-Baqir said to them,
“Husayn b. ¡Ali would pray with them two cycles (rak¡as) and, after they com-
pleted [their prayers], he would stand up and add another two.”116

A study of Shi¡i biographical texts further suggests that there were intense
arguments and polemicized discourses within the office of charisma, that is,
among the companions of the imams. These controversies among the rijal
sometimes resulted in serious disputes and generated much antagonism within
the Shi¡i ranks, often leading the disciples to label each other as infidels.117 As
I have indicated, many of these companions of the imams even composed
tracts refuting the views of their fellow Shi¡i peers.

The differences among the rijal on legal and theological issues reflect the
range of views that were maintained in early Shi¡ism. The differences between
the disciples may have been caused by their own understandings and formula-
tions of various theological and legal points, which, as noted, were often at
variance with the imams’ stated positions. The disparate and sometimes con-
flicting legal rules enunciated by the Shi¡i shari¡ men corroborate the point
previously made that the Shi¡i legal system was, at that time, in an embryonic
stage. It is to the source of the diversity that I turn next.
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The Rijal and Interpretive Reasoning

The eighth and ninth centuries, the time of the rijal, witnessed the formative
period of both the Sunni and Shi¡i legal systems. At a time when no agreement
had been reached regarding the definitive sources of law, arbitrary human rea-
soning, or ra£y, was predominant in certain parts of the Islamic world as a
valid source for legal inferences. As I discussed in chapter one, the developing
Hanafi jurisprudence in Kufa was characterized by the extensive use of ra£y.
For that reason, its adherents were labeled as ashab al-ra£y (the people of
ra£y). Besides ra£y, qiyas (analogy) was also employed in the derivation of law
in Kufa. Moreover, the frequent reference to custom (¡urf) in the sources sig-
nifies an element of arbitrary reasoning in the legal system. Ra£y, ¡urf, and
qiyas express juristic speculation rather than a disciplined legal practice based
on textual sources or documented precedence.

The Kufi jurist Hammad b. Abi Sulayman (d. 738) exerted considerable ef-
fort in formulating a legal theory based on personal reasoning.118 Other Kufi
figures that were well known for their use of personal opinions in the deriva-
tion of Islamic law include Ibrahim al-Nakha£i (d. 713), Abu Hanifa (d. 767),
al-Shaybani (d. 805), and Abu Yusuf (d. 798). Since it entailed a degree of ju-
ristic speculation, ra£y was often attacked and rejected by many early jurists.
In a treatise that, according to Joseph Schact, was composed around 757 c.e.,
Ibn al-Muqaffa£ (d. 757) rejected ra£y as it was too arbitrary.119 Before this
time, the Caliph Umar II (d. 720) had also expressed doubts regarding the va-
lidity of ra£y as an authoritative source of law.120

It is important to comprehend the significance of Kufa as an important cen-
ter of intellectual activity where many of the disciples resided. As a matter of
fact, over eighty percent of the more than 3,000 individuals mentioned by Tusi
in his list of those who related traditions from al-Sadiq bear the ascription “al-
Kufi.”121 In Kufa, there was an uneasy juxtaposition of the reasoning of indi-
vidual jurists, local consensus, and precedents reported from the Prophet. The
rijal lived in this ambience of juristic diversity and disputation.

The friction between the ra£y of the school of Kufa and the local sunna of
the Medinan school, which I discussed in chapter one, is reflected in the rela-
tions between the rijal and the imams, where many of the tensions between the
two schools are replicated. In the pluralistic environment of Kufa, where there
was close interaction between diverse factions and ideas were freely ex-
changed, some disciples were seemingly vulnerable to cross-cultural and doc-
trinal influences. It was here that ra£y posed a major threat to the Shi¡is as their
views could be swayed by the Kufi penchant toward independent reasoning in
the derivation of juridical rulings. The freedom that the rijal enjoyed in Kufa
encouraged some of them to interpret the teachings of the imams based on the
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hermeneutical principles embodied in ra£y and qiyas, eventually leading them
to differ with the imams’ teachings and to promote their own juristic authority.

The Shi¡i legal system in Kufa was characterized by the transmission of tra-
ditions from the imams and the use of individual reasoning. Ra£y, as practiced
by the rijal in Kufa, was not always based on an authoritative text or sound tra-
ditions from the imams. Rather, it was probably based on practical considera-
tions. In addition to ra£y, the disciples also resorted to qiyas in their deductions
of laws that were not explicitly stated in the Qur£an or traditions from the
imams. Although qiyas and ra£y are often condemned in the same sentence,
and sometimes used interchangeably, qiyas signifies a more defined type of
ra£y.122 Qiyas represents the technique by means of which a jurist can apply an
underlying principle from a text to a new case that is not directly discussed in
the revelatory sources. It is often used to discover the rationale behind a legal
opinion so that the same ruling can be invoked when that rationale exists.123

The office of charisma that was constructed by the routinization process in
Shi¡ism gradually came into conflict with its source, the charismatic authority
of the imams. In this, both ra£y and qiyas played pivotal roles. In fact, in Shi¡i
biographical literature, ra£y and qiyas constitute important topoi that are em-
ployed to signify the escalated tensions between the imams and their disciples.
The employment of ra£y and qiyas within Shi¡i circles can be discerned from
a tradition cited by Kashshi. Ibn Muskan (n.d.) is reported to have said that he
and his companions had mentioned something concerning the halal and
haram to Zurara. Zurara’s response was apparently based on his own opinion.
Ibn Muskan asked him, “Is this according to your view or [based on] a narra-
tion?” He said, “I know, isn’t the authority of independent reasoning (ra£y)
better than traditions (athar)?”124 Similarly, when Hisham b. Salim asked Zu-
rara to confirm a tradition that he had related to him in the past, Zurara is re-
ported to have responded, “By God, I would not have said that except [that it
was based] on my own opinion.”125

Disciples like Zurara and Hisham b. al-Hakam symbolized the growing au-
thority and increasing independence of the rijal in places like Kufa, where the
disciples of the imams were responsible for shaping the religious lives and prac-
tices of the Shi¡is. Apart from Zurara and Hisham, other disciples also resorted to
ra£y and qiyas in their debates. Al-Ahwal, for example, used qiyas in his polemi-
cal discourses. His mode of argumentation was based on principles that were
seemingly contrary to al-Sadiq’s teachings, for the imam is reported to have told
al-Ahwal after he had defeated his interlocutor in a debate, “You did not utter a
word of truth because you resorted to qiyas which is against my religion.”126

The view that many disciples often resorted to qiyas is substantiated in
Sam¡an b. Mihran’s (n.d.) confession to al-Kazim. He is reported to have told
the imam,
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When we (the Shi¡is) meet, we sometimes discuss about something for which,
thanks to your blessed presence, we have a written document. However, we oc-
casionally encounter something for which we have no idea; in this case we com-
pare it to the case which is most similar to it, and about which we have informa-
tion with the use of analogical reasoning. The imam is reported to have told him,
“You have nothing to do with analogical reasoning; those before you have per-
ished due to such reasoning.”127

According to Sharif al-Murtada (d. 1044), disciples of later imams like
Yunus b. ¡Abd al-Rahman and Fadl b. Shadhan had also used qiyas on certain
occasions. Indeed, according to him, Yunus resorted to qiyas in his legal infer-
ences.128 It was due to this factor that a prominent rijal scholar, Muhammad
Bahr al-¡Ulum (d. 1797), admitted that Ibn al-Junayd al-Iskafi (d. 991), who
was accused of employing qiyas in his legal formulations, had prominent
predecessors in the application of qiyas. These included erstwhile figures like
Fadl b. Shadhan who had based some of his rulings on divorce and inheritance
on independent reasoning.129 Ibn Shadhan’s employment of qiyas in resolving
legal issues is also mentioned by al-Saduq in his juridical text, Man La Yahdu-
ruhu£l-Faqih. At one point in this work, al-Saduq rejects an opinion on inheri-
tance that was expressed by Fadl b. Shadhan. In his refutation, al-Saduq states,
“This [conclusion] is reached [only] by qiyas.”130 It should also be noted that
the employment of ra£y did not begin in al-Sadiq’s time. Some of the disciples
of al-Baqir, like Muhammad b. al-Hakim (n.d.) and Muhammad al-Tayyar
(n.d.) were also rebuked for resorting to their personal judgments in their in-
ference of juridical rulings and theological views.131

Some reports indicate that the imams urged their disciples to infer legal
precepts based on the general guidelines that they provided. Al-Sadiq is re-
ported to have said, “We are only obliged to announce to you the principles
(al-usul). You are obligated to deduce (tafarri¡u).”132 It would appear that
some disciples went beyond these guidelines and formulated laws based on
their independent reasoning.

Ramifications of the Rijal’s Interpretive Enterprises

The charismatic office that the rijal occupied wielded enormous authority in
shaping the social and religious lives of the Shi¡is, especially in areas where
access to the imams was not possible. As their authority increased, the rijal
became more than passive transmitters of traditions. Since they engaged in in-
terpretive and, at times, legislative enterprises, ra£y and qiyas empowered the
rijal with hermeneutical strategies to make a finite tradition yield a myriad of
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different interpretations on juridical rulings. The hermeneutical constructs
that were intrinsic to ra£y meant that, like many other jurists of Kufa, the prac-
tices and legal opinions of the rijal were sometimes premised on the exercise
of juristic reasoning in solving problems that were not explicitly discussed in
the revelatory texts or in the traditions of the imams.

The hermeneutical tools inherent in ra£y and qiyas also enabled the rijal
to depart significantly from the pronouncements of the imams. This resulted
in a clash of authority between inherited charisma and its routinized form
and signified the partial independence of the office of charisma over heredi-
tary charisma. At a time when Shi¡i law had yet to assume a normative or
canonical character, ra£y generated a variety of legal and theological inter-
pretations and conclusions independently of tradition. This is an important
observation because, as I demonstrate in the next chapter, in the process of
transmitting and interpreting the traditions of the imams, the rijal, as the
shari¡ men of the time, were simultaneously establishing paradigmatic
precedents that came to form a part of canonical authority. Their actions,
pronouncements, and understanding of the traditions of the imams consti-
tuted important components in the developing Shi¡i legal system. Like his
Sunni counterpart, the authority of the Shi¡i shari¡ man was accentuated in
the very traditions he was interpreting.

Ra£y and qiyas, as exercised by the rijal, were partially responsible for the
transmission of contradictory traditions on some legal points. Many of these
traditions were incorporated in texts that were compiled in the tenth and
eleventh centuries. The differences in legal rulings that ra£y and qiyas had
created in Shi¡i jurisprudence can be discerned from a study of Tusi’s al-Istib-
sar Fi Ma Ikhtalafa Min al-Akhbar. In this work, Tusi cites different and
often opposing traditions on many legal points. He then engages in a process
of harmonizing conflicting traditions by employing various forms of
hermeneutical strategies, imposing, at times, his own preconceptions on the
traditions. In one such tradition, al-Sadiq is reported to have forbidden the
consumption of the leftovers of Jews. An opposing tradition reported from
the same imam permits the performance of the wudu (ritual ablution) from a
vessel containing the remnants of water drunk by a Jew, an act that would
have made the water impure. To resolve the inconsistency between the tradi-
tions, Tusi reinterprets the second tradition and states that the Jew may have
converted to become a Muslim. The conversion would mean that the water
had retained its original state of purity (although no such conversion is re-
ported in the tradition).133 Through this interpretation, the anomaly between
the two traditions is resolved.

The rijal’s hermeneutical enterprises that were centered on ra£y created a
diversified, rather than a uniform, legal system. In this process, the rijal were
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the mediating figures between the imams and the Shi¡is. It was in the interpre-
tive field that their authority was augmented. The rise to fame and the en-
hanced authority of some rijal may have posed a threat to the imams’ own au-
thority, a point that is possibly alluded to by al-Sadiq’s statement, “Those who
have claimed leadership (mutara£isun) like Zurara, Burayd, Muhammad b.
Muslim and Isma¡il b. Jabir al-Ju¡fi will perish.”134

Ra£y had proven to be extremely embarrassing for the Shi¡is since the
imams and their disciples were contradicting each other, sometimes in public.
The imams reacted to the threat from ra£y by issuing interdictions against
some of their disciples. This was done so as to create a strict and more struc-
tured method of hadith transmission and discourage the disciples from resort-
ing to ra£y and qiyas. It is ra£y, al-Sadiq says, that leads people to perdition.135

Even if they reached the right conclusion based on ra£y, al-Sadiq states in an-
other tradition, they will not be rewarded for it. If they erred, they will be pun-
ished.136 The only safe path was to stick to the traditions of the imams. Tradi-
tions that prohibit the Shi¡is from using qiyas and ra£y indicate the
refractoriness that independent thinking was causing among the Shi¡is. By its
vehement attacks against ra£y, Shi¡i literature acknowledges the important
role of ra£y in eighth-century Shi¡ism, its challenge to the authority of the
imam, and the need to nullify its potency.137

If left unchecked, ra£y would threaten the authority of the imams, because
the rijal would no longer be bound to their pronouncements. A topos in Shi¡i
biographical literature is marked by the laudatory remarks concerning disci-
ples who had memorized and preserved the hadiths of the imams. Thus, in one
report al-Sadiq is reported to have said, “I have not found anyone who has ac-
cepted my words, is obedient, and followed the footsteps of the associates of
my father except for two people, may God have mercy on them—¡Abd Allah
b. Ya¡fur and Humran b. A¡yan. They are sincere believers among our
Shi¡is.”138 In contrast, those who resorted to ra£y and qiyas were unequivocally
condemned for having deviated from the imams.

This dichotomy between ra£y and riwaya (transmission from the imams)
becomes even more significant when we bear in mind the Shi¡i worldview
that, as noted earlier, orients the Shi¡i faithful to the sole authoritative figure of
the imam who, through his narrations, leads the faithful to salvation. Ra£y can
be seen as a breach of the worldview since it engenders an alternative source
of guidance and a diffusion rather than centralization of authority.

It is plausible to maintain that the genesis of the later development of the
Usuli and Akhbari schools can be traced to the times of the imams with disci-
ples like Zurara, Yunus b. ¡Abd al-Rahman and Hisham b. al-Hakam repre-
senting the independent-minded Shi¡is in contrast to those like Humran and
¡Abd Allah b. Ya¡fur who transmitted traditions with great faithfulness.139
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Since Abu Hanifa is generally considered the chief proponent of arbitrary
reasoning, those Shi¡is practicing ra£y and qiyas were depicted as the follow-
ers of Abu Hanifa rather than of Ja¡far al-Sadiq. It was to discourage ra£y
among his followers that al-Kazim reportedly cursed Abu Hanifa for employ-
ing ra£y against the riwaya of ¡Ali b. Abu Talib.140 “But for Abu Hanifa,” al-
Baqir is reported to have declared, “the people would have found the
truth.”141 In contrast to the imams of the other Sunni schools of law, Abu
Hanifa has come under severe condemnation in Shi¡i literature. This is be-
cause his methodology directly impacted the authority of the imams and in-
troduced an element of speculation into Islamic legal science. In addition, his
emphasis on ra£y and qiyas exerted considerable influence among the Shi¡is
living in Kufa. Although not precipitated by it, independence from the ha-
diths of the imams was accelerated by the Abu Hanifa factor in Kufa. In all
probability, it was because of this reason that Shi¡i criticisms of Abu Hanifa
and aversion to his methodology continued to the tenth and eleventh cen-
turies, when Shi¡i authors compiled numerous tracts denigrating Abu Hanifa
and criticizing his arbitrary methods of deducing juridical rulings.142

Diffusion of the imams’ charisma, creation of the office of charisma, and
the assiduous use of ra£y were conflated features that had major ramifications
in the Shi¡i concept of authority during the times of the imams. The foregoing
discussion on the struggle for authority in eighth-century Shi¡ism indicates
that the establishment of the office of charisma led to a diffusion of and evolu-
tion in the imams’ comprehensive authority. The independent-minded rijal
sought an extension of authority beyond sacred figures and texts. They ex-
tended authority to incorporate human reasoning and further located it in the
interpretation of scripture and traditions of the imams. In addition, the rijal
themselves emerged as authoritative figures, not only because they were
trained and designated by the imams, but also due to their personal interpreta-
tions of the teachings of the imams. Thus, for many Shi¡is, authority rested in
the past (the Prophet), the present (the charismatic imam), in the texts (Qur£an
and the sunna as exemplified in the developing hadith literature), and due to
their interpretations, the scholarly elite (rijal).

The rijal became the heirs of the Prophet insofar as they could claim to be
the recipients and custodians of the knowledge of the Prophet. The view that
the appellation “heirs of the Prophet” can be appropriated by any scholar be-
sides the imams is confirmed by Khumayni (d. 1989). He states,

Some people are of the opinion that probably the imams are intended (by the
“heirs tradition”). But it would appear that, on the contrary, the scholars of the
community—the ¡ulama£—are intended. The tradition itself indicates this, for
the virtues and qualities of the imams that have been mentioned elsewhere are
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quite different from what this tradition contains. The statement that the prophets
have bequeathed traditions and whoever learns those traditions acquires a gen-
erous portion of their legacy cannot serve as a definition of the imams. It must
therefore refer to the scholars of the community.143

Like the imams, in their capacity as the Prophet’s heirs with access to his
knowledge, the rijal preserved, transmitted, interpreted, and declared the law
for the Shi¡i community. In the process, they differed with the imams on many
theological and legal points. The tensions between the imams and their disci-
ples and the conflict among the rijal themselves suggest that the struggle for
authority was not only between but also within the different groups that
claimed to be heirs of the Prophet.

Conclusion

Weber’s analysis of charismatic authority and his categorization of the forces
that lead to the routinization of this authority provide us with important tools
for the analysis of social change and the sociological study of religious move-
ments. However, his model and categorization of routinized charisma as sub-
sequent to the charismatic figure are too simplistic to explain the diverse
forces that emerge and the tensions that are generated when both modes of au-
thority coexist.

Furthermore, his theoretical framework is too inflexible to postulate a di-
chotomous or polarized relationship between the two modes of authorities.
The model is problematic in explicating the factors that accentuated the partial
independence of the rijal from the imams. As I have demonstrated in this
chapter, the juxtaposition of the two types of authority engendered much fric-
tion and, in some cases, segmentation of the community.

The process of routinization introduced new conceptual frameworks of au-
thority in Shi¡i Islam. Authority, as conceived in Shi¡i texts, was located not
only in a living model (the imam) but also in the investiture of his authority to
his trained representatives. Some of these associates appropriated the juridical
and spiritual authority of the imams, whereas others claimed to possess imam-
like attributes. As I will discuss in the next chapter, the authority of the disci-
ples was further enhanced by their communal activities.

Routinized authority also empowered the rijal with hermeneutical and ex-
egetical strategies. Their enterprise was expressed in expansive law and the
legal traditions that they transmitted from the imams. The personal conclu-
sions of the rijal, which were often premised on hermeneutical tools, were
sometimes incorporated in the law they enunciated. Living in places like
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Kufa, where they were free from the direct supervision of the imams and often
susceptible to a myriad of cross-cultural influences, the rijal sometimes em-
ployed these tools to depart significantly from the legal and theological pro-
nouncements of the imams.

Although they did not replace the imams, the rijal gradually became im-
portant leaders in the charisma of office. This institution fused religious and
communal leadership, and reflected the amorphous nature of the Shi¡i estab-
lishment, which included numerous leaders coexisting with each other. The
focus in the office, however, was on the religious, rather than political, author-
ity of the rijal.

Just like their Sunni contemporaries, the authority of the rijal as the shari¡
men of their time was tacitly enhanced in their interpretations and juridical
verdicts on legal points. Their authority devolved not only on transmitting the
hadith of the imams, but also on interpreting them in light of current practice
and needs. However, this should not be construed as the complete independ-
ence of the rijal from the imams. Despite their differences and at times
strained relations, most of the disciples continued to function as the deputed
agents of the imams. It is to an analysis of the functions that characterized the
charismatic office of the rijal that I turn in my next chapter.



c h a p t e r  f o u r

The Office of Charismatic Authority:
The Functions of the Rijal

Acknowledge the status of the rijal among us in accordance 
with the traditions they report from us.

(The Imam Ja¡far al-Sadiq)

In chapter three, I examined the process of the institutionalization
of charismatic domination in Shi¡i Islam. I argued that the process of the
routinization of the imams’ charisma and the creation of the office of

charisma in the eighth century were linked to the need to perpetuate religious
teachings by those personages who were trained by the imams. I further stated
that the delegation of the imams’ authority to their disciples enabled the cen-
tralized, charismatic authority of the imams to be diffused among a set of spe-
cial disciples and engendered the geographical, regional authority of the rijal.

In this chapter, I will argue that the office of charisma that was created
by the imams enabled the rijal to exercise authority and play significant
roles in the Shi¡i community. More specifically, I intend to examine how the
rijal, as occupants of the office of charisma, performed various didactic and
polemical functions in the Shi¡i community, and how their authority
evolved and was enhanced in the very functions they performed. I intend to
further show that, by proclaiming the authority of an imam, framing their
discourses, and performing other tasks related to their positions as the
deputies of the imam, the rijal constructed a normative basis through which
“orthodox” views and beliefs could be distilled and differentiated from
those espoused by their opponents.
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In discussing the activities of the rijal, it is important to bear in mind that
the disciples were responding to the historical vicissitudes that were precipi-
tated by the adverse sociopolitical climate of the times. Thus, the functions of
the agency of the discipleship were not confined to narrating traditions and
pronouncing nuanced juridical points. On the contrary, due to the constant
surveillance over the imams by the caliphal authority, the functions of the dis-
ciples evolved over time to encompass multiple roles. Gradually, those who
were entrusted to occupy the charismatic office assumed the roles of socioeco-
nomic and religious leaders of the community.

A study of the contribution of the rijal requires a meticulous examination
and reconstruction of discrete components that are interspersed in different
genres of Sunni and Shi¡i literature. This is necessary because a composite
framework of their diverse roles can only be formulated from a careful study
of various juridical, biographical, heresiographical, and polemical texts. The
significance of the rijal’s contribution can also be assessed from the refuta-
tions of the views ascribed to the rijal, which have been recorded in Sunni
heresiographical, theological, and historical texts. In defining and delineating
the multiplicity of roles of the rijal, an attempt will be made to isolate particu-
lar thematic constants or key concepts that are dispersed in different genres of
Shi¡i and Sunni literature, emphasizing, in the process, those that are consis-
tently stressed in the disciples’ relationship with the Shi¡i community. Detect-
ing patterns in these topoi can lead us to the origins and possible motives for
their selection in Shi¡i literature.1 The activities of the rijal can be divided into
eight major fields. I will discuss each of these in turn.

Acknowledgment and Proclamation of
the Imamate of a Succeeding Imam

An important function of the rijal, which is mentioned in Shi¡i biographical
and hagiographical literature, was their identification and proclamation of an
imam’s successor after his death. After the time of Ja¡far al-Sadiq, the imams
had to contend with rival claimants to the imamate as various factions posited
their own distinctive successor to an imam. Shi¡i sources maintain that, amid
the confusion that often arose after the death of an imam, the rijal were largely
responsible for the allegiance that was paid to a succeeding imam. By their
recognition and acknowledgment of an imam, the rijal were identifying the
charismatic authority of the time and refuting claims made by rival con-
tenders. In the process, they were also promulgating and perpetuating the con-
cept of the imams’ hereditary charisma.
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The identification and proclamation of an imam’s successor was often dif-
ficult for the disciples. According to Shi¡i sources, the imams could not pub-
licly designate their successors due to the “difficult times.” Kulayni, for ex-
ample, cites a report that indicates how Hisham b. Salim al-Jawaliqi (n.d.)
and Muhammad b. ¡Ali al-Nu¡man al-Ahwal (n.d.) were eventually guided
to al-Kazim after the death of Ja¡far al-Sadiq in 765 c.e. Initially, they had
questioned ¡Abd Allah (d. 765), al-Sadiq’s eldest son. When he failed to an-
swer their questions on the zakat (alms tax) to their satisfaction, they aban-
doned him.2 This corroborates my previous contention that the knowledge of
an imam was seen as an important criterion in the acknowledgment of his
authority, for it was this factor that became the basis for legitimizing any
claim to the imamate. The failure of ¡Abd Allah to answer the questions
posed by Shi¡is like al-Jawaliqi and al-Ahwal led them to al-Kazim, who is
reported to have substantiated his claim to the imamate by displaying his
erudition in the legal field.

Besides acknowledging an imam’s authority, the rijal also proclaimed the
designation of an imam to their companions. Some associates are reported to
have anticipated the disparate claims for leadership that would arise following
an imam’s death. They thus questioned him about his successor. Kulayni cites
numerous instances in which the disciples, anticipating the myriad of factions
that would arise following al-Sadiq’s death, questioned the imam regarding his
successor.3 Similarly, after the death of al-Kazim, there was considerable con-
fusion as to the identity of his successor. At this point, ¡Ali b. Yaqtin (d.
798–799), a close associate of al-Kazim, claimed that he had heard the imam
designating ¡Ali al-Rida as his successor.4 In another tradition, Kashshi states
that after ascertaining the identity of al-Kazim’s successor, Yunus b. ¡Abd al-
Rahman urged other Shi¡is to recognize his leadership.5

Besides establishing the claims of an imam, a nass report from a disciple
performs the polemical function of nullifying the claims advanced by rival
contenders. The rise of factionalism and the nass reports suggest that there
were no strictly defined and generally accepted principles of succession at the
time. They also confirm the extent of confusion created, even for the close dis-
ciples of the imams, and the challenges that the rijal encountered in ascertain-
ing the identity of an imam’s successor.

The matter of reporting the designation (nass) is of vital importance to the
Shi¡is as it elevates the status of one who transmits that tradition. This is be-
cause it exemplifies the disciple’s loyalty to the Shi¡i cause. Moreover, the
imam’s expression of confidence in the disciple by confiding in him the iden-
tity of his successor is an important indication of the prestige enjoyed by the
disciple. In this context, we can comprehend how later jurists and biographers
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came to evaluate the reliability (or otherwise) of erstwhile Shi¡i figures. For
example, after citing a nass tradition on the imamate of al-Rida, Kashshi adds,
“The tradition shows the status of the reporter (and) his concern for his reli-
gious affairs.”6 The view that a nass report enhances the authority of a disciple
is substantiated by the fact that, in the biographical texts, such a report is fre-
quently cited among the favorable remarks on a disciple. Furthermore, a nass
tradition is important for the Shi¡is as it links the imams in a concatenated
chain, culminating in the ultimate source of comprehensive authority, the
Prophet. Acknowledging the correct imam becomes equivalent to accepting
the original source of authoritative guidance, the Prophet.

A soteriological reason can also be discerned for depicting the rijal as the
promulgators of an imam’s claim to religious leadership. According to al-Baqir,
without the acknowledgment of all the imams, salvation cannot be attained.7 By
citing reports on a nass proclamation of an imam, the rijal’s salvation is implic-
itly promulgated. The Shi¡is cannot possibly be expected to emulate or receive
religious instructions from a disciple whose salvation has not been ensured.

The significance attached to a disciple’s acknowledgment of the imam of
the time can be seen in the biographical profiles on Zurara b. A¡yan. Amid the
confusion that arose after al-Sadiq’s death, he had apparently failed to ac-
knowledge the imamate of al-Kazim. Kashshi notes that after al-Sadiq’s death,
Zurara, who lived in Kufa, sent his son ¡Ubayd to Medina to inquire about the
imam’s successor. According to Kashshi, Zurara did not acknowledge the ima-
mate of al-Kazim as he died before ¡Ubayd returned from Medina. A report in
Kashshi’s work further quotes Zurara as saying, “My belief concerning the
identity of the [current] imam is contingent on the news that my son ¡Ubayd
brings [back] to me.”8 Other reports suggest that he took the Qur£an as his
imam. The view that Zurara had failed to acknowledge the imamate of al-
Kazim is further substantiated from another report that is cited by Kashshi. He
quotes al-Kazim as saying that Zurara had expressed doubts regarding his
imamate, but that the imam had sought forgiveness for him.9

In contrast, both al-Ash¡ari (d. 941) and al-Shahrastani (d. 1153) remark
that Zurara had initially accepted the imamate of ¡Abd Allah, the eldest sur-
viving son of al-Sadiq. When he could not answer the questions posed to him
by the Shi¡is, many of them, including Zurara, rejected his imamate.10 How-
ever, both Tusi and Najashi maintain that Zurara died in 767 c.e., two years
after the death of al-Sadiq. During the intervening period, Zurara would
clearly have heard of al-Kazim’s imamate and should have acknowledged it.
No report of such acknowledgment has been recorded nor has Zurara narrated
any traditions from al-Kazim, a point that raises many questions regarding Zu-
rara’s reliability, for, in the Shi¡i view, salvation cannot be extended to one who
does not acknowledge the imam of his time.
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To exonerate Zurara from the accusation of failing to acknowledge the ima-
mate of al-Kazim, al-Saduq cites a report in his Kamal al-Din that is conspic-
uously absent in earlier texts. The report is attributed to al-Rida and states that
Zurara had, in reality, accepted al-Kazim’s imamate. He sent ¡Ubayd to Med-
ina merely to seek permission from al-Kazim to publicize his imamate.11 The
tradition seeks to rehabilitate Zurara, which is an important measure because
Zurara is seen by Shi¡i scholars as an indispensable disciple around whom
many hadiths revolve. The rehabilitation of Zurara, it appears, began from an
early stage. The report also attests to the importance that the Shi¡is attached to
both the acknowledgment and proclamation of the imamate of a succeeding
imam and the hermeneutical tools employed by later Shi¡is in embellishing the
image of earlier figures. I intend to pursue this theme further in the next chap-
ter when I consider the authority conferred by texts.

It is important to note that it was only from al-Sadiq’s time onward that the
rijal reported the identity of a succeeding imam. Before this time, the imams
apparently alluded to the identity of their successors without being questioned
by their associates. The point can be established from al-Mufid’s Kitab al-Ir-
shad. In his discussion on the proofs of the imamate of the first five imams, al-
Mufid locates the authority of a succeeding imam based on excerpts of his ex-
cellences and virtues without citing any nass report from his disciples.

In the case of the fourth imam, Zayn al-¡Abidin (d. 713–714), al-Mufid says
that his imamate is confirmed because he was the most excellent (al-afdal)
person in his time and because of the rational necessity of having an imam at
all times. Al-Mufid then cites a tradition, which states that the names of the
twelve imams have been recorded in the preserved tablet (al-lawh al-mahfuz).
Moreover, al-Mufid appropriates other modes of authority to confirm the le-
gitimacy of Zayn al-¡Abidin’s imamate. He adds that the imamate of the fourth
imam is proven from reports, which state that he had received the wasiyya
(testamentary bequest) from his father. This included the scrolls and the
weapons of the Prophet.12 However, no designation of or questions on the
imam’s successor are reported.

As I stated earlier, it was only from al-Sadiq’s time that Shi¡ism had to con-
tend with a myriad of factions that competed for leadership. This is probably be-
cause it was in this milieu that, after the establishment of the ¡Abbasids, the lead-
ership of the ¡Alids became a contentious issue with different ¡Alid leaders
challenging the legitimacy of the ¡Abbasid regime. This era also coincided with
the rise of various extremist (ghulat) groups, a fact that contributed to the rise of
different factions within the Shi¡i community. It was in response to the claims to
leadership by different groups that the rijal reported nass traditions on the suc-
ceeding imam, a point that substantiates the view that, henceforth, the disciples
were largely responsible for proclaiming the imamate of a succeeding imam.
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When there were disputes and differences on the identity of the charismatic au-
thority, the charismatic office of the rijal apparently resolved them by narrating
nass traditions.

Reports regarding the difficulties of ascertaining the identity of the correct
imam indicate that, after al-Sadiq, the imams had to increasingly rely on their
disciples to legitimize and proclaim their authority in the Shi¡i community.
Paradoxically, the charismatic office that the imams had created became a de-
finitive factor in the public acknowledgment and legitimation of the imams’
own charismatic authority. Despite the reported differences between the two
forms of authority, the juxtaposition of charismatic authority and its rou-
tinized form in eighth- and ninth-century Shi¡ism enabled the rijal to publicly
acknowledge the identity and authority of hereditary charisma.

The rise of dissenting factions after the demise of an imam further indicates
the fluidity of Shi¡i beliefs and the absence of a coherent, systematic process
for identifying a succeeding imam. In the midst of the confusing circum-
stances, the rijal were reportedly the forerunners in the crucial matter of ac-
knowledging the correct imam. In the course of discerning the identity and
proclaiming the authority of an imam, a disciple’s own status was tacitly en-
hanced. By citing nass traditions, the rijal were also constructing a “norm”
and defining strict lines of succession through which the identity and author-
ity of a succeeding imam could be acknowledged. At the same time, they were
perpetuating the principle of hereditary charisma and attenuating the claims
of rival candidates.

The Rijal as Transmitters of Traditions

The times of Muhammad al-Baqir and Ja¡far al-Sadiq coincided with an in-
creasing interest in the acquisition and transmission of prophetic traditions.
As the jurists sought to formulate a comprehensive legal system based on the
Qur£an and traditions from the Prophet, they turned to hadith as a source for
legal precedents. Both Muhammad al-Baqir and Ja¡far al-Sadiq were engaged
in the transmission of hadith and both came to be highly regarded in Sunni ju-
ridical, hadith, and biographical texts. Al-Sadiq, in particular, is acknowl-
edged as an erudite jurist and quoted frequently in Sunni hadith literature,
where he is also regarded as an authority and a reliable transmitter of hadith.13

For example, Ibn Hajar (d. 1449) has a lengthy profile on al-Sadiq. He quotes
Ibn Hibban (d. 965) as stating that al-Sadiq was one of the most trustworthy
people and a master in jurisprudence.14

According to al-Mufid, 4,000 traditionists narrated hadith from al-Sadiq
alone.15 The importance of al-Sadiq as a source of Shi¡i hadith reports can be
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discerned from the fact that in al-Saduq’s Man La Yahduruhu£l-Faqih sixty
percent of the traditions are traced to him, while fifteen percent of the hadith
are traced to his father, al-Baqir.16

The rijal’s role as the transmitters of Shi¡i hadith can be properly assessed
within the wider context of providing authoritative guidance to the commu-
nity. Hadith was an indispensable medium through which the nuanced legal
and theological teachings of the imams could be disseminated in the intellec-
tual atmospheres of Kufa and Baghdad. The disciples are reported to have
heard and transmitted thousands of traditions from the imams. For example,
Muhammad b. Muslim al-Thaqafi is alleged to have heard over 30,000 tradi-
tions from al-Baqir,17 and Jabir al-Ju¡fi had reportedly heard over 70,000 tra-
ditions from the same imam.18

Al-Sadiq apparently encouraged his disciples to transmit his teachings by
narrating traditions. He is reported to have said, “We do not consider a faqih
among them (the Shi¡is) as a faqih until he is also a narrator [of our tradi-
tions].”19 The report indicates that the Shi¡i legal tradition was interwoven with
the hadith literature—that is, the rijal were to perform the didactic function of
disseminating the legal teachings of the imams by narrating their traditions.
The importance of hadith as a vehicle for transmitting the imams’ teachings
can be also assessed from the fact that the status of the rijal was to be measured,
in part, by the traditions that they transmitted from the imam. Thus, Kashshi
quotes al-Sadiq as saying, “Acknowledge the status of the rijal among us in ac-
cordance with the traditions that they report from us.”20 The tradition draws a
direct correlation between the prestige of a disciple and the numbers of tradi-
tions he reports. The status that was acquired by transmitting traditions from
the imams further encouraged the Shi¡is to narrate hadith rather than resort to
ra£y, which, as I discussed in the last chapter, was identified with the practice of
heretical groups. In all probability, reports that encouraged the transmission of
traditions accentuated the preponderance of the traditions of the imams over
the personal reasoning that was exercised by some disciples.

There was another reason for encouraging the disciples to collect and trans-
mit the hadith of the imams at this time. The increased ¡Alid revolts against
the ¡Abbasids and subsequent surveillance of the imams necessitated that the
traditions of the imams be recorded and transmitted to subsequent Shi¡is. Due
to the volatile political circumstances and the anti-¡Alid measures adopted by
the caliphs, the imams apparently realized that there was a great need to pre-
vent their teachings from falling into oblivion. Thus, al-Sadiq is reported to
have told his followers to “Preciously guard your writings, for soon you will
have great need of them.”21

The emergence of Shi¡i hadith at this point in Shi¡i history was also crucial
in that it helped crystallize and propagate the distinct doctrinal positions that
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the Shi¡is had espoused. As transmitters of Shi¡i hadith, the rijal recorded
legal and doctrinal positions in contradistinction to the emerging Sunni legal
and theological hadith. The pervasive theory of hereditary charisma, which
epitomized the imam’s position as the head of the community, was enhanced
and effectively promulgated through the hadith literature. As Buckley has re-
cently shown, by transmitting hadith, the rijal were asserting normative be-
liefs and practices, defining Shi¡i orthodoxy and, in the process, designating
the heterodoxy.22 As transmitters of the imams’ hadith, the authority of the
rijal was further accentuated since they were seen as the bearers and expo-
nents of the imams’ normative traditions.

The rijal used hadith to propagate and refute certain theological stances.
For example, they employed hadith to promulgate the doctrine of raj¡a. This
refers to the belief in the return of the imams to rule the world before the end
of time.23 Among the disciples of the imams, Jabir al-Ju¡fi, in particular, is re-
ported to have promulgated this doctrine.24 A report cited by Ibn Sa¡d shows
how the Shi¡i belief in raj¡a was repudiated in Sunni circles by citing hadith.
Al-Baqir was reportedly asked by Zuhayr b. Jabir,

“Is there anyone among you, the ahl al-bayt, who accepts [the doctrine of]
raj¡a?” He replied, “No.” He was then asked, “Is there anyone among you, the
ahl al-bayt, who vilifies (yasubbu) Abu Bakr and ¡Umar?” Al-Baqir replied,
“No, for I love and befriend them and I seek forgiveness for them.”25

The tradition demonstrates how hadith was made to oppose hadith. In the
Sunni works, the Shi¡i imams were projected as respectable figures who dis-
tanced themselves from their own disciples and denounced the beliefs they es-
poused. Moreover, the emphasis on the ahl al-bayt in the report underscores
the point that, in the Sunni works, Shi¡i beliefs were rejected by the imams
themselves and other members of the Prophet’s family. The traditions that the
rijal transmitted for advancing particular theological stances were often re-
futed by opposing traditions quoted in Sunni circles from the imams them-
selves. In the sectarian literature of refutation and counterrefutation, hadith
was used to propagate and reject particular doctrinal points. Apart from sub-
stantiating particular beliefs, hadith was also used as a potent weapon to nul-
lify the claims of rival schools.

Another important reason for accentuating the rijal’s role as the transmitters
of the traditions of the imams can be discerned. By narrating hadith, they could
set the hearts of the Shi¡is at rest, a point that alludes to the confusion that had
permeated the Shi¡i community. In this context, al-Sadiq is reported to have
said, “a reporter of our traditions [through whom] the hearts of the Shi¡is are
strengthened is better than a thousand worshippers.”26 The significant role that
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hadith played in setting “the hearts of the Shi¡is at rest” can be fully compre-
hended only when it is viewed in the wider context of numerous reports of ha-
dith fabrication. Starting with ¡Ali Zayn al-¡Abidin, the fourth imam, every
imam is reported to have had an adversary who distorted or falsified his tradi-
tions. Mukhtar b. Abi ¡Ubayd (d. 687) is accused of forging lies against Zayn
al-¡Abidin27 whereas Mughira b. Sa¡id (d. 737) is charged with interpolating al-
Baqir’s traditions.28 Similarly, Abu£l-Khattab (d. 755) is accused of distorting
the traditions of Ja¡far al-Sadiq. Yunus b ¡Abd a-Rahman had heard and
recorded Shi¡i traditions when he visited Kufa. When he went to Medina, he
presented these to al-Rida. The imam denied that these were uttered by al-
Sadiq or al-Kazim and blamed Abu£l-Khattab and his companions for fabricat-
ing their hadiths.29 Such reports of interpolation in and fabrication of traditions
increased the importance of the rijal as protectors of hadith against those fig-
ures who interpolated and attributed traditions to the imams.

The traditions that the rijal narrated were also significant in that they re-
futed the claims of their adversaries who differed with them on various theo-
logical and juridical issues. Especially after the death of al-Sadiq, the rise of
factionalism had obfuscated and polarized the Shi¡i community. Initially, the
Shi¡is had to contend with the challenge of the Fathis, who claimed that ¡Abd
Allah, the eldest son of al-Sadiq, had succeeded the imam. The death of Ja¡far
al-Sadiq had also precipitated chiliastic beliefs among some of his followers.
The Nawusiyya, for example, believed that al-Sadiq had gone into an occulta-
tion and expected his return in the “near future.”30

After the death of al-Kazim in 799 c.e., the Waqifis, who proclaimed his
messianism, also posed a protracted and potent threat to the Shi¡is. Some
seemingly close associates of the imams like Abu Basir al-¡Asadi (d. 767) and
¡Ali b. Abi Hamza al-Bata£ini (n.d.), had reported traditions supporting the
Waqifi thesis on the messianism of al-Kazim.31 The extent of the Waqifi chal-
lenge to the Shi¡i community and the need to combat this threat can be dis-
cerned from a study of Tusi’s Kitab al-Ghayba. The author devotes more than
thirty pages to quoting and refuting Waqifi beliefs and traditions whereas he
devotes barely two pages to discussing the Kaysaniyya (those who accepted
Muhammad b. al-Hanafiyya as the messiah) and the Nawusiyya. In refuting
Waqifi beliefs, Tusi quotes copious traditions on al-Kazim’s death and how,
through the miracles performed by al-Rida, many Waqifis recanted their mes-
sianic beliefs and accepted his imamate.32 Tusi further refutes many traditions,
quoted by the Waqifis, in support of their messianic belief.

It is also important to note that due to their association with the imams and
the rijal, many of the traditions narrated by Waqifis were incorporated in the
Shi¡i hadith manuals. Karram al-Khath¡ami was a Waqifi whose book on ha-
dith was related by a number of Shi¡i transmitters. Despite his Waqifism, many
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of his traditions have been included in Shi¡i literature. In fact, the four main
Shi¡i hadith works contain more than one hundred of his traditions.33 Simi-
larly, ¡Ali b. Abi Hamza al-Bata£ini, a disciple of al-Sadiq and al-Kazim, was
one of the founders of Waqifism. His traditions appear in numerous Shi¡i
works. Such anecdotes indicate the degree of interaction between the Waqifis
and the disciples of the imams and the appearance of their traditions in Shi¡i
literature. These anecdotes also indicate that the role of the rijal as tradition-
ists is to be assessed in the context of the rise of sectarianism and segmenta-
tion within the Shi¡i community.

Hadith, as a mode of discourse, frequently assumed polemic overtones, re-
asserting, thereby, the demarcation lines between Shi¡ism and other schools of
thought. Through the narration of polemical traditions (traditions directed at
neutralizing the claims of rival factions), the rijal refuted the Nawusi and
Waqifi messianic contentions and the beliefs of other groups. The polemical
traditions were based largely on reports from al-Sadiq, which foretold the rise
of the Waqifis and warned his followers against associating with them. For ex-
ample, al-Sadiq is quoted as stating that the Waqifis will be the worst of cre-
ation.34 The rijal employed hadith from the imams to counter the traditions
that the Waqifis had transmitted to substantiate their claims. In the environ-
ment of sectarian polemics, hadith became a polemical tool for nullifying the
claims of rival factions.

The rijal transmitted different genres of traditions. The legal, theological,
and paraenetical traditions performed the didactic function of disseminating
the teachings of the imams. The nass traditions were supposed to put the con-
fused Shi¡i hearts at rest and to assure them of the identity of a succeeding
imam. The polemical traditions, on the other hand, refuted the claims of rival
contenders to the imamate. The significance of the rijal’s role as transmitters
of traditions cannot be overstated. It is to be remembered that Shi¡i beliefs
were often expressed and defended in the midst of the pluralistic and cosmo-
politan environment of Kufa. By reporting various genres of traditions, the
rijal were protecting Shi¡i beliefs against the impingement of extraneous be-
liefs and practices.

In addition to the threat from various factions that arose after the death of an
imam, the Shi¡is had to contend with the ghulat. In the heresiographical litera-
ture, the term ghulat is used to apply to a myriad of different groups who held
extremist views regarding various figures.35 The Sunnis saw the ghulat as a di-
vergence from a major divergent group—the Shi¡is. Rather than concentrating
on the extremist elements, the Sunnis were more concerned with exposing and
refuting Shi¡i beliefs. Thus, they applied the term ghuluww to any group or per-
son who deviated appreciably from their tenets.36 Even some eminent Shi¡i fig-
ures like Zurara were considered as ghulat by some Sunni authors.37 Al-Jahiz
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(d. 868/69) labels the poet al-Kumayt al-Asadi (d. 744) an extremist due to his
staunch Shi¡i beliefs.38

The Shi¡is, on the other hand, had to distance themselves from the extrem-
ist beliefs espoused by the ghulat since these could endanger their lives and
reputation. Shi¡i concern at repudiating ghulat beliefs can be seen from the
fact that the authors of all seventeen books that refute the ghulat (al-Radd ¡ala
£l-Ghulat), were Shi¡is.39 The Shi¡is accused the ghulat of ascribing extremist
traditions to the imams and interpolating them in their favor. Bayan b. Sam¡an
(d. 737), for example, is said to have believed in the divinity of ¡Ali and that,
through the process of metempsychosis, the divine particle had been transmit-
ted to himself.40 As noted in chapter three, the Shi¡is were often influenced by
other factions in areas like Kufa, which appears to have been a nexus of much
ghulat activity. Both Mufaddal b. ¡Umar and Jabir al-Ju¡fi are reported to have
been influenced by the ghulat. The former is reported to have believed that the
imams determined the sustenance of people.41 He was also associated with an
extremist group that had allegedly fabricated traditions and taught that ac-
knowledgment of the imams’ authority was sufficient to absolve his followers
from undertaking daily rituals.42

Some ghulat figures like Abu£l-Khattab had been politically active. By
claiming to act on behalf of al-Sadiq (who was reportedly seen by him to be
God incarnate)43 the Shi¡is’ coexistence with the wider Muslim community
was endangered. Thus, it was essential for the imams to disown the ghulat. In
this regard, al-Sadiq is quoted as saying, “May God’s curse be upon him
[Abu£l-Khattab], I dread him all the time, whether I stand, sit, or lie in my bed,
may God make him taste the heat of iron.”44

Such statements from an imam served multiple purposes. They articulated
and delineated the “orthodox” position (stating what was and what was not ac-
ceptable to the Shi¡is). By distancing himself from extremist views, the imam
defined his position and shaped his image in the Muslim community. Signifi-
cantly, the image of those disciples who upheld the “orthodox” views and dis-
sociated themselves from the extremists was also embellished. By their trans-
mission of anti-ghulat traditions, the rijal were refuting the pro-ghulat hadith
and, simultaneously, distancing themselves and the imams from the beliefs
propounded by the ghulat.

The authority of the rijal was enhanced by the very traditions they trans-
mitted, since they repudiated the claims of disparate groups and upheld Shi¡i
beliefs. The polemical traditions reported by the rijal reflect the community’s
attempts at self-identification and differentiation from the Sunnis. They also
confirm the Shi¡i community’s attempts at extricating elements that it felt were
extremist and marginal. Charges of deviation leveled against the Waqifis, ghu-
lat, and other factions, assume a clearly defined and well-articulated position
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from which such a movement allegedly occurred. Anecdotes about the rijal’s
refutation of the Waqifis and ghulat also argue for the doctrinal rectitude of
the disciples who were claiming an “orthodox” image for themselves. In the
process, the office of charisma is projected as the custodian of “orthodox” be-
liefs and praxis.

The foregoing discussion indicates that, by transmitting traditions from the
imams, the rijal were disseminating their teachings, proclaiming the identity
of the correct authority, and perpetuating the principle of hereditary charisma.
They were also identifying the variant factions with extremist, peripheral, and
isolated groups. As they transmitted the traditions of the imams, the rijal pro-
jected themselves as authoritative figures through whom normative and
canonical beliefs and praxis could be divested from those promulgated by the
Waqifis and the ghulat. This point can be further adduced from a remark re-
ported from Jamil b. Darraj (n.d.), a disciple of the sixth imam. After quoting
al-Sadiq’s praises for his four eminent companions, Jamil is reported to have
said, “We would recognize the companions of Abu£l-Khattab by their (rijal’s)
hatred [of them].”45

Literary Compositions

As I discussed in chapter one, routinization of the Prophet’s comprehensive
authority in the Sunni case meant that it displaced his charismatic authority. In
Shi¡ism, on the other hand, routinization of the imams’ charismatic authority
resulted in the coexistence of two different forms of authority. The charismatic
office of the rijal supplemented rather than displaced the hereditary authority
of the imams. The functions of the rijal were interwoven not only with trans-
mitting the teachings of the imams, but also with upholding the central thesis
of the hereditary charisma of the imams. Both Sunni and Shi¡i sources agree
that the concept of hereditary charismatic authority was at the center of the
rijal’s discourses and literary works.

The intellectual challenges in the eighth and ninth centuries necessitated
that the rijal participate in the contemporary scholarly discourses. The teach-
ings imparted by the imams to the rijal empowered them to engage in various
debates and disputations with Muslims from other schools of thought. In par-
ticular, the disciples had to respond to the various charges and refutations of
their beliefs that were leveled by the Mu¡tazilis and the ahl al-hadith.46

The disciples refuted the charges of their adversaries by composing a wide
ambit of literary works. They wrote numerous tracts on the subject of the ima-
mate and other related issues, expounding their arguments by citing traditions
and rational proofs. The compilations also took the form of refutations of the
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views of others and a defense of Shi¡i beliefs. To preserve their teachings for
posterity, the imams encouraged their disciples to compose tracts in different
fields. Kulayni cites a report in which al-Sadiq is quoted as actively encourag-
ing Mufaddal b. ¡Umar to “preserve and disseminate your knowledge among
your brothers, and, when you die, bequeath your books to your children, for
there will come a time when there will be [so much] confusion that they will
not get close to religion except through their books.”47 It is important to note
that the disciples were writing as individual jurists or theologians. In all prob-
ability, there was a lack of a collective or coherent response by the Shi¡is, a
view that can be substantiated by the juridical and theological differences
among the rijal themselves.

The genesis of a distinctive body of Shi¡i literature can be traced to the late
Umayyad period. At this time a number of anti-Umayyad books appeared. Be-
side this genre of literature, Shi¡i transmitters of hadith had also started to
record traditions from the imams.48 A study of the biographical works of Tusi
and Najashi indicates that the associates of the imams are reported to have
written copiously on diverse theological, jurisprudential, historical, and parae-
netical issues. It is quite common to find compositions on issues like zuhd (as-
ceticism), rijal (biography), tafsir (exegesis), and issues connected to Islamic
law. As chiliastic ideas became more widespread among the Shi¡is during the
times of the later imams, the rijal also composed books that pertained to es-
chatology. ¡Ali b. Mahzayar, a disciple of the eighth and ninth imams, for ex-
ample, wrote The Book on the Calamities (of the end of time), while Fadl b.
Shadhan is reported to have composed a work titled The Book on the Occulta-
tion.49 By the end of the ninth century, about 1,000 Shi¡i works in various
fields were available.50 Just like the traditions they transmitted from the
imams, the literary compositions of the rijal embodied their didactic role.

In some cases, the compositions of the rijal were received and read by later
scholars. Thus, in his profile of Anas b. ¡Iyad (d. 815), Najashi states that he
had read his book with his teacher Ahmad b. ¡Ali b. Nuh.51 Najashi also claims
to have seen al-Ahwal’s book Kitab If¡al La Taf¡al which was in the possession
of his contemporary, al-Ghada£iri’s son, Ahmad (n.d.).52 In the eleventh cen-
tury, Sharif al-Murtada (d. 1044) asked the Shi¡i community to refer to the
book of ¡Ubayd Allah al-Halabi, a disciple of Ja¡far al-Sadiq, in the absence of
a qualified legal expert.53 Ibn Tawus (d. 1266) had a copy of Hisham al-
Jawaliqi’s book on hadith and quoted from it in his work.54 Similarly,
Mu¡awiya b. ¡Ammar al-Duhni’s entire work on hajj appears to have survived
for posterity. His work is quoted in numerous Shi¡i juridical manuals.55

Besides transmitting the teachings of the imams in their expositions, the
literary texts the rijal composed had polemical connotations. Many of their
treatises focused on promoting and defending the belief in the hereditary
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charismatic authority of the imam. The Shi¡i theologian Muhammad b. Khalil
al-Sakkak (n.d.), for example, is reported to have written a book titled The
Book on the Refutation of One Who Denies the Necessity of the Imamate
based on Designation.56 Hisham b. al-Hakam had composed a book on the
imamate. Excerpts from it are quoted in later Shi¡i and Sunni works.57

Maytham al-Tammar had also composed a book on the imamate, whereas
other Shi¡i scholars refuted the Zaydi and Mu¡tazili beliefs in their tracts.58

The rijal also repudiated the ghulat in their polemical texts. Al-Hasan b. ¡Ali
al-Faddal (d. 838), for example, is credited with a book titled A Book on the
Refutation of the Extremists.59 Both Fadl b. Shadhan and ¡Ali b. Mahzayar (d.
868) are also reported to have composed anti-ghulat tracts.60

The importance of the works of Hisham b. al-Hakam, and other theologians
like him, can be comprehended from the titles of the works that he allegedly
composed.61 Hisham wrote many tracts on the imamate, free will, and predes-
tination. He also refuted beliefs held by the opponents of the Shi¡is. Thus, for
example, he is reported to have refuted the Zaydi belief in the imamate of the
“inferior” and rejected Mu¡tazili views regarding Talha and al-Zubayr, two
important companions of the Prophet who had later turned against ¡Ali.62

I mentioned in chapter three that differences existed within the charismatic
office that was occupied by the rijal. Some disciples are reported to have re-
futed the views of fellow Shi¡is in literary form,63 whereas others had appar-
ently questioned the imams and recorded their responsa. Safwan b. Yahya (d.
825), an eminent associate of the eighth and ninth imams, composed a book
on the questions that were posed to al-Kazim.64 Some books that were written
by the rijal were presented to the imams to authenticate. Once verified by an
imam, a book was integrated within the framework of his sunna for, in theory,
an act or speech that was authenticated by an imam constituted an approbated
practice. The book of ¡Ubayd Allah b. ¡Ali al-Halabi, for example, was report-
edly authenticated by al-Sadiq.65

A distinctive feature of eighth-century Shi¡i literary aspirations was the
compilation of four hundred usul works (al-usul al-arba¡u mi£a).66 Al-Mufid
was the first scholar to have referred to the usul that the Shi¡is composed. An
asl refers to a notebook that comprises traditions that were heard directly from
the imams. A kitab, on the other hand, may include hadith reports from the
imams but is transmitted through an intermediary.67 There is much controversy
within the Shi¡i ranks on the merit of the usul works. However, the authors of
the usul works enjoy a higher prestige than other authors as they are seen as re-
flecting the imams’ exact sayings and transmitting their teachings.68 It was pos-
sibly for this reason that both Tusi and Najashi differentiated between the au-
thors of usul works and those who had composed a kitab, listing, in the process,
the indices of the various genres of works composed in the preceding era.
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Many of the legal pronouncements of the fifth and sixth imams were col-
lected and included by their disciples in their compilation of the usul litera-
ture. Many of these usul works are mentioned by Ibn Nadim, Tusi, and Na-
jashi, and were incorporated by post-ghayba Shi¡i scholars like Kulayni,
al-Saduq, and Tusi in their compilations. According to Madelung, “the usul
were the ultimate sources of the later extant collections of Shi¡i traditions like
Kulayni’s al-Kafi.”69 Both al-Saduq and Tusi indicate that they depended on
the usul works available to them.70 Harun b. Musa al-Tala¡akubari (d.
995–996) appears to have been an important figure who transmitted all the
usul works available to him in his time.71 The view that the usul works that
were compiled by the rijal were incorporated in subsequent works is con-
firmed by Hurr al-¡Amili (d. 1692). After quoting the usul works at his dis-
posal, he states, “I have studied the traditions of these fourteen usul books and
I have found most of these to be present in al-Kafi and other reliable texts.”72

The importance of the literary compilations of the rijal for the Shi¡is cannot
be overstated. Their legal traditions and theological beliefs rest mainly on the
traditions transmitted and books composed by the rijal. The literature trans-
mitted by the rijal is a further indication of the importance attached in Shi¡ism
to their role as the authoritative links to the imams’ knowledge. Whereas the
polemical discourses were directed mainly at their rivals, the books were com-
posed with the dual purpose of defending doctrinal positions and providing re-
ligious guidance to the Shi¡is. It is probably due to this that we read of titles of
books on raj¡a, rituals, history, and the excellences (fada£il) of the imams.

The literary output of the rijal was highly significant as it positioned the is-
sues of the imamate, qualifications, traits, and appointment of the imam in the
center of Shi¡i discourses. The texts that the rijal compiled also positioned the
disciples as the authoritative figures of the Shi¡i community who transmitted
and defended the teachings of the imams in various forms. That the literary
activities of the rijal were becoming increasingly important and well known in
the community can be discerned from the numerous works that Mu¡tazili and
other scholars composed to refute the Shi¡i thesis on the imamate and other re-
lated topics. Mu¡tazili sensitivity to the Shi¡i challenge is also indicated by the
polemics they engaged in with the Shi¡is and by the polemical texts they wrote
to refute their thesis. This, in itself, is testimony to the impact that the literary
activity of the rijal had in the community.

Polemical Discourses

I mentioned in chapter three that the epistemic authority of the rijal empow-
ered them to enunciate and, at times, interpret distinctive beliefs and praxis. In
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the discourses with their interlocutors, the disciples focused on various topics
of theology that were anchored on the central doctrine of the charismatic au-
thority of the imams. In the process, the rijal constructed the edifice of a theo-
logical underpinning for Shi¡i doctrines and systematically laid the foundation
for the elaboration of Shi¡i dogma.

A study of the topics discussed by the rijal indicates a definitive shift,
which is consonant with the functions they performed in the community.
Faced with increasing criticisms from the Mu¡tazilis and the ahl al-hadith, the
disciples became more concerned with the legal and theological underpin-
nings of their faith, rather than with the political ramifications of the doctrine
of the imamate. The works of Kashshi and Kulayni indicate that, rather than
discussing when and under what conditions the imams would assume political
authority, the rijal annotated the discussion on the imamate to the necessity of
prophethood and linked it to the more general question of God’s perpetual
guidance of human beings. Through the efforts of the rijal, the discussion on
hereditary charisma was appended to the debate on the charismatic authority
of the Prophet.

In the eighth and ninth centuries, Shi¡i beliefs came under increasing at-
tack, especially from the Mu¡tazilis, who refuted the central doctrine of the
imamate as it was enunciated by the Shi¡is. The Mu¡tazilis’ disputations were
predicated mainly on kalam (speculative theology) arguments and other forms
of rational tools to vindicate their doctrinal positions. The rijal saw the need to
respond with equally sophisticated tools of reasoning and methodological ter-
minologies. Hisham b. al-Hakam, for example, did not confine his disputa-
tions to the traditions from the imams since these genres of traditions and style
of argumentation would not have been accepted by his opponents. In his dis-
cussion with a Mu¡tazili interlocutor, ¡Amr b. ¡Ubayd (n.d.), Hisham is re-
ported to have argued, based on rational premises, the need for a divinely
guided imam at all times.73 Other rijal also developed kalam-based arguments
in their discourses, arguing, for example, on the rational basis of hereditary
charismatic authority and other traits of the imams.

The office of charisma that was established by the imams fully contributed
to the environment of refutation and counterrefutation, especially in places
like Kufa and Baghdad where sectarian polemics were rife. Topics that were at
the nexus of Mu¡tazili and Ash¡ari discussions were also debated by the
eighth- and ninth-century Shi¡is.74 The rijal defined, articulated, and defended
Shi¡i beliefs, discussing, in the process, questions such as the creation of the
Qur£an, anthropomorphism, the nature and extent of God’s ¡ilm, the need for
an imam, and the infallibility of the prophets and imams. Juridical and theo-
logical dynamics dominated and characterized much of the discourse in which
the rijal were engaged.
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The names and views of the disciples who were engaged in these discus-
sions are cited in both Sunni and Shi¡i texts. In his al-Farq bayn al-Firaq, al-
Khatib al-Baghdadi (d. 1037) mentions some of the eminent theologians who
were affiliated to al-Sadiq. These included figures like Zurara and Hisham b.
al-Hakam.75 Other prominent Shi¡i theologians at this time included figures
like al-Ahwal and Hisham b. Salim al-Jawaliqi. Their views are mentioned
and refuted in theological tracts, like those of al-Ash¡ari’s Maqalat al-Is-
lamiyyin and al-Khayyat’s al-Intisar. A study of these works indicates that the
views the rijal propounded were well known when the tracts were compiled in
the ninth century.76

The view that the Shi¡i office of charisma was engaged in debates with their
interlocutors is corroborated in many other reports. Along with other disciples
like ¡Ali b. Maytham Tammar77 and al-Sakkak78 (n.d.), Hisham b. al-Hakam
participated in a symposium arranged by Yahya al-Barmak (d. 805) in Harun
al-Rashid’s court.79 According to the historian al-Mas¡udi (d. 957), Hisham
discussed the question of the imamate, that is, whether it should be based on
divine appointment or ikhtiyar (the imam was to be chosen by the people).80

Ibn Qutayba (d. 889) notes that Hisham debated with Abu£l-Hudhayl (d. 840),
al-Nazzam (d. 836), and al-Najjar (d. 836), three prominent Mu¡tazili theolo-
gians.81 In addition, other Shi¡i theologians like Zurara and Muhammad b.
Muslim debated with Abu Hanifa on legal and theological issues.82 A compar-
ison of Sunni and Shi¡i sources indicates that the rijal participated in the intel-
lectual discourses and contributed to the crystallization and articulation of an
elaborate Shi¡i belief system.

The significance and impact of the contribution of the rijal in the realm of
intellectual discourse are further underscored by the fact that their arguments
were refuted by their opponents. An important Mu¡tazili thinker who wrote on
the imamate was al-Jahiz. In his ¡Uthmaniyya and other works, he refutes Shi¡i
positions in great detail. His views were later refuted by Ibn al-Rawandi (d.
859), a Mu¡tazili who converted to Shi¡ism. Although the works of al-Jahiz
and Ibn al-Rawandi are not extant, al-Khayyat’s theological tract provides us
with much information on the views of eighth- and ninth-century Shi¡is and
those of their Mu¡tazili opponents. In fact, it is possible to reconstruct from
this work outlines of the debates between Ibn al-Rawandi and al-Jahiz, and the
views advanced by the rijal.

The polemical role of the rijal and their discourses on the hereditary charis-
matic authority of the imams cannot be understood properly unless due atten-
tion is paid to the doctrinal underpinnings that have been reported from the
early Shi¡is. This is because their contribution in this field was largely dictated
by their theological stances. It is therefore necessary to briefly recapitulate the
salient features that characterized the theological positions of the rijal.
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Shi¡i beliefs in the eighth and ninth centuries can be discerned not only
from tenth- and eleventh-century Shi¡i works, but also from the fragments of
views held by figures labeled as Rafidis in various polemical and heresio-
graphical texts. The Rafidis, as the Shi¡is were labeled by their opponents, dis-
sociated themselves from the first two caliphs.83 They also maintained that the
community had apostatized by rejecting ¡Ali’s imamate after the Prophet’s
death.84 Hisham b. al-Hakam is reported to have maintained that most of the
companions of the Prophet had erred in rejecting the rights of ¡Ali b. Abi
Talib. This, adds al-Khayyat, “is the Rafidi view and is well known among
us.”85 According to the Mu¡tazili al-Hakim b. al-Jushami (d. 1101), Hisham
and his companions had introduced into Islam the idea of takfir al-sahaba
(considering the companions to be infidels).86

The rijal also argued for the need for an infallible imam who could ensure
that no vitiation of religious beliefs or practices occurred.87 Moreover, they
maintained that the imams possessed the divinely inspired ¡ilm that was con-
tained in scrolls such as the jafr. According to Ibn Qutayba, the Shi¡is main-
tained that the jafr contained all the knowledge the imam required, and fore-
told all events that would occur to the day of resurrection.88 Sufyan b. ¡Uyayna
reportedly abandoned Jabir al-Ju¡fi because the latter believed that the Prophet
had transmitted his knowledge to ¡Ali, who had, in turn, taught it to al-Hasan.
Jabir also taught that this knowledge was, through a concatenated chain, trans-
mitted to al-Sadiq.89

Some Shi¡is apparently insisted that changes had been made in the
Qur£an90 and that God’s knowledge of things was produced in time.91 As a
matter of fact, al-Khayyat mentions the Shi¡i theologian al-Sakkak, who was
questioned and defeated on the extent of God’s knowledge.92 The Shi¡is were
also accused of condoning and promoting the concept of taqiyya (dissimula-
tion). Al-Sadiq himself is reported to have practiced it when confronted by
two Zaydis.93

The pivotal role that the rijal played in promulgating the belief in the hered-
itary charismatic authority of the imams is further evinced by the following re-
port. In his al-Tabaqat al-Kubra, the biographer Ibn Sa¡d (d. 848) quotes Fu-
dayl b. Marzuq (n.d.) as asking ¡Umar and al-Husayn, the brothers of Zayd b.
¡Ali (d. 737),

“Is there among you, the ahl al-bayt, one to whom obedience is obligatory (muf-
tarad al-ta¡a), whom you acknowledge, and if one does not acknowledge him,
he dies the death of ignorance (jahiliyya)?” They said, “By God, this [view]
does not prevail among us. Whoever has said this about us is a liar.” He (Fudayl)
said, “I told ¡Umar b. ¡Ali, ¡May God have mercy on you, do you believe that this
position [of the imamate] belonged to ¡Ali and that the Prophet designated him,
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then it belonged to al-Hasan [after] ¡Ali had designated him, then to al-Husayn,
[as] al-Hasan had designated him, then it belonged to ¡Ali b. al-Husayn, al-
Husayn having designated him, then it belonged to Muhammad b. ¡Ali and that
¡Ali had designated him?£ He [¡Umar] said, ‘When my father died, he did not be-
queath [even] two words. May God fight (qatalahum) them. They are merely
using us to propagate their views.’ Then he continued, ‘ . . .Yes this Mu¡alla b.
Khunays, by God, I thought about this at length when [I was] in bed. I was
amazed at a community whom God has caused to be confused when Mu¡alla b.
Khunays misguided them.’”94

The report testifies to the existence of the doctrine of the imamate and its
transmission through the principle of hereditary succession at least in Ibn
Sa¡d’s time, which is much earlier than the extant Shi¡i texts. The tradition also
demonstrates the role that some of the close companions of the imams played
in propagating the concept of the hereditary charisma of the imams. It is to be
noted that the report links Mu¡alla b. Khunays to an important Shi¡i doctrine,
that of the transmission of the imamate in a specifically preordained chain.
The tradition also substantiates the point previously made that, in the Sunni
sources, it is the rijal rather than the imams who are held responsible for for-
mulating heretical doctrines. In the case under consideration, Mu¡alla is
blamed for concocting the belief in the imamate.

Another point of note is that Mu¡alla is rebuked by a member of the ahl al-
bayt. This corroborates the point I made earlier that, in Sunni circles, the chil-
dren of the imams are projected as distancing themselves from certain doc-
trines circulated by the rijal. The report becomes an important tool for arguing
against the doctrine of the imamate because even members of the Prophet’s
family are depicted as refuting this important belief.

The rijal are reported to have played an active role in promulgating other
Shi¡i doctrines. As I have noted before, Jabir al-Ju¡fi propagated the belief in
raj¡a while other Shi¡is reportedly believed in bada£ (alteration in divine de-
cree).95 Al-Khayyat cites some of the arguments advanced by the Shi¡is in
their vindication of these beliefs. Most of these are predicated on the interpre-
tations of Qur£anic verses. In the case of bada£, they cited the hadith, “Volun-
tary alms alters the decreed destiny” to support their belief that God may mod-
ify His announced decisions in accordance with changing circumstances.96

Another important Shi¡i jurist-cum-theologian of the ninth century was
Fadl b. Shadhan. According to Najashi, Fadl’s father was a student of Yunus
b. ¡Abd al-Rahman, a remark that underscores the point made in chapter
three that Yunus had his own circle of followers.97 Within Shi¡i circles, Fadl
was known as a proficient jurist and an extremely effective theologian. An
alleged author of 180 books, many of his works appear to be polemical in
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nature, embodying vitriolic attacks on beliefs held by opponents. He is re-
ported to have refuted beliefs held by the Mu¡tazilis, Murji¡is, and the ghu-
lat. Fadl is also reported to have written against the philosophers and refuted
the Hashwiya (extreme traditionalists).98

The titles of his works indicate that Fadl was a proponent of major Shi¡i doc-
trines like those of the imamate and raj¡a. Fadl is also purported to have com-
posed important tracts on juridical practices that differentiate the Shi¡is from
the Sunnis. He defended Shi¡i practices like mut¡a (marriage for a fixed dura-
tion) and the wiping of the feet (mash al-khuffayn) during the ritual ablution.99

An extant work of Fadl is the Kitab al-Idah. The arguments expressed in
this book are similar to some of the Shi¡i beliefs known to have been propa-
gated in his time. The Idah purportedly contains some of Fadl’s most potent
disputations.100 Amid the polemical discourses, the author mentions some of
the Shi¡i beliefs, such as ¡isma, nass, the doctrine of raj¡a,101 and the event of
Ghadir, when the imamate of ¡Ali was reportedly publicly proclaimed and ac-
knowledged.102 Fadl typifies the rhetorical arguments that may have been at
the core of the Shi¡i debates.

Another prominent Shi¡i theologian was Muhammad b. Nu¡man al-Ahwal.
He is deemed to be important in Shi¡i texts due to his witty style of argumen-
tation and numerous polemical discourses. His astuteness enabled him to
overcome several opponents in his debates. Thus, according to Kashshi, he ar-
gued and overcame Zayd b. ¡Ali on the question of the need for a divinely ap-
pointed imam to whom obedience was obligatory.103 One of his greatest ad-
versaries is said to have been Abu Hanifa with whom he had numerous
discussions on the imamate and on the doctrine of raj¡a. The poet Sayyid al-
Himyari (d. 789) is reported to have praised al-Ahwal for his discussions with
Abu Hanifa.104 According to Ibn Hajar, al-Ahwal debated with Abu Hanifa on
many issues, including the fadai£l (excellences) of ¡Ali.105

The investiture of the imams’ authority to their associates was further consol-
idated by various reports in which they encouraged the rijal to argue on various
theological issues on their behalf, vindicating, in the process, central Shi¡i be-
liefs. Al-Sadiq, for example, is reported to have encouraged al-Ahwal to debate
with his opponents.106 Kulayni notes how a Syrian debated with many disciples
in the presence of al-Sadiq, all of whom overcame the Syrian’s arguments.107

The imams’ encouragement to their associates to debate on their behalf further
indicates an investiture of their authority to their close companions.

Besides arguing for various doctrines, Shi¡i sources suggest that the rijal
had specialized in different fields of discourse. Aban b. Taghlib (d. 758) was
reportedly an expert in Arabic grammar, Zurara in jurisprudence, al-Ahwal in
kalam, al-Tayyar (n.d.) in al-istita¡a (human capacity to perform acts),
Hisham b. Salim al-Jawaliqi in al-tawhid (principle of God’s unity) and
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Hisham b. al-Hakam on the imamate.108 ¡Ali Maytham al-Tammar is also re-
ported to have had discussions with the Mu¡tazili ¡Ali al-Aswari on the ima-
mate.109 As a matter of fact, al-Tammar is reputed to have been the first Shi¡i
theologian to uphold the principle of hereditary charisma. In their discourses,
the rijal laid the basis for the elaboration and more systematic exposition of
Shi¡i doctrines by later theologians. Ibn al-Rawandi (d. 859), who wrote al-
most a century after these rijal, copiously quotes and defends the views of
Hisham b. al-Hakam. Similarly, later Shi¡i theologians like al-Mufid, al-Mur-
tada, and Tusi elaborate on most of the doctrinal positions that were discussed
by eighth-century Shi¡is.

The foregoing discussion indicates that the polemical function of the rijal
is confirmed in ninth-century Sunni texts in which the rijal are accused of de-
fending and vindicating beliefs related to the imamate. Apart from the beliefs
in anthropomorphism and creation of God’s ¡ilm, no attempt was made by sub-
sequent Shi¡is to refute the charges leveled at their rijal in the Sunni works. On
the contrary, the Shi¡is cited many traditions to support these beliefs, whose
provenance is mentioned in the Sunni texts to lie in second-century Rafidism.
Most doctrines, like those of nass, the infallible qualities of the imam, and
raj¡a, were accepted by the Shi¡is as originating from the imams, although
they were transmitted, articulated, and defended by the rijal. A comparison of
Sunni and Shi¡i theological and heresiographical texts indicates that Sunni ac-
cusations against the rijal are confirmed in Shi¡i texts, where the Rafidis in the
Sunni texts become the rijal of the Shi¡i imams.

The charismatic office of the rijal promoted and consolidated its self-un-
derstanding of post-Muhammadan charismatic authority. In their disputations
regarding the imamate, the rijal presented the imam as the living embodiment
of the ideal successor of the Prophet, whose acts and speech established para-
digmatic precedents. The inherent motive for the disputations—especially
those pertaining to the imamate—was to characterize the origins of the com-
munity as divinely sanctioned. The doctrine of the imamate was co-opted into
a resistance discourse and used to assert a divergent concept of religious au-
thority in the post-Muhammadan era. Employing the more sophisticated
kalam style of disputation in conjunction with traditional interpretation of
Qur£anic verses and prophetic traditions, the rijal argued for the preponder-
ance of the hereditary form of charismatic authority over its routinized form.
In the negotiative process the theologians were engaged in, the concept of au-
thority after the Prophet’s death became a battle of rhetorical devices, often
employing Qur£anic hermeneutics and traditions from the Prophet to vindi-
cate their respective points.

The rijal, in their role as the representatives of the imams, were expressing
the legitimate and consequently “orthodox” beliefs. In the interactions that
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drew parameters of separation and differentiation, the rijal constructed bound-
aries of identity and exclusion and conceived salvation along strictly sectarian
lines.110 They established the basis for Shi¡i self-definition and its differentia-
tion from Sunnism, positing, in the process, Sunnism as an aberrant other.

Establishing Legal Precedents:
Formation of the Shi¡i Concept of Sunna

Apart from transmitting, articulating, and defending Shi¡i beliefs and practices,
another important function of the rijal was to establish normative precedents in
the legal field. In the texts on usul al-fiqh,111 the practices of the rijal are admit-
ted as authoritative precedents for the derivation of juridical rulings. Such prece-
dents are regarded as having been “silently approved” (taqrir) by the imams, and
in addition to the utterances (aqwal) and actions (af¡al) of the imams, are incor-
porated in the Shi¡i concept of normative practice (sunna). In their function as
the deputies of the imams, the rijal offered alternative solutions for resolving
problems that were not explicitly discussed in the revelatory texts.

It is in the realm of the sira (behavioral pattern) that the deputies of the
imams play a prominent role in the formation of the Shi¡i concept of sunna.
The sira is characterized as a non-verbatim revelatory proof (al-dalil al-shar¡i
ghayr al-lafzi).112 The discussion of the sira is anchored in the doctrines that
undergird any Shi¡i discourse on the imams, that is, ¡ilm, nass, and ¡isma. The
¡ilm of the divinely appointed imam is believed to be divinely protected, and
their juridical pronouncements, acts, or omissions are construed as reflecting
the actual ruling and intent of the Lawgiver. The rulings of the imams, the
scholars of usul argue, do not arise from independent reasoning (ra£y), rather,
they arise from the infallible ¡ilm reportedly bestowed to the imams in their ca-
pacity as the source of the shari¡a.113 The infallible imam will never perform
an act or acquiesce when he witnesses an act that has been prohibited by the
Lawgiver. Since he is the representative of the shari¡a, any act or abstinence
from it constitutes a sunna. The usuli tools of vindicating the validity of the
conduct of the rijal greatly help a jurist in the inference of a juridical ruling,
especially when no explicit or articulated proof (in the form of an utterance
from an imam) is available.

The contribution of the rijal to the Shi¡i concept of sunna is two-fold—they
not only report the statements and actions of the imams but also perform acts,
which are integrated into the sunna. The rijal actively contribute to the forma-
tion of the sunna that is reported to have been approved by an imam. His en-
dorsement is valid only when he is able to express his possible objections and
he is not constrained by taqiyya.114
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In usul literature, the conduct under consideration is either founded on the
authority of reasonable people (al-sira al-¡uqala£iyya) or on a revelatory au-
thority such as the paradigm of the imams (al-sira al-mutasharri¡a). Both pat-
terns of conduct replace the need for a written text and become a “binding
sunna” for the Shi¡i community. Although no reported text is essential for the
sira based on the paradigm of the imams, the continuous practice of the disci-
ples on a certain mode of behavior is a sufficient proof for a jurist to rule that
the imams approved the demeanor. The rationale behind al-sira al-mu-
tasharri¡a is that, if a practice existed in the past, it must have had a basis in
the Qur£an or hadith, even if a contemporary jurist is not able to discern that
rationale now.115 It is in this sphere that the role of the rijal as the “formulators
of Shi¡i sunna” becomes palpable.

In demonstrating that an act based on this type of sira is binding, Muham-
mad al-Baqir al-Sadr cites the example of the wiping of the feet (mash) dur-
ing the ritual ablution. According to Shi¡i jurists, the wiping can be per-
formed with even a part of the palm (al-kaff).116 This was the sira in the times
of the imams, al-Sadr claims. How can this be ascertained? Suppose, he says,
this was not the sira and it was incumbent on the worshipper to wipe the feet
using the complete palm. If that was the case, one would have expected some
traditions to be narrated on this incumbency, especially as this act affected all
those who performed the ablutions. One would have expected many ques-
tions to be asked on whether it was obligatory to wipe the feet with the com-
plete palm. The numerous questions would have solicited many answers. As
the issue affected the Shi¡i populace at large, al-Sadr suggests, it is correct to
assume that at least some of these questions and answers would have been
transmitted to us, especially as there were many incentives to inquire about
the topic (because it affected the religious practices of all Shi¡is). Since no
questions or answers have been reported, there was no apparent need to in-
quire about the particular ruling under consideration. The conclusion, states
al-Sadr, is that there was no sira indicating the incumbency of the mash with
the whole palm.117

Al-Sadr then poses the question, “Can it be ascertained that an associate’s
behavior was based on the teachings of an infallible imam? Is it not possible
that a sira arose out of a disciple’s own personal reasoning or intuition?” He
argues that, although this is theoretically feasible, the possibility of such an
occurrence diminishes when it is remembered that a sira is formed only when
most of the associates behave in a certain manner. While it is possible for a
few disciples to have deviated from an imam’s teachings, such an occurrence
is almost impossible for all the associates to have agreed on. In a sense, al-sira
al-mutasharri¡a is a close approximation to ijma¡ (consensus) in that the col-
lective actions of the disciples are seen as approbative and constituting sunna.
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The rijal constitute an intrinsic component in the authority of precedence.
The absence of reports (in the form of questions and answers) concerning a
given practice is taken to establish its permissibility (wiping with a part of the
hand). The sira is established sometimes by the performance of an act (the
behavior of the associates in a certain manner) or by its omission (when, as in
the example cited earlier, it is claimed that they did not act in a certain way).
In either case, the imam’s silence is equivalent to his approbation. In this way,
the rijal play a major role in the formation of a sunna, one that leads a jurist
to issue a ruling by examining an imam’s reaction to an act that is performed
by a disciple.

The principle of al-sira al-mutasharri¡a is also invoked to rule on the ques-
tion of shaving the beard. Most Shi¡i jurists have ruled that, based on an obliga-
tory precaution, it is not permissible to shave the beard. Although there is no
conclusive hadith to issue an interdiction on the issue, the continuous practice
of the imams and their companions is sufficient proof for a jurist to rule that the
entire beard should not be shaved.118 However, a contemporary jurist, Ayatul-
lah Muhammad Husayn Fadlallah rejects this opinion. He states that the prohi-
bition on shaving the beard was predicated on the need to differentiate between
Muslims and Jews at the beginning of Islamic history. As the circumstances
have now changed, Fadlallah rules that shaving the beard is permissible.119

An essential prerequisite in al-sira al-mutasharri¡a is that a particular be-
havior of the rijal can be traced to the times of the imams. It is because of the
imam’s endorsement of the act, either by his verbal approval or his acquies-
cence, that this genre of sira generates certainty in a jurist that the true intent
of the Shari¡ (Lawgiver) has been expressed. The solutions worked out by the
rijal were also admitted as authoritative precedents by later Shi¡i jurists. Since
the practices of the rijal were purportedly consistent with the sunna of the
imams, they provided an alternative paradigm from which jurists could derive
their rulings. Moreover, as I have demonstrated in chapter three, the rijal exer-
cised much influence in distant areas, a point that substantiates the view that
their acts, along with those of the imams, were seen as establishing authorita-
tive precedents that were incorporated in later juridical corpus. Gradually,
through the concept of al-sira al-mutasharri¡a, the canonical authority that
was confined to the Qur£an, the sunna of the Prophet and the imams, was ex-
tended to incorporate the approbated practices of the companions of the
imams. The sunna that was generated by the paradigmatic activities of the rijal
was incorporated in the Shi¡i canonical authority that crystallized in the ninth
and tenth centuries.

Among the non-verbatim proofs, the other type of sira used to discern the in-
tent of an imam is called al-sira al-¡uqala£iyya. It is assumed that all reasonable
beings accept and behave according to common norms and values. This being
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the case, a particular principle can be established by arguing that the pattern of
behavior was common to all rational beings, whether they lived in the times of
the imams or not, and that no objection had been raised by the Lawgiver.

In proving the validity of this genre of sira, al-Sadr cites the example of the
tendency of all reasonable people to accept the apparent meaning of a person’s
speech. This must have also been the practice of the imams, he says. If they un-
derstood the locution of people in a different way, one would have expected this
demeanor to be reflected in the reports that have been transmitted, especially as
this behavior would be contrary to the accepted praxis established for under-
standing people’s speech. As no report of this type of behavior has reached us,
it can be established that the sira of the imams was the same as that of reason-
able beings—that is, acceptance of the apparent meaning of a word.120

At this point, a possible objection can be raised: How can a jurist be sure
that the imam did not object to a particular form of conduct but that his objec-
tion was not transmitted to posterity? Al-Sadr responds that al-sira al-
¡uqala£iyya is so well entrenched that, given its common occurrence, one
would expect the imam to issue more than one or two prohibitions. On the
contrary, just as the behavior was deeply rooted among the laity, a commensu-
rate prohibition against practicing the sira is to be expected. The interdiction
cannot be in the form of isolated reports. Moreover, one would expect many
incentives to record such an objection, for it would have contravened a com-
monly accepted norm for understanding people’s speech. At least some of the
objections would have been transmitted to us.121

It is from this type of sira that the validity of traditions reported by a single
transmitter (khabar al-wahid) is established with any degree of conviction. In
examining this point, al-Sadr states that the acceptance of a reliable person’s
report must have been the accepted mode of behavior in the times of the
imams. Had this not been the case, the associates of the imams would have
questioned them on an alternative mode of transmitting information that ran
contrary to the common praxis of accepting a reliable person’s report. If the
sira of the imams was contrary to the norm, many questions would have been
posed, resulting in many answers, some of which would have reached us.122

The imams’ acquiescence in the face of all reasonable people’s practice of ac-
cepting singular reports is construed as an established practice and, hence, au-
thoritative. As it posits a link with the behavior of all rational beings, al-sira
al-¡uqala£iyya becomes an important source for legal prescriptions employed
by Shi¡i jurists.

Al-sira al-¡uqala£iyya differs from al-sira al-mutasharri¡a in that the lat-
ter is restricted to those who lived during the times of the imams and ac-
cepted their authority, whereas the former is premised on the conduct of all
reasonable people at all times. The net result is the same—a practice that is
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not opposed by the imams is regarded as authoritatively binding. Implicit in
the discussion of the sira is the concept of the “living sunna of the rijal.”
Contrary to the Sunni view, the concept of the “living sunna” was admitted in
Shi¡ism at least up to the occultation of the twelfth imam in 874 c.e. This was
due to the presence of an imam who could not only interpret the Qur£an and
sunna, but could further establish paradigmatic precedents. The belief in the
“living sunna of the imam” generated and perpetuated the concept of the
“living sunna of the rijal,” for it allowed the disciples to perform acts that
were incorporated within the spectrum of authoritative precedents. The ac-
tions of the deputies of the imams provided the necessary flexibility in deal-
ing with the sociopolitical contingencies that arose during the times of the
¡Abbasids. Their acts, which were often a response to the challenges they en-
countered, later formed a part of Shi¡i normative and political jurisprudence.
For example, in the case of ¡Abd Allah b. Sinan (n.d.), a state treasurer during
the times of the caliphs al-Mansur and al-Mahdi, a precedent was established
that working for a tyrannical government was permissible, provided such an
act did not constitute aiding the government in its tyranny.123

Through the concept of the “living sunna of the rijal,” the authority of the
rijal was integrated with the authority of accepted practice. The authority of
the rijal was predicated on the claim that their practices were within the pa-
rameters of the imams and could therefore be incorporated in the unfolding
legal system. The authority of the disciples was also contingent on their abil-
ity to function as mediators between the charismatic authority and prevalent
circumstances. It was here that the rijal exercised the hermeneutical skills I re-
ferred to in the previous chapter. Whereas in the polemical discourses the au-
thority of the rijal was interwoven with their definition of correct belief, in the
legal field their authority was linked to the formation and enunciation of cor-
rect practice. By instituting paradigmatic precedents, the rijal perpetuated the
concept of the living sunna in Shi¡ism.

The foregoing discussion suggests that besides revelation, which in Shi¡ism
includes the Qur£an and the sunna of both the Prophet and the imams, another
pragmatic source of law was available. This was the approbated practice of the
disciples of the imams. The role of the rijal in the formation of the sunna
meant that, as the shari¡ men of the community, they defined, articulated, and,
at times, were responsible for the evolution of Shi¡i jurisprudence. Apart from
“establishing” the sunna, the rijal were responsible for transmitting it to the
Shi¡is. Hence they perform a dual function—one was the formation of an en-
dorsed sunna, the other was connected to its transmission to the later genera-
tion. Due to this dual role, the rijal assumed importance not only in the juridi-
cal, historical, and biographical manuals, where the imams’ reactions to the
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activities of their associates were recorded, but also in the usul works where
the validity of depending on the sira of the rijal was justified.

A major contention of the Shi¡i discussion on the sira is to depict the law as
divinely sanctioned in that the imam, in his capacity as the representative of
the Lawgiver, had approbated the actions of his disciples. The discourse on the
sira also underlines the concern to legitimize present acts by tracing them to
the past, thus validating the Shi¡i insistence that their religious practices are
based on the conduct of the imams. In this, the rijal are reported to have
played a major role since their acts are incorporated within the sunna of the
imams. The rijal thus not only elucidate normative beliefs and doctrines but
also help establish normative and paradigmatic behavior. This, together with
the idealization of the rijal124 and their other contributions, is a further indica-
tion of the increasing authority of the rijal.

The Jurists of the Community

As I described in the first chapter, the times of the fifth and sixth imams wit-
nessed the rise of the shari¡ men in different parts of the Islamic world. These
jurists undertook the systematic discovery and formulation of Islamic law,
which was, at this time, in a state of continuous flux, with divergent views ex-
pressed regarding the correct juridical opinion on a legal question. There was
also much debate over what constituted authoritative practice and the sources
of Islamic law. The law of God was interwoven with the search for God’s law.

An important characteristic of the Islamic legal experience of the time was
its pluralistic nature. At one point there were more than ten schools within the
Sunni tradition alone.125 The rijal contributed to the pluralistic ambience of
Islamic law since the training they received from the imams enabled them to
engage in a creative legal discourse and participate in the juristic culture that
was centered on the developing legal tradition in Islam. As they transmitted
and, at times, interpreted the law, the rijal contributed to the formation of an
alternate legal system.

I demonstrated in chapter three that the juridical role of the rijal was the
product of the imams’ concern to furnish their followers with guidance, espe-
cially in matters that pertained to legal ordinances. Due to their competence
and special understanding of the teachings of the imams, the rijal epitomized
a special class of trained scholars in the legal and theological fields. They po-
sitioned themselves as the articulators of an authentic Islamic legal tradition
and functioned within the scholastic milieu of Kufa, where the imams of the
emerging legal system, like Abu Hanifa and al-Shaybani, were formulating
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their own legal points. In the midst of the rise of various schools of law and the
enunciation of nuanced legal points, the authority of the regional, charismatic
office of the rijal was accentuated in the functions they performed.126 In the
process, the rijal were challenging the dominant Sunni axiom that their legal
scholars represented the authentic and “orthodox” interpretation of the law. It
was here that there was bound to be competition for legal orthodoxy. The pres-
ence of a rival Shi¡i school of law can be inferred from Abu Hanifa’s creed. He
mentions legal differences with the Shi¡is, indicating that a distinct Shi¡i legal
school was active in his time.127

The presence of distinct Shi¡i legal practices is also mentioned by Khalifa
al-Khayyat in his Kitab al-Intisar. Referring to the Shi¡i opposition to the
community, he states, “[Their opposition] is evident from their [divergent] be-
liefs concerning ritual purity, prayers, the adhan (call to prayer), the number of
units of prayers, the tashahhud (a part of the prayer that entails testifying to
God’s unity and the prophecy of Muhammad), and the obligatory acts. It is as
if the Prophet who was sent to us was different from the one sent to them.”128

The final remark poignantly demonstrates the existence of divergent Shi¡i
legal practices in the ninth century when al-Khayyat was writing. He attrib-
utes the origins of these practices to the Shi¡is of the eighth century.

Many reports within Shi¡i circles indicate that, as trained representatives
of the imams, the Shi¡i shari¡ men were able to articulate and, at times, apply
hermeneutical skills in the elucidation of the legal precepts of the imams.
Furthermore, their erudition in the legal field empowered them to challenge
the juridical positions of other schools of law. In one instance recorded by
Kashshi, when a woman posed a question to Abu Hanifa as to whether it was
permissible to extract a living child out of the womb of a mother who had just
died, Abu Hanifa admitted his incompetence in ruling on the issue. He di-
rected her instead to Muhammad b. Muslim al-Thaqafi and asked her to in-
form him of Muhammad’s response. Muhammad answered her question
based on a tradition that he had heard from Muhammad al-Baqir.129 The re-
port depicts the preponderance of the knowledge of the rijal over that of the
other imams in Kufa. It also portrays the rijal as loyal associates of the
imams who transmitted their legal teachings in the form of hadith reports,
whereas other jurists in Kufa resorted to arbitrary reasoning in the formula-
tion of legal opinions.

Shi¡i jurists also articulated legal pronouncements through their literary
compositions. The afore-mentioned ¡Ubayd Allah al-Halabi’s book was the
first systematic Shi¡i book of law. The Isma¡ili jurist, Qadi al-Nu¡man incorpo-
rated the entire work in his Kitab al-Idah. By the middle of the eighth century,
many other books were written in the legal field. These works served as the
source for later hadith and legal works.
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The model of the prominent rijal that was advanced by Shi¡i legal and the-
ological sources created a stratification between those who knew and those
who did not. It emphasized the dependence of the Shi¡i community on the
legal experts, who were viewed as the spokesmen of the imams. The juridical
role of the rijal enhanced their authority to such an extent that they were seen
as transmitting, exemplifying, and even, at times, interpreting God’s law.

Routinized charisma, erudition in the legal field, appointment by the
imams, establishment of paradigmatic precedents, and a proliferation of liter-
ary compositions, were conflated features that established the reputation of
the rijal as accomplished shari¡ men of the Shi¡i community. The appellations
faqih (jurist) and mutakkalim (theologian), which were applied to many disci-
ples in both Sunni and Shi¡i texts, is further testimony of the evolution in the
functions of the rijal from being transmitters of traditions of the imams to be-
coming the legal experts and accomplished theologians of the community.

The construction of the authority of the rijal, which was initially predicated
on the “deputy” traditions, was further enhanced by their functions in the com-
munity. As in the theological realm, the efforts of the rijal to define the correct
legal practices created a nexus between authority and normative praxis.130 It
was this sense of establishing normative practices that accentuated the author-
ity of the rijal especially since these practices were seen as embodying the ju-
ridical rulings of the Shi¡i community in the eighth and ninth centuries.

The Rijal as the Hukkam (Adjudicators of Disputes)

The Shi¡i community gradually evolved as a separate entity that coalesced
under the leadership of the imams. As the imams’ followers increased in num-
bers, there was a concurrent need to resolve disputes that emerged in the com-
munity. An important tradition cited by Kulayni illustrates how al-Sadiq is re-
ported to have envisaged the role of the rijal as the arbiters of disputes within
the community. The famous tradition, reported by ¡Umar b. al-Hanzala (n.d.),
is in the form of a question posed by him to the imam. “What should be done,
in the case of two of our companions, who are in dispute over a debt or inheri-
tance?” The imam is reported to have replied, “He should seek one among you
who narrates our traditions and who is well versed in what is permitted and
prohibited (halal and haram). They should be satisfied with him as a hakim
(judge), for I have appointed him a judge over you. If he judges in accordance
with our rulings and [someone] does not accept [them], then he has indeed
deemed light God’s ordinances and has rejected us.”131

The statement “I have appointed him a judge over you” that is cited in the
tradition endorses the appointment of Shi¡i jurists as deputies of the imams
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to execute justice in matters that impacted the Shi¡i community.132 The
maqbula133 of ¡Umar b. Hanzala, as the tradition came to be called, also
commands the Shi¡is to refer their cases to a qualified jurist who was well
versed in the legal rulings of the imams. In another tradition that pertains to
the judicial affairs of the community, al-Sadiq is reported to have told a dis-
ciple, “Designate as judge someone among you who is acquainted with our
instructions concerning what is permitted and prohibited, for I appoint such
a person a judge over you.”134 The two traditions envisage a class of judges
who possess appropriate juridical competence in handling the legal affairs
of the community. The traditions signify an extension of the authority of the
rijal since, besides acting as the spokesmen of the imams, they could now
actively participate in resolving disputes within the community.

The maqbula allows the rijal the flexibility of dispensing judicial authority
within the community in the absence of the incarcerated or exiled imams. The
maqbula also indicates that the Shi¡is were responsible for seeking out the
most qualified jurist who, apart from being the most upright, was also well
versed in the traditions of the imams. Al-Sadiq was further asked, by Ibn Han-
zala, to whom should the Shi¡is refer if two transmitters reported his tradi-
tions. He is reported to have said, “Seek the most morally upright (a¡dal) or
most learned (afqah) of the two and the most truthful (asdaq) in reporting tra-
ditions.”135 The recognition of the most trustworthy, upright, or reliable person
was left to the discretion of the community. The authority of the disciples was
to be legitimized not only by the imam’s appointment, but also by the commu-
nity’s own evaluation of the credentials of the rijal.

Al-Sadiq’s instructions to the Shi¡is that they were to look for the person
among them who was most cognizant of the imams’ legal rulings also attests
to the conferral of authority from a central to a diffuse and unspecified group
of disciples. The most important criterion stated in the tradition is the compre-
hension of the imam’s judgments. The maqbula indicates that this was a con-
ceptual movement from the explicator of the law to the rule of the law. The
imam’s judicial authority was decentralized, and, in the process, dissipated to
the office of charisma. Authority was now contingent on the interpretation of
revelation, and conferred on those who could extrapolate the law from sacred
texts. As Calder states, “the rule of the law was gradually taking over the rule
of the charismatic leader.”136

The maqbula is further evidence of the part played by the community in pro-
claiming its leaders. The establishment of a disciple as an arbiter was an infor-
mal process, which depended on public assessment of his qualities. The com-
munity was given the responsibility of seeking the traits of ¡adala (upright
leadership) specified in various traditions of the imams, and, based on these, ac-
knowledging its leaders. In their attempts at exercising effective control of the
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community’s judicial affairs, the rijal depended on the acknowledgment by the
laity. In all probability, in distant areas, it was often the followers rather than the
imams who “made” the rijal, occasionally even challenging or refusing to ac-
cept their authority. It was probably due to the suspicions raised against some
rijal that Kashshi makes frequent references to Shi¡is who sought clarifications
from the imams regarding the reliability of some disciples.137

Since the office of qadi (judge) in the Shi¡i community lacked official legiti-
macy and was not a part of the state apparatus, the office of administering jus-
tice among the Shi¡is was highly informal. In practice, it meant that litigants
could choose an arbiter from a wide range of qualified jurists. Shi¡i sources cite
some examples of qadis within the community. According to Muhammad al-
Baqir al-Majlisi (d. 1699), the imams appointed many judges to act on their be-
half in various provinces.138 Hurr al-¡Amili cites forty-seven traditions that pur-
portedly appoint the disciples as muftis (those who issue juridical edicts) and
qadis, signifying the delegation of the imams’ judicial authority.139 Najashi
also mentions a few associates of the imams who were judges. He states, for ex-
ample, that ¡Anbasa b. Bajjad al-¡Abid, a disciple of the sixth imam, was a
qadi.140 Hafs b. Ghiyath, who transmitted traditions from both al-Sadiq and al-
Kazim, was appointed by Harun al-Rashid as the judge for the eastern half of
Baghdad. Later, he served as a judge in Kufa for thirteen years.141 Nuh b. Dar-
raj (n.d.) was a qadi in Kufa and later on also in the eastern half of Baghdad.142

The maqbula prohibits the Shi¡is to resort to judges appointed by the gov-
ernment. The tradition further states, “Whoever does that has resorted to rul-
ings issued by a tyrannical state.”143 This indicates that, whereas for the Sun-
nis the validity of a qadi’s judicial authority was contingent on appointment by
the de facto ruler, the Shi¡is distinguished between sacred and profane author-
ity. They based their judicial theory on a hermeneutic structure that construed
all judicial processes carried out in the absence of the imam as illegitimate.
For the Shi¡is, a qadi derived his legitimacy not only from his competence, but
also because of the delegation from an imam. The imams’ delegation of judi-
cial authority meant that judges appointed by the state lacked the religious va-
lidity necessary to pass judgments. Thus, judgments from a profane qadi (one
who was appointed by a de facto power) were invalid even if they were correct.
As the real authority rested with the imams, adjudication by a profane power
was not only illegitimate but also contrary to the Shi¡i soteriological vision
since it contravened the imam’s explicit delegation of this office to his associ-
ates. Hence, the source, rather than substance, of the law was important in de-
ciding the validity of a judicial ruling.

As legitimate authority was confined to the Shi¡i community, the Shi¡is
were becoming fully autonomous and independent of the wider Sunni com-
munity. The sacred community was not to be associated with the actual polity.
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As the actual state fell short of the Shi¡i vision of the ideal, the tension be-
tween the two was resolved by the coexistence of the ideal Shi¡i community
with the real, that is, a distinct community that had its own ritual practices, ac-
cepted the authority of a separate charismatic leader, transmitted its own dis-
tinct legal and theological traditions, and existed in the midst of a hostile ma-
jority. As the ideal could not be actualized, it was to exist within the real. This
is further confirmation of the enhanced authority of the rijal that was linked to
the creation of the office of charisma.

Historically, the Shi¡i community existed as a minority within the larger
Islamic polity. In a sense, the Shi¡is constituted a community within a com-
munity, preserving religious and communal independence from the political
structure, and maintaining autonomy from the de facto regime. Religious au-
thority rested, in theory, with the charismatic imams. In practice it was often
wielded by the charismatic office of the rijal. The judicial activities per-
formed by the rijal reflect the increasing trend in promoting their authority in
different fields.

The Rijal as the Wukala£ (Administrators)

The diverse roles of the rijal indicate that their authority was premised on a
merger or fusion of multiple roles in the Shi¡i community. Historical vicissi-
tudes necessitated the extension of the roles of the rijal beyond the realm of
the epistemic. Due to political exigencies, some rijal were required to perform
a wide ambit of administrative and financial functions on behalf of the imams.

The imams would often receive gifts, alms, charitable donations, and en-
dowments. To facilitate the collection of these dues from their distant follow-
ers, they authorized special agents (wukala£) to handle the dues on their be-
half. The role of the disciples as financial and administrative agents of the
imams signified an extension of their role as qualified transmitters and inter-
preters of the imams’ teachings.

Among the various dues was the khums, a religious tax that, according to
Shi¡i jurists, was levied on income and other forms of wealth. Half of the khums
was to be distributed to the needy from the descendants of the Prophet, whereas
the other half was to be spent for the welfare of the community. According to
Hossein Modaressi, al-Baqir and al-Sadiq did not collect the khums from their
followers because the Mahdi, the messianic imam, was expected to collect it
when he reappeared.144 It was the ninth imam, Muhammad al-Taqi al-Jawad (d.
835), who instituted the collection of khums on certain kinds of income.145 Be-
sides the khums, the system of collecting religious dues on behalf of the imams
included the zakat and other voluntary donations and endowments.
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The earliest reference to the establishment of the administrative function of
the deputies can be traced to the time of al-Sadiq. To divert the suspicions of
the caliphate authority, he is reported to have appointed special agents who
would receive the religious dues on his behalf.146 The imam communicated
with these agents through an underground network. Initially, the system of
collecting and administering the religious dues was quite rudimentary, with
certain deputies informally collecting the zakat, sadaqat, and other dues.
However, by the time of al-Kazim, the system had evolved into a well-organ-
ized institution. The areas that were covered by the agency also expanded dur-
ing the time of al-Kazim as his followers were dispersed into different parts of
the Islamic world.147

Kashshi cites an instance of how the imams would encourage their follow-
ers to submit various types of religious dues to their agents. When a disciple
brought some dues for al-Kazim, the imam is reported to have instructed him
to submit it to Mufaddal b. ¡Umar.148 Similarly, ¡Abd al-Rahman b. al-Hajjaj
was a disciple of al-Sadiq. Kashshi states that he would also carry monies col-
lected from the Shi¡is to al-Kazim.149

Gradually, the rijal were entrusted with managing the administrative and fi-
nancial affairs of the Shi¡i community. As the ¡Abbasids became suspicious of
their activities, some of these agents were arrested and imprisoned by the ¡Ab-
basid authorities. For example, Muhammad b. Abi ¡Umayr (d. 832), a promi-
nent disciple of al-Kazim, reported many traditions from the imam and was
well known for his literary compositions. During the time of Harun al-Rashid,
he was reportedly imprisoned and tortured, because he refused to disclose the
identity of agents who worked for al-Kazim.150

During the time of the ninth imam, the wikala system was further devel-
oped as the followers and agents of the imams were located in more distant
places like Ahwaz, Hamadan, Rayy, Basra, and Wasit.151 The system of col-
lecting religious dues seems to have undergone further revision during the
time of the tenth imam, ¡Ali al-Hadi (d. 868). The wikala movement was
forced to become more surreptitious at this time because the imam was exiled
in Samarra and carefully watched by the ¡Abbasid caliph, al-Mutawakkil (d.
861). Based on instructions from the imam, each area seems to have had a
chief agent with subagents who would receive directions from him. As the ac-
tivities of the imam became more restricted, the agents played a more active
and decisive role in the administration of the revenues that were collected.

Paradoxically, the wikala system became a catalyst for generating differ-
ences and segmentation within the Shi¡i community after the death of al-
Kazim in 799 c.e. During his imprisonment in Baghdad, large sums of
monies were collected by his representatives in different parts of the Islamic
world. When al-Kazim died, some of these agents, like Hayyan b. al-Sarraj
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(n.d.), refused to hand over the dues to the eighth imam, ¡Ali al-Rida. Hayyan
was one of the leaders of the Waqifis who propagated the belief in the mes-
sianism of al-Kazim after his death and claimed that he was in occultation.

The nature of the wikala agency was based on administrative and financial
rather than epistemic considerations. Hence, most of the financial agents of
the imams were not trained in the legal or theological fields, nor were they
transmitters of the imams’ traditions. However, some transmitters of tradi-
tions, who were considered part of the charismatic office of the rijal, were also
authorized to collect funds for the imams. ¡Ali b. Mahzayar al-Ahwazi (d.
868), for example, was a scholar who composed thirty books. He was also an
administrative agent of the ninth, tenth, and eleventh imams. The four agents
of the twelfth imam during the short occultation, on the other hand, were ad-
ministrators rather than scholars of the Shi¡i community.

The administrative function of the rijal is further proof of the evolution in
the regional leadership and dominance of the charismatic office of the rijal.
As the realm of the discipleship system extended beyond the epistemic, the
authority of the disciples became more comprehensive and entrenched. In
fact, the biographical profiles of the rijal exhibit a complex amalgamation of
diverse roles that included an integration of religious and socioeconomic
functions. In the process, the office of charisma became an important medium
for accessing the charismatic figure of the imam.

Conclusion

With the routinization of the imams’ charisma and the concomitant creation of
the institution of disciples, we see the development from a loosely connected
to a more concretized and structured community of followers that coalesced
around the imams and, in distant areas, around the charismatic office of the
rijal. This was a pragmatic and inevitable response by the community to the
vacuum created by the difficulties of accessing the imams. The charismatic of-
fice supported an intellectual edifice on which Shi¡i jurisprudence and theol-
ogy was defined and expressed. It also ensured the survival of the imams’
teachings in the midst of the vicissitudes of the Sunni milieu.

The authority of the rijal was located in a broad nexus of religious roles and
institutions. The establishment of the office of charisma meant that their role
within each field of activity was anchored in upholding the pervasive belief in
hereditary charisma and other auxiliary beliefs like ¡isma and the divinely in-
spired knowledge of the imams. The various functions of the rijal that I have
adumbrated underscore the view that a disciple became important (or was in-
vested with authority) due to the charismatic office that he occupied and the
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functions he performed within that office. The rijal asserted this authority by
expressing themselves in different ways.

In the absence of a centrally recognized ¡Alid leader, especially after the
time of al-Sadiq, every imam had to contend with a rival claimant to the ima-
mate. It was here that the rijal played a crucial role in acclaiming the “true
imam” of the time. More significant, when their authority was not widely ac-
claimed, the imams needed the rijal to proclaim their imamate. Ironically, the
authority that was conferred by the imams to the rijal was later used to legit-
imize the imams’ own claims to authority.

Hadith played a pivotal role in the Shi¡i community. The traditions of the
imams served two main purposes. The first purpose was to disseminate the
teachings of the imams on a wide ambit of religious topics. The other function
of hadith was purely polemical: to uphold the claims of hereditary charismatic
authority over its routinized form. The function of the traditions reported by
the rijal was testimonial, that is, to vindicate and acknowledge the absolute
authority of the imam. Without recognition of the “saved authority” and de-
tachment from all false contenders, the community could not possibly be
saved. Hadith also connected the disciples with the imams, and the disciples
with each other. It further helped to cultivate certain images about the imams,
the rijal, and their opponents. More significant, the proliferation of Shi¡i ha-
dith asserted the community’s independence from Sunni hadith literature,
their legal, and theological schools.

Amid competing factions that sought legitimacy by claiming to be “ortho-
dox,” the rijal are reported to have made a major contribution in enunciating
orthodox Shi¡i beliefs and practices, positing, in the process, a “normative”
view of Shi¡ism. In their various functions, several features can be detected in
the formation of the “sectarian syndrome.”152 These include identification and
acknowledgment of the correct and therefore “saved” authority, consolidation
(defence of beliefs), proselytization (literary activities, discourses), and the
creation of an “orthodox” institution. In associating the rijal with “ortho-
doxy,” Shi¡i sources identify their rivals as “heterodoxy” and espousing pe-
ripheral beliefs.

An important consequence of this process of establishing “orthodoxy” was
the accentuation of the authority of the rijal. In the course of their disputa-
tions, they were performing the function that reportedly had been envisaged
by the Prophet. Not only were they the bearers of the imams’ ¡ilm, but they be-
came, due to their polemical role, “the nullifiers of the claims of invalid inter-
preters and repudiators of the deviations of the extremists.”153

The distinct evolution of these strands of thought, although initially not
clear-cut (as seen by the dissensions within the Shi¡i ranks), became more pro-
nounced in ninth- and tenth-century texts, in which the beliefs of the respective
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schools were more clearly itemized. Due to their contribution, the rijal pre-
sented themselves as the indispensable means for recognizing the “charismatic
authority.” This view of the rijal became more pronounced as access to the
imams became more restricted. Thus, because of their proximity to the imams,
the rijal were accorded due reverence, especially because, through them, the
arguments of their opponents were neutralized.



c h a p t e r  f i v e

Textual Authority and the 
Struggle for Legitimacy in

Biographical Texts

We have encountered a community that has differentiated between the
transmitters who report these traditions. They have authenticated

those who are reliable among them and have deemed weak the
unreliable ones. (Shaykh Tusi)

Bes ides  the modes  of  authority that I have discussed in the 
previous chapters, authority can also be constructed by and anchored 
in texts. In this chapter, I intend to examine the construction and ani-

mation of authority in biographical texts. My discussion of the literary con-
struction and depiction of authority will be cast within the framework of Shi¡i
biographical and hagiographical literature. More specifically, I will examine
how these genres of literature employ various structures, features, and charac-
teristics to portray and embellish images of their holy men, the imams.

The chapter will also discuss the construction of the rijal’s authority in the
biographical texts. I will argue that, by idealizing and embellishing the pro-
files of the disciples, the biographical lexica impose certain preconceived ty-
pologies and images of the disciples of the imams. In the process, they bestow
and, at times, even diminish the authority of the rijal, and posit a normative in-
terpretation for subsequent readers. In the second section of this chapter, I will
compare Sunni and Shi¡i profiles on two important Shi¡i disciples of the
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imams and will examine the tussle for authority and struggle for legitimacy
that is evidenced in biographical texts.

Structures and Features of Shi¡i Biographical Texts
on the Imams

The term biography designates both the written and oral accounts of persons
deemed to be important. Historically, oral traditions preceded and even shaped
the written form.1 Whether in written or oral form, biography is important as
it informs us about important personages, the way their lives were formed,
shaped, or enriched, and how they impacted their surroundings. Through the
use of certain terminologies and hermeneutical constructs, biographical texts
can sometimes embellish or even diminish a person’s character.2 As such, bi-
ographies mediate between the person who is profiled in the text and the
reader. As Plutarch (n.d.) says: “Biography is revelatory discourse, aimed at
disclosing a person’s inner self.”3

Biographical texts employ various structures and features in constructing
and depicting the authority of the persons they profile. These traits include
sources, types of characterizations, motifs, social impact, as well as the atti-
tude and intention of the biographer.4 A discussion of these multivariate char-
acteristics will take me beyond the purview of the present study. In my analy-
sis of the biographical profiles of the imams, I will confine my discussion to
the structures that Shi¡i biographical works employ in authority construction
and examine how these texts accord authority to those who they profile.5

A salient feature of the biographies of the Shi¡i holy men, the imams, is that
their profiles are a product of the fusion of diverse images. Shi¡i biographies
synthesize the supernatural and historic elements so as to depict several ideal
traits that constitute the holy man. They express the multifaceted reality of the
imam by portraying him as a teacher, a philosopher, a charismatic, a sage, and
even a politician at one time or another in his life. The manifestation of these
different facets of the imam’s life is significant because they portray him as an
exemplary charismatic figure who exercised comprehensive authority in the
community.

Biographies of the Shi¡i imams take the form of a literary enumeration of
virtues and excellences, which are frequently portrayed through idealized
traits. The imams are depicted as human beings par excellence, and as the inter-
mediaries between the divine and the human. In addition, the biographies em-
ploy different prisms to characterize and synthesize the sanctity, holiness,
virtues, and supernatural character of the imams. The biographies stress the
imams’ hereditary charisma, divinely inspired knowledge, divine appointment,
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extraordinary feats, acts of extreme asceticism, and model character. These im-
ages collectively provide a prosaic indication of the authority, moral rectitude,
and abilities of the imams. The diverse traits in the biographical presentation of
the imams are expressed at the doctrinal level by the concepts of nass, ¡ilm, and
¡isma, features that I have described in previous chapters.

In addition, biographical tracts enhance the authority of the imams by
stressing the social impact of their ascetic and virtuous qualities. Social rami-
fications are important blocks in constructing the authority of holy men. The
narration of important historic events and the social impact of holy men are
crucial to biographies if they are to become meaningful in the lives of the
readers. Just like the Sufi holy men I described in chapter two, the imams are
reported to have touched and changed the lives of their disciples. For example,
Ja¡far al-Sadiq’s pervasive influence as a teacher was so profound that, accord-
ing to al-Mufid, he attracted 4,000 students.6 As I discussed in chapter two,
Sufi saints inspired and, at times, captivated their disciples by their charisma,
appearance, and demeanor.

Another important structural element of biographical texts is that they
often depict accounts of the lives of the holy men in a mode that is called “are-
talogical.” The term refers to a collection of stories or legends that focus on
the supernatural qualities of the characters being profiled. The miracle aretal-
ogy, as it is called, is highlighted in order to depict and distinguish the holy
men through miracle narratives. These narratives become literary motifs in
many biographical texts. Various combinations of these aretalogical motifs are
deployed to depict the lives of the imams and the authority they reportedly en-
joyed. These include an authoritative (and even esoteric) hermeneutic of scrip-
ture, receipt of divinely inspired knowledge, power and epistemological mira-
cles, the ability to read the minds of people, prophetic descent, capacity to
avert impending evils at the hands of rulers or other enemies, and so forth.

In biographical texts, miracles provide evidence for the verity of a holy
man’s claims to spiritual authority. Furthermore, by emphasizing his miracu-
lous prowess, the texts convey, in a dramatic and powerful way, the over-
whelming powers of the imam and the favors the divine has bestowed on him.
Biographies also stress the miracle aretalogy because it performs the impor-
tant function of differentiating the authoritative leaders from false claimants
to authority.

Many of these features are evident in al-Mufid’s Kitab al-Irshad, a hagio-
graphical work on the lives of the imams.7 In a section that enumerates the mir-
acles of ¡Ali, the first Shi¡i imam, al-Mufid states that ¡Ali’s power encapsulated
not only human beings but even extended to nature. According to him, ¡Ali
made the sun revert to an earlier position in the sky on two occasions, during
and after the time of the Prophet.8 The use of such modalities and aspects of the
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imams proves, for the audience, the functioning of the divine agency in the
world through the lives of the holy men. They also indicate the divine favors
and blessings bestowed on ¡Ali.

The synthesis and conflation of asceticism, extraordinary feats, and supe-
rior intellectual capacities engender a composite portrait of the imams in the
texts. In a sense, their charisma is remembered in the biographical dictionar-
ies; it is also sensed, transmitted, and perpetuated through narratives. In his
profile on ¡Ali, al-Mufid appends a section on the imam’s virtues, qualities,
and achievements to his account of ¡Ali’s heroic military exploits. ¡Ali’s au-
thority is further amplified by a discussion of the concept of hereditary charis-
matic authority (the belief in nass) and by a review of his role in the last years
of the Prophet’s life. This is followed by a discussion of ¡Ali’s legal decisions.9

By merging the human and the divine elements of the imam, al-Mufid’s mira-
cle aretalogy enhances the concept of sainthood by representing it as both a
metaphysical proximity to the divine (walaya) and the exercise of spiritual and
political authority on earth (wilaya).10

Another structure that is often employed in the biographical texts of holy
men is the sermon aretalogy. In contrast to the miracle aretalogy, the sermon
aretalogy encompasses the discourses, paraenatical traditions, admonish-
ments, and sayings of the holy men. In this genre of aretalogy, attention is paid
to the personal characteristics and virtues rather than the miraculous prowess
of the imams. Anecdotal narratives, sermons, traditions, and an enumeration
of the imams’ incredible qualities and feats are important literary building
blocks in the construction of their character. Since they are seen as a source of
moral edification, homilies make up a substantial portion of the biographical
accounts of the imams.

It is in this domain that the imams articulate ethical axioms, issue admon-
ishments, and establish paradigmatic precedents for their followers. In his
Kitab al-Irshad, before he discusses the miracles that ¡Ali is reported to have
performed, al-Mufid includes a section he calls “The Memorable Words and
Speeches of the Commander of the Faithful.” Here, he lists ¡Ali’s sermons on
diverse subjects such as asceticism, knowledge, and death, and his speeches
after various battles.11

Besides building the authority and character blocks of the important per-
sonages that serve a school, biographical texts also reconstruct the early his-
tory of that school and relate it to the life of a community.12 The texts indi-
cate how a community viewed and narrated its past, the interaction between
its various figures and heroes, the authority it accorded them, and, at times,
the struggle for legitimacy between its various factions. In a sense, the com-
munity’s concept of authority and how it envisaged that authority to be ac-
quired, exercised, and transmitted to future generations is depicted in the
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texts. Biographies also depict the struggle for legitimizing any claim to au-
thority. As I discussed in chapter three, Kashshi’s rijal work informs us not
only about the lives of the disciples of the imams, but also about the struc-
ture of and struggle for authority between the charismatic authority and its
routinized form. It is to the question of the depiction of the rijal’s authority
that I now turn.

Biographical Literature and the Juridical Corpus in Islam

To comprehend the construction of the rijal’s authority in biographical texts, it
is essential to define and understand the science of biographical criticism (¡ilm
al-rijal) and the significance of biographies in evaluating the transmitters of
traditions who feature in the juridical literature. ¡Ilm al-rijal is the discipline
that examines the status of the transmitters of traditions who figure in the
isnad (chain of transmissions) that is usually appended to a hadith report. The
study of biography is important as it provides information on the transmitters
of traditions, who are evaluated to assess their character, their reliability in
transmitting traditions, their moral probity, and their religious affiliations. It is
on the basis of such information, derived from the biographical works on the
rijal, that a tradition can be classified as authentic, reliable, weak, and so on.13

The appraisal of a reporter directly affects the authenticity of a tradition he
transmits, since his status is the single most important factor in determining
how a hadith is classified.14

Shi¡i legal thought recognizes four sources of law—the Qur£an, consensus,
intellect, and sunna. The first three sources play very limited roles in generat-
ing legal injunctions.15 This is because the Qur£an contains few details regard-
ing its legal injunctions whereas the consensus is valid only during the physi-
cal presence of the imam. As for the intellect, its role is confined to the
establishment of an intrinsic relation between a ruling derived on the authority
of revelation and that derived on the authority of reason.16 It is from the sunna
that most shari¡a rulings are derived. Since the sunna is transmitted primarily
in the form of hadith reports, those who transmit traditions from the Prophet
and the imams play a decisive role in determining which hadith reports are ac-
cepted in the juridical manuals. Only traditions that have been transmitted by
those reporters who have been authenticated in the biographical works can be
used in deducing shari¡a rulings.

Besides providing information on the veracity or mendacity of the ruwat
(transmitters of traditions), biographical texts also indicate who reported from
whom. An examination of an isnad can tell us not only approximately when a
tradition may have been circulated, but it can also empower an investigator to
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detect anomalies in the isnad, especially if a disciple reports on the authority of
someone whom he had obviously never met. It is only through careful scrutiny
of the biographical works that irregularities can be detected in a seemingly im-
peccable chain of transmission that is appended to a hadith report.

It is in this context that the significance attached to the biographical texts
can be comprehended. The juristic authority of the rijal is contingent, to a
large degree, on their validation in the biographic dictionaries. Provided the
transmitters have been authenticated in the biographical works, a jurist can
cite the traditions they report as sound proof in support of his legal judg-
ment. The importance of ¡ilm al-rijal and the biographical texts, therefore,
lies in their determination of which transmitters of traditions are to be ac-
cepted as reliable and, in the final analysis, determining the community’s re-
ligious practices.

Biographical Texts on the Rijal: Structures and Literary Forms

The compositions of Kashshi, Tusi, and Najashi, the primary Shi¡i biogra-
phers of the tenth and eleventh centuries, are indispensable for assessing the
characteristics and structural framework of the biographical literature on the
rijal. These texts are also important for constructing a coherent picture of
the authority that the rijal wielded in the Shi¡i community during the times
of the imams. The biographers based their profiles on discrete components,
which they found in various genres of literature. The texts they used in
defining the rijal and depicting their functions in the office of charisma
ranged from erstwhile Shi¡i autobiographical fragments and doctrinal works
to polemical discourses and juridical compilations. They also used reports
contained in various Sunni polemical, biographical, and heresiographical
tracts. These accounts were supplemented with oral narratives transmitted
by the Shi¡i community.

In all probability, Shi¡i investigations into the veracity of the disciples of
the imams had begun by the early ninth century. The incipience of Shi¡i rijal
works can be traced to ¡Abd Allah b. Jabla al-Kinani (d. 834) who is re-
ported to have composed a biographical work on the rijal.17 He was a con-
temporary of al-Hasan b. ¡Ali al-Faddal (d. 838), who is also credited with a
book on the same topic.18 Shi¡i sources credit another contemporaneous dis-
ciple of the imams, al-Hasan b. Mahbub (d. 838), with a rijal work entitled
Kitab al-Mashyakha.19 The biographical works further indicate that by the
end of the ninth century, Hasan b. ¡Ali al-Faddal’s son, also called ¡Ali (n.d.),
and another disciple, Ahmad b. ¡Ali al-¡Aqiqi (d. 893) had composed biog-
raphical works.20
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As a matter of fact, statements made by Tusi and Najashi indicate that, by
their time, the construction of authority in biographical literature by employ-
ing the science of al-jarh wa£l-ta¡dil (the wounding and authentication) was
well developed among the Shi¡is.21 By Tusi’s time, the basis for evaluating the
rijal had been so well established that he states in his work on usul,

We have encountered (wajadna) a group that has differentiated between the
ruwat (transmitters) reporting these traditions. They have authenticated those
who are reliable among them and have considered weak the unreliable ones.
And they have distinguished between those whose traditions and narrations can
be relied upon and those whose transmissions cannot be relied upon, they have
commended one [who is] worthy of praise and have criticized those who de-
serve to be censured. And they have said: “So and so (fulan) is suspect in his tra-
ditions, so and so is a liar, so and so is confused (mukhtalat) [in his traditions],
so and so is an adversary (mukhalif) in his school and beliefs, so and so is a
Waqifi, so and so is a Fathi,” and other accusations that they have mentioned.22

Tusi unequivocally stresses that the processes of identifying and discrimi-
nating between the various hadith transmitters were well developed before his
time. Najashi also attests to the development of these disciplines among the
Shi¡is. On various occasions, he states, “the biographers have mentioned [his
status to be] so.”23

Another important scholar of Shi¡i biography, Muhammad b. ¡Umar
Kashshi, also quotes the views of erstwhile rijal scholars. For example, he
quotes the views of ¡Ali b. al-Hasan al-Faddal and Fadl b. Shadhan on several
occasions. At one point, Kashshi quotes the former as saying that ¡Ali b. Abi
Hamza al-Bata£ini was a liar.24 Kashshi also states that he had erstwhile biog-
raphical texts at his disposal. Thus, he says in one profile, “I have found [a
book] in the handwriting of Jibril b. Ahmad.”25

I am not interested here in examining the motives that led to the compilation
of Shi¡i biographical works before the times of Tusi and Najashi. We should
note, however, that in their construction of a typology of the disciples of the
imams, Tusi and Najashi indicate that they rely on biographical information
provided by erstwhile sources. In addition to various laudatory comments re-
ported from the imams, Tusi and Najashi also consider the rijals’ proselytiza-
tion activities, virtues, treatises, anecdotes, and loyalty to the imams.26 They
enumerate various traits to characterize and classify the rijal, features that be-
came literary motifs in subsequent biographical texts on the rijal. These fea-
tures are important building blocks in the construction of the rijal’s authority
and in the depiction of their functions in the office of charisma. By synthe-
sizing these multivariate traits, Shi¡i biographical dictionaries have become
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historical exempla of the characteristics that are used to depict the authority of
the faithful and erudite disciples of the imams.

Kashshi’s literary depiction of the rijal stands in contrast to the works of
Tusi and Najashi. Although Kashshi’s seminal work on the rijal is not extant,
Tusi’s abridged version of the original text is available.27 The significance of
Kashshi’s work lies in the fact that he did not provide a standard appraisal of
some of the closest companions of the imams. Rather than restricting his work
to enumerating the literary compositions and assessing the reliability or other-
wise of the rijal that he considers, Kashshi reconstructs the social and reli-
gious milieu of the associates of the imams. Beginning with the companions
of ¡Ali b. Abu Talib, Kashshi cites reports on them, most of which are in the
form of comments allegedly uttered by an imam or a contemporary figure.
Kashshi sometimes includes reports on the disciples’ alleged supernatural
abilities, their literary and other activities, and the views that they espoused.
Rarely does he directly authenticate a person.

As we have seen in previous chapters, Kashshi cites instances of the imams’
delegation of authority to their close associates. He also cites both laudatory
and pejorative remarks, which reportedly were uttered by the imams concern-
ing some of their most eminent disciples, such as Zurara, Muhammad b. Mus-
lim, Yunus b. ¡Abd al-Rahman, and others. These reports are juxtaposed with
the social reality of the disciples’ often-strained relationship with the imams
and the latter’s attempts at limiting the authority and restricting the activities of
their disciples. It was probably due to the inclusion of the contradictory and
disparaging remarks against some disciples that Najashi considered Kashshi’s
work to be full of errors caused by his reporting from “weak” transmitters.28

Another literary form that Kashshi frequently employs is the anecdote, a
biographical narrative that relates diverse features of a disciple, including the
opinions of other rijal on a particular disciple and an enumeration of his dis-
courses and other activities. It is in these anecdotes that the functions of the
charismatic office of the rijal become evident. The anecdotes cited in
Kashshi’s work are important modes of biographical characterizations be-
cause they serve to demythologize the ideal type by giving it a concrete histor-
ical form. Citing narratives of the functions of the disciples, Kashshi gives
concrete forms to ideals like loyalty, commitment to faith, and the proper un-
derstanding and transmission of the imams’ teachings.

Often, the anecdotes are supplemented with both discourses regarding the
lives of the disciples and paraenetical traditions cited from the imams. These
are used not only as major literary blocks for depicting the character of the
disciples, but also as techniques for edification, that is, for creating paradig-
matic precedents of morally upright individuals. The details contained in his
text make Kashshi’s work indispensable for comprehending the construction
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of and struggle for authority within the Shi¡i community. It is also an invalu-
able source for comprehending the relationship between the imams and the
rijal and the struggle to legitimize the disciples’ claim to authority.

It is to be noted that the structures and features in the biographies present-
ing the charismatic authority of the imams are quite different from those in-
corporated in the profiles on the rijal. The former include beliefs in hereditary
charisma, stories of the supernatural, acts of extreme asceticism, and models
of character. Collectively, these synthesize the sanctity, virtues, and supernat-
ural character of the imams. The personal charisma of the imam is given con-
crete form in the biographical text by describing and stressing the impact that
his extraordinary powers had on his community. The authority of the imam is
further augmented by stressing his walaya (metaphysical proximity) and
wilaya (social impact). In addition, the imam’s image is enhanced by mention-
ing the miracles reported to have taken place near his grave.

In contrast to those who inherit charisma, the biographical narratives of
those who occupy the office of charisma are characterized by an emphasis on
their loyalty to the imams, their reliability in transmitting traditions, and their
administrative contribution in the community. The authority of the rijal is also
predicated on their juristic and epistemic accomplishments, their reported lit-
erary compositions, narratives from the imams and other disciples, their asce-
tic qualities, and their engagement in polemical discourses. Thus, it is correct
to maintain that the emphasis in the biographical texts on the rijal is on their
epistemic authority (or on the charisma of the office) rather than on authority
based on miracles, baraka, and the charisma of lineage.

In their own ways, biographies of the charismatic authority and charis-
matic office employ different literary building blocks to construct the author-
ity of and relationship between the imams and their disciples. These biogra-
phies may not tell us the indubitable historical facts or demonstrate the truth
of a narrative, but they do provide us with evidence of how particular events
were construed and remembered by the Shi¡i biographers in the tenth and
eleventh centuries.

Authentications and Authority Construction
in the Rijal Literature

Tusi, Najashi and Kashshi not only outline the various achievements of the rijal,
they also provide an evaluation of the rijal for posterity. The authority of the
rijal is anchored, to a large degree, on the authentications (tawthiqat) that are
provided in the biographical lexica. This is because the rijal who are authen-
ticated are seen as affording authenticity to the material they transmit and as
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expressing the will of the imam to the community especially in their capacities
as the deputies of the imams. Without being authenticated, it is difficult to see
how a disciple can be looked upon as an authoritative figure in the community.

The assessment on a transmitter in the biographical texts is also inter-
woven with the ¡ilm that he transmits. If a transmitter’s reliability is not as-
sured, the authoritativeness of the material he transmits is ineluctably ques-
tioned. In a sense, the evaluations are linked to the authenticity of the Shi¡i
hadith corpus since the latter depends largely on the appraisals provided in
the biographical texts.

The authentications are also important for Shi¡i jurisprudence. Without the
authentications, a Shi¡i legal edifice cannot be constructed around those
whose reliability has not been established. The biographical lexica therefore
provide the necessary justifications for the inclusion of hadith material in the
juridical works. As I have discussed, the rulings issued by a jurist are gov-
erned, to a large extent, by the inclusion of traditions transmitted by those rijal
who have been pronounced as veracious by the biographers.

Conceptually, a disciple who has not been pronounced reliable cannot fig-
ure within the framework of “regional leaders” or be considered as part of the
charismatic office, for these require that the reliability and authority of a
leader within the community be confirmed. Furthermore, the link that the rijal
provide to the imams and their diverse activities on behalf of the imams re-
quire that both they and their functions be authenticated. In a sense, the au-
thentications provided in the biographical dictionaries legitimate the activities
of the rijal and provide continuity to subsequent generation of Shi¡is. In these
ways, the texts accord authority to the rijal. Yet, in the process, the texts them-
selves became authoritative and important for subsequent biographers since
they are an indispensable means to determining the integrity of and normative
appraisals on the rijal.

Once the trustworthiness of a disciple has been attested to, the Shi¡is can
assume that the imam is, through his trustworthy companions, speaking to the
Shi¡i community. Hence, the authentications provided in the biographical dic-
tionaries serve several functions. The most important of these is to accentuate
the authority of the rijal and treat the material they transmit as constituting the
¡ilm from the imams.

Biographical narratives and the authentications they provide are also im-
portant because they construct and identify a normative reading of the histori-
cal lives of the rijal. The authority of the disciples in the biographical litera-
ture is premised on their characterization as the bearers of Islamic canonical
tradition and the embodiment of correct juridical praxis. By citing the disci-
ples’ functions and providing an appraisal of their veracity or mendacity, Shi¡i
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biographers construct a sense of “orthodoxy” and express a normative evalua-
tion of the rijal so as to insert them in the body of tradition that is utilized by
the biographical culture.

By positing a structure for identifying trustworthy and unreliable charac-
ters, the biographers also construct an authoritative typology of the disciples
of the imams. A typology is a form of discourse that reduces the community
of specialists in the field into manageable, formal categories. A fundamental
characteristic of a typology is that it enunciates a structure of authority in
which all the elements that constitute the typology are linked to each other.29

The typologies also afford a view of the structure of authority that exists
within a community and how that authority is transmitted to a succeeding
generation of scholars. Once it is defined in the biographical works, the au-
thoritative legacy of the rijal is transmitted to the next group of biographers
and becomes entrenched over time. Gradually, the texts construct an increas-
ingly restrictive and specific typology of the rijal, imposing a well-defined
position on them.

Biographers can, in this way, define a profile and, at the same time, create
an authoritarian reading of a disciple’s life.30 According to Khaled Abou el-
Fadl, the term “authoritarian” refers to “a heuristic methodology that usurps
and subjugates the mechanisms of producing meaning from a text to a
highly subjective and selective reading.”31 The authoritarian reading of a
text is interwoven with the closing of the interpretive process, thereby re-
stricting the text to a specific determination. This determination is then sub-
mitted as the final and only possible interpretation of the text.32 In this sense,
biographical hermeneutics are no different from the interpretive activities
evident in other fields. The interpretive strategy can shape both future read-
ings and the texts themselves, thus constructing the texts rather than arising
from them.

In the biographical literature on the disciples of the imams, Tusi, Najashi,
and Kashshi become mediators between the persons they profile and the
reader. They construct hermeneutical parameters, thereby limiting their devel-
opment in later biographical texts. They build typologies and parameters by
deploying various genres of terminologies to express the authority and norma-
tive status of the disciples. For example, Tusi, Najashi, and Kashshi introduce
terms like eminence (wajih) and pillar (rukn) when describing some promi-
nent rijal. Thus, in his profile of Zurara, Najashi describes him as an eminent
teacher among our (Shi¡i) companions of his time.33 Similarly, Tusi depicts
Hisham b. al-Hakam as a special associate (khwass)34 and skillful in specula-
tive theology (kalam).35 That these genres of terminologies were introduced
by scholars like Tusi, Najashi, and Kashshi can be evinced from the fact that
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they did not claim that such remarks were cited in earlier texts. These termi-
nologies became crucial blocks in constructing the authority of the rijal and
creating an authoritarian typology in their profiles.

The terminologies and assessments that these biographers employ are
significant in that they promote an authoritative image of and define future
biographic discourse on the rijal. The terminologies also have the effect of
reducing the plurality of views on a disciple to a singular, biographical
opinion. The terminologies are thus important in imparting a sense of stan-
dardized evaluations of the disciples of the imams. This can be discerned
from the fact that the terminologies that are cited by Tusi, Najashi, and
Kashshi are frequently reproduced in subsequent appraisals of the rijal.
When discussing the reliability of the disciples of the imams, one invokes
the criteria and parameters constructed by the interpretive culture of these
earlier biographers. Eventually, their biographic readings generate an em-
bellished portrait of the rijal under the dominant and charismatic figure of
the imams.

Polemics in the Biographical Lexica

The Shi¡i biographies I have considered posit the vision of a vibrant and eru-
dite community during the times of the imams. As I have discussed in chapters
three and four, they also predicate the credentials of the rijal as the deputed
authorities, jurists, and theologians who significantly molded and impacted
the Shi¡i community in their time. Biography, however, is not a simple sub-
genre of history. It is frequently used as a polemical tool.

The biographical works assume polemical undertones to assure the Shi¡is
that they represent the correct and “orthodox” version of Islam, and to establish
the preponderance of the Shi¡i community over other sectarian groups.
Polemics in the biographies takes different forms. In enumerating the literary
achievements of the disciples of the imams, the biographical works indicate not
only the extent of the Shi¡i compositions available in their times, but also that,
due to these texts, Shi¡i beliefs, practices, and hadith can be traced to the times
of the imams.

The biographical texts also emphasize the various juridical and theologi-
cal discourses of the rijal, thus indicating that the disciples often confronted
and confuted their adversaries. The disciples’ literary compositions, their ac-
tivities, and the traditions favorable to them are interwoven into a historical
narrative. These are important factors both in the crystallization of beliefs
and in the establishment of the superiority of a school. In the process, the au-
thority of those who represented the Shi¡i community and occupied the office
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of charisma is tacitly enhanced. Al-Ahwal, for example, is reported to have
composed a number of books that vindicated the doctrine of the imamate and
argued for its transmission in a concatenated chain.36 He is also reported to
have written polemical tracts that refuted the doctrinal positions adopted by
the adversaries of the Shi¡is.

Apart from providing an appraisal of the companions of the imams, Shi¡i
biographical literature also sought to establish the preponderance of these
Shi¡i scholars, who were engaged in the production of a formidable literary
output. Thus, the biographies had apologetic and polemical undertones. They
were apologetic in that they asserted, defended, and idealized the character
and loyalty of the associates of the imams. The biographies engaged in
polemics by proclaiming the preponderance of the arguments of the rijal over
their interlocutors. By stressing their polemical functions, the authority of the
rijal and their pivotal roles as the exponents and defenders of Shi¡i beliefs and
praxis became more pronounced. It is here that the polemical function of the
biographical works became evident.

Apart from emphasizing the authoritative status of the disciples, polemics
in the biographical literature is also used to exhibit the rich Shi¡i literary her-
itage that, it is claimed, could surpass its Sunni counterpart. The Shi¡is, it is
maintained, preceded the Sunnis in the construction of a juridical school,
thereby enhancing the authority of the founder of the school, the imam him-
self, who had trained these eminent students. Other texts even claim that it
was the Shi¡is who had preceded the Sunnis in composing works in the juridi-
cal, theological, and paraenetical fields. The Sunnis, it is claimed, merely em-
ulated the literary models that had been established by the disciples of the
imams.37

The polemical function of biographical texts is further affirmed in the
works of Tusi and Najashi. They maintain, in the introduction to their texts,
that they composed their works in response to the criticisms of their oppo-
nents, who had taunted them because they lacked reliable, erstwhile compo-
sitions or renowned scholars.38 The purpose of their biographical works was
to enumerate the various Shi¡i tracts that had been composed during the times
of the imams, thereby refuting the accusations of their interlocutors.

By stressing the polemical functions of the rijal, biographical literature
often assumes didactic overtones, for it becomes an exercise in communal
edification and pride. The community is to take pride in the juridical, theo-
logical, and other contributions of the rijal. The Shi¡is are also encouraged to
emulate the paradigmatic precedents established by the idealized compan-
ions of the imams. This is a good example of how biographical literature
amalgamated diverse roles, providing exempla, and engaging in polemics, as
well as effecting the rejection and marginalization of the “other.”
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Idealization and Authority Construction
in the Biographical Texts

Biographies also construct authority by idealizing the past. They engage in the
idealization process by promoting and even exaggerating accounts of a per-
son’s achievements so as to depict a particular image and enhance the author-
ity of the person being profiled. Biographical texts are good examples of a
major dynamic operative in biographical writing: the molding of a person’s
character to a preconceived model by deploying various hermeneutical strata-
gems.39 For a biographer, there is a need to establish, document, and idealize
the roots of a tradition that may not have been previously accepted.

Idealization is an important literary element in biographical literature as it
authenticates the present and, at the same time, vindicates certain images or doc-
trines that are traced to the past. Thus, biographies become important vehicles
for documenting certain notions related to the beliefs and practices of a school
and a powerful tool for the propagation of those doctrines. In the process, biog-
raphies create and embellish a recollection of the community’s past.

Biographies also engender syncretic portraits that are dominated by the bi-
ographer’s ideals, often creating rather than relating history. Because of this,
biographies can become personal statements that reflect the times of the biog-
raphers rather than of those profiled. The prisms biographers use—the clusters
of ideals that define their models—create ideal types, which are brought to life
by a confluence of various acts attributed to the idealized figures, and by an as-
semblage of acts and virtues that reveal facets of the idealized world of the bi-
ographer. It is here that biographies assume the character of hagiographical
literature. Gradually, the distinction between the historical lives of those pro-
filed and their idealized form becomes blurred.

Shi¡i biographers impose a “normative homogeneity” on the definition of
discipleship by idealizing and typologizing their subjects as quintessential
Shi¡is, and by characterizing their actions as conforming to the norms expected
of loyal associates of the imams. As I discussed in chapter three, a salient trait
of the Shi¡i rijal is their rehabilitation and the refutation of all charges that can
discredit them in the eyes of the Shi¡is. In later Shi¡i literature, much effort is
exerted to maintain the integrity and emphasize the loyalty of the rijal. It must
be remembered that disciples like Zurara, Muhammad b. Muslim, and Hisham
b. al-Hakam have been regarded as pillars from which many Shi¡i theological
and legal traditions derive support. Reports discrediting the disciples can en-
danger the various teachings and legal opinions of the imams that the rijal
transmit. Therefore, any report that might tarnish their image as the ideal disci-
ples of the imams has been regarded as unreliable or as deliberately uttered by
the imams so as to safeguard the lives of these eminent personages.
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Different literary devices are employed in Shi¡i biographical literature to
idealize the rijal and explain the negative comments made by the imams con-
cerning some of their most prominent disciples. Tusi, for example, wrote a
redaction of Kashshi’s work. He and Najashi were fully aware of the pejorative
remarks made against some of the prominent disciples. Yet neither of them
makes any mention of the derogatory remarks against the prominent rijal. In
fact, the works of Tusi and Najashi are notable for what they omit as much as
for what they state. These biographers profile disciples like Zurara, Hisham b.
al-Hakam, and al-Ahwal without expressing any negative comment or reserva-
tion regarding their reliability. In their construction of the disciples’ authority,
Tusi and Najashi articulate a coherent, yet selective, presentation of the rijal so
as to insert them in the body of tradition utilized by later biographical culture.

Besides the omission of derogatory remarks, another literary device Shi¡i
biographers use to idealize the rijal is the concept of mass authentication. The
time of Hurr al-¡Amili (d. 1692) marks the beginning of discussions on the
possible significations of various statements made by the preceding scholars.
By deploying various forms of hermeneutic stratagems, thousands of rijal are
authenticated in later texts; this is another example of the later form of ideal-
ization of the rijal.

An example of the mass authentication of the rijal is provided by a remark
made by al-Mufid in his Kitab al-Irshad. He states, “The specialists in tradition
(ashab al-hadith) have compiled the names of those who narrated on his [al-
Sadiq’s] authority, who were reliable despite [their] differences in views and
doctrines, and they were 4,000 men.”40 Scholars like al-Tabrisi (d. 1153) and
al-¡Amili and have claimed that, since al-Mufid has described them as reliable,
all 4,000 companions of al-Sadiq are to be considered as trustworthy.41 The im-
plications of this claim are enormous, vindicating the acceptance of thousands
of traditions transmitted by the associates of al-Sadiq. Mirza al-Husayn Nuri
(d. 1902) goes further than his predecessors by claiming that these 4,000 stu-
dents have also been authenticated by Ibn ¡Uqda, an eighth century Zaydi biog-
rapher, in his list of the rijal.42 However, one would have expected Tusi, who
enumerates the companions of every imam in his work on the rijal, to mention
their collective reliability. The absence of any such claim suggests that, at least
in Tusi’s time, the notion that all the companions of Ja¡far al-Sadiq were reliable
was not accepted by Shi¡i biographers themselves.

Contemporary rijal scholars like al-Khu£i and Muzaffar have also refuted
this claim, maintaining that many of these 4,000 companions have been con-
sidered to be weak by Tusi himself.43 The claim of the “collective reliability”
of the companions of al-Sadiq, declares al-Khu£i, is parallel to the Sunni view
that all of the companions of the Prophet are to be considered as morally up-
right and just, a view that was rejected by the Shi¡is.
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A further example of mass authentication is provided in an inference drawn
by al-Khu£i himself. Referring to Ahmad b. Muhammad b. ¡Ubayd Allah al-
Jawhari, Najashi states in his profile, “I have seen this shaykh, he was a friend
of mine and of my father and I have heard many things from him. I [also] saw
that our teachers have considered him to be weak, so I did not report anything
from him and I have avoided him.”44

Statements such as these, al-Khu£i claims, clearly indicate that Najashi
would abstain from narrating traditions from teachers who were not reliable.45

This inference has the effect of authenticating all of Najashi’s teachers. Other
scholars of biographical literature like Muhsini, for example, have refuted al-
Khu£i’s deduction, stating that such remarks by Najashi do not necessarily in-
dicate that he transmitted reports only from reliable reporters.46

In a sense, later rijal works have become a means of positing principles
through which thousands of rijal can be authenticated. In the later works, the
earlier assessments are reproduced, and the principles of authentication evolve
so that more rijal are added within the ambit of reliable transmitters. The claim
that the traditions of numerous rijal are reliable is a later biographical innova-
tion, designed, as many of the later authentications are, to authenticate more
disciples and justify the inclusion of their traditions in the juridical manuals. In
the process, the image of the rijal is idealized and their authority affirmed.

Idealization among biographers of the last century has taken different
forms. This can be inferred from al-Khu£i’s voluminous biographical work,
Mu¡jam Rijal al-Hadith. He juxtaposes the appraisal of erstwhile biographers
and attempts to resolve inconsistencies and anomalies in the profiles of vari-
ous rijal. In examining the denigrating remarks that were reportedly uttered
by the imams concerning some of their closest associates, al-Khu£i points to
weak figures in the chains of transmission (isnad). For example, in his profile
of Mufaddal b. ¡Umar (d. 796), al-Khu£i quotes the views of some past schol-
ars and notes some damaging reports regarding him. Mufaddal was, according
to Ibn al-Ghada£iri, da¡if (weak) and a follower of Abu£l-Khattab, a reported
extremist. “As the ghulat have ascribed many traditions to him,” Ibn al-
Ghada£iri adds, “it is not permissible to transmit Mufaddal’s traditions.”47 Na-
jashi states that Mufaddal was fasid al-madhhab (deviant in his religious per-
suasions). Najashi further pronounces his traditions to be unsound and states
that his books should not be depended on.48

Kashshi also reports many traditions on Mufaddal’s alleged extremist
views. For example, Hujr b. Zaida and ¡Amir b. Judha¡a al-Azdi approached
al-Sadiq and said, “Mufaddal b. ¡Umar says that you [the imams] determine
the sustenance of the people.” Al-Sadiq promptly refuted this view and then
cursed Mufaddal.49 Kashshi also states that Mufaddal circulated the view that
Isma¡il, the eldest son of al-Sadiq, would succeed his father as the imam. If
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correct, the report may provide further evidence of Mufaddal’s connection
with Abu£l-Khattab since the latter had reportedly also believed in Isma¡il’s
imamate.50 Due to his extremist tendencies, Mufaddal had many opponents
within the Shi¡i community.51

Al-Khu£i dismisses most of the denigrating reports against Mufaddal as
having weak chains of transmission. However, he also notes that some of these
reports against Mufaddal have strong isnads. Al-Khu£i rejects them too,
claiming that they must have arisen from taqiyya (dissimulation) or that they
cannot oppose the numerically superior traditions that are in favor of Mufad-
dal. Moreover, al-Khu£i continues, al-Sadiq is reported to have given a book
called Kitab al-Tawhid to Mufaddal. This points to the confidence and emi-
nent position Mufaddal enjoyed with al-Sadiq. In dismissing Najashi’s unfa-
vorable comments on him, al-Khu£i states that al-Mufid’s remark that Mufad-
dal was among the upright jurists is enough justification for rejecting Najashi’s
statement.52 At the end of his section on Mufaddal, al-Khu£i proclaims him to
be reliable, a conclusion in stark contrast to earlier assessments.53

When he is confronted with denigrating reports against other rijal that con-
tain strong isnad, al-Khu£i employs different hermeneutical tools to reject them.
For example, in his profile of Hisham b. al-Hakam, al-Khu£i admits that a tradi-
tion from al-Rida that links Hisham with the killing of al-Kazim has a strong
isnad. This report, al-Khu£i argues, must be rejected and returned to those able
to answer it (la budda ¡an narudda ¡ilmaha ila ahliha).54 Although it contains a
strong isnad, the tradition is isolated and cannot oppose the numerous other tra-
ditions in favor of Hisham. Furthermore, al-Khu£i adds, it is well known that al-
Kazim was not killed because of Hisham’s debates, but because he was the
leader of the Shi¡is. Al-Khu£i further maintains that the numerous accusations
leveled against Hisham of corporealism (some of which are reported in Shi¡i
works too)55 were all fabricated and arose out of sheer jealousy against him. Al-
Khu£i does not expound on the various reports of Hisham’s corporealism that
are cited in the Sunni works.56 Like many other rijal, Hisham is rehabilitated
and idealized as an important protagonist of Shi¡i beliefs in his time.

Mamaqani, on the other hand, deploys a different method to idealize the
disciples of the imams. He differs from al-Khu£i in that he states that it is not
sufficient to examine the chains of transmission and their deficiencies. In ex-
amining the numerous negative remarks against Zurara, Mamaqani asks,
“How can we reject more than thirty unfavorable traditions [against Zurara]
based only on weak chains of transmission especially when the purport of
these traditions (condemning Zurara) is repeatedly transmitted?”57 The only
way to explain these remarks is by appealing to taqiyya (dissimulation). The
remarks against the disciples were meant to act as a camouflage, to conceal the
close links that the imams had with their associates.
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However, Mamaqani’s contention that the disparaging remarks against the
disciples were uttered due to taqiyya cannot be substantiated in many in-
stances. If the derogatory utterances by the imams had arisen solely out of a
concern for their disciples’ safety, then one would have expected to read many
such remarks against Muhammad b. Abi ¡Umayr (d. 832), who was impris-
oned by Harun al-Rashid when he refused to disclose the identity of the Shi¡is.
However, even though his life was in obvious danger, no derogatory remarks
against him have been recorded. Similarly, one would expect to read many
deprecatory remarks against ¡Ali b. Yaqtin (d. 798–799), whose life was in
greater danger because, unlike the other disciples of the imams, he worked for
the ¡Abbasids. No such utterances are recorded against him, however.

Furthermore, while taqiyya may help to explain some of the unfavorable
remarks uttered against some disciples, it does not account for the divergent
theological and ritual points that Zurara and other disciples had reportedly
propagated in Kufa. Many of the curses issued by al-Sadiq appear in the form
of responses to the disciples’ deviations from his teachings rather than as gen-
eral public censure. Most of the curses were issued only when Shi¡is, coming
from distant places like Kufa, informed al-Sadiq of the disciples’ deviant
views. In all probability, the pejorative utterances were intended to caution the
Shi¡is from referring to some disciples in their religious rulings rather than ad-
dressing a proclamation to the Muslims at large.

It is to be remembered that, according to some reports, al-Sadiq had asked
his followers to refer to disciples like Zurara and Muhammad b. Muslim in
matters pertaining to religious ordinances and faith. Perhaps the derogatory
remarks proscribing them were issued at a later date, when the rift between
them and the imam became clear. Kashshi’s work suggests that the differences
between the imams and their companions led to the imams’ deprecatory re-
marks, not concerns for their disciples’ safety.

Shi¡i biographical dictionaries are historical exempla of homogenizing the
profiles of the disciples and portraying their ideal traits based on preconceived
ideas of the characteristics of the imams’ disciples. Through his intervention,
the biographer decides how the disciples are to be depicted in the biographical
discourse, and how their authority is to be constructed. The appraisals of biog-
raphers lay claim to an exclusivist hermeneutic, which can become sufficiently
entrenched to impose an authoritarian construction on the history of those pro-
filed. The imposition of normative or canonical evaluations in the biographical
literature also has the effect of reducing subsequent biographical pluralism.

Through their biographies, Shi¡i biographers promoted personal convic-
tions and affirmed postulates regarding the Shi¡i worldview of leadership and
doctrines by a confirmation of past representatives of those traditions. The au-
thentications provided in the biographies often reflect the juridical and social
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world of the rijal as perceived by the biographers writing in the tenth and
eleventh centuries. Later idealization of the rijal reasserts the canonical and
standardized profiles of the disciples. Biographers like al-Khu£i and Ma-
maqani restate a “normative version” of the definition of discipleship and pro-
mote a later understanding of loyalty and commitment.

In an environment in which different groups made claims to knowledge and
authority, Shi¡i biographers show their subjects in action against representa-
tives of other traditions. This not only vindicates their beliefs, but also pro-
motes idealized pictures of these characters. As I demonstrate in the next sec-
tion, the idealization of the rijal even took the form of authenticating and
rehabilitating those disciples who had been considered weak by earlier Shi¡i
biographers. The idealization of the rijal also shows the Shi¡i concern for as-
serting the conviction that what has been expressed in the post-ghayba era
(Shi¡i beliefs, practices, and the rijal as the authoritative spokesmen of the
imam) is not new, and can indeed be traced to the times of the imams. Through
this process, prevalent beliefs and conduct are legitimized.

Legitimacy and the Struggle for Authority in the Biographical
Dictionaries: The Cases of Aban b. Taghlib and Jabir al-Ju¡fi

In this section, I intend to examine how two important Shi¡i personages, Aban
b. Taghlib (d. 758) and Jabir b. Yazid al-Ju¡fi (d. 745) are profiled in the biog-
raphical lexica. I have chosen to examine these disciples because, in contrast
to other associates of the imams, they have been mentioned frequently in both
Sunni and Shi¡i biographical texts. Hence, a chronological and comparative
study of their profiles can enable a researcher to contrast how these two disci-
ples are presented in their respective schools. Moreover, the comparative na-
ture of this exercise can lead to the detection of any possible evolution in the
profiles of the rijal concerned and how both the Sunni and Shi¡i schools came
to adopt a definite position on a transmitter. Many features of biographical lit-
erature that I have previously described (structure, polemics, idealization) will
become evident as I discuss the profiles of these two disciples.

I will also attempt to piece together a coherent picture of the two rijal based
on the testimonies and views enunciated in the Sunni and Shi¡i sources. This
method will enable us to see the chronological development in a disciple’s pro-
file—that is, to discern any “growth” in the profile. This line of study will also
allow us to detect the ascriptions of views and beliefs to a person, which may
have occurred at a later time. It is hoped that this “comparative approach” will
enhance our understanding of the beliefs and doctrines of eighth-century Shi¡is,
and the authority biographical sources accord to the disciples of the imams.
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aban b. taghlib (d. 758)

A disciple of the fifth and sixth imams, Aban’s profile appears in all the major,
early Sunni rijal works. Sunni sources are unanimous in praising him for his
knowledge in various sciences, including Arabic language and as a prominent
reader (qari£) of the Qur£an.58 Al-Kisa£i (d. 804), one of the seven readers of
the Qur£an, read it with him.59 In the ninth-century biographical lexica, the
profiles of Aban are concise. Ibn Sa¡d (d. 848) says that he was reliable (thiqa)
in his narrations and that Shu¡ba (d. 776) transmitted traditions from him.60 In
his profile, Khalifa Ibn al-Khayyat (d. 854) mentions the date when Aban
died,61 whereas Bukhari (d. 870) only mentions Aban’s Kufi origins and cites
some of the transmitters of his traditions, notably Shu¡ba and Sufyan b.
¡Uyayna (d. 794).62

The tenth-century biographer, Ibn Abi Hatim (d. 938) adds little to our
sparse information on Aban. He quotes Ahmad b. Hanbal (d. 855) and Yahya
b. Ma¡in (d. 847), both saying Aban was reliable.63 A salient feature of Aban’s
profile in ninth-century Sunni rijal works is that he is deemed to be reliable
and trustworthy. There is no mention of Aban having espoused Shi¡i beliefs, or
of his being connected to or transmitting traditions from any of the Shi¡i
imams. It would appear that the ninth-century writers may not have known
that Aban was a Shi¡i. An alternative explanation, which will be discussed
next, is that ninth-century Sunni rijal scholars simply ignored Aban’s Shi¡i
proclivities because the traditions that he transmitted were not objectionable
by them.

It is in al-¡Uqayli’s (d. 933) text that Aban’s Shi¡ism is explicitly stated for the
first time. He notes that Aban was seen as “extreme in his Shi¡ism.”64 Al-¡Uqayli
also quotes Yazid b. Harun as saying that Aban was sa£igh (one who alters or
falsifies speech).65 He further states that Aban was seen as an extreme Shi¡i as he
transmitted traditions against ¡Uthman b. ¡Affan (d. 656) from Muhammad al-
Baqir. It was due to these genres of traditions that Mansur b. al-Mu¡tamar (n.d.)
reportedly told Aban, “Get out of my presence, do not visit me again.”66

A salient feature of al-¡Uqayli’s profile of Aban is that the latter is called a
Shi¡i, a point that earlier rijal scholars did not mention. The question of why
Aban was not seen as a Shi¡i in the earlier works will be considered later on.
Here, we need only note that Aban’s profile had grown considerably by the
time al-¡Uqayli composed his biographical work in the tenth century. Another
tenth-century biographer, Ibn ¡Adi (d. 976) reports that al-Sa¡di (al-Juzajani,
d. 870) said Aban was a deviant who belonged to a reprehensible school.
However, Ibn ¡Adi defends Aban by stating that al-Juzajani’s criticisms
against Aban pertained only to his Shi¡i beliefs. They did not reflect his relia-
bility as a transmitter of traditions. Despite his alleged heretical beliefs,
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Aban’s traditions could, therefore, be accepted. Ibn ¡Adi further quotes Ibn
¡Uyayna as saying that Aban was a grammarian, a point that is also stressed in
the Shi¡i rijal works.67

The foregoing indicates that in contrast to ninth-century biographers, tenth-
century Sunni scholars acknowledged Aban’s Shi¡i proclivities. Despite this,
his traditions were accepted. Substantively, his profile appears to have grown,
with numerous quotations on his reliability, juxtaposed to his inclinations to-
ward Shi¡ism. A more detailed profile on Aban emerges in the later works of
al-Dhahabi (d. 1348) and Ibn Hajar (d. 1449). Al-Dhahabi states that Aban
was “strong” (jald)68 [in his traditions], and then quotes the appraisals of his
predecessors, including Ibn Hanbal, Ibn Ma¡in, and Abu Hatim, all of whom
had deemed Aban trustworthy. He also cites some negative remarks from al-
¡Uqayli and Ibn ¡Adi. Al-Dhahabi then poses the obvious question, “How can
one who is labeled as a mubtadi¡ (innovator) also be considered as reliable and
upright (¡adil)?”

He responds by differentiating between two types of innovations (bid¡a).
The first type is the smaller bid¡a (al-bid¡a al-sughra), which, according to
al-Dhahabi, is tantamount to being a Shi¡i. This form of innovation was prac-
ticed by many successors (tabi¡un), he states. Al-Dhahabi further stresses
that if their traditions are rejected, then the vestiges of prophecy will be oblit-
erated. As for the greater bid¡a, al-Dhahabi continues, it is equivalent to
being a Rafidi and to demeaning Abu Bakr and ¡Umar. The Rafidis’ argu-
ments constitute no proof, nor should we be concerned with them, al-Dha-
habi states. In the past Shi¡ism referred to one who denounced ¡Uthman, al-
Zubayr, Talha, and Mu¡awiya, but the ghali (extremist) in our age, he adds, is
the one who considers these eminent figures to be infidels and dissociates
himself from Abu Bakr and ¡Umar.69

By means of this neat bifurcation of bid¡a, al-Dhahabi was able to accept
Aban’s traditions and yet call him a Shi¡i. It would have been difficult for him
to reject Aban as a hadith transmitter since he had been authenticated in the
earlier works. Furthermore, rejecting the traditions of Aban due to his Shi¡i
penchant would have entailed the rejection of traditions narrated by many
other successors. This, according to al-Dhahabi, would have resulted in the
obliteration of the vestiges of the Prophet.

Al-Dhahabi not only juxtaposes the favorable and critical remarks on
Aban, but also advances reasons for authenticating one who was seen by al-
Dhahabi’s informants as having deviated from the true path. Moreover, by his
differentiation of the two types of bid¡a, al-Dhahabi may have been attempting
to score a polemical point by suggesting that the later form of Shi¡ism was af-
filiated with the extremists whereas the earlier Shi¡is, although differing with
the Sunnis, were to be accepted, as they did not espouse extremist views.
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Ibn Hajar quotes the opinions of previous biographical scholars on Aban
stressing that he was both a Shi¡i and reliable. Apart from differentiating be-
tween the two types of Shi¡ism as was done by al-Dhahabi, Ibn Hajar quotes
previous assessments of Aban, constructing, in the process, a more complete
picture of him.70 The foregoing indicates that, already in the ninth century,
Aban was called a Shi¡i by al-Juzajani; but it was only in the tenth century that
this view was recorded and elaborated.

The earliest extant Shi¡i rijal work is that of al-Barqi (d. 887). By this time,
the Shi¡is had already identified Aban as a prominent associate of al-Baqir and
al-Sadiq.71 However, since al-Barqi’s text merely lists the companions of each
imam, he neither authenticates Aban nor discusses his beliefs. In his other
work entitled Kitab al-Mahasin, al-Barqi quotes many traditions that Aban re-
portedly heard from the imams.

As compared to their Sunni counterparts, ninth-century Shi¡i biographers
and hadith reporters depict Aban as a disciple of the imams who reported ha-
dith in their favor. Thus, al-Saffar (d. 902) quotes a tradition from Aban stat-
ing that, after the Prophet’s death, ¡Ali took Abu Bakr to a mosque where the
Prophet was waiting to adjudicate on the contentious issue of the leadership of
the community.72 Aban was clearly seen by ninth-century Shi¡is as reporting
polemical (mainly anti-Sunni) traditions. Al-Hasan b. Musa al-Nawbakhti (d.
912–913), the famous heresiographer, underscores the ninth- and tenth-cen-
tury Shi¡i view of Aban as an authoritative figure and a loyal disciple of the
imams. According to him, Aban recognized the imamate of al-Kazim imme-
diately after the death of al-Sadiq, a view contradicted by most reports, which
state that he died before al-Sadiq.73

Kashshi has preserved many reports on Aban, all of which are in his favor
and present him as a close associate of the imams. Al-Sadiq was reportedly
pained by Aban’s death. The imam is also said to have told Muslim b. Abi
Hibba (n.d.),74 “Visit Aban b. Taghlib for he has heard many traditions from
me and whatever he narrates to you from me, you may transmit it [as coming]
from me.”75

A tradition cited by Kashshi indicates how the Shi¡is depicted Aban as an im-
portant member of the charisma of office. Aban would sit in the mosque in Kufa
and respond to questions posed by people, many of who were not Shi¡is. Aban is
reported to have visited al-Sadiq and complained that the people demanded
replies to their questions. He further stated, “I am scared to respond based on
your teachings and what has been narrated from you.” Al-Sadiq is reported to
have told Aban, “See what you know of their teachings and answer them accord-
ingly.”76 The tradition alludes to a point that is assiduously mentioned in the
Shi¡i works, namely, that, in their capacity as agents of the imams, the disciples
performed many functions, including that of disseminating their teachings.
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Compared to al-Barqi, Kashshi, and Ibn al-Nadim, Tusi’s profile of Aban is
more detailed. Tusi states that he was “trustworthy and of great esteem and
status (¡azim manzila) among our companions.”77 He also quotes al-Baqir in-
structing Aban to “sit in the mosque of Medina and issue juridical rulings to
the people, for I would love [them] to see those of your caliber among my
Shi¡is.”78 The tradition further evinces the role of Aban as a deputed agent
who functioned in the charismatic office of the rijal. Tusi cites more details on
Aban than Kashshi. He says that Aban was a reciter of the Qur£an (qari), a
faqih, and a grammarian. He further adds that Aban had a Kitab al-Fada£il
(book of excellences [of the imams]) and an asl work.

Apart from repeating the numerous favorable remarks on Aban, Najashi
adds comments on Aban that are absent in Tusi’s work. He states that when
Aban would visit the mosque in Medina, the students of the classes held there
would stand up and clear the pillar of the Prophet as a mark of respect for
him.79 Najashi further states that Aban was well versed in major Islamic disci-
plines such as the Qur£an, fiqh, hadith, and Arabic lexicography. Najashi’s pro-
file of Aban is even more detailed, for he also notes that Aban had heard
30,000 traditions from al-Sadiq. Like their Sunni counterparts, Shi¡i profiles
of Aban tend to “grow” in the eleventh-century works of Tusi and Najashi, ac-
centuating, thereby, his links with the imams and stressing his functions in the
office of charisma.

Whereas the Sunni rijal works authenticate Aban by enumerating his teach-
ers and narrators, the Shi¡i biographical texts concentrate on reporting his activ-
ities as an important disciple of the imams. Stated differently, the Shi¡is regard
Aban as a disciple who performed various functions on behalf of the imams.
These functions ranged from transmitting hadith to issuing juridical edicts in the
mosque. The Sunnis, on the other hand, restrict his role to that of a narrator who
transmitted traditions from various figures, including the imams. Tusi and Na-
jashi claim that Aban was a jurist, a reciter of the Qur£an, and a grammarian,
whereas most Sunni rijal works mention only his role as a traditionist.

In emphasizing his different roles in the office of charisma, Shi¡i sources
report that, due to his proficiency in the language, al-Sadiq instructed Aban to
debate with an unnamed Syrian on Arabic grammar, leading eventually to the
Syrian’s defeat.80 This report underscores the polemical nature of biographical
literature. Aban is represented not only as a great jurist, but also as a proficient
grammarian. He was apparently so accomplished in Arabic that he could de-
bate and overcome his opponents in the nuances of Arabic grammar. It is pos-
sible that Aban’s roles as a jurist and a linguist were later attributed to him by
the Shi¡is. Alternatively, the Sunni works may simply have ignored his multi-
tudinous roles and erudition in different fields, instead emphasizing the only
function that was directly germane for them, his role as a hadith transmitter.
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A study of Aban’s profiles indicates that he was accepted in the early
works by both Sunni and Shi¡i rijal authors.81 No mention is made of his
predilections toward Shi¡ism in the early Sunni biographical texts, whereas
the extant Shi¡i works (written in the ninth century) stress Aban’s close as-
sociation with the imams. However, ninth-century Sunni figures like al-
Juzajani (who was well known for his anti-¡Alid views82) and Ibn ¡Adi men-
tion Aban’s Shi¡ism. The later works of al-Dhahabi and Ibn Hajar try to
reconcile the fact that Aban’s hadiths were acceptable with reports of his
Shi¡i beliefs. In most Sunni and Shi¡i biographical works of the ninth cen-
tury, Aban is presented as a respected figure who was authenticated by all
the major rijal authors.

It is possible to construe a tussle for Aban between the Shi¡is and their
opponents taking place in the ninth century. Sunni biographers clearly saw
Aban as acceptable and trustworthy. To reject him due to his espousal of
Shi¡i beliefs would have resulted in the rejection of traditions that had been
transmitted by many other reporters in Aban’s generation. Their traditions
were documented in the Sunni hadith manuals. Ninth-century Shi¡is like al-
Barqi, al-Saffar, and al-Nawbakhti saw him as an important disciple of the
imams. Clearly, Aban was accepted and seen as authoritative by both
camps. The issue was finally resolved in the tenth century when Aban’s
Shi¡ism, already implied in statements by the likes of al-Juzajani, was ex-
plicitly admitted.

A study of the names of those reporting from Aban reveals that many fig-
ures who were later identified as being distinctly Sunni, like al-A¡mash (d.
764), Shu¡ba, and Ibn ¡Uyayna, transmitted traditions from him. This point
further substantiates the view that, in the early rijal works, Aban was accepted
in both the Sunni and the Shi¡i works. With the emergence of distinct Sunni
and Shi¡i schools, traditions reported by rijal like Aban (who was now
strongly contested by the Shi¡is) could not be ignored, because they had been
accepted by their predecessors.

Later Sunni generations had to deal with the vexing problem of accepting
hadith from a transmitter who, by that time, was identified as a Shi¡i. Their ac-
ceptance was justified by claiming that Aban was a “mild” and therefore ac-
ceptable Shi¡i. Thus, although Aban’s authority was challenged by those who
claimed he was a deviant, it was eventually restored by distinguishing between
the two types of bid¡a. At the same time, the Shi¡i development of Aban’s
image as a close disciple of the imams, who performed various functions on
their behalf, made the Shi¡i identity of Aban even more tenable.

A comparison between the Sunni and Shi¡i profiles on Aban also indicates
that whereas the Sunnis were concerned with justifying how to authenticate
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and accept traditions from an apparent deviant, Shi¡i works saw Aban as an es-
teemed and close disciple of the imams who performed various functions on
their behalf. They further quote various remarks from the imams in his favor.
The imams’ recommendations to their followers to refer to Aban in matters
pertaining to religious beliefs and practices portray him as an agent of the
imams who disseminated their teachings. Both Sunni and Shi¡i rijal works
consider Aban reliable.

Aban does not appear to have engaged in substantial polemical discourses,
nor do the titles of the books he reportedly composed indicate that he wrote on
doctrinal issues. He is not, for example, reported to have engaged in dis-
courses on theological issues like the beliefs in bada£ (alteration of a divine
decree), raj¡a, or on anthropomorphism, all of which are linked to several
other Shi¡i figures. This probably accounts for the fact that he is not criticized
in the anti-Shi¡i theological and heresiographical works. Although in the
polemical works of al-Khayyat and al-Ash¡ari there is much discussion of
major Shi¡i figures and a refutation of their theological pronouncements, there
is no mention of Aban’s views. This fact may further explain why the Sunnis
accepted him, despite his Shi¡i predispositions.

Modern Shi¡i rijal works elevate the status of Aban to a higher level than
the earlier works. In his biography of Aban, Mamaqani changes the line of ar-
gumentation. He compares the merits of Aban to those of his Sunni counter-
parts. Due to Tusi’s statement that Aban was well versed in every field of Is-
lamic sciences, Mamaqani claims that Aban was better than the seven Qur£an
writers, better than Sibawayh and al-Kasa£i (the grammarians) and the authors
of the six sahih works, and better than Abu Hanifa, Shafi¡i, Malik and Ibn
Hanbal.83 By stressing the rijal’s epistemic accomplishments, Shi¡i biographi-
cal texts assume polemical undertones when they indicate the superiority of a
disciple over his adversaries. In this way, Mamaqani tries to prove the superi-
ority of the Shi¡i rijal over Sunni figures.

As I stated earlier in this chapter, the two major features of later Shi¡i rijal
works are the portrayal of the rijal as the ideal disciples of the imams and the
refutation of all accusations leveled at them, elevating them, in the process, to
a higher level than in the earlier works. The biographies enhance the authority
of the rijal by adopting polemic and salvific undertones. They identify the
faithful disciples, and try to demonstrate that these disciples were the most ac-
complished in various Islamic disciplines. Not only do the texts construct the
authority of the rijal by stressing the preponderance of Shi¡i beliefs, practices,
and figures, they also cement the authority of the rijal by stressing their contri-
butions in the office of charisma and by claiming that they were more accom-
plished than their Sunni counterparts.
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jabir b. yazid al-ju₁fi (d. 745)

One of the most famous and controversial figures in both Sunni and Shi¡i biog-
raphical works is Jabir b. Yazid al-Ju¡fi, a disciple of the fifth and sixth imams.
Jabir is controversial because he is accused of propagating doctrines that are
viewed as “extremist” and is said to have been associated with the ghulat.

In the Sunni works, derogatory remarks concerning Jabir are evident from
Ibn Sa¡d’s time in the ninth century. He quotes Sufyan (al-Thawri d. 778) as
saying, “If he [Jabir] tells you, ‘(so and so) has related to me’ or ‘I have heard,’
then that is acceptable, whereas if he says, ‘(so and so) has said (without citing
his source), [it is] as if he is ascribing a tradition (ka£annahu yudallisu) to
someone.’”84 Ibn Sa¡d then quotes Qays b. al-Rabi£ (n.d.) as saying that Jabir
is very weak in his views and traditions. Ibn Sa¡d also cites Ibn ¡Uyayna as
stating that when he was with Jabir in a house, the latter spoke in such a man-
ner that the house almost collapsed.85

Although brief, Ibn Sa¡d’s assessment of Jabir is clearly negative, for he
is not seen as a reliable transmitter of traditions. No mention, however, is
made of his having espoused specific religious views, nor is any reason
stated for his being seen as very weak. Moreover, there is neither an indica-
tion of Jabir’s association with any of the imams, nor any elaboration of his
Shi¡i beliefs.

Bukhari notes that ¡Abd al-Rahman b. Mahdi (d. 813) had abandoned
[transmitting hadith from] Jabir. Bukhari also quotes Shu¡ba (d. 776) as
telling Jabir, “You will not die until you will have lied about the Prophet.”
Isma¡il b. Abi Khalid then adds that only a few days and nights had passed
before Jabir was accused of lying. Bukhari’s profile of Jabir is also detrimen-
tal in that Jabir is accused of being a liar and being abandoned by many peo-
ple. There is still no reference identifying him as a Shi¡i.86 Al-¡Ajli (d. 874),
a contemporary of Bukhari, on the other hand, says that Jabir was da¡if
(weak) and extreme in his Shi¡ism.87 He does not expand on these charges
against Jabir, however. It is to be noted that in the ninth-century Sunni biog-
raphical works, the reasons for Jabir’s reputation as a liar are not mentioned
nor are his views discussed.

The charges against Jabir are elaborated in ninth-century Sunni hadith and
polemical works. In his Sahih, Muslim (d. 874) notes that many transmitters
had stopped reporting traditions from Jabir due to his belief in raj¡a.88 Sufyan
(unidentified) is further quoted as saying that people would flock to visit and
narrate traditions from Jabir before he made public what he made public
(qabla ¡an yuzhira ma azhara). When this transpired, many people suspected
Jabir’s traditions and abandoned him. Sufyan was then asked, “And what did
occur?” He said, “The belief in raj¡a.”89 The same Sufyan further states that
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although he had heard about thirty traditions from Jabir, he did not deem it
permissible to transmit any of them.90

The charges against Jabir regarding his extremist beliefs can be further
corroborated from some of his reported interpretations of Qur£anic verses.
Jabir is accused by Sufyan of construing “I will never leave the land until my
father permits me or God commands me” (12:80) as referring to ¡Ali residing
in the clouds. ¡Ali, according to this interpretation, will proclaim the appear-
ance of his son and urge the people to follow him when he reappears.91 Mus-
lim also mentions that Jabir apparently boasted of having heard 50,000 to
70,000 prophetic traditions from Muhammad al-Baqir that Jabir had not re-
lated to anyone.92 This is the earliest source that I have seen in which the ac-
cusations against Jabir are elaborated and explicitly stated. Although the rijal
scholars before Muslim clearly evince their suspicions regarding Jabir, they
do not refer to Jabir’s belief in raj¡a, a view that led many of his contempo-
raries to reject him.

Ibn Qutayba (d. 889), a contemporary of Bukhari and Muslim, also cites
some of the accusations that were leveled at Jabir. In his Ta£wil Mukhtalif al-
Hadith, Ibn Qutayba links Jabir with the Rafidis and states that Jabir was
among those who believed in the doctrine of raj¡a.93 In his Kitab al-Ma¡arif,
Ibn Qutayba mentions that Jabir was one who indulged in ambiguous activi-
ties and magical tricks,94 and links him with other Rafidi figures like Zurara
and al-Mukhtar b. ¡Ubayd al-Thaqafi (d. 697).95

Al-Fasawi (d. 890), another ninth-century historian, mentions other beliefs
that Jabir purportedly espoused that led to his estrangement. Apart from re-
peating many of the charges against Jabir that had been documented by Mus-
lim, al-Fasawi quotes Ibn Hanbal as saying that people had abandoned Jabir
because of his repugnant views.96 Jabir is also reported to have claimed: “The
legatee of the legatees (wasi al-awsiya£) told me”—a view that further en-
hanced the suspicions that he was a Rafidi.97 Sunni suspicions against Jabir
were probably augmented by his traditions predicting the rise of the Qa£im,
the Messianic imam.98

Al-¡Uqayli (d. 933) also adds information on Jabir that is absent in earlier
works. He says that Jabir reviled the sahaba, a practice that was apparently
shared by many Rafidis of his time,99 and that Jabir claimed al-Baqir had made
him drink from a special utensil (qa¡b jayshan),100 which helped him memorize
40,000 traditions.101 No favorable comments on Jabir are made by al-¡Uqayli.

As in the case of Aban, tenth-century Sunni profiles on Jabir present addi-
tional material. The earlier remarks are recounted, and now he is closely
aligned also to the main Rafidi views, including the vilification of the compan-
ions, beliefs in the transmission of the imamate based on divine designation
(nass), and the imams’ divinely inspired knowledge. In all probability, by Ibn
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¡Adi’s time, Jabir’s affiliation with Shi¡ism was not only widely accepted, but
also major Shi¡i doctrines were attributed to him. He was thus made to hold
the multitudinous views the Shi¡is had propounded, despite the fact that many
of these beliefs were not linked to Jabir in the ninth-century Sunni texts. In the
tenth century, the Shi¡i identity of Jabir, implicit in the earlier sources, be-
comes explicit.

If Jabir’s seemingly heretical views were known to the likes of Muslim,
Ibn Qutayba, and al-Fasawi, they were surely also known to their contempo-
raries, Bukhari and Ibn Sa¡d. Even Ibn Abi Hatim, a tenth-century rijal
scholar, does not mention Jabir’s belief in raj¡a. Why do the early rijal schol-
ars like Ibn Sa¡d, Bukhari, and Ibn Abi Hatim not mention Jabir’s beliefs,
just as they fail to cite Aban’s affiliation to Shi¡ism? A possible explanation
is that ninth-century rijal scholars do not, as a general rule, discuss the be-
liefs and views propounded by particular figures. They appear to be more
concerned with citing the assessments of their predecessors, which may or
may not include a person’s beliefs. This may explain why, although Bukhari
and Ibn Abi Hatim cite profiles of Zayd b. ¡Ali (d. 737), Muhammad b. al-
Hanafiyya, and Abu Jarud, they make no mention of the events and beliefs
that arose from the actions of these figures.102 The fact that Abu Jarud be-
longed to the Zaydiyya, or that Zayd led a major revolt in Kufa is not men-
tioned by any of these rijal scholars. They are content to cite the evaluations
that were transmitted from eighth-century figures, ignoring, in the process,
their own assessments of a person’s beliefs and school of thought. This may
explain the omission of important details concerning both Aban and Jabir
from their texts.

It is only in the tenth century that some favorable material on Jabir begins
to appear in his profiles. Ibn Abi Hatim quotes al-Thawri as saying that Jabir
was upright in his traditions and that, “I did not see anyone who was more
truthful in [transmitting] hadith than Jabir.” Shu¡ba, who was quoted by
Bukhari calling Jabir a liar, is reported by Ibn Abi Hatim to have said that
Jabir was truthful in transmitting traditions.103

Ibn Abi Hatim’s profile of Jabir is, in fact, a mixture of favorable and con-
temptuous remarks. He quotes Ibn Hanbal as saying, “¡Abd al-Rahman and
Yahya had both abandoned Jabir.” Yahya b. Ma¡in calls him da¡if.104 No at-
tempt is made to explain why he was called a liar, or to reconcile the contra-
dictory appraisals that appear in his profile as seen by the terms da¡if and
thiqa. These conflicting remarks on Jabir can be explained by assuming that,
after initially espousing beliefs that were acceptable to his peers, Jabir later
propagated views that were found to be repulsive by many. It is from this per-
spective that the frequent appearance of the phrase fa-tarakahu (and he aban-
doned him) in Jabir’s profile becomes comprehensible.
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The contention that Jabir’s profile grows considerably in the tenth century
is corroborated by a study of Ibn ¡Adi’s (d. 975) biographical text. A new ele-
ment concerning Jabir is mentioned by Ibn ¡Adi, namely, his claim to perform
miracles. ¡Uthman b. Sha¡bi reported a tradition from his grandfather claiming
that Jabir could produce fruits from his garden in the off-season, a point that
corroborated his view that Jabir was a liar.105 Jabir is also reported to have per-
formed epistemological miracles like prophesying the revolt of Abu Saraya in
796 c.e., and the digging of the water canal in Kufa.106 Other reports cited by
Ibn ¡Adi regarding Jabir reveal that he was gradually aligned with the main
Shi¡i beliefs. Thus, Ibn ¡Uyayna turned away from Jabir because he believed
the Prophet had transmitted his divinely inspired knowledge to ¡Ali, who then
taught it to al-Hasan. This ¡ilm was transmitted to later imams.107 As I dis-
cussed in chapter four, the rijal were accused of propagating and vindicating
this belief.

Ibn ¡Adi also refers to some of the favorable material on Jabir, which was
cited by Ibn Abi Hatim. Thus, al-Thawri is reported to have said that he did
not see anyone who was more upright than Jabir in reporting traditions. Tenth-
century Sunni ambiguity over Jabir can be discerned also from Ibn al-Shahin’s
(d. 995) biographical text. Despite the previous objections stated against Jabir,
he includes him among the trustworthy transmitters of traditions.108

Favorable remarks on Jabir, based on utterances from al-Thawri and Shu¡ba,
appear in the tenth-century texts. While it is not clear why these remarks appear
at this time, it can be surmised that, in the highly polemicized environment of
the ninth century, the derogatory remarks against Jabir were emphasized so as
to create an unfavorable image of him. This emphasis was necessary to refute
the emerging body of Shi¡i beliefs, many of which had been linked to Jabir. Fa-
vorable views on Jabir may have been suppressed in order to amplify a negative
image of Shi¡i figures, an image also depicted in the profiles of Shi¡i figures like
Zurara and Hisham b. al-Hakam.109 This may have been done with the further
intention of marginalizing the Shi¡is and associating them with the ghulat.
Later on, favorable remarks on Jabir were cited. In the Sunni rijal works how-
ever, the overall view regarding him remained unfavorable.

In his profile of Jabir, Ibn Hajar poses an interesting question. If Jabir was
deemed to be weak, then why did al-Thawri and Shu¡ba relate his traditions?
As for al-Thawri, Ibn Hajar continues, he had stopped transmitting Jabir’s tra-
ditions once he realized that Jabir had changed his views, that is, had accepted
the belief in raj¡a. Shu¡ba, on the other hand, continued to relate traditions from
Jabir so as to publicize his views. Ibn Hajar clearly saw the need to resolve the
apparent discrepancy between Shu¡ba’s reliability as a reporter and his trans-
mission of hadith from one who was deemed to be a liar by many traditionists.
By this interpretation, the inconsistency was removed and the reputation of
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both al-Thawri and Shu¡ba remained intact.110 The ninth-century Sunni rijal
works evidently saw Jabir as an anathema, due mainly to his belief in raj¡a. In
the tenth-century sources, a link was forged between him and other Shi¡i be-
liefs, which were not mentioned in the previous sources. In most works, he was
not deemed to be a reliable transmitter of hadith.

In Shi¡i biographical and hadith works Jabir is described as a prolific hadith
transmitter and is said to have authored a number of works. Some of these
have been quoted in later texts.111 However, Shi¡i authors are divided on their
assessments of Jabir. Al-Saffar indicates that the imams proclaimed him to be
a sincere follower of their cause. Thus, al-Sadiq is quoted as saying that
whereas Jabir was truthful in transmitting their hadith, Mughira b. Sa¡id (d.
737) had lied against the imams.112 Jabir is also depicted in the early Shi¡i
texts as a recipient of the imams’ miraculous abilities. Al-Baqir reportedly en-
abled him to see the kingdom of the heavens and the earth.113 Kashshi cites
many reports on Jabir; some are favorable to him, while others challenge his
image as an authoritative figure in Shi¡i circles. In one report, Zurara quotes
al-Sadiq as saying that he had seen Jabir meet al-Baqir once only and that
Jabir had never gone to see him, a report that obviously contradicts the thou-
sands of traditions that Jabir had reportedly transmitted from the imams.114

Al-Fasawi’s tradition that Jabir referred to the imam as the “legatee of the
legatees” is also cited by Kashshi. Contrary to the reports cited in most Sunni
sources on the same issue, traditions cited by Kashshi indicate that Jabir had
explicitly identified al-Baqir as the legatee. It was because of this, according to
Kashshi, that Jabir was depicted as insane.115A tradition that is cited in Sunni
works is thereby reinterpreted to make explicit what is implicit in the Sunni
texts, namely, Jabir’s acknowledgment of the imamate of al-Baqir by identify-
ing him as the legatee.

Kashshi also quotes and further substantiates traditions cited by Muslim
and al-Fasawi, which indicate that Jabir had heard thousands of traditions
from al-Baqir and was closely associated with him. As compared to Sunni tra-
ditions on the same point, Kashshi’s reports stress Jabir’s affiliation with the
imam who reportedly had entrusted Jabir with many books, some of which he
was to narrate from only after the downfall of the Umayyads, while from oth-
ers he was never to transmit.116

Jabir’s position among the Shi¡is was not well established. Kashshi records
many traditions stating that the Shi¡is approached the imams seeking clarifica-
tion on Jabir’s status. Thus, when al-Dharih al-Muharibi (n.d.)117 questioned
al-Sadiq about Jabir, the imam did not initially respond. When al-Dharih ques-
tioned him for a third time, al-Sadiq told him, “O Dharih, do not mention
Jabir. Indeed, if the ignoble ones were to hear his traditions they would [also]
repel (shana¡u) or, he said, they might publicize them (adha¡u).”118
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Shi¡i reservations regarding the status of Jabir become more evident when
we examine the profiles provided by Tusi and Najashi on him. In his profile of
Aban, Tusi cites many laudatory remarks and mentions his eminent position
among the Shi¡is, claiming that he was among “our companions.” In Jabir’s
profile, on the other hand, Tusi merely states that he was an author of an asl
and tafsir work. That Tusi neither authenticates Jabir nor transmits a single
comment favorable to him is a firm indication of his reservations regarding
Jabir’s veracity as a hadith transmitter.119

Najashi is more overt in his criticisms of Jabir. He states that many re-
porters who were putatively weak transmitted traditions from Jabir. He further
adds that Jabir was confused in his views and that al-Mufid had related some
poems that referred to Jabir’s confusion. Najashi also states that Jabir had re-
ported few traditions on the halal and haram (the prescribed lawful and un-
lawful acts).120 Najashi’s comment when he enumerates the books of Jabir fur-
ther evinces his reservations regarding him. He states, “These traditions and
books appear [to be] fabricated, however, God knows best.”121

The medieval Shi¡i scholar, Zayn al-Din al-¡Amili (d. 1557), who is also
known as Shahid II, states that one must refrain from authenticating Jabir be-
cause there was much controversy regarding his reliability,122 a position that
was adopted by ¡Allama al-Hilli (d. 1325), too.123

A comparison of the traditions reported in both Sunni and Shi¡i works on
Jabir suggests that the Shi¡is tend to refute the charges against him by inter-
preting them in their favor. To the Sunni accusation that Jabir spoke of the
“legatee of the legatees,” the Shi¡is maintain that this claim referred to al-
Baqir thereby making it palatable to them. On the thousands of traditions that
he had allegedly heard, Kashshi substantiates the reports in the works of Mus-
lim and al-Fasawi, which state that Jabir transmitted them from al-Baqir. In-
deed, it is possible to conceive from this report that Jabir shared in the divine
¡ilm that reportedly had been transmitted to the imams.

Kashshi also cites a tradition, which is reported in the Tahdhib of Ibn Hajar,
concerning Jabir’s occasional lapses into insanity. However, Kashshi’s version
attempts to refute these charges against Jabir. He records traditions stating that
Jabir had deliberately pretended to be mad so as to avoid being arrested by the
Caliph Hisham b. ¡Abd al-Malik (d. 743) who had ordered his arrest.124 Ac-
cording to Kulayni, al-Baqir had written to Jabir instructing him to pretend to
be insane to avoid being arrested. Within a few days of Jabir’s receiving the
letter from al-Baqir, Hisham’s letter arrived in Kufa asking his governor to ex-
ecute Jabir. When the governor found Jabir playing with children, apparently
insane, he pardoned him.125

Kashshi also cites traditions alluding to Jabir’s miraculous abilities in re-
ports linking him with the ghulat. These genres of reports pertain especially to
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those traditions reported by ¡Amr b. Shimr who was associated with extremist
figures.126 Jabir could, for example, make people “fly” to Medina from Kufa,
and could even perform epistemological miracles like predicting the future.127

Jabir’s alleged “extremist” traditions can also be seen from the following tra-
dition. A report transmitted by Jabir shows al-Baqir interpreting chapter 62
(sura al-Jum¡a) in the Qur£an as referring to the wilaya (authority) of ¡Ali and
the dissociation from the first two caliphs.128 Traditions of this type aroused
Shi¡i suspicions against Jabir. It is difficult to determine whether Jabir was
himself responsible for disseminating these types of extremist traditions or
whether they were later attributed to him by figures like ¡Amr b. Shimr.

Overall, Kashshi’s profile on Jabir is contradictory. Some reports tend to
confirm the accusations leveled at Jabir in the Sunni works, others suggest that
he was linked to the ghulat. For the Shi¡is, authenticating Jabir was difficult
due to his alleged involvement with the ghulat and his transmission of tradi-
tions that were seen by tenth-century Shi¡is as “extreme.” Not all Shi¡is agreed
that Jabir was responsible for the propagation of extremist traditions, however.
According to al-Nawbakhti, ¡Abd Allah b. al-Harith, a leader of the followers
of ¡Abd Allah b. Mu¡awiya (d. 748–749), spread the doctrines of metempsy-
chosis and the preexistence of the human soul as shadows, and ascribed them
to Jabir, who, in fact, had not espoused such beliefs.129

Jabir’s profile can be contrasted with that of Aban. In the case of the latter,
Sunni authors found him to be acceptable despite his Shi¡i inclinations. The
Shi¡is on the other hand, saw Aban as a close associate of the imams and ex-
tolled his virtues. Jabir, in contrast, was rejected in virtually all the Sunni
works. Although his traditions were initially accepted and he was seen as reli-
able, many people abandoned him once his belief in raj¡a became known.
Kashshi cites conflicting remarks on him, but neither Tusi nor Najashi cite a
single favorable comment on him or mention his close association with the
imams, a point repeatedly stressed in Aban’s profile.

Twentieth-century rijal scholars like al-Khu£i and Mamaqani attempt to ex-
onerate Jabir from the derogatory remarks reportedly uttered by the imams
against him, thereby presenting an idealized image of him. Al-Khu£i claims that
many traditions against Jabir are weak in their chains of transmission.130 He then
quotes Ibn Qawlawayh (d. 978), ¡Ali b. Ibrahim al-Qummi (d. 919), Ibn al-
Ghada£iri (d. 1020), and al-Mufid, all of whom considered Jabir to be reliable.
Al-Khu£i argues that the authentications provided by these figures surpass Na-
jashi’s statement that Jabir was confused in his traditions. Al-Khu£i then cites the
favorable remarks on Jabir, including those on his preserving thousands of tradi-
tions that he received from al-Baqir and his reference to the imam as the “lega-
tee of the legatees.” Al-Khu£i admits, however, that most of the favorable tradi-
tions have weak isnads too. Despite this, he authenticates Jabir.
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As for al-Sadiq’s statement that he had seen Jabir with his father only once,
and that Jabir had never gone to see him, al-Khu£i asserts that this statement
must be attributed to taqiyya. In any case, al-Khu£i continues, the report that
Jabir had never gone to visit al-Sadiq does not preclude the possibility that the
imam had met him at some other place where Jabir could have acquired the
imam’s teachings.131 Al-Khu£i also expresses amazement at Najashi’s state-
ment that very few traditions pertaining to the halal and haram are reported by
Jabir. On the contrary, he argues, there are many reports from Jabir on this
subject in the four major Shi¡i fiqh manuals.132 Najashi may have thought that
these were ascribed to Jabir later, al-Khu£i suggests. It is to be remembered
that Najashi must have been aware of the existence of these traditions in the
Shi¡i juridical works, because they were compiled before his time. Jabir is
thereby rehabilitated by al-Khu£i and the reservations expressed by the earlier
scholars are dismissed.

Mamaqani also mentions the unfavorable reports against Jabir and dis-
misses them as arising from taqiyya, especially the seemingly strange report
that Jabir had never met al-Sadiq.133 As for Najashi’s statement that Jabir was
confused in his traditions, Mamaqani says that Najashi’s remarks were precip-
itated by Jabir’s reports on the miracles the imams performed. These types of
reports were seen at one time as being extremist, but are now thought to be
among the essential requirements (daruriyyat) of Shi¡i faith.134 For Ma-
maqani, Jabir’s confusion (ikhtilat) lay precisely in his reporting of the imams’
miracles, but now that these have been acknowledged as being an intrinsic
part of Shi¡i faith, Najashi’s negative appraisal of him is no longer valid. Ma-
maqani supports his contention by citing several traditions on the imams’ mir-
acles as witnessed and reported by Jabir.135

By utilizing various forms of hermeneutics, both Mamaqani and al-Khu£i
are able to accommodate Jabir. Mamaqani concludes that Jabir is reliable
(thiqa), of high status (jalil), and dependable in his traditions, evaluations that
clearly contradict earlier Shi¡i assessments of the same figure.136 Mamaqani’s
biographical discourse reveals the multi-layered hermeneutical texture that is
a prominent feature in his biographical enterprise. The rich multiplicity af-
fords him a large measure of freedom to exclude unfavorable opinions at will.
He constructs the building blocks of his discourse by interventions, counterar-
guments, and frequent refutations of erstwhile biographical texts. In this way,
Mamaqani is able to determine how a disciple is portrayed and constructs the
disciple’s authority in his text.

The authority of the rijal in the earlier texts is interwoven with providing a
normative appraisal thus promoting continuity and stability in the profiles. The
later works of al-Khu£i and Mamaqani, on the other hand, exemplify a
hermeneutical process, an interpretive activity that indicates the ability of a text
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to impact the present by idealizing the past. These biographers engage in a text-
based hermeneutical enterprise, on occasion extending the authority of some
rijal beyond the intent of earlier scholars like Tusi, Najashi, and Kashshi. Grad-
ually, the idealized memory of a disciple replaces the memory of what he may
have been like. Hermeneutical skills and interpretive activities are embedded in
the biographical works to convey how the rijal should be perceived.

In comparing Sunni and Shi¡i profiles on Jabir, it can be said that many of
the Sunni accusations against Jabir are confirmed in Shi¡i texts. Thus, to the
Sunni charge of Jabir’s belief in the raj¡a, Shi¡i texts cite traditions on raj¡a as
reported by Jabir.137 Since ninth- and tenth-century Shi¡is had espoused the
belief in raj¡a, they could not blame Jabir for propagating this doctrine. Sunni
accusations against Jabir regarding his reviling the sahaba, beliefs in the ima-
mate, and the transmission of the imams’ ¡ilm are also accepted by the Shi¡is
as being an intrinsic part of their religious beliefs. To the Sunni charge that
Jabir believed that ¡Ali resided in the clouds, al-Saffar cites many traditions on
this topic under the heading “The Chapter on the Commander of the Faithful
Traversing (rukub) the Clouds.”138 Al-Mufid quotes a tradition from al-Baqir
in which the Prophet is quoted as telling ¡Ali, “By God, you will ride [through]
the clouds,” thus confirming Sunni accusations against Jabir.139

The Shi¡is could readily accept Sunni accusations against Jabir because the
Shi¡is had espoused most of these beliefs. For them, it was only Jabir’s alleged
links with the ghulat that were difficult to justify. In many ways, Jabir’s profile
is contrary to Aban’s. The latter’s authority was accepted (and contested) by
both the Sunnis and the Shi¡is. Jabir, on the other hand, was rejected by the
Sunnis while the Shi¡is exhibited reservations about him as well.

The profile of the two disciples shows that, initially, some disciples like
Aban were acceptable to both camps. No mention is made in the early Sunni
texts of his Shi¡ism, a point that suggests that he may, initially, have transmit-
ted traditions and held views that were acceptable by both schools. Once
Aban’s Shi¡ism was known, it became necessary to legitimize the authority
and justify the acceptance of traditions from a Shi¡i. This was done by charac-
terizing him as a “mild” and therefore acceptable Shi¡i. By claiming that Aban
was among “our companions,” Tusi was refuting the Sunni contention that he
was a “mild” Shi¡i who was different from other Shi¡is. The Shi¡i claim for
Aban was further amplified by various reports of his engagement and activi-
ties in the charismatic office of the rijal. This is further proof of the tussle for
Aban between the two camps.

Due to his belief in raj¡a, Jabir was deemed by the early and late Sunni
works to be weak. Favorable assessments of him were suppressed, probably to
enhance a negative image of him and to marginalize Shi¡i figures. Shi¡i biog-
raphical works also expressed certain reservations about him, although he was
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never explicitly rejected by them. Initially, his authority was not well estab-
lished in either school.

This discussion of the two disciples has shown also that, with the passage
of time, the profiles of the rijal “grow.” Aban’s penchant for Shi¡ism, for in-
stance, was stressed only from al-¡Uqayli’s time onward. The same author,
possibly under the anti-Shi¡i environment that was prevalent, also ascribed
views to Jabir that were missing in earlier texts. In both cases, the rijal were
identified, at one time or another, with Shi¡ism. Much effort was exerted by the
later Shi¡i biographers to rehabilitate disciples like Jabir, raising them, at
times, to levels higher than those accorded to them in the earlier works.

Conclusion

Biographical expression is the medium in which the human and the divine in-
teract. It is here that irrational or supernatural qualities are located within the
confines of sacred history. Due to the presence of the supernatural and other
qualities of charismatic figures, biographical texts become an integral expres-
sion of the sacred literature of a community. Since sacred biography includes
accounts of the lives of holy persons, it becomes a confluence of both biogra-
phy and hagiography. Different features form literary vehicles to represent the
ideal holy man in the historical figure.

Shi¡i biographical literature is a good example of how exemplum, polemic,
rejection, and marginalization all combine in biographical portraits. The con-
fluence of these literary devices constructs the authority of the imams and the
rijal and portrays their ideal traits. Various literary motifs are employed to
construct and cement the authority of the rijal in the biographical texts. These
include: citations of favorable reports from imams, assertions of the rijal’s loy-
alty to the imams, their epistemic knowledge, rejection of denigrating re-
marks, the development of ideal models based on their contribution to the
Shi¡i community, proselytization, and mass authentications based on infer-
ences from earlier biographical texts.

At the social level, Shi¡i biographical literature is important not only be-
cause it constructs authority and describes how it was wielded, but also be-
cause it helps to create and highlight paradigmatic models and ideal types. It
engenders identities, stating with whom followers should identify and from
whom they should distance themselves. Biography also expresses a typology
of leadership for comprehending those who exercise diverse forms of author-
ity, and, at times, indicates the struggle for authority in different social con-
texts. Thus, the study of biographical literature is interwoven with the question
of the authority exercised in the religious, political, and social realms.
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In selecting, preserving, and evaluating the rijal, tenth- and eleventh-century
Shi¡i biographers engaged in hermeneutical activity and an interpretive enter-
prise that became cumulative and evolved into a canonical representation of
the disciples. The normative and “standardized” reading of the lives of the
rijal was a construction that would be impossible for later scholars to ignore.
The authentications and typologies created by the tenth- and eleventh-century
Shi¡i biographers were also important as they participated in the process of au-
thority construction. It has to be remembered that the imams also conferred
authority to the rijal by appointing them as their deputies in the Shi¡i commu-
nity. This supplemented the authority the rijal acquired by their epistemic ac-
complishments, and the authority constructed in the biographical literature.

Biography, whether that of the imams or of their disciples, is also employed
to create and promote the preponderance of the Shi¡i school. Thus, biography
is not simply a vehicle for reporting history; it is also an important tool to pro-
mote Shi¡i convictions and its concept of salvation history. In the Shi¡i biogra-
phies, there is a clear polemical concern to depict the Shi¡i community in the
eighth century as a well-disciplined and largely monolithic unit. There is also
a palpable attempt to embellish and idealize the past. In exonerating the
prominent rijal from all blame, the functions of the biographical expositions
include those of generating and embellishing a portrait of the rijal as loyal dis-
ciples of the imams. The reason for the idealization of the rijal is obvious—
they report the traditions upon which the Shi¡i jurisprudential edifice rests. In
the idealization of the prominent rijal can be discerned the Shi¡i belief regard-
ing religious guidance from authorities who cannot commit any error or act of
inadvertence that would affect the authoritativeness of what they transmit.



Conclusion

To comprehend the development of sacred authority and its implications for
Muslim polity, it is essential to engage the classical heritage that has played a
significant role in the exposition and legitimation of religious authority. My
study into the significance and ramifications of the title “heirs of the Prophet”
has shown that it was deeply interwoven with the question of authority and
charisma in Islam.

The title conferred authority on those who claimed it and enabled them to
perpetuate the Prophet’s legacy in different forms. The “heirs of the Prophet”
tradition also empowered those who exercised authority on behalf of the
Prophet both to demand obedience and loyalty from the Muslim community
and to marginalize and demonize the “other.”

The appropriation of the prophetic mantle as heirs was not confined to a
particular class. It included the Umayyad and ¡Abbasid caliphs, the scholars
within the Sunni community, the Sufi holy men, the Shi¡i imams, and their dis-
ciples. These groups appropriated different dimensions of the prophetic
legacy in their claims to be his exclusive heirs. They also advanced variegated
notions of charismatic authority to vindicate their claims. As different factions
coveted the title, their claims to be the heirs of the Prophet reflected a struggle
within the Muslim community over who would wield power and exercise au-
thority based on the Prophet’s legacy.

For the Umayyad and ¡Abbasid caliphs, soteriology was contingent on the
recognition and acknowledgment of their right to be the Prophet’s heirs. They
even claimed to be superior to all creatures as they sought to derive their au-
thority directly from God. Their claim was based on possessing the temporal
authority of the Prophet since, as rulers of the community, they occupied the
same office Muhammad had.
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As the scholars came to wrestle with the caliphs for power, they claimed re-
ligious authority on the grounds of their self-proclaimed role as the inheritors
of the religious traditions. Their authority was also anchored in their interpre-
tations and articulations of normative law. At the social level, the claim that
they were the heirs to the Prophet’s knowledge elevated the scholars above the
masses, who became increasingly dependent on their interpretations and ma-
nipulations of the prophetic legacy, a legacy they claimed to be protecting and
preserving. The establishment of a religious scholarly elite was a further man-
ifestation of the diffusion of the Prophet’s all-embracing authority and the in-
stitutionalization of the office of charisma.

The Shi¡is insisted that their imams were the sole inheritors of the prophetic
legacy. The Shi¡i understanding of post-Muhammadan authority differed from
those advanced by the other groups insofar as they claimed that their imams had
inherited the same comprehensive authority the Prophet had possessed. The be-
lief in the imamate posited an inherited charismatic structure of domination in
which the religious and political authorities were fused in the figure of the imam.

The Sufis laid claims to a distinctive type of charismatic authority and lead-
ership. They attempted to replicate the Prophet’s spiritual journey, and ad-
vanced various modes of spiritual and biological links to vindicate their
claims to be the true heirs of the Prophet. The sense of allegiance and obedi-
ence that was inherent in the heirs traditions was extended to cover the dead
saints as the Sufis, like the Shi¡is, claimed that the praesentia and potentia of
their holy men could be accessed at the shrine. This perpetuated the legacy of
obedience to the authority of the holy men long after their deaths.

Claims to be the heirs of the Prophet went hand in hand with claims to pos-
sess charismatic powers and the ability to impact the lives and religious prac-
tices of the people. Whether it was inherited, acquired, or institutionalized
charisma, the claim to possess charisma was used in conjunction with the
heirs traditions to cement power and generate a sense of loyalty to those who
wielded that power. Many became increasingly dependent on the interpreta-
tions provided by these heirs.

Due to the rivalry between the heirs, the Muslim community was seg-
mented along different lines. In the Sunni world, the claims by the heirs to rep-
resent the Prophet resulted in the creation and, at times uneasy, coexistence of
the political, religious, military, administrative, and judicial authorities. There
were major differences between the Sufi shaykhs and between the imams and
their disciples. The contending heirs not only vied for authority but also
charged other groups with heresy and misappropriation of authority. The per-
secution of the ¡ulama£, the mihna, charges of extremism against the Sufis and
the Shi¡is, and the refutation of arguments in polemical literature are all reflec-
tions of the wider struggle for authority between the heirs of the Prophet.
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Differences between the heirs and their divergent interpretations of prophetic
traditions gave rise to variant notions of the law and doctrines not only between
but also within the groups that claimed to be the heirs of the Prophet. Under the
shari¡ men, various schools of law emerged in Sunnism. The rijal differed with
the imams and between themselves on many legal and theological points. Simi-
larly, differences emerged between the diverse Sufi orders.

Due to the unfavorable political climate during their lifetimes, the imams
had to diffuse their charismatic authority to their close disciples. Thus, the
rijal became heirs of the prophetic legacy they inherited from the imams. The
authority of the rijal was located in a broad nexus of religious roles and insti-
tutions and was predicated on different sources. Their authority was initially
based on “delegation traditions” from the imams. The authority derived from
the delegation by the imams was animated by epistemic authority, which was
anchored in the scholastic activities of the rijal. Just like their Sunni contem-
poraries, the authority of the rijal was tacitly enhanced by their interpreta-
tions, juridical verdicts, and other activities. Later on, Shi¡i biographical texts
further enhanced the authority of the rijal through various forms of textual
and interpretive enterprises.

As the occupants of the charismatic office, the rijal asserted this authority
by expressing themselves in their various activities and roles, furnishing them,
in the process, with the ability to exemplify and articulate normative Shi¡i be-
liefs and practices. They consolidated their position within the community
and gradually controlled judicial and other financial affairs. As they estab-
lished paradigmatic precedents, their activities, which were reportedly appro-
bated by the imams, came to be incorporated in the canonical authority and
the unfolding legal system. In many ways, the rijal paralleled the struggle for
legitimacy and authority in the Sunni community, where the ¡ulama were
wresting religious authority from the caliphs at about the same time. Whereas
the ¡ulama£ in the Sunni world had to struggle to attain religious authority, the
imams conferred that authority on the rijal.

With the enhanced activities of the disciples, an independent Shi¡i commu-
nity emerged, one that asserted its autonomy from the mainstream Sunni ma-
jority. The Shi¡is came up with their own charismatic leaders, theologians, ju-
rists, and judicial authority. They formulated their own legal practices, and a
distinctive imam-based hadith literature, which allowed them to remain inde-
pendent from the Sunni community. In a sense, the “ideal” Shi¡i community,
maintaining religious and administrative independence from the political struc-
ture, existed within a hostile Sunni majority. This separation is further confir-
mation of the ramifications of the enhanced authority and activities of the rijal.

The authority of the rijal was further augmented by the authority that was
accorded to them in the texts. Textual authority is contingent not only on what
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the text contains, but is also dependent on the history of how that text is under-
stood. Due to their appraisals and the typologies they created in their texts,
Shi¡i biographers participated in the process of authority construction. This
supplemented the authority the rijal had acquired from the imams and from
their own epistemic accomplishments.

Through the different ways of linking themselves to the Prophet, the
caliphs, scholars, Sufi holy men, the Shi¡i imams, and their disciples each ap-
propriated the title “heirs of the Prophet” for themselves. Using the hadith lit-
erature and other hermeneutical tools, these groups employed the waratha tra-
dition to monopolize power and remind the laity of their allegiance to them.
The net effect was to establish rivalry between the contending heirs.

The discussion of the heirs of the Prophet should be seen as a contest not
only for religious authority, but also, ultimately, for determining who was the
true representative of Muhammad in contemporary society. Whereas the
Prophet’s charisma may have dissipated, his knowledge, piety, and spiritual
legacy have inspired different groups to put forward claims to exercise reli-
gious authority by representing him in their times.
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